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Preface

The European Geotraverse (EGT) project has been a scientific undertaking on an
unprecedented scale in the Earth Sciences. Its whole ethos has been founded on the idea that
the scale of trying to understand the workings of a continent and its evolution through
geological time demanded the combined efforts of a very large number of people with
expertise from a wide range of disciplines. Not only would they have to understand each
other' s point of view and work together in aseries of integrated experiments, they would have
to produce their findings in such a way that could be understood by all. EGT completed its
experimental work in 1990, the culmination of nearly ten years effort. But the work of EGT
could not end there. The concluding paragraph of the EGT Final Report to its prime supporter
and benefactor, the European Science Foundation (ESF), made clear that 'In many ways,
EGT has only just begun'. The wealth of data collected during the EGT experimental
programme, together with geological and geophysical data obtained over many years, were
reduced to a common reference frame and mapped on to a common scale and projection in
order to compare them directly so that the connections between them might become deaL
The result of this compilation is the sequence of maps and plates, together with explanatory
text and comprehensive reference lists, that form the EGT Atlas which is the complement and
companion to this book. To enhance the use of this database, much of the Atlas data is
contained on a CD-ROM.
The concept of this book has been to draw all this work together into a coherent account
ofthe tectonic evolution ofEurope and the geodynamic processes that have fashioned it. It
is, in asense, the epitome ofEGT, having been written in the beliefthat the whole is greater
than the sum of its individual parts. It has also been written with a view to the future, in the
knowledge that there is much more still to be gained from further analysis and interpretation
of the information gathered during EGT and the hope that the book can serve as aspringboard
for new research advances. The book is very much a team effort, involving fifteen authors.
Whilst each has been identified with particular sections of the book, it might have been added
after their names 'with a little help from their friends' because the writing and the ideas have
been shared and have benefited from joint efforts. We have attempted to present the book
in a unified way. As a vital ingredient, all the diagrams have been computer draughted to a
consistently high standard by Sue Button at the University of Leicester, to whom we are
immensely grateful.
The EGT project involved too many people for us to mention here and we apologise for
the injustice in our not recognising their individual efforts. The length of the list of references
IX
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at the end of this book is testimony to the great number who have contributed.
EGT was made possible because of the recognition and support that was given so
generously by the ESF throughout the eight years formal existence of the project and, indeed,
both before and since. There are no words to express adequately the gratitude we owe to ESF.
We would like to thank, in particular, Eugen Seibold, the ESF President for much of the
period ofEGT, and the two officers ofESF who, in turn, gave practical expression to the help
that we received, Bernard Munsch and Micheie Fratta. Peter Fricker deserves our special
thanks. As chairman of the European Science Research Councils Working Group for the
European Geotraverse he gave unstinting support and did much to secure the funding for the
coordination of EGT from the Research Councils. The management of EGT came through
the Scientific Coordinating Committee, chaired by Stephan Mueller, inc1uding E. Banda, A.
Berthelsen, D. Blundell, P. Giese, A. Hirn, C. Morelli and H. Zwart, whose deliberations were
put into practice by the Scientific Secretary, E. Banda, and the Adjunct Secretary, first D.
Galson and then R. Freeman. To them fell the major part of the hard work involved in the
wh oie project. For practical purposes the EGT swathe was divided into three segments.
Responsibility for the northern segment fell to A. Berthelsen as chairman with first N.
Springer and then M. Marker as scientific assistant; for the central segment to P. Giese as
chairman with M. Huch as scientific assistant, and for the southern segment to C. Morelli as
chairman and D. Polizzi as scientific assistant. Much of the coordination of EGT was
devolved to the three segments, particularly the organisation of workshops and study centres.
These proved to be especially fruitful in bringing people and ideas together and were greatly
enhanced by the willingness of ESF to enable rapid publication of extended abstracts and to
disseminate them widely. Financial support and encouragement for this from the Commission
ofthe European Communities was especially valued, through the good offices and continuing
interest of K. Louwrier and E. Staroste.
Amongst the 13 experiments making up the Joint Programme ofEGT, some involved field
campaigns to obtain new observational data whilst others required coordinated efforts to
recompile existing data into uniform formats. All required substantial organisational effort.
Five major seismic experiments were executed specifically for EGT. EUGENO-S was
undertaken by a working group chaired by A. Berthelsen and owed much to the efforts of E.
Flüh, S. Gregersen and C.-E. Lund. EUGEMI was coordinated by C. Prodehl and B.
Aichroth, EGT-S83 and EGT-S85 were directed by J. Ansorge and C. Morelli and ILIHA
was organised through a working group led by A. Udfas, A. Lopez-Arroyo and L. MendesVictor. Data compilation has been effected primarily by A. Berthelsen, P. Burollet, D. Dal
Piaz, W. Franke and R. Trümpy (tectonics), J. Ansorge (seismics), A. Hahn, T. Wonik, A.
Galdeano and P. Mouge (magnetics), V. Haak and S.-E. Hjelt (electromagnetics), N. Pavoni,
T. Ahjos, S. Gregersen, H. Langer, G. Leydecker,P. Suhadolc andM. Uski (seismicity, focal
mechanisms), V. Cermak, N. Balling, R. Schulz and B. Della Vedova (geothermics), E.
Klingele (gravity), D. Lelgeman (geoid), P. Giese (Moho depths), L. Pesonen and M.
Westphal (palaeomagnetics), E. Gubler, S. Arca, J. Kakkuri, K. Mälzer and K. Zippelt (recent
crustal movements) and D. Gebauer (geochronology).
Primary publication of many of the scientific results from EGT experiments benefited
greatly from the agreement by Elsevier Science Publishers BV to publish special issues of
Tectonophysics devoted to EGT. In all, eight special issues have appeared between 1986 and
1992, identified by the EGT logo. The main editorial effort by D. Galson (Parts 1-2) and R.
Freeman (Parts 3-8) was supported by A. Berthelsen, P. Giese, M. Huch, M. von Knorring,
H. Korhonen, C.-E. Lund and St. Mueller.
In all such publications, the generosity of time and effort and the judgement of reviewers
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is critical. This has been particularly so for this book. We are especially grateful to C. Drake,
S. Gregersen, R. Hatcher, C. Morelli, G. Panza, R. Trümpy, P. Ziegler and H. Zwart who
carefully reviewed an early draft of the complete book and from their detailed suggestions
we have been able to make significant improvements. All are very busy and we have greatly
appreciated the time and attention that they gave to our work. Individual chapters have also
benefited enormously from detailed comments by V. Cermak, C. Doglioni, H. Downes, E .
Flüh, A. Hahn, M. Helman, H. Henkel, S.-E. Hjelt, H. Kern, P. Matte, C. Prodehl, S. Schamei,
G. Serri and P. Suhadolc. With so much effort by others having gone into this book we hope
that it has done them justice.
D. B., R. F. and St. M.
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Why a traverse through Europe?
D. BLUNDELL AND R. FREEMAN

TECTONIC EVOLUTION OF A CONTINENT

Piecing together the geological evolution of a continent is rather like a detective
investigation. Various pieces of evidence provide clues as to what might have happened, but
these can be assembled in a variety of ways. Various theories, based on certain geological
mechanisms, are put forward to test the evidence. Europe has a history of geological activity
and continental evolution spanning over 3500 million years (Ma) to the present day and is one
of the best places in the world to discover how a continent evolves. The geology of Europe
has been studied intensively for weIl over a century by examining outcrops of rocks at the
surface, so that the surface geology is probably better known than anywhere else in the world.
In contrast, knowledge of what the geology is like beneath the surface is limited to
information from boreholes and indirect evidence, principally from geophysical measurements.
Since the theory of plate tectonics came to prominence in the mid 1960s, a mechanism has
become understood which explains how global tectonic processes take place at the present
day. It is known that, on aglobai scale, the outer region of the Earth called the lithosphere,
which includes both crust and upper mantle, acts as a more rigid layer above a more plastic
layer of the upper mantle, called the asthenosphere. The lithosphere is divided into a dozen
or so major plates wh ich move relative to each other, interacting and deforming, mostly
around their perimeters. Direct evidence of plate movements has been recorded in oceanic
crust for the past 200 Ma but beyond that time no oceanic crust exists intact to tell the tale.
As a consequence of the success of plate tectonics, the structure of the present oceanic regions
appears to have become better understood and attention can now move from these relatively
youthful features to focus on the continental regions, which contain what remains of the main
time span of the Earth 's history. Continental evolution within the last 200 Ma is firmly
established within the framework of lithospheric plate interactions. The geodynamics of
continental evolution therefore take place on a lithospheric scale, extending several hundred
km below the surface, so that to understand the processes of continental evolution requires
a knowledge ofthe geology ofthe whole lithosphere and, indeed, the underlying asthenosphere.
But the evolutionary history ofthe continentallithosphere has been long and complex, with
successive thermal and deformational episodes superimposed, and our knowledge of the
processes involved has remained obscure. Furthermore, it is fundamental to discover
whether plate tectonics have operated not just during the past 200 Ma but over the fuH 3500
Ma (3.5 Ga) timespan of continental evolution, so that the geology can be interpreted within
the context of plate tectonics theory.
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Rigidity depends on a number of factors , the most important of which inc1ude the
composition of the rock and its temperature. New lithosphere, created through upwelling of
magma from the mantle to the surface at the mid-ocean ridges, cools and thickens with time
as heat escapes, forming an outer boundary layer to the Earth. A temperature gradient exists
through the lithosphere to its base, where the temperature equals that of the asthenosphere.
Because of its reduced rigidity, the asthenosphere mixes by convection currents to keep it
uniform in temperature at around 1330°C. The thickness of the lithosphere can be estimated
through knowledge of the surface heat flow and the thermal conductivity of the rocks to find
the temperature gradient, from which the depth at which a temperature of 1330T is reached
can be calculated. Certain other factors, such as the amount of heat produced within the
lithosphere from the decay of naturally radioactive elements within the rocks, have to be
taken into account in making the calculations. Lithosphere determined in this way is
sometimes called the 'thermallithosphere' .
Rigidity is one of the factors that controls the speed of propagation of seismic waves
through the Earth. Areduction in rigidity, other things being equal, results in areduction in
seismic wave velocities. This is particularly noticeable for S-waves and surface waves. The
base of the lithosphere can therefore be determined by locating the top of a low velocity zone
within the upper mantle wh ich can be identified as the asthenosphere. Lithosphere
determined in this way is sometimes called the ' seismic lithosphere'. In Chapter 4 we shall
also introduce the term 'mechanically strong lithosphere' (MSL) as a measure of the
thickness of that part of the lithosphere which is mechanically strong.
Although these measurements may seem simple enough, and are reasonably easy to
determine in the relatively uniform composition and structure of the oceanic regime, they are
far more difficult and complex for the continentallithosphere, and uncertainties in estimating
lithosphere thickness are in the order oftens ofkilometres. The highly variable composition,
structure and thickness of continental crust ensures that the behaviour of continental
lithosphere is far from uniform, and makes it difficult to determine the properties of the
underlying mantle. To comprehend these complexities there is a fundamental need to find
a better understanding of the tectonic evolution of the continental regions of the Earth.
Having worked on the geology and deep structure of the Alps and central Europe for a
number of years, Stephan Mueller at Zürich recognised that the bestplace to study the tectonic
evolution of a continent is Europe, because it is made up of a number of tectonic provinces
ranging in geographical succession from the oldest Precambrian areas of Scandinavia to the
currently active area of the Mediterranean. In 1979, he and his coHeague Giuliano Panza
published a contour map of the thickness of the lithosphere across Europe, based on an
analysis of seismic surface waves. It showed considerable variability, but could it be related
to surface geology? Mueller set about appraising the state of knowledge about the
lithosphere of Europe. It was apparent that whilst surface geology might be relatively weH
known, evidence at depth was, to say the least, fragmentary. A number of geophysical
experiments had been carried out, but data quality was variable and survey data from
neighbouring countries were incompatible, having been reduced to different datums.
Information was patchy and parochial, and a tradition had evolved in which there was
virtually no communication between geologists and geophysicists. There was no way that
the c1ues could be fitted together. But wh at an extraordinary opportunity there would be if
a concerted effort could only be made across Europe to bring the right people together and
create a coherent knowledge of the lithosphere across a whole continent and a 3.5 Ga
time span. The scale of the effort needed to bring this to fruition, however, was trul y daunting.
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THE EUROPEAN GEOTRA VERSE

Mueller turned for help to one ofthe foremost Alpine geologists, Rudolf Trümpy, who
was at the time President ofthe International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS). During
the 26th International Geological Congress at Paris in 1980, Trümpy and Mueller discussed
the problem informally with Eugen Seibold, then President of the German Research
Association (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft), and Peter Fricker, Secretary General of
the Swiss National Science Foundation. They needed to find a mechanism that could bring
together a large group of Earth scientists from a wide variety of disciplines from every
country in Europe and persuade them of the value of working together to a common purpose.
More than that, this international group would need to be sufficiently motivated and credible
to convince their various national scientific funding agencies, the Research Councils, to
provide the money to support the range of experiments that would be needed.
These wise men recognised that the European Science Foundation (ESF) could provide
the ideal way forward. Centred in Strasbourg, the ESF is an internationally recognised
organisation supported by most of the national research councils of European countries.
They suggested that Mueller should initiate a proposal for a coordinated research programme
and obtain the willingness of the ESF to provide initial help to launch the idea. U nder the aegis
of the ESF, Mueller called together a Working Group of national representatives ofEuropean
Science Research Councils (ESRC) which met in Zürich in February 1981 to discuss how
best to set up and manage an interdisciplinary scientific programme to investigate the
lithosphere of Europe. The goal of the project was to develop a three-dimensional picture of
the structure, properties, and composition ofthe continentallithosphere ofEurope as a basis
for understanding its nature, evolution and dynamics.
From this meeting emerged the concept of a continental geotraverse of lithosphere
proportions along which coordinated experiments could provide consistent information
across each ofthe tectonic provinces to link them together. Recognising the need to examine
geological structures in three dimensions, the geotraverse was conceived as a swathe, rather
than a line, 4600 km in length, 200-300 km in width, and 450 km in depth, from northern
Scandinavia to central Tunisia. It was designed to encompass the succession of tectonic
provinces from the oldest known Archaean (3.5 Ga) to those active today. The merit ofthe
EGT swathe is that it includes one of the widest possible ranges, along a single continuous
path, of processes in which continental crust is built up, maintained, and destroyed.
Importantly, because the provinces occur in succession geographically as weIl as in time,
there is the opportunity to follow the progression of tectonic activity through time.
Extending from the northern tip of Scandinavia southwards to North Africa (Figure 1-1),
the European Geotraverse is located to encompass the Archaean nucleus in the northernmost
part of the Baltic shield, the Proterozoic, Paleozoic and Cenozoic provinces of northern and
central Europe that have been added on to this nucleus, and the active transition zone between
the Eurasian and African plates in the Mediterranean region. The broad aim of the
Geotraverse is thus to secure an understanding of how the continentallithosphere of Europe
formed and reacted to changing physical and geometric conditions through successive
Precambrian, Caledonian, Variscan and Alpine tectonic episodes. It was clear that an
understanding of these processes would require detailed knowledge of the structure and
dynamics of the whole lithosphere, including not only the crust, but also the underlying
mantle which is intimately bound up with it. The large scale of the geotraverse was required
both to provide lateral continuity of information across the major structural elements of
Europe and to achieve a deeper view of variations within the lithosphere. It was intended that
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the results of the investigations should be integrated to produce a north-south section through
the crust and upper mantle of Europe, providing the basis for a reconstruction of the
evolutionary development of the various tectonic provinces and their mutual interaction, and
leading on to a better understanding of the dynamics of the lithosphere-asthenosphere
system.
The guiding principle behind the project was that progress in understanding the continental lithosphere evolution and dynamics could only be achieved through a weIl defined
programme of linked experiments involving international collaborative effort and drawing
on a large number of Earth scientists with the widest possible extent of experience and
knowledge. To be effective it was essential to integrate a broad range of techniques in a
number of disciplines, in which geophysics would feature on the experimental side to gain
information on the deep structures and on dynamic and kinematic problems, but geological
and geochemical expertise would be very important at the stage of interpretation. Although
certain techniques were proposed for the fuIllength of the Geotraverse to provide continuity
and depth of information, most of them were to be applied selectively so that the combination
of methods utilised would be that most appropriate to the particular problem under
investigation. Vital to the concept ofthe Geotraverse was that it should be carefully directed
and managed.

1.3

COORDINATING THE EUROPEAN GEOTRAVERSE

At the ESRC Working Group meeting in February 1981, it was agreed to draw up a project
proposal to the ESF. Later that year, the W orking Group invited ideas from all of the countries
represented for specific projects which could make up the programme of experiments for the
EGT Project.
The Working Group set up a Scientific Coordinating Committee (SCC), chaired by
MueIler, to be responsible for the direction, organisation and coordination ofEGT. The SCC
provided the scientific management to EGT and became the driving force for the Project. The
SCC received various ideas generated by the Working Group and from them formulated an
integrated programme, requiring international collaboration. This 'Joint Programme' of 13
experiments formed the backbone of the EGT Project. These are set out in Figure 1-1 and
Table 1-1. They include field experiments involving the collection of new data, laboratory
experiments and analysis, and compilation of data from existing surveys in compatible form.
For practical purposes the Geotraverse was divided into three segments each managed by
a Segment Chairman, who was a member of the SCC. These were chosen to cover the
following regions:
(a) The Precambrian Baltic Shield of Fennoscandia (age ca. 3100-600 Ma) with its
border regions, including the Caledonides (age ca. 600-400 Ma). Segment Chairman: Asger Berthelsen.
(b) The Variscan realm of Central and Western Europe (age ca. 400-230 Ma). Segment
Chairman: Peter Giese.
(c) The Alpine-Mediterranean region (age 230 Ma to present). Segment Chairman:
Carlo Morelli.
In designing the Joint Programme, particular attention was given to the border zones between
the segments.
With the agreement of the W orking Group this programme was put forward as a formal
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proposal to ESF for approval. lt was adopted as an 'Additional Activity' by the ESF
Assembly in November 1982 to begin on 1 January 1983 and to last up to seven years. This
support proved vital. ESF provided the necessary standing and environment to facilitate
international collaboration, and in giving support and encouragement in the capacity that its
name implies. It provided the key funding to coordinate the entire project, through
subscriptions from ESRC members, which enabled the SCC to appoint a Scientific Secretary
and an Adjunct Scientific Secretary committed to the project and three part-time Scientific
Assistants, one for each segment, as weil as the means to hold regular meetings. lt also
provided the secretariat support for the ESRC Working Group and the SCC, and produced
the Workshop Proceedings. Throughout the Project the encouragement given by ESF was
of enormous benefit.
The SCC devised a strategy for carrying out the EGT experiments, concentrating on each
ofthe segments in turn according to the experimental time schedule. Each major experiment
was preceded by a workshop and followed by a 'Study Centre' from which stemmed
publication of the work. This proved remarkably effective.

EGT workshops
Workshops were instigated to assemble, categorise, present and review all the available
data relevant to the particular problem prior to each of the major international experiments.
Publication and distribution of Workshop Proceedings within six months, under the auspices
of ESF and financial support from the Commission of the European Communities, has been
a particularly valuable feature.

Experimental programme
Large-scale seismic refraction experiments involved multinational teams working together in the field , coordinating their efforts to predetermined time schedules, recording
uniformly to give their data to agreed centres for processing and analysis. Other experiments
and the compilations usually involved dedicated specialist groups coordinating their efforts
especially for EGT.

The network of Earth Science Study Centres
To assemble scientists and data ready to undertake the interpretation, use was made ofthe
ESF Scientific Network Scheme set up in 1985 to hold aseries of Earth Science Study
Centres. Each was located where 60 or so scientists could live and work together without
distraction for a 2-week period of intensive analysis, interpretation, synthesis, debate and
preparation of initial drafts for publication. Their great strength has been the international,
multidisciplinary mix of younger and more experienced scientists. To those fortunate
enough to take part in one it was an enthralling and exhilarating experience which cemented
many a lasting friendship.
To get the best out of the Study Centres, the most effective scheme entailed:
(a) Preparatory meetings to get data assembled in standard form;
(b) The main Study Centre;
(c) Follow-up meetings of small groups to finalise geological models a write up
the results.
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Table 1-1 The EGT 'Joint Programme' and Data Compilations (nos. refer to Figure 1-1)
Programme

Field Experiment

Study Centres, Workshops

Multidisciplinary studies of the
evolution of the Baltic Shield

FENNOLORA: Fennoscandian
Long-Range Project [1979], POLAR
Project [1987]

First Workshop [1983], Second
[1986] and Fifth [1990] Study
Centres: Integrated interpretation of
geophysical and geological data

2

Multidisciplinary studies along a
south Scandinavian east-west
traverse

Heat-flow, magnetotelluric, seismic
Data and interpretations presented
reflection surveys across the Protogine and discussed at the First Workshop
and Mylonite Zones [1985-9]
and Fifth Study Centre

3

Multidisciplinary study of the
contact zone between Precambrian
and Hercynian Europe

EUGENO-S Network (EGT
Northern Segment - Southern Part)
[1984]

First Study Centre[1985]: Synoptic
interpretation of the EUGENO-S
network of seismic lines

4

Deep seismic sounding of the
lithosphere, Central Segment of the
EGT

EUGEMI: EGT Central Segment
Profile [1986] (Baltic Sea to the Alps)

Interpretation combined with results
from DEKORP 2-S and 2-N at the
Fourth [1989] and Fifth Study Centres

5 Synoptic geological and geophysical
studies of border regions between
different tectonic units of Hercynian
age, Central Segment

EUGEMI Profile
DEKORP Profiles
Various magnetotelluric studies

Third Workshop [1986] and Fourth
Study Centre: crustal-scale balanced
cross sections applied to the
DEKORP 2-N profile

6 Multidisciplinary studies as well as
synoptic geophysical surveys in the
Southern Alps, Po Plain, and
Northern Apennines

EUGEMI Profile, EGT-S83 and
EGT-S86: Central Alps-Po BasinNorthern Apennines Profile [1983,
1986]

Results combined with the Swiss
NFP20, French ECORS, and ltalian
CROP seismic reflection traverses at
the Second Study Centre [1985]

7 Deep seismic sounding of the
lithosphere in the Southern Segment
oftheEGT

EGT-S83: Western Alps, Northern
Apennines, Ligurian Sea to Sardinia
Channel Profile, EGT-S85: Sardinia
-Tunisia Profile

Gross crustal structure defined at the
Second Workshop [1985] and Third
Study Centre [1988], further
developed at the Fifth Study Centre
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Broadband seismology experiment
along a transect from southern
Sweden to the Alboran Sea [1983-4]

Results presented at the Third,
Fourth [1988] and Fifth [1988]
Workshops

Broadband Seismology Subproject
Deep Seismic Sounding Subproject
[1988-91]

ILIHA Working Group meetings ,
Fifth Workshop

Mapping of the lithosphereasthenosphere system along the EGT
by seismological techniques

E.g. dispersion of surface waves and
tomography (P-wave delay) studies
[1983-90]

Results first presented at the Third
Workshop, major theme at the
Fourth Workshop;
Atlas Map 2: Moho depths

Mapping of the resistosphere and
conductosphere along the EGT

Magnetotelluric studies in Fennoscandia, Germany, Switzerland and
Sardinia

Results presented and discussed at
the Sixth Workshop [1989] and the
Fourth and Fifth Study Centres;
Atlas Maps 11 & 12: Magnetotelluric and magnetovariational data

Geomagnetic observations along the
EGT

Compilation of national surveys

Atlas Map 10: Magnetic anomalies

Integrated geothermal studies along
theEGT

Compilation of national surveys

Atlas Map 13: Heat-flow density

Tectonics

Compilation of geological fieldwork

Atlas Map I: Tectonics

Seismicity

Compilation of national catalogues

Atlas Map 3 & 4: Historical and
instrumental seismicity

Focal Mechanisms

Compilation of national catalogues

Atlas Map 5: Focal mechanisms

Recent vertical crustal movment

Compilation of national surveys

Atlas Map 6: Recent vertical crustal
movement

Geoid undulations

Compilation of international data
sets

Atlas Maps 7 & 8: Geoid undulations and gravity disturbance vector

Bouguer gravity

Compilation of national surveys

Atlas Map 9: Bouguer gravity
anomalies

Palaeomagnetic results

Compilation of catalogues

Atlas Map 14: Drift of Fennoscandia

No.

NARS: Network of Autonomously
Recording Seismographs

9 ILIHA: lberian Lithosphere Heterogeneity and Anisotropy project
(an EC ' Stimulation Action')

EGT-Wide Programmes:

Data Compilations
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Figure 1-1. Location map of 'Joint Programme' EGT Experiments. Numbers refer to experiments listed in Table 1.

Symposia and presentation of results and ideas
The see has arranged for results to be presented in symposia dedicated to EGT at most
of the relevant international meetings in recent years. Through the good offices of the
publishers, Elsevier (Amsterdam), it arranged for original publications, internationally
refereed to ensure scientific quality, to be gathered together in eight Special Issues of
Tectonophysics and has encouraged publication of approved work under the EGT logo in
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other appropriate scientific journals. SCC has also made EOT known to a wider public
whenever occasion allowed through short articles in magazines, newspapers, TV interviews
and so on. New Scientist even published a cartoon (Figure 1-2) at the time that EUOEMI
(Figure 1-1) was being carried out.

1.4 ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE EUROPEAN GEOTRA VERSE

During the seven years of the formallife of the EOT Project the full Joint Programme of
13 experiments was successfully completed. To do this, a workforce of several hundred Earth
scientists from over 14 countries was mobilised and their efforts coordinated. Six workshops
were held and their proceedings published. Five study centres were held from which
publications ensued, many in the eight special EOT issues ofTectonophysics produced between 1986 and 1992. Primary publications stemming from EOT work are continuing to
appear in a variety of journals. Over 20 Diploma, Masters and PhD theses containing EOT
material as their primary data have been completed. A large part of the information gained
from the EOT Project has been prepared in the form of an Atlas, published as a companion
to this book, which includes 14 maps and 5 plates covering the EOT swathe. It contains
explanatory text and a comprehensive list of references to the primary data sources and
related work. Included with the Atlas is a CD-ROM containing much of the data in digital
format for reading into a computer (a PC will do) for further analysis.
The total cost of coordinating the seven-year programme, including the Atlas preparation,
came to about FF7 million (around $1.2 million). But EOT attracted Research Council
funding from many countries some ten to a hundred times greater in value which actually
enabled the experiments to be undertaken. EOT also contributed towards stimulating other
alliedresearch programmes, such as the DEKORP deep seismic reflection profilingprogramme
across Oermany and the Swiss NFP20 deep seismic programme across the Alps, one profile
of which was deliberately aligned along the EOT. In eastern Europe a comparable
geotraverse, known as EU-3, was set up from Czechoslovakia through USSR to the Barents
Sea. The earlier experience of working together in EOT assisted in the formation of the

Figure 1-2. Cartoon by Bill Tidy published in New Scientist (No 1539, 18 December 1986),
reproduced with permission. The 'genius behind the European Geotraverse' was, in this case,
the EUGEMI Working Group led by C. Prodehl and B. Aichroth who organised the experiment.
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BABEL Working Group, composed of British, Danish, Finnish, German and Swedish
scientists who jointly succeeded in getting funded and carrying out in 1989 a combined
normal incidence and wide-angle deep seismic reflection survey across the Baltic Shield. A
similar experiment in the Mediterranean region caIled STREAMERS has similar origins in
EGT. Perhaps the most lasting value of the EGT Project lies in the inheritance it leaves for
others, resulting from the interdisciplinary collaboration of so many scientists from many
countries. A way of working together has been established which has set the pattern for the
future.
But for all the activity and goodwill that has been generated, all the experiments and the
publications, what of the scientific achievement of the EGT? Has it achieved its goals? Has
it provided the key evidence in the detective investigation of the evolution of a continent? 00
the clues make much better sense now that they can be brought together? Have genuine new
discoveries been made? It is the main purpose of this book to answer these questions and to
persuade you, the reader, that useful scientific advances have been made. The authors have
worked together as a team to explain the various facets ofthe science, reviewing the work of
their colleagues, as far as they can, to create a coherent story of the EGT so far. We are weIl
aware that there are many deficiencies in this story but we hope that these will simply serve
to stimulate you to put them right. The Atlas and data on CD-ROM provide you with the
means to do so.
Chapter 2 sets the scene with a brief review of the major provinces of Europe and their
tectonic evolution, broadly based on palaeomagnetic evidence. The key element is their
mobility. Chapter 3 discusses the structural framework of the lithosphere of Europe
determined largely from various lines of seismic evidence. It begins to show something of
the physical properties of the lithosphere. This aspect is taken further in Chapter 4 which
reviews geophysical evidence of various kinds about the physical characteristics of the rocks
and the physical conditions pertaining within various regions of the lithosphere. Complementary to the geophysical information is the direct evidence obtainable from sampies from
deep in the crust and upper mantle brought up to the surface by volcanic activity as xenoliths
in igneous rocks. Combining the geophysical and geological information leads to a synthesis
of the European Geotraverse in the form of a cross section of the geology of the whole
lithosphere, across the whole continent, as it is at present. Chapter 5 reminds us that the
geology ofEurope is very active at present, including earthquakes and volcanoes, uplift and
subsidence. The analysis of present-day processes gives valuable insight into how they may
have acted in the past. Chapter 6 makes use of the information assembled in the previous
chapters to interpret the evolution of Europe through successive orogenic periods. This
provides the story of an evolving continent, while Chapter7 attempts to reveal the underlying
geodynamic mechanisms and the forces that control the way that continental geology works.
It is now for you to judge for yourself how far we have succeeded in our aims and to
continue the story for yoursclf.

2

Mobile Europe
A. BERTHELSEN

Present day Europe forms part ofthe large Eurasian plate whieh is surrounded by 12large
and at least as many small plates. This plate eonfiguration, where eurving Alpine fold belts
and island ares wind along the eonvergent borders, is re1atively young , of Late MesozoieCenozoie origin. In earlier geo10gical times quite different p1ate eonfigurations existed.
Some of the former plate borders ean still be reeognised as deep sears, ealled sutures, in the
eontinental erust, other plate borders have been obliterated. Beeause all the pre-Mesozoie
oeeans that onee surrounded Europe have also been lost (eonsumed by subduetion), the
answers as to how Europe was formed and assembled must be sought in the eontinenta1
lithosphere. To look for these answers was a prime aim of the European Geotraverse Projeet.
In this introductory review ofEurope's tectonic evolution, we foeus on when , where, and
how the erystalline basement and folded cover sequenees of Europe's Preeambrian and
Phanerozoie fold belt were formed and assembled. Europe' s growth started about 3.5 Ga ago,
in Arehaean time, in the northeastem part of the Baltie Shield, and sinee then the growth
eontinued episodieally. Along the Geotraverse, the European erust beeomes younger and
younger, roughly speaking, in a southwards direetion up to the present plate border at the
Sardinian ehannel in the Mediterranean.

2.1 HOW F AR BACK DOES PLATE TECTONICS GO?
During the 1980s there was a growing reeognition among geoseientists of the intimate
relationship between plate tectonics and eontinental growth sinee early geologieal time.
Seafloor spreading, subduetion of oeeanie lithosphere, formation of aeeretionary wedges at
leading edges, aseent of ealc-alkaline melts in magmatie ares, development of fore-are and
back-are basins, teleseoping and doeking of are terranes to form eontinental nuclei, eontinental eollision, eseape tectonics and wrenehing, formation of sueeessor basins, rifting and
break-up of eontinents, renewed sea floor spreading and so on, are processes that appear to
have been funetioning sinee the formation ofthe first Arehaean eontinents (Friend et al. 1988,
Hoffman 1989, Kröner 1991, Park 1991, Windley Chapter 6.1). We have been further
eneouraged to take this view by reeent evidenee (BABEL Working Group 1990) of deep
seismie refleetion images of an Early Proterozoie (1.9 Ga) eollision zone whieh looks so
11
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similar to modern ones that it appears to have resulted from the same processes that occur in
plate tectonics at the present.
N otwithstanding this uniformitarian view of plate tectonics, we must admit that the Earth' s
physical conditions, not least its thermal regime, have changed markedly since the Early
Archaean. Even though the mechanisms and kinematics of the earliest plate tectonics might
have been similar to modern ones, the compositions of their rock products must have changed
with time. When the first Archaean lithosphere formed, the Earth' s heat production was 23 times greater than that at present (McKenzie and Weiss 1975). This allowed ultramafic
komatiitic (Mg-rich) melts to ascend at the mid-oceanic ridges instead of modern mid-ocean
ridge basalts (Arndt 1983). Therefore the bulk composition of the subduction-derived calkalkaline rocks of primitive arc terranes was also slightly more basic than that of younger
igneous rocks. This, naturally, does not preclude the likelihood that, with regard to their
chemical composition, trace element content and their caIc-alkaline associations, supposedly
mantle-derived granitoid members of Archaean age are very similar to younger granitoids.
One important difference, however, is the lower potassium content of Archaean crustal rocks
and this probably explains why early formed continental crust became less heat-productive
than subsequently accreted crust. The high Archaean geothermal gradient did not preclude
the development of a thick continentallithosphere (Haggerty 1986, Groves et al.1987). Surplus
heat possibly escaped by increased transient heat flow towards neighbouring komatiitic
ocean areas. The early plate tectonics that governed Archaean crustal evolution were
responsible for the formation of extensive greenstone and granite-gneiss terranes. By 2.0 Ga,
the thermal regime of the Earth had cooled so much that more modern-Iooking plate tectonics
took over. But only truly modern plate tectonics are blessed with a complete oceanic record.
Understanding petrological and geochemical processes, and how rock products have
changed with time, is essential for an initial understanding of Archaean and Early Proterozoic
plate tectonics, but this only aIlows us to propose idealised or generalised plate tectonic
models. It does not provide a picture of the actual kinematics of the ancient plates involved.
With no knowledge about the kinematics, plate tectonic interpretations of Archaean and
Proterozoic crustal domains are bound to be as speculative as less mobile alternative models,
such as the ensialic orogeny model (Kröner 1981, Martin and EIder 1983). But recent
advances in palaeomagnetism have changed all this (Kröner 1991).

2.2 A PALAEOMAGNETIC KINEMATIC PERSPECTIVE

Thanks to modern advances in palaeomagnetism, a breakthrough has occurred in plate
tectonics during the 1980s. By now, a much clearer picture of the last 600 Ma's plate
kinematics is emerging, casting new light on the successive assemblage of Europe's
Caledonian, Variscan and Alpine crustal domains. Throughout this book we use 'Variscan'
to describe the Late Palaeozoic orogeny in Europe and forthe resultant structures, irrespective
oftheir trend. We reserve the term 'Hercynian' to describe the coeval worldwide orogenic
events.
The pre-600 Ma assemblage history is still difficult to resolve with the same amount of
detail as for the last 600 Ma, but important progress has been achieved aIl the same. In the
crystalline basement most palaeo-poles of extra-European origin have been obliterated by
metamorphism accompanying docking or plate collision. Palaeo-poles formed during and
afterthe arrival and amalgation offoreign terranes to Precambrian Europe are, however, weIl
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Figure 2-1. Precambrian drift history Jor the Baftic Shield portrayed in a Gall's projection. The time seale is arbitrary as E- W drift components cannot be shown. Ages are in Ma .
This jlgure was kindly prepared by Trond Torsvik and is based on the work oJ Elming et al.
(1992) and Torsvik el al. (1992) .

preserved in the Baltic Shield and the shields of other continents. They show that both
Archaean and Proterozoic Europe continental blocks were drifting around the globe,
following a drift path different from those established for other continents. Admittedly the
story is not complete, but all the same it provides substantial support for Archaean and
Proterozoic plate tectonics. This progress would not have been achieved without the
assistance of modem radiometric dating methods which make it possible to determine the age
of a given palaeo-pole with sufficient precision.
Figure 2-1 shows a palaeomagnetic reconstruction of the Archaean and Proterozoic
Europe's plate movements. In this type of diagram wh ich, to non-palaeomagnetists, is more
digestible than apparent polar wander paths, the palaeomagnetic latitude is plotted against an
arbitrary time scale, and rotation (angle between palaeo-North and present North) is
indicated. Not shown are the palaeomagnetically unresolvable longitudinal components in
the drift movement.
Where unmetamorphosed cover rocks of pre-docking or collision age have their palaeopoles preserved, the resolution becomes greatly increased. Paying due respect to constraints
supplied by palaeoclimatic relations and distribution of fossil fauna and flora provinces, it is
sometimes possible to trace the origin of a terrane back to its 'birth place' and to follow its
later track and drift experiences, including its docking and post-docking history. Figure 22 shows an attempted reconstruction of the Late Cambrian to End Silurian drift of the terranes
and continents which were assembled to form Caledonian Europe. Note how Baltica rotated
anticlockwise through 1800 during its northward wandering. The longitudinal positions
shown are hypothetical.
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Figure 2-2. Drift of Baltica, Laurentia, and Eastern Avalonia (EA) during the Early
Palaeozoic. Ages are in Ma. Note Baltica' s anticlockwise rotation after 520 Ma. Gondwanaderived terranes arriving during the succeeding Variscan evolution are not shown. Thisfigure
was kindly prepared by Trond Torsvik and is based on the work ofTorsvik and Trench (1991),
Trench and Torsvik (1991) Torsvik et al. (1990a,b, 1991 and 1992).

2.2.1 MODERN ART - A EUROPEAN COLLAGE

So what is the present state ofthe art in terrane tracking? Admittedly, we are unable to apply
strictly the principles laid out by Coney (1980) to distinguish and delineate all suspect
terranes. For this, our data are not sufficiently detailed. In some cases they only relate to
basement rocks, in others only to cover rocks. But we know that the crystalline crust of some
terranes has undergone a prolonged and complex evolution comprising a number of
amalgamation and separation stages before eventually they were permanently welded to
Europe. Considering the very long time span encompassed by the EGT, errors in tracking
may eventually cancel out overall, so that the collage patterns established for the major
orogenie divisions can be regarded as reasonably representative. Figure 2-3 shows our
present conception of Europe' s division into terranes and crustal domains. The boundaries
between the individual terranes and domains are shown where they outcrop at surface or
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subcrop under younger cover.
Because ofthe marked contrast in surface and subsurface geology between the geologically
old and young regions in Europe (as will become apparent in Chapter 3), a division into
terranes and domains of comparable origin and crustal significance must be interpretative.
It depends largely on the availability of geophysical data, or rather a range of geophysical
information, that has now been produced along the EGT. In the high-grade metamorphosed
Precambrian crust of the Baltic Shield, a terrane boundary can be located by means of a
prominent geoelectric anomaly, whilst in the southern segment of EGT, deep seismic
profiling and tomography serve to outline the young to recent plate boundaries at comparable
crustal and lithospheric levels in the Mediteranean region.

2.2.2 HOMEMADE AND SUSPECT TERRANES

Only limited parts ofEurope' s continental crust bear the imprint 'Made in Europe' . Much
was formed elsewhere and was imported from 'abroad' as suspect (or displaced) terranes. On
their way to Europe, these terranes travelled long distances as single or composite terranes,
micro-continents or as part of a large continent, changing from high to low, or from northern
to southern latitudes and back again, before eventuaIly joining up with Europe. Not all crustal
terranes that came to harbour in Europe remained there. Major break-up events at the
Archaean-Proterozoic transition, during the Late Proterozoic to Early Palaeozoic, and the
Mesozoic caused crustallosses, but in the long run Europe gained in size with time.
A striking feature in Figure 2-3 is the similarity of the overall terrane structure between
the so-called old and stable Precambrian crust of NE-Europe, and the Phanerozoic crust of
western and southern Europe. This, we think, is a consequence of the similar mechanics and
kinematics of the ancient, early and modem plate tectonics. Differences between these two
parts of Europe we relate to a change with time in the petrological products, as weIl as to
different degrees of consolidation and levels of erosion exposed at surface.
It should be recalled that no simple relation between crustal age and depth of erosion exists.
Large areas of the Baltic Shield have only been denuded to 5-10 km depth since the Early
Proterozoic whereas other areas formed at the same time, but in different tectonic environments,
suffered much more advanced exhumation, to depths of about 25 km or more. In the Variscan
domain, deeply eroded terranes are also found side by side with flysch basins which almost
escaped erosion.

2.3 DECLINE AND FALL OF AN OROGEN

From their surface and subsurface geological expression, the Caledonian, Variscan and
Alpine domains crossed by the EGT form an almost ideal evolutionary series to illustrate the
decline and fall in time of an orogen.
The North German-Polish Caledonides, the oldest Phanerozoic orogen crossed by the
EGT, have long since collapsed and are now buried under a thick cover ofLate Palaeozoic
and younger sediments. The conclusive evidence for the former existence of a Caledonian
fold belt from England across the North Sea to northern Germany and Poland (Figure 2-3)
was not produced until a number of deep boreholes driIled in search for oil and gas were found
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Figure 2-3. The 'terrane collage' of Precambrian and Phanerozoic Europe, a simplified
sketch. Sutures and orogenicjronts are shown as bold fines, internal borders as thin or thin
broken fines. Note that the size and shape ofthe terranes do not change significantly with time
(approximate direction ofyounging isfrom north to south) .

to terminate in Caledonian basement (Frost et al. 1981, Ziegler 1982).
In the Varisean domain, surficial to mid -erustal orogenie struetures and a number of deepreaehing sutures ean still be traeed from one Varisean massif to another, and have been drilled
to moderate depths beneath intervening younger basins. Based on surfaee geologie al studies,
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Kossmat (1927) provided the first valid teetonie zonation ofthe Varisean erustal domains. It
emphasised first of all the post -eollisional setting. Reeent reviews of Varisean geology are
presented by Franke (1989a, Chapter 6.3), Matte (1991) and Ziegler (1988, 1990). In the
Alpine domain, seismieity demonstrates that plate eonvergenee is still going on, young flysch
and molasse basins are widespread, the nappe roots and the erystalline rocks are hardly
exposed as yet, and the erustal strueture has beeome further complieated by the development
of loeal oeeanie basins of Tertiary to Reeent age in the Mediterranean whieh are probably
about to close as a eonsequenee offurther plate eovergence between Europe and Afriea. The
pioneering studies and syntheses of the structure of the Alps date baek to the last half of the
19th eentury and the dawn of the 20th (Escher, von der Linth, Heim, Schardt, Lugeon, Argand,
Termier, ete). Recent reviews are provided by Trümpy (1990), Laubseher (1989), Ziegler
(1990) and Pfiffner (see Chapter 6.4).
In this eomparison between the states of degradation of orogens of different ages, the
Preeambrian has so far not been mentioned. This is beeause the post-orogenie evolution of
the Baltie Shield followed a different line, or rather several different lines. There are various
reasons for this whieh will be diseussed in the following chapters. One important eircumstance has been the almost constant freeboard of the shield since the Mid Proterozoie, a
feature that is probably related to the partieular three-layered crustal strueture in most of the
shield's Archaean and Early to Mid Proterozoie orogens, with a lowermost, high veloeity
layer (Vp >7.0 kms- 1, see Figure 3-4) of dense mafie material whieh has functioned as a ballast
load, stabilising the shield's thiek erust.

2.4 HOW EUROPE'S CRUST EVOLVED

We will now briefly review how Europe's eontinental erust was formed and assembled,
beginning with the Preeambrian. For ease of reading, we have hyphenated composite terms
sueh as Sveeo-Fennian and Rheno-Hereynian, even though this is not the common praetice.

2.4.1 A DIFFICULT START: ARCHAEAN EUROPE

Europe 's erustal evolution started ca. 3.5 Ga aga in present Russian Karelia, north ofLake
Onega. Throughout the middle and most ofLate Arehaean time, aceretion of greenstone and
granite gneiss terranes was maintained (Windley, Chapter 6.1). Towards the close of the
Arehaean, a eontinental nucleus of Arehaean Europe had evolved, probably of eonsiderable
size. However, this nucleus no longer exists as such. It became rifted and broke apart at the
Arehaean-Proterozoic transition (2.5 Ga) and the fragmented terranes separated.

2.4.2 REASSEMBLAGE AND GROWTH OF PROTEROZOIC EUROPE

During the Early Proterozoic (2.0-1.9 Ga) some or all ofthe dispersed Archaean terranes
were reassembled, and a collisional fold and thrust belt was formed, trending between NWSE and E-W, through the Kola Peninsula in the far north. Thus the Kola-Karelian orogenie
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domain originated, comprising a number of reworked Archaean crustal terranes stacked
together with belts of newly formed Early Proterozoic sedimentary and magmatic material.
The tectonics of this ca. 1.9 Ga old thrust belt are very similar to modern collision belts.
Between 2.0 and 1.5 Ga, juvenile Early to Mid Proterozoic crustal terranes consisting of2.21.5 Ga old arc-type crust were telescoped on to the formerly passive margin southwest of the
reassembled Archaean; first the Sveco-Fennian orogenic domain, then the 01d and Young
Gothian domains. Proterozoic Europe was growing. This lateral crustal growth off the SW
margin of the Karelian was characterised by accretion of juvenile terranes.
Interpreting the FENNOLORA refraction and wide-angle seismic profile, Guggisberg
and Berthelsen (1987) argued that the deep crustal and sub-crustal seismic structure of the
Baltic Shield probably still images these Proterozoic events, and recently the BABEL
Working Group (1990) published a deep reflection seismic section which convincingly
depicted a 1.9-1.86 Ga collisional suture (see Figure 3-6). The seismic memory of the
lithosphere of the Baltic Shield appears to be like that of old people: it recalls best what
happened during childhood and youth. It is interesting to note that the present heat flow in
the Baltic Shield is 40-50 mWm- 2 in its northeastern part where Archaean crust predominates, but it increases southwestwards to 60-70 mWm- 2 in the Proterozoic crustal domains
(Balling 1989, Chapter 4.1). Despite the influence of the thicker lithosphere in the north, it
is tempting to explain part of this change in heat flow as being due to a lower potassium and
rare-earth element (REE) content in the Archaean than in the Proterozoic crust, the memory
of which lingers on.
During the Early Proterozoic, the North America-Greenland continent was Europe's
c10se neighbour. Side by side, the two continents shared a common active margin,
developing similar age zonations (Hoffman 1989). Around 1.5 Ga ago, Proterozoic Europe
had probably reached its maximum size. Intrusions of local dyke swarms and rapakivi
massifs then testified that it had cooled and stiffened, and had been converted into a craton.
When the Grenville orogeny was about to start in adjacent North America, ca. 1.35 Ga ago,
Proterozoic Europe left its neighbour and drifted away for a while (cf. the change in Baltica' s
drift in Figure 2-1). Clockwise rotation during the drift gave rise to rifting and downfaulting
of Jotnian redbeds, and the Central Scandinavian Dolerite Group was intruded (Gorbatschev
et al. 1987).

2.4.3 THE SVECO-NORWEGIAN DETOUR

When Europe again approached North America, this time from a different angle and in
southern latitudes, the Sveco-Norwegian orogeny (1.1-0.95 Ga) began in present southwestern
Scandinavia. It culminated when the two continents collided, and continued plate convergence caused peeling and thrust stacking ofpre-existing (1.8-1.5 Ga old) crust in adjacent
parts of the craton. With the c10se of the Sveco-Norwegian orogeny, Mid Proterozoic Europe
had probabaly decreased in size, but it was fringed to the west by a lofty Sveco-Norwegian
mountain belt which formed a worthy counterpart to the Grenville thrust belt of North
America (Berthelsen 1987, 1990, Gower 1990).
Before long, the drift path took a sharp turn towards equatoriallatitudes and the thickened
crust ofthe Sveco-Norwegian orogen suffered gravitational collapse. In this way, 0.92 Ga
old granulite facies rocks were probably brought c10se to the surface and dyke swarms were
emplaced along the eastern margin of the orogen. Erosionalleveling progressed rapidly and
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a post-Sveeo-Norwegian peneplane was formed as an extension of the Mid Proterozoie
erosional surfaees that had been preserved in other parts ofthe eraton. No Sveeo-Norwegian
molasse has been preserved but, apart from this, the Sveeo-Norwegian teetonie evolution
bears great ressemblanee to that of the younger Phanerozoie orogens.
Interestingly enough, the erustal strueture of the Sveeo-Norwegian orogen resembles
Phanerozoic Europe's rather than those of the Early to Mid Proterozoie laterally aeereted
erustal domains. No high-veloeity lower erustallayer is found, exeept under the orogen 's
easternmost part, where 3-layered Sveeo-Fennian Gothian erust appears to underlie a westdipping shear zone ( Green et al. 1988).
With the dec1ine ofthe Sveeo-Norwegian orogen, the European Proterozoie eraton drifted
towards equatoriallatitudes. Assoeiated rifting eaused the Vättern graben system to form in
southern Sweden where up to 1 km ofO.85-O.7 Ga old fluviatile to marine c1astie sediments
are downfaulted dose to the eastern border of the Sveeo-Norwegian orogen and uneonformabl y
overlying the marginal shear zone.

2.4.4 BREAK-UP OF PROTEROZOIC EUROPE AND FORMATION OF BALTICA

Around 0.75 Ga ago, Proterozoie Europe began to drift again towards high southern
latitudes where the Gondwana eontinent was being assembled during the Pan-African and
Cadomian orogenies (0.65-0.55 Ga). Afriea, South Ameriea, Australia and India all
belonged then to Gondwana. Proterozoic Europe remained at high southern latitudes during
Cambrian time but at the turn of the Early Ordovieian those parts whieh now eonstitute the
Baltie Shield and the basement of the East European Platform broke off and drifted away as
an independent plate, 'Baltiea', predestined to beeome the baekbone of future Caledonian
Europe. Wh at we here eall Baltiea was named Fennosarmatia by Stille (1929), and eould also
be ealled Aneient Europe or the Russio-Baltie Platform. Baltiea is preferred for the sake of
brevity, and for eonsisteney with the palaeomagnetie reeonstruetions.
Otherparts, maybe as mueh as half ofthe original Proterozoie Europe, had beeome welded
on to Gondwana, strongly influeneed by the Cadomian orogeny. They were left behind, at
least for the time being. Originally they may have eomprised erustal domains formed
between 1.5-1.35 and 1.1-0.9 Ga when Proterozoie Europe was situated next to North
Ameriea, and when the two eontinents shared a eontinuous aetive margin.
After the Cadomian orogeny, deep rifted sedimentary basins developed aeross those parts
of Proterozoie Europe whieh by then had beeome apart of Gondwana. During the Late
Ordovieian, they experieneed, like neighbouring regions of Gondwana, a major glaeiation,
the 'Saharan' glaeiation. Meanwhile, a wide oeean, the so-ealled 'Tornquist Sea', was
opening between the iee-eovered relies and the northward drifting and antic10ekwise rotating
Baltiea, Figure 2-2.

2.4.5 BALTICA' S DIVERSIFICATION

Most of Baltiea was eovered by shallow epieontinental seas during the Cambrian and
Ordovician and today, shelf-type Cambrian and Ordovieian sediments still fringe the Baltie
Shield. In those parts of Baltiea that are now known as the East European Platform,
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sedimentation eontinued with little interruption throughout the Palaeozoie, persisting in
plaees even into Mesozoic times. Beneath the East European Platform, Baltica' s Precambrian
basement now generally lies at depths of 1-3 km except in the Ukranian massif where it is
exposed at surface and in the Voronech uphft where the cover is so shallow that large-scale
open-pit mining of Archean and Proterozoic banded iron formations can be performed.
The eastern border of the East European Platform is defined by the Urals wh ich formed
in Carboniferous-Permian time when the eastern platform margin collided with newly
formed island arcs and the Kazakstan plate. Only the western part of the ensuing collisional
belt, the Uralidcs, is now exposed in the Urals; the eastern portions are hidden under the
(hydrocarbon-producing) sedimentary basins of western Siberia.

2.4.6 BALTICA COLLIDES WITH LAURENTlA

In contrast with the East European Platform, the northwestern part of Baltica underwent
a different geological evolution. During the Early Palaeozoic whilst Baltica' s eastern margin
(prior to the developement of the Uralides) was situated on the tectonic traihng edge of
Baltica, the northwestern margin was aeting as the leading edge.
The margin was originally passive when Late Proterozoic Europe separated from North
America, Greenland, and NW -Scotland, which were at that time united as a single continent,
'Laurentia' . It remained a passive margin during the latest Precambrian and Cambrian when
Baltiea (as part of Proterozoic Europe) paid a visit to Gondwana. Upon its departure,
however, its anticlockwise rotation 520-500 Ma ago made it face and approach Laurentia
(formed from the union of Scotland, Greenland and North America). The ocean in between,
the so-called 'Iapetus Oeean', was closing whilst Baltica drifted towards milder climates.
This resulted in the formation of island are terranes sheltering baekare basins along the
mutually approaching eontinental marigins.
After initial obduction of ophiolitic sequences and the collision of arc terranes, Baltica
collided with Laurentia and the two continents soon united into one super-continent,
'Laurussia'. The timing of the eollision is still a matter of debate. Some researchers
emphasise the occurrence of marine Silurian sediments in the Scandinavian Caledonides and
claim that eollision did not take place until during the Late Silurain 'Scandian orogeny' (see
also Figure 2-2). Others explain this orogeny by continued post-collisional plate convergence
and consider the collision (and ensuing peak of eclogite facies metamorphism) to be of Late
Ordovician age, allowing marine conditions to survive in places. Because palaeomagnetic
data cannot constrain the E-W component of movements, it is possible to put forward
kinematic models, with quite different drift paths, for both an early and a late collision
between Laurentia and Baltiea. Aeeording to the early collision model, whieh we prefer, a
much thickened crust was being formed around 430 Ma ago in the Scandinavian collision belt
(Bueher-Nurminen 1991). This promoted uplift with gravitational nappes spreading on to the
adjacent foreland of Baltica. In the Early Devonian, strike-slip escape and extensional
collapse took over. Coeval with the Devonian collapse in the Scandinavian Caledonides, the
crust of the Baltic Shield was forced into a gentle dome-like peripheral bulge that became the
core of the so-called 'Old Red Continent' of Devonian Europe.
The present-day relief of the Scandinavian and Scottish Caledonides sterns from a Late
Tertiary uplift in response to coeval rifting in the North Sea and the Atlantic (Ziegler 1988).
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2.4.7 ENTER A VALONIA: THE CALEDONIAN TRIPLE JUNCTION

During the Early Silurian, a third partner joined the Caledonian scene in Northwest
Europe. A Gondwana-derived terrane, Eastern Avalonia (from here on just called Avalonia)
was approaching the uni ted continents of Laurentia and Baltica which had already collided,
docking sidewise along the south-facing Laurussian margin. Significant strike-slip and
transpressional movement along the A valonia-Laurussia suture persisted to the end of the
Silurian and, together with post-docking plate convergence absorbed within Avalonia, it
caused the rise of yet another Caledonian mountain belt, here called the English-North
German-Polish Caledonides to distinguish it from the term used previously, 'Mid-European
Caledonides', which also included the Caledonian-deformed parts of Variscan Europe (cf.
Ziegler 1988, 1990).
The northwest European Caledonian tripIe junction had been established with its centre
lying in the northern part ofthe present North Sea (Figure 2-4). Its western leg, the AvaloniaLaurentia suture, corresponds to the Solway line (marked 1 in Figure 2-4) across the British
Isles (Mauhews and the BIRPS Group 1990, Klemperer and Hurich 1990); whilst the eastern
leg, the Avalonia-Baltica suture, is presumably indicated by the Trans-European fault,
shown as 2 in Figure 2-4 (EUGENO-S Working Group 1988). These two legs, which together
form the A valonia-Laurussia suture, are still detectable as deep seismic reflection images in
the lower crust. The northern and oldest leg of the tripIe junction, the Laurentia-Baltica
suture, is more difficult to trace because not only has there been large-scale post-collisional
shortening, but also later strike-slip movements, and finally crustal extension and rifting,
have been superimposed.

2.4.8 THE ENGLISH-NORTH GERMAN-POLISH CALEDONIDES

The English-North German-Polish Caledonides stretched from southern Ireland, Wales
and England across the central and southern part of the North Sea to northern France,
Belgium, Holland, Northern Germany and Poland (Figure 2-4). Their overall structure is
outlined by deformed Caledonian, low to medium-grade metamorphosed accretionary belts
that surround at least two Cadomian (and older) basement massifs with a barely disturbed
Early Palaeozoic cover. One is the Midlands massif of southern England (Pharaoh et al. 1987)
and the other is the Lüneburg massif (Figure 2-4) which is situated to the south of the EIbe
Lineament in northern Germany and southern Poland.
The former existence of a Caledonian mountain belt in North Germany and Poland during
the Late Silurian is also documented by the large quantities of detritus that were shed
northwards over adjacent parts of Baltica where a deep foreland basin developed during the
Late Silurian (EUGENO-S Working Group 1988). The southernmost part of this foreland
basin was probably cannibalised when the north-verging Caledonian thrust front encroached
on Baltica. The deep crustal Avalonia-Baltica suture, we believe, was not outlined by the
Caledonian front (Figure 2-3). Presumably it is to be found more to the south at the TransEuropean fault close to the Baltic coast of Germany (EUGENO-S Working Group 1988), as
indicated in Figure 2-4. Together with the Solway line across the British Isles, the TransEuropean fault appears to cut the overall structure of the English-North German-Polish
Caledonides discordantly, which would suggest that important strike-slip movement along
the suture has occurred since Avalonia's first contact with Laurussia.
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Figure 2-4. Caledonian tripie junction of northwestern Europe. The Laurentia-Baltica Suture
is hidden within the Scottish-Scandinavian Caledonide Belt. BM: Brabant massif. VF: Younger
overlapping Variscanfront. AF: Alpinefront. H: Locality in Harz where late-Variscan gabbro
intrusion has brought Cadomian gneiss to surface.

In this connection it is interesting to find that whilst most metamorphic ages determined
from drill core sampies fall into the range 450-440 Ma (Late Ordovician), others are as old
as 530-490 Ma (Late Cambrian- Early Ordovician), and some are as young as 420-400 Ma
(Late Silurian - corresponding to the final emplacement and rise of the North GermanPolish mountain belt and the development ofthe northem deformation front). When leaving
Gondwana and drifting towards the colliding Laurussia, an active margin was apparently
developed in front of the A valonian terranes, while an extensional passive margin was
developed at A valonia' s rear. In other words, the English- N orth German- Polish Caledonides
were brought to their present position in Europe as a 'ready-made' terrane collage, whose
overall structure became but little modified by later Caledonian overprints. On faunal
evidence, it has been argued that Baltica and Avalonia could not have been widely separated
and then again brought into juxtaposition by long-range drift or strike-slip displacements
because they share a common Early Cambrian 'Baltic' trilobite fauna (Bergström 1984).
However, in the light of the recentl y established drift paths for Baltica, these relations become
more of a support to 'strike-slip' speculators than an obstruction.
The existence in the central North Sea of a curved, N-S to NW-SE trending shear zone
called the Loke shear has recently been postulated by Berthelsen This shear appears to cause
a dextral offset of the suture of, perhaps, 150-200 km, and of the Caledonides to the south.
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The Loke shear is believed to have been initiated in Early Devonian time. To the west of it,
Caledonian deformation was active throughout the Early Devonian (Soper and Woodcock
1990), whilst to the east it ceased at the very end ofthe Silurian. The Loke shear apparently
influenced the Mid-Devonian palaeogeography ofthe North Sea region (cf. Ziegler 1982, pI.
7) and it probably predestined the later development of the Central-Viking Graben rift
system. The crustal extension accompanying this later development may account for a
considerable part of the otherwise exceptional width of the shear.

2.4.9 WHOLESALE LITHOSPHERIC TERRANES OR AN OROGENIC FLOAT?

The greater part of the English-N orth German-Polish Caledonides is now covered by the
thick sedimentary sequences of the Variscan foreland basin, the Southern Permian basin, the
Mesozoic North German-Polish basins and the Tertiary North Sea basin. Outcrops are only
found in the British Isles, in the Brabant massif (BM in Figure 2-4), in the Ardennes ofFrance
and Belgium and in the Holy Cross Mountains of Poland. In between, geophysical and
scattered borehole information is all that is available. Caledonian granites are known to occur
locally in the basement (Lee et al. 1990) but there is no evidence ofthe presence of any major
subduction-related calc-alkaline batholiths - neither due south, nor due north of the
presumed A valonia-Laurussia suture as might be expected if large quantities of oceanic
lithosphere had been subducted prior to the suturing. Considering how far A valonia had
travelled before docking, this obviously calls for an explanation.
One way to explain it would be to assume that the convergent boundary between the
A valonian plate and the Laurentia- Baltica plate system was located not too far off A valonia,
adjacent to the wide Tornquist Sea. Subduction of oceanic lithosphere under the leading edge
of the A valonian plate would then have caused the construction of accretionary wedges and
primitive arc terranes. With time, as A valonia drifted, and the site of subduction shifted to
new positions, the arc terranes would have been telescoped on to Avalonia. Such a model
would explain the ready-made structure of Avalonia prior to its docking, and because the
wide Tornquist Sea would have been consumed in time shifting, short-lived subduction
zones, no major magmatic arcs or batholiths would have formed. An alternative explanation
could be that the A valonian massifs and separating accretionary slate-schist belts actually
formed an 'orogenie float,' made up of subcrustally detached terranes. In this case, the
subduction zone would have dipped towards the Laurussian continent, but as additional
terranes were added to the 'float' the subduction zone would have been situated successively
further and further away from the continent, as in the model suggested by Oldow et al. (1989)
for parts of the North American Cordillera.
Whilst the first of these models results in the production of a wholesale lithospherie
collage, where upper lithospheric struetures eoneur with those of the lower lithosphere, the
' orogenie float ' model produees disharmonie upper and lower lithospheric struetures. In
Chapter 6, we will return to this issue, whieh mayaiso be relevant to Varisean crustal
evolution.
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2.4. 10 VARISCAN SEQUEL: THE PRE-COLLISIONAL SETIING

The docking of Avalonia at the southern border of Laurussia both concluded the
Caledonian and heralded the Variscan development, which came to an end with the
assemblage of a Late Palaeozoic supercontinent, which the inventor of the continental drift
theory, Alfred Wegener, named 'Pangaea'.
During the Early and Mid Devonian, when the North German-Polish Caledonides had
collapsed, thick clastic sequences derived from the Old Red Continent in the north spread
southwards over the rifted and attenuated crust of Avalonia's Gondwana-facing margin.
Today the clastics and overlying carbonates, together with younger flysch, form part of
Kossmat's Rheno-Hercynian zone. In this zone, weakly metamorphosed Rheno-Hercynian
sequences are detached from their original basement and have been thrust over the more or
less imbricated units of the post-Cadomian cover of the southern part of the Lüneburg massif.
Let us turn back to the pre-collisional set-up, although, in doing so, we move into the field
of speculation. Strong post-collisional tectonic events have overprinted and obliterated most
of the early features or buried them deep down in the crust. Sparce palaeomagnetic data
available from the vicinity of the EGT, a tenuous biostratigraphy, DECORP deep seismic
profiles, and geochemical hints as to the geotectonic origins of the more or less metamorphosed magmatic rocks of either known or unknown age can all be used in support of quite
different models, from the more fanciful (e.g. Frank et al.1977) to the more prosaic. A mobile
model such as the one presented in Figure 2-5 presumes that theproto-Rheno-Hercynian
southern margin of Avalonia was originally separated by a fairly wide ocean from the protoSaxo-Thuringian terrane which remained adjacent to Gondwana up to the close of the
Ordovician. Most of this ocean is assumed to have been consumed during the Silurian at an
intra-oceanic, north dipping subduction zone, at the leading edge ofwhich a volcanic arc was
being formed in pre-Devonian time. At the beginning ofthe Devonian (Figure 2-5 a-b) , backarc spreading was initiated north of this subduction zone, behind the pre-Devonian arc.
Towards the close ofthe Early Devonian, the proto-Saxo-Thuringian terrane, which travelled
northwards along with the subducting plate, finally collided with the arc and overrode it
(Figure 2-5b). Later upthrusting of parts of this arc may account for the presence of Silurian
high-grade metamorphic rocks within the Saxo-Thuringian. The cessation of northward
subduction enabled olistostromes with Ordovian and Silurian sediments from the front of the
overriding terrane to move into adjacent parts of the young back-arc basin. However,
subduction was soon resumed, but with an opposite polarity (Figure 2-5c). Back-arc
generated oceanic crust was subducted under the proto-Saxo-Thuringian terrane, converting
its northern part into an Andean-type magmatic arc, the co-called mid-German Crystalline
high (Figure 2-5d). Meanwhile Middle Devonian pelagic shales and radiolarian cherts were
deposited in the remainder of the back -arc ocean north of the subduction zone. In turn, they
were overlain by Upper Devonian to Lower Carboniferous greywacke turbiditcs, supplicd
into the closing back arc basin by thc rising magmatic arc in the south. With the closure of
the back-arc basin and the Saxo-Thuringian terrane' s collision with A valonia (Figure 2-5e),
slices of Devonian oceanic crust and sediments scraped off it were telescoped on to
Avalonia's margin as the Lizard-Giessen-Harz nappes (ca. 330 Ma ago). Following this,
upthrust and retrogressed rocks from the accretionary wedge north of the 'mid-German
Crystalline high' formed the 'Northern Phyllite zone' in front of the then deeply eroded
volcanic arc with abundant Devonian-Early Carboniferous calc-alkaline plutonics. The
present southern part ofthe Saxo-Thuringian domain corresponds to the rifted passive margin
of this originally Gondwana-derived terrane. On this margin at the rear of the terrrane,
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sedimentation continued through Devonian to Early Carboniferous time, until other so-called
Armorican terranes arrived from the south (see below). Admittedly, evidence for such a
mobilistic model is meagre, much of it stored away at deep crustallevels. The occurrence
in the southern Saxo-Thuringian zone of glacio-marine deposits related to the Saharan
glaciation of Gondwana is dubious evidence which could also be accounted for by letting
icebergs, and not micro-continental terranes, drift northwards. Therefore, several researchers (see also Chapter 6.3) prefer a model where the basement of the Saxo-Thuringian zone
is considered to be apart of A valonia that was split off when Ordovician-Silurian rifting gave
way to seafloor speading and a narrow Devonian ocean started to form between the split off
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part and the remainder of A valonia (cf. Figure 6-11). In this model, pre-Devonian magmatic
rocks are considered to have originated in continental rift environments, and pre-Devonian
metamorphism is ascribed to crustal extension. The formation of the Devonian to Early
Caboniferous calc-alkaline rocks of the mid-German Crystalline high is not only explained
by southwards B-type subduction of the (narrow) Devonian ocean but additional A-type
subduction of continentallithosphere is also assumed.
Whichever way that it might have happened, we venture to go back again in time. With
the end of the Late Ordovician Saharan glaciation, other Cadomian-influenced Gondwana
terranes, here collectively called 'Armorica', rifted away from Gondwana. The bulk oftheir
crust was of Cadomian origin, carrying remnants of 2.45-2.1 Ga old rocks. Post-Cadomian
cover sequences included typical Saharan-type tillites and contained clastic zircons derived
from Cadomian and older crystalline rocks, some even as old as 3.8 Ga (Gebauer et ai. 1989).
Northward drift during the Silurian and Devonian caused growth of an accretionary wedge
with high-pressure metamorphism in front of the Armorican terranes before these eventually
collided with the growing Variscan Europe. Close to the EGT, in the Bohemian massif,
collision was preceded by subduction of ca. 500 Ma oceanic crust and by obduction of 430
Ma old eclogitic rock (Figure 2-5c-d). Collision was followed 330--320 Ma aga by
northwestward tectonic transport of a pile of nappes with inverted stratigraphic and
metamorphic sequences. They now rest on Early Carboniferous flysch and older sediments
of the Saxo-Thuringian zone. Remnants of such' exotic' nappes with eclogite in their upper
part are also preserved in the Münchberg Klippe situated ca. 100 km north of the collision
suture (Figure 2-5e). Armorican derived crust also forms part of the Black Forest and the
Vosges, the northern Central massif and the Armorican massif but syn- and post-collisional
strike-slip faults render correlations with these western terranes less clear.

2.4.11 ASSEMBLAGE OF P ANGEA: THE VARISCAN OROGENY

Having despatched the suspect Armorican arc terranes as forerunners, the remaining entity
of Gondwana itself started to drift northwards towards Laurussia, heralding the Late
Paleozoic assemblage of Pangaea. Gondwana's collision with the forerunners occurred
during the Devonian between 380 and 360 Ma ago. It was accompanied by high pressure
metamorphism, and it welded further newly deformed crustal terranes to Europe; those of
the Iberian Indentor , southernmost France and some of the Variscan massifs that were later
on caught up in the Alpine orogeny. South ofthese terranes, an African foreland bordered the
evolving Varsican belt. Plate convergence continued for almost another 100 Ma, turning the
Variscan belt into a very wide Alpine-type orogen. The post-collisional convergence
produced large-scale crustal stacking down to present lower crustallevels, overprinted by
'Hercynian-type' low pressure metamorphism, syntectonic flysch deposition, and prolonged
emplacement of S-type granites, whereby the tectonic zonation became accentuated. Indentation of 'African' promontaries in Iberia and the Bohemian massif caused the formation
of two major syntaxial bends as weH as large-scale lateral strike-slip escape, parallel or
oblique to the tectonic zonation. This post-collisional orogenic activity migrated with time
from the centre towards the marginal parts of the belt, the final thrusting and folding affecting
the Late Carboniferous coal-bearing molasse basins which extend from southern Wales
(Britain) to Silesia (east ofBohemian massif). These foreland basins were partly overridden
by allochthonous Rheno-Hercynian units. Through this prolonged evolution, the 700-800
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km wide Variscan belt finally acquired its present characteristic bilateral symmetry in cross
section, with thrusts and fold structures verging towards the two forelands, as already
visualised by Kossmat (1927).
This extremely mobile evolutionary picture, with a large amount of crustal shortening,
forces us to presume that a deep crustal root, if not several roots, must have been developed.
How can this be reconciled with the fact that the Moho has been mapped under the European
Variscan crust along a number of deep reflection and refraction seismic profiles at a constant
depth of 30 km (see Figure 3-9). This apparent paradox will be discussed by Mengel in
Chapter 4.3 and again in Chapter 7.3. Degradation of the Variscan fold belt, including
extensional collapse along low-angle detachments, faulting and fragmentation into resistant
massifs and other parts that became buried under younger sedimentary basins have been
continuing since Permo-Carboniferous time, when subsequent bimodal volcanicity dominated
in the orogen. But this degradation could hardly, on its own, account for the removal of a deep
crustal root.

2.4.12 EAST-WEST CONNECTIONS: ORIGIN OF THE TORNQUIST ZONE

When post-collisional N-S convergence in the Variscan belt of central, western and
southern Europe had ceased in the Carboniferous, Gondwana no longer acted as a firm vice
in the south. A system of large dextral strike-slip faults with connecting pull-apart structures
developed to accommodate the continuing convergence and collision of the Uralides in the
east and the Appalachians in the west. The distribution of subsequent widespread PermoCarboniferous magmatism was largely controlled by this faulting (Ziegler 1982).
Deep seated dextral strike-slip faulting giving rise to magmatism also influenced the
Caledonian-assembled foreland north of the Variscan orogen, and it even affected the
adjacent southwestern part of Baltica. Here, in the Danish-Scanian area and around the
southern Baltic Sea, Upper Silurian clastics derived mainly from the North German-Polish
Caledonides had been deposited on top ofthe older, Early Palaeozoic sediments ofplatform
facies that covered the Precambrian basement of Baltica. This Late Silurian foreland basin
and its substrate were cut up in fault-limited segments when a WNW-widening splay of deep
faults branched offtheA valonia-Laurussia suture at the Trans-European fault in northwestern
Poland. Out of this splay, and the suture southeast of it, grew the Tornquist fault zone.
After this, the more westerly part ofthe Caledonian suture at the Trans-European fault in
northernmost Germany and the eastern North Sea partly lost its tectonic integrity. PermoCarboniferous and later tectonic activity now became diverted into the southwestern part of
Baltica. The Permo-Carboniferous activity followed a branch across Scania in southern
Sweden that continued due west of the Swedish west coast, joining up to the north with the
Skagerrak-Osl0 rift system. In Scania, a dense swarm of dolerite dykes was intruded more
or less parallel with the fault zone. Mesozoic rifting, however, changed the trend and made
it cross northern Jutland and enter the northern North Sea. Finally, Cretaceous-Tertiary
inversion reshaped the Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone (STZ in Figure 2-4) into what we know
today (EUGENO-S Working Group 1988). The Sorgenfrei Tornquist part ofthe Tornquist
zone can therefore rightly be considered a tectonic 'parvenu' that does not outline Baltica's
former boundary. Its development, where trespassing the already weakened southwestern
part of Baltica, was caused by intraplate tectonics emanating from the squeezed and much
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tightened Variscan belt, the distal effect of the Mesozoic breakup of Pangaea, and the
subsequent Alpine collision.
On the other hand, the Teisseyre Tornquist part of the Tornquist zone between the Baltic
coast of Poland and the Carpathians is coincident with the Trans-European fault and
Avalonia-Laurussia suture. This part, therefore, is of more noble and ancient origin. None
the less, the crustal structure of the Polish Teisseyre Tornquist zone (Guterch et al. 1986) and
that of the Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone due south of Scania (BABEL Working Group 1991)
appear to show a great many similarities.

2.4.13 FINAL BREAKUP OF PANGEA: THE TETHYAN EVOLUTION

With the entire assemblage of Gondwana and Laurussia locked together into the single
continent of Pangaea, its massive continental entity extended, in Early Jurassic times,
virtually from one pole to the other, giving the world a very different configuration of
continent and ocean from the present. It could not last. During the Jurassic the southern half
ofPangea began to shear eastwards relative to the north and a huge sinistral strike-slip system
developed as the two halves wrenched and rifted apart. A new ocean, the Tethys, opened in
the east and grew in size. In the west, early Jurassic transtension produced rifting between
Africa and America and, as the continents split apart, led to the opening ofthe central Atlantic
by the Late Jurassic. Ziegler's (1990) reconstruction of the continents for the Late Jurassic,
Figure 2-6a, clearly shows these events. Within the strike-slip zone between the major
continents new rifted margins developed and extensional and pull-apart basins abounded. In
this dominantly transtensional regime small continental blocks fragmented and broke away
from the two major ones, forming a collage of micropiates, and new seas opened between
them which connected through to the Tethys.
In Mid to Late Jurassic times, western Europe had been feeling the influence of stresses
from the opening ofthe central Atlantic, which resulted in an updoming ofthe central North
Sea and then rifting. These stre~ses predominated over the transtensional stresses to the south
where the region between Europe and Africa was fringed with passive margins and carbonate
dominated shelf seas. The Piemont ocean representing the main gap between the two
continents, had grown to somewhere between 100 and 500 km by the Late Jurassic, more of
which in Chapter 6.4.

2.4.14 ARRIVAL OF THE ADRIA TIC PLATE: EO-ALPINE COLLISION

Inevitably, within this sinistral strike-slip system, micropiates rotated anticlockwise and
collided with each other as weIl as growing and moving apart. At the beginning of the
Cretaceous, the Adriatic micropiate translating eastwards with Gondwana, broke away and,
rotating anticlockwise, collided with Variscan Europe and the southwestern margin of the
East European Platform, thus initiating the Alpine orogeny.
As this part of the Piemont ocean was consumed, a south-dipping subduction zone was
active during the Early Cretaceous along the northern margin of the Adriatic microplate.
With collision, during the Mid Cretaceous (Figure 2-6b), an eo-Alpine chain developed along
the Eastern and Western Alps and the Carpathians, marked by a change in sedimentation from
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carbonates to the accumulation of clastic wedges. The mountain chain was characterised by
west to northwest-verging thrusting, and concomitant E-W strike-slip movements which
allowed eastward tectonic escape. High-pressure metamorphic overprints accompanied the
eo-Alpine events.
Meanwhile, to the west of Europe during the Early Cretaceous, Atlantic rifting had
migrated northwards as far as Labrador and Greenland, generating E-W tensional stresses
across western and central Europe. Within this north Atlantic regime the Iberian continental
block had separated from North America and, perhaps infIuenced by the sinistral strike-slip
regime to the south, rotated anticlockwise and translated southeast.
However, the eo-Alpine continental collision created a fundamental change in stresses
affecting central and western Europe which from then on were largely compressional, first
N-S and later NNW-SSE. These were strengthened towards the end of the Cretaceous by
the onset of convergence between Africa and Europe, probably brought on by the increasing
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rate of opening ofthe central and southern Atlantic. By the end ofthe Cretaceous the Adriatic
microplate had rotated anticlockwise through about 35°, creating dextral strike-slip as weIl
as compression along its northern front in collision with Variscan Europe. Collision created
a progressive imbrication and stacking of crystalline-cored Penninic-Austroalpine nappes.
The collision front spread both east and west. The Carpathians produced a response along
the Tornquist zone and its various splays, where stresses were transmitted more than 1000
km northwards to invert Mesozoic Basins in the Norwegian- Danish Basin and the North Sea.
The Helvetic Shelf along the southern margin of Variscan Europe was uplifted during the
Palaeoeene and eonverted into a foreland basin. Collision, translation and rotation of
individual blocks within this overall orogenie regime ereated a eomplexity of structure that
is diffieult to unravel. It was responsible for the present large-seale 'wedge-strueture' in the
deep erust of the Alps where foreeful protrusion of the Adriatie plate at mid-erustallevels has
peeled the upper crust with its sedimentary cover off the lower erust in the descending
European plate. This is a major part of the detective story to be taken up in later ehapters,
when the revelation of the deep strueture of the lithosphere of Europe begins to make sense
of the geological activities that have been observed at surfaee.
To the west, Iberia had continued its eastward migration and anticlockwise rotation, but
the Late Cretaceous on set of convergence between Africa and Europe resulted in a
convergence of Iberia with the southern passive margin of France. The timing of collision
and the onset of the Pyrenean orogeny matched that of the Alps (Figure 2-6c).

2.4.15 THE FINAL ROUND: ALPINE BELTS AND THE MEDITERRANEAN

The final round began effectively 40 Ma aga after North America had finally parted from
Europe with the growth of the Atlantic Ocean between Greenland and Norway. With that
influence gone, Europe from then on has been dominated by the stress regime created from
its interaction with Africa. At around this time, the convergence between Africa and Europe
set off a new Eocene-Miocene phase of Alpine collision and major mountain uplift, nappe
emplacement and development of the Molasse foreland basin through crustal flexure,
recently modelled by Sinclair et ai. (1991). At around this time, the eastward translation of
Africa relative to Europe ceased and began to reverse so that dextral strike-slip beg an to
develop, resulting in a concentration of compression and crustal shortening in the Western
Alps and the onset of transtension and subsidence of the Pannonian Basin to the east (Figure
2-6d). Dextral transpressive movement within the Pyrenees slid Spain west relative to France
and rotated it slightly clockwise in the final stage ofthe orogeny. Transtensional stresses in
western Europe permitted the development of the Rhone-Rhine-Eger rift system from Late
Eocene to Oligocene time.
Within the Mediterranean region, the collage of micropiates that had evolved through the
Jurassic and Cretaceous had created a complexly looped chain of arcuate structures. Where
the western arc of the Alps meets the Mediterranean, it switches polarity and continues,
facing eastward, in the Apennine along the Italian peninsula, and, in an east-facing loop,
across the straits ofMessina and Tunis. In Maghrebide North Africa, the south-facing orogen
continues with the Tell and the Sahara Atlas. This chain contains no more ophiolites, and the
red desert sandstones in its African foothills show that it was formed in the shoaling west end
of the Tethyan embayment. Finally, in the High Atlas, it reaches stable Africa where, for lack
of sediment, its sole thrusts are within, not above the basement. From the Rif of Morocco
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across the Straits of Gibraltar and into the Betic Cordillera of Andalusia, the orogenie chain
loops once more around the Alboran sea, again with ophiolites and Alpine-Iooking units of
sedimentary carbonate. On the fringe ofthis loop, the Mediterranean orogen has dumped the
chaotic terrane of the pre-Rifian and pre-Betic thrust sheets out into the Atlantic. Along the
Iberian south coast, the north-facing Betic Cordillera can be followed into the Balearic
islands, and may possibly loop through Corsica back into the Alps.
It is not surprising that such a complex of tectonic units should act as a system which is
internally more or less independent of its surroundings. Caught between Africa and Europe,
Eocene-Oligocene N-S convergence resulted in the closure ofthe Ligurian-Alboran Sea and
movement between the SW margin of Iberia and the Corsica-Sardinia block. When in the
Miocene this convergence became directed NW-SE and dextral movement increased, crustal
shortening became concentrated on the Appenines and the western and Southern Alps. The
Corsica-Sardinia block rotated anticlockwise, crustal shortening occurred in the Betic
Cordillera of SE Spain and a rapid opening of small oceanic basins ensued, including the West
Mediterranean and Tyrrhennian basins. This is seen in Figure 2-7 in relation to the situation
for the Adriatic micropIate in the Late Messinian. Movement of Africa and Arabia relative
to Europe continues to the present day, exemplified by dextral movement along the Anatolian
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fault system in Turkey, rifting ofthe Red Sea and of grabens transeeting the Calabrian are to
the south and east of Sieily. Indeed, as diseussed in later ehapters, strike-slip faulting may
weB be eurrently aetive in the Sardinia Channel.
Extensional basins in the stage of initial subsidenee are a key element of Mediterranean
tectonics. They oeeur nested within the orogenie loops as oblong or eireular sites of backare
spreading. In the Alpine- Zagros ehain, we count the Pannonian, Aegean, and Menderes
extensional sites. In the Apennine-Betic ehain, there are the Proveneal-Balearie and the
Tyrrhenian sites. Extensional basins in the stage of thermal subsidenee oeeur on the preAlpine eratons of Afriea and Europe, essentiall y outside of the Mediterranean provinee. They
also surround the early Mesozoie oeeanie erust of the East-Mediterranean basin. The
Proveneal-Balearie site of baekare spreading eontains an undisturbed and deep layer of
Messinian salt whieh signals that the site had reaehed extensional stability by late Mioeene
time.
The interplay of plate eonvergenee, indentation, baekare spreading, and tightening of
orogenie loops is kinematically possible only by involving the asthenosphere. It mushrooms
above subdueted slabs of lithosphere, and, at shaBow depth, the forees of its eontrasting
rheology and density are eapable of powering the movements of mountains. We examine
these implieations further in Chapter 7. This teetonie style mayaiso have been alive when
some of the older provinees of Europe eonsolidated, but here in the Mediterranean, as we
show in Chapters 4 and 5, we ean measure these movements and estimate the stress fields.
With this insight, perhaps the Mediterranean may give us the key to understanding
lithosophere dynamies.

3

Europe's lithosphere - seismic structure
J. ANSORGE, D. BLUNDELL AND ST. MUELLER

3.1 SEISMIC METHODS FOR EXPLORING THE CRUST AND UPPER MANTLE OF
EUROPE

Methods for exploring the Earth's interior which follow the passage of seismic waves
through the ground are adapted according to the scale on which the Earth is viewed. The
resolution of the seismic method utilised govems the clarity of the image of the Earth's
structure and the extent of information on physical properties. In general, the deeper the
investigation, the lower the resolution and the more blurred is the image. Normal incidence
seismic reflection techniques provide the best resolution, particularly in a vertical sense, and
deep seismic reflection profiles have yielded spectacular views ofthe detailed structure of the
crust and upper mantle to depths of 60 km in recent years. EGT has been able to take
advantage of the work of a number of deep seismic reflection profiling programmes,
particularly BIRPS (UK), CROP (ltaly), DEKORP (Germany), ECORS (France) and NFP
20 (Switzerland). However, this method gives poor information on seismic velocities, for
wh ich wide-angle reflection and refraction experiments are much better suited (Giese et al.
1976). These too, provide good resolution and strong control on the properties of the crust
and upper mantle but to reach depths of 200 km needed to explore the full thickness of the
lithosphere, quite elaborate and large-scale experiments have to be conducted along profiles
at least 1500 km in length, firing several tens of explosions with dynamite charges measured
in tons into large arrays of seismometers spaced 2-3 km apart along the entire length of the
profile. The cost and organisational effort involved limits the number of such experiments
but along EGT six major experiments of this kind were carried out: POLAR Profile (P),
FENNOLORA (F), EUGENO-S (E), EUGEMI (C), EGT-S86 (A) and EGT-South (S)
(Figure 3-1). Of these, only FENNOLORA was sufficiently long and comprehensive to
allow the lower part of the lithosphere to be mapped out in any detail. In fact, FENNOLORA
was able to map the upper mantle to a depth of 450 km.
To explore the upper mantle on a broader scale, other seismic techniques are needed which
sacrifice something in resolution but, by making use of earthquakes as natural sources of
seismic energy, can gain in coverage by recording large numbers of seismic wave paths. The
development of digital recording and data processing has allowed detailed analysis to be
undertaken in recent years of P-waves, S-waves and surface waves (usually the Rayleigh
waves) wh ich can also yield S-wave velocities. The large number of seismic observatories
spread across Europe has meant that seismic waves from earthquakes have been recorded
33
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shown asfilled circles. References are in the text.

along a huge number of intersecting pathways through the crust and upper mantle beneath
Europe. With such a high density of sampling, it is possible to use the same technique as
applied in medicine to scan the human body by ultrasound or X -rays, and invert the travel time
information mathematically to create a three-dimensional image of the interior. The
technique is known as seismic tomography and has been advanced to a highly sophisticated
level for P-waves and applied to Europe and the EGT by Spakman (1988).
Surface waves travel with different velocities for different frequencies dependent on the
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distribution of elastic properties and density within the Earth and therefore arrive at a
recording seismometer station as an extended wavetrain in time. The purpose ofthe analysis
is to make use of the complete signature of that wavetrain, both in amplitude and phase, to
determine the Earth structure that had modified the initial impulse at the source (the
earthquake) into the wavetrain observed and recorded at the seismometer. Waveform
inversion, as the technique is known, requires the analysis of many wavetrains recorded from
a dense network of seismic wave pathways through the same volume of the Earth and, in
consequence, computer analysis of a large dataset. In practice, limitations are imposed on
the analysis either to make it more tractable or to cope with limitations in the dataset that result
from earthquakes which may not have been located optimally for the purpose ofthe analysis.
Making use of the large number of long period seismometers recording in observatories all
over Europe, Panza et al. (l980b) created by triangulation a network of Rayleigh wave
pathways which were inverted to map the lithosphere-asthenosphere system to depths of
about 240 km. Over the past decade, Panza, Mueller, Calcagnile and Suhadolc have
elaborated on this work to great effect (Suhadolc et al. 1990). The EGT project was also
fortunate to be able to take advantage of the development by Nolet and his colleagues at
Utrecht of the NARS (N etwork of Autonomously Recording Stations) portable, 3-component
seismic stations capable of recording digitally across a wide range of frequencies, so-caHed
broadband instruments (Nolet et al. 1986), that record P-waves, S-waves and surface waves
equally well. These were initially deployed in an array of 18 stations set out along a great
circle across Europe from Göteborg to Malaga (Figure 3-1), approximately in line with, and
at suitable ranges from, earthquakes in the island arcs ofthe northwestem Pacific. In this way,
travel paths for most of the distance through the Earth' s interior were the same for all the
stations but the differences between them were just those beneath the stations across the array.
Thus the analysis yielded information about the nature ofthe crust and upper mantle beneath
the array, across Europe just to the west ofthe main swathe ofEGT. Later, the NARS stations
were moved to record for a year across Spain and Portugal as part of the ILIHA project, the
fuH results from which have yet to emerge.

3.2 SEISMIC EXPLORATION OF THE CRUST ALONG EGT

Seismic normal incidence, wide-angle reflection and refraction surveys are the techniques
best suited to probe the detailed structure of the Earth' s crust and lower lithosphere. Energy
sources for deep penetration are explosives on land or offshore, vibrators on land or offshore,
and large airgun systems at sea. All the data are processed digitally and displayed originally
in the form of record sections as shown in the example of Figure 3-2 by Behrens et al. (1986)
for wide-angle reflection and refraction data and on Figure 3-8 after Dohr et al. (1983) from
the northwest German Basin for normal incidence reflections. Normally the time scale for
wide-angle reflection and refraction record sections is reduced with a velocity which is
appropriate for the depth range investigated, e.g. 6.0 kms- 1 for the crust. Figure 3-2 shows
as example an airgun survey in the Kattegat Sea close to the Swedish coast recorded at offsets
giving a range of reflections from near-vertical to wide-angle. A single instrument at a
location with a rather low noise level recorded a sequence of airgun shots while the ship was
travelling southwards. A number of wave trains can be seen on the record section. Pg denotes
P-waves refracted at the top of the crystalline basement with a velocity of 6.0--6.1 kms- 1 A
second phase, Pi, is observed from 65 km distance onwards with a velocity between 6.6 and
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6.8 kms- I which has propagated through the middle or lower crust. This, and others like it,
helps to identify boundaries within the crust. Phase PMP is reflected from the Moho, taken
to be the crust-mantle boundary, and is identified by its curved shape on the record section.
The Sg label indicates shear waves through the crystalline basement and PMS is most likely
a P-to-S conversion at the Moho. These phases provide the basic information for the
interpretation and modelling which leads eventually to the velocity-depth distributions
shown in the following paragraphs. Their travel times and amplitudes are interpreted by
creating model cross sections of the crust and upper mantle divided into regions with
characteristic seismic velocities. Seismic wave paths are calculated, for example by ray
tracing, to match the observed travel times for sets of record sections from shots where the
waves traverse the same regions in opposite directions. Synthetic seismograms are calculated to match the amplitudes as weIl as the travel times of the observed signals.
Although the seismic experiments along the EGT were not carried out sequentially from
north to south but were completed according to financial and organizational conditions, the
description that follows ofthe seismic exploration ofthe crust proceeds from north to south,
so that it covers progressively younger tectonic regions. Only representative crustal sections
are described, but full details can be found in the references here and in the EGT Atlas.

3.2.1 NORTHERN SEGMENT

POLAR Profile
In 1985 a 440 km long NE- SW oriented deep seismic refraction survey was organised as
part of a multidisciplinary research project, the so-called POLAR profile (P in Figure 3-1),
with the aim of determining the Archean to Early Proterozoic crustal structure in northern
Norway and Finland (Windley Chapter 6.1, Freeman et al. 1989; for experimental details and
results see Luosto et al. 1989). Densely spaced recordings of explosions at 9 shotpoints
provided ample data to derive a detailed cross section ofthe velocity-depth distribution under
this profile. The seismic refraction and wide-angle reflection data were compiled by Luosto
and LindbIom (1990).
Figure 3-3a shows the crustal cross section derived from these data. The velocity
distribution becomes increasingly complex along the profile from northeast to southwest.
Over a distance range of about 80 km around shotpoints PF and PE the crust is composed of
four layers with average P-wave velocities of 6.1 kms- I for the upper crust, 6.4 kms- I for the
middle crust, 6.6 kms- I and 7.1 kms- I for the mid-Iower and lower crust, respectively, and
with thicknesses of about 10 km for each of the upper three layers and 15-20 km for the
lowermost layer. The Moho depth decreases significantly southwestwards from 47 to 40 km.
Further south the upper crust in particular becomes internally more structured. A highvelocity (6.4 kms- I ) layer dips NE from the surface as part of the Lapland Granulite belt to
a depth of 10 km at about 50 km north of shotpoint PD in the Inari Terrane. A similar highvelocity body with 6.5-6.6 kms- I is found further southwest in the Archean basement of the
Karelian Province between shotpoints PB and PA surrounded by material with normal nearsurface velocities of 6.0 kms- I found elsewhere on the profile. This southwestern section of
the profile across the Lapland Granulite belt and the Karelian Province is underlain by a lowvelocity zone with 6.15 kms- 1 velocity between 8 and 14 km depth.
The two layers in the middle crust are separated by only a small velocity increase. They
have an alm ost constant thickness along the entire profile except for the last 70 km in the
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(Figure 3-3a) and integrated gravity and magnetic modelling.

extreme southwest, where both layers come closer to the surface with the lower one
decreasing in thickness to only 5 km. Strong lateral variations occur in the lower crust
beneath the 180 km long central part of the profile. The seetions further northeast and
southwest are more representative of anormal shield structure with a crustal thickness of 47
km and P-wave velocities of 6.9-7.3 kms- 1 between the top and bottom of the lower crust.
In the centre of the profile, velocities in the lower crust are reduced to only 6.8-7.0 kms- 1,
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accompanied by a clear reduction to 10-14 km thickness, i,e, an updoming of the Moho to
40 km. Strong undulations ofthe crust-mantle boundary ofthe order of 4 km over a distance
range of only 30 km are observed near the northeastern end of this anomalous lower crust,
which are unusual in areas of Archean age. Underneath this same area of the lower crust the
P-wave velocity in the upper mantle immediately below the Moho has a significantly lower
value of 8.0 kms- 1 than the ones of 8.2-8.5 kms- 1 on either side.
According to Marker et al. (1990) the Tanaelv belt and Lapland Granulite belt form the
most prominent Early Proterozoic thrust belt in the northern Baltic Shield. Therefore this part
of the POLAR profile was the target of a deep reflection survey which was carried out
simultaneously with the main crustal seismic experiment in 1985 (Behrens et al. 1989). The
area surveyed lies between shotpoint PC and 20 km NE of shotpoint PD, as shown on Figure
3-3a, and has a totallength of 82 km. Figure 3-3b shows a line drawing of the significant
reflectors over a depth range of 43 km, that covers the entire crust. The reflectors from the
upper crust are dipping NE to a depth of more than 15 km. This made it possible to trace the
southwestern base of the Lapland Granulite belt deeper into the crust towards the northeast.
Initial problems to determine the detailed shallow transition to the Inari Terrane because of
the scarce reflection data were later solved by Marker et al. (1990) using a combined gravity
and magnetic model that is consistent with an electromagnetic model produced by Korja et
al. (1989). The deeper reflectors in Figure 3-3b at 34 km depth can be related to the top of
the lower crust and a band of reflections between 40 and 43 km to the crust-mantle transition.
This result represents an exceIlent example of solving a tectonic problem by integrated
modelling of several independent sets of data.

FENNOLORA
Although carried out in 1979 as a collaborative European research project within the
International Geodynamics Project, the experience of the Fennoscandian Long-Range
seismic experiment (FENNOLORA) was one of the main corners tones on which the EGT
was based when it began in 1981. It was the aim of FENNOLORA (Guggisberg and
Berthelsen 1987) to obtain much fuIler information about the velocity-depth distribution in
the lithosphere and asthenosphere down to a depth of 400 km than was available hitherto from
other methods. This required multiple reversed coverage of the profile with closely spaced
observations (3 km for the crustal survey) of a large number of dynamite explosions at
appropriate intervals over a distance of 2000 km. These conditions could only be met in
Scandinavia where most of the explosions could be fired offshore. In addition, the traverse
(Figure 3-1) was located almost entirely on tectonic units of Precambrian age (Windley
Chapter 6.1) with the assumption that the velocity structure of the 1ithosphere would not
change too much along the profile. A spacing of about 300 km for the explosions was chosen
so that the structure of the crust could be determined sufficiently weIl in order to ascertain
its influence on those seismic phases which penetrated the upper mantle. All seismic wideangle reflection and refraction data were compiled by Hauser et al. (1990).
The main profile (F in Figure 3-1) lies between the North Cape in Norway, with the most
northerly shotpoints PI and FH offshore in the Barents Sea, and southern Sweden, with the
southernmost shotpoints FB off the co ast and FW onshore in eastern Germany to bridge the
Baltic Sea. The experiment and data processing have been described in detail by Lund (1983)
and Guggisberg (1986). The northernmost part (Figure 3-1) ofthe profile is located on the
Caledonian nappes which are thrust over the Archean terranes. About 200 km south of
shotpoint FG the profile crosses from the Archean to the Proterozoic Sveco-Fennian units and
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about half way between shotpoints FC and FB it traverses the Gothian granites. Still further
south the Teisseyre Tornquist zone is crossed north of shotpoint FW which is located on the
Caledonian orogen of eastern Germany. Detailed two-dimensiona1 interpretations of the
crustal P-wave data giving similar results were presented by Guggisberg (1986), Lund
(1990), Stangl (1990) and Guggisberg et al. (1991) for the complete profile, while Clowes
et al. (1987), Hauser (1989) and Hossain (1989) have worked on the southern and central part.
Kullinger and Lund (1986), Hauser (1989), Hossain (1989), and Stangl (1990) have also
presented interpretations of S-wave data. The structure discussed here is based on the
interpretation by Guggisberg (1986) and Guggisberg et al. (1991). The cross section is
displayed in Figure 3-4.
Overall the crust is divided into an upper and a lower crust with only one major continuous
interface along the entire profile. Superimposed on this basically two-Iayered crust are
substantiallateral variations of the velocity distribution and Iayer thickness (see Figure 3-4).
Because ofthe large distance between the shotpoints the observations are only reversed for
depths greater than about 15 km. Therefore the apparent uniformity of the uppermost crust
is rather questionable and information from surface geology was used to extrapolate between
the di stance ranges covered by seismic observations. The upper crust has an average
thickness of20 km in wh ich the P-wave velocity rises from about 6.0 kms-I to 6.4 kms-I . Close
to the surface in the upper 5 to 10 km, sedimentary basin areas have a lower velocity of only
5.75 kms-I . This holds especially south of shotpoint FH, where the profile crosses the
CaJedonides. This area has an overall Jow-velocity upper crust down to 20 km depth with
only thin intercalated high-velocity layers of 6.25 and 6.4 kms-I . The boundary between the
exposed Archean province and the Caledonian nappes lies about halfway between shotpoints
FH and FG. It seems as if the Caledonian orogeny has influenced the Archean upper crust.
In the area around shotpoint FG the profile traverses the Baltic-Bothnian megashear zone
wh ich is expressed by a highly inhomogeneous upper crust that incorporates interleaved
high- and low-velocity layers. Further south towards the transition to the Proterozoie regime
near shotpoint FF the upper crust becomes quite homogeneous with a smooth increase of the
velocity from 6.0 to 6.4 kms-I . Further south between shotpoints FF and FE the upper crust
consists of two layers with lower average veJocities of 5. 8 kms-I and 6.1-6.35 kms-I • Along
the seetion from FE to FC two zones of lower velocity are dipping southwards from the
surface into the upper crust with surface velocities of 5.75 kms-I and 5.9-6.0 kms-I at their
deepest Iocation with thicknesses between 5 and 8 km. The velocity at the base of the upper
crust remains 6.45 kms-I . South ofFC towards FB the upper crust shows no internal structure.
The velocity increases smoothly from 6.05 to 6.45 kms-I . South of FB nothing can be said
about the structure of the upper crust because no data are available from this experiment.
The Iower crust is quite uniform along the profile. After a sharp velocity increase from
6.3- 6.4 kms-I to 6.55-6.7 kms-I at its upper boundary it increases gradually to 6.9-7 .3
kms-I near the base of the crust. Beneath the Caledonian orogen the velocity jumps from 6.2
to 6.7 kms-I at the transition to the lower crust. Only under the Gothian orogen in the south
and beneath the adjacent Baltic Sea does the lower crust develop an internallayering with a
high-velocity layer of 6.9 kms-I on top of a zone with only 6.48-6.65 kms- 1 just above the
Moho. The average thickness of the lower crust decreases from 20 km north of the Gothian
orogen to 16km beneath the Gothian partofthe shield and toonly 11 km furthersouth beneath
the Baltic Sea.
Changes in the velocity contrast at the Moho are more pronounced. In areas with a flat
Iying Moho north of FE the P-wave velocity rises from about 6.9 kms-I in the Iower crust to
8.1 kms-I in the uppermost mantle. South of FE the difference is slightly smaller. There are
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two areas where the crustal thickness appears to increase sharply by 10-12 km accompanied
by a more gentle rise of the Moho towards the north. In the areas between shotpoints FE and
FD and beneath the transition from the Gothian to the Sveco-Fennian orogen from FC to FB,
the velocity in the lowermost crust gradually increases downwards to 7.4-7.5 kms- I followed
by a jump to 8.25 kms-I below the Moho The maximum Moho depth of 55 km is reached 50
km south of shotpoint Fe. Outside these anomalous areas the average crustal thickness is 38
km south of the sharp increase between FC and FB and 45-47 km north of shotpoint FE.
These pronounced sharp changes in the crustal thickness have raised considerable
controversy because they cannot be seen in the Bouguer gravity anomaly (see Chapters 4.1 .2
and 4.4) and they are in sharp contrast with the other crustal interfaces. Guggisberg (1986)
and Clowes et al. (1987) have found independent1y the same sharp lateral transition using a
ray-tracing interpretation. It was also found in an earlier preliminary one-dimensional
interpretation by Prodehl and Kaminski (1984). Interpreting the gravity data to be consistent
with the seismic model, Henkel et al. (1990) have concluded that this lowermost crust would
have to have such a high density that there is effective1y no contrast at the Moho, in which
case it is probably of eclogitic composition. The cause of the sharp changes proposed in the
Moho topography still remains to be resolved.
The structure within the crust under the FENNOLORA profile discussed here has no
pronounced sharp discontinuities. The transition to lower crustal units occurs less sharply
than in Central Europe. Low-velocity zones were only found in the uppermost crust. In the
Archean section north ofFF, which is undisturbed by the Caledonian overthrust, the average
velocity in the upper crust is higher than in Proterozoic crust further south. The depth and
transition from the upper to the middle or lower crust is similar to that found under the
POLAR profile. But Luosto et al. (1989) found a further interface in the lower crust which
led to a three-layer crust. Stangl (1990) also proposes in his interpretation one more interface
in the lower crust under FENNOLORA on the basis of amplitude calculations for P- and Swaves although the velocity contrast in both models is not very big (0. 2 and O. 1 kms-I in the
POLAR and FENNOLORA profiles, respectively).
The FENNOLORA project was aimed more at the principal features of the entire
lithosphere and not so much at the fine details of the crust. Hence questions regarding the
mechanisms of convergent plates of Archean to Proterozoic age cannot be answered from
these data. However, normal incidence reflection profiling can help to solve this problem.
The BABEL Working Group (1990) has run a detailed marine seismic reflection survey in
the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Bothnia parallel to the FENNOLORA line using BIRPS'
techniques and data processing for deep crustal reflection profiles (Wamer 1986). Figures
3-5 and 3-7 show two sections from this survey located as indicated in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-5 shows a migrated seismic section across a presumed collison zone in the
Skellefte Field ofthe Sveco-Fennian orogen over a distance of 150 km, about 100 km south
of FENNOLORA shotpoint FF and 170 km to the southeast of it. Main features to be noted
are the bivergent crustal reflectors dominantly dipping southwest in the NE half and dipping
northeast in the SW half ofthe section with the deepest high-amplitude reflections identified
as the Moho. This can be interpreted as the still very clearly recognizable image of a collision
zone in which a Proterozoic plate has been subducted under the crust and Moho to the
northeast, of which the latter can be resolved on the FENNOLORA data (Figure 3-4, south
of FF). The pattern of reflectors resembles very closely that of the Phanerozoic and recent
active continental subduction zones, such as the Alps, that is described in Section 3.2. Figure
3-5 should be compared with the mirror image of Figure 3-11, allowing that the subduction
is in the opposite sense. There is undoubtedly much more to come from the interpretation of
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the BABEL data, particularly from the observations of wide-angle reflections recorded on
fixed land stations, which is still at an early stage.

EUGENO-S
The important stretch ofthe FENNOLORA profile (Figure 3-1) from southem Sweden
across the southem Baltic Sea and the Caledonian front to eastem Germany crosses the highly
complicated area of the Sorgenfrei Tomquist zone. The deep structure and lateral variations
of this area were impossible tu reveal from these few data. So, an EGT seismic research
project was conceived and carried out in 1984 to determine the structure of the transition zone
by means of a grid of seismic lines from which a more complete picture and better
understanding of the deep seismic structure in three dimensions could be constructed, the
EUropean GEotraverse NOrthem Segment, Southem part, Le. the EUGENO-S Project (E in
Figure 3-1). A complete description of the experiment and basic results were published by
the EUGENO-S Working Group (1988). This first publication was followed by aseries of
individual papers which are dedicated to specific aspects ofthe area. Only those can be cited
here which bear directly on the north-south profile extending the EGT southwards to the
EUGEMI project on the central segment (EUGEMI Working Group 1990). Most of the
seismic wide-angle reflection and refraction data were compiled by Gregersen et al. (1987).
Profile 1 of the EUGENO-S project (Figure 3-6) provides the shortest and most direct
connection between FENNOLORA and EUGEMI along the EGT central segment. It starts
on the Precambrian Sveco-Norwegian basement in southem Sweden (shotpoint ES22),
crosses the Kattegat platform, the Sorgenfrei Tomquist zone (STZ), the Danish basin, the
Ringkßbing-Fyn high (RFH), the Caledonian front, and the Trans-European fault (TEF) near
shotpoint ES 1, which coincides with shotpoint CK ofEUGEMI (see Figure 6-7). The section
then runs due south as part ofEUGEMI to the southem end of the North German basin. Thybo
et al. (1990) have presented the latest interpretation of the available seismic data on that
profile, incorporating as much information as possible from the other profiles as weIl, and
Thybo (1990) has subsequently extended the cross section to the south by adding all the
information derived from the EUGEMI project on the central segment (Aichroth et al. 1992,
Prodehl and Aichroth 1992) to the southem end of the North German basin. The summary
given in Figure 3-6 follows this work.
There are two major sedimentary basins along the profile. From north to south, the Danish
basin and the North German basin, separated by the Ringkßbing-Fyn basement high, have
sediment thicknesses of at least 10 km. Details of the sediments in the North German basin
are presented by Pratsch (1979). Brink et al. (1990, 1992) have summarised the most important features of the late and post -Variscan development of this basin. Average seismic
velocities for the basin structure shown in Figure 3-6 were derived from the EUGENO-S and
EUGEMI data.
Very roughly the crustal structure along the profile can be divided into three main blocks.
In the north we see the relatively uniform homogeneous crustal structure already known from
FENNOLORA with a thill'low-velocity layer in the upper crust and a continuous velocity
increase in the lower crust from 6.5 to at least 6.9 kms- 1 to reach the Moho at 45 km depth.
Next to the south, in the Sorgenfrei Tomquist zone, the low-velocity layer disappears and the
vertical velocity gradient in the upper crust increases towards the Danish basin, and the crust
is two-Iayered (excluding the sediments with 4.4--5.7 kms- 1 in the basin), characterised by
velocities of 6.2-6. 7 kms-1 in the upper crust, and 6.9-7.1 kms- 1 in the lower crust. The Moho
rises southwards in steps to 32 km under the Sorgenfrei Tomquist zone and to only 29 km
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Figure 3-6. Seismic structure cross section from the southern part of the Baltic Shield to the
North German basin derived from refraction and wide-angle reflection recordings along
EUGENO-S fine 1 (for loeation see Figures 3-1 and 6-7).

depth under the basin. Beneath the third block to the south, the Ringkobing-Fyn high has only
a very thin sedimentary cover above a crystalline crust consisting of three layers with
velocities ranging from 5.9-6.2 kms- l in the upper crust, 6.4-6.6 kms-l in the middle to 6.97.1 kms-l in the lower crust. A sharp drop of the Moho down to 34 km accompanies the
basement high, whereas the subsequent rise towards shotpoint ES llCK is less weIl constrained. This transitional zone is the suggested location ofthe Caledonian front (see Chapter
2.4.8).
Brink et al. (1992) have discovered a further deepening of the basement to 13 km about
40 km south of shotpoint ES l/CK in the northern part of the North German basin, coinciding
with another regional rise ofthe Moho with a block type structure to 26 km. The crust changes
here to two layers beneath the basin and the velocities are decreasing towards the south with
values of2.2-5.9 kms- l in the basin, 6.0-6.1 kms- l in the upper crust and laterally decreasing
from 6.9 to 6.3-6.4 kms- l in the lower crust. At the southem end the section ties weIl into the
crustal model presented in the following paragraph (Prodehl and Aichroth 1992).
Figure 3-7 shows the results of a deep seismic reflection profile from the BABEL survey
across the complicated fracture zone of the Tomquist Teisseyre zone southeast of the
EUGENO-S research area (BABEL Working Group 1991). The traverse lies between
southernmost Sweden and the Island of Bornholm (BA in Figure 3-1), about 50 km to the
northwest of the trace of the FENNOLORA profile across the southern Baltic Sea between
shotpoints FB and FW (Figure 3-1). Figure 3-7a displays the seismic section migrated so that
the locations of the reflectors better reflect the actual geometry. The structure of sedimentary
basins within the Tomquist Teisseyre zone is highly fractured and broken up into aseries of
horsts and grabens with the basement apparently coming close to the surface. The upper crust
contains aseries of distinct northeast dipping reflectors. These are followed by a band of
subhorizontal reflections wh ich represent the lower crust and are comparable to observations
in other areas of central Europe, such as those seen in Figure 3-10 from the Rhenish massif.
This bandis clearly uplifted in the centre underthe Tornquist Teisseyre zone with a slight shift
to the northeast from where it deepens to the Baltic Shield in accordance with the general
crustal structure found there by Clowes et al. (1987) and with the very detailed simultaneous
recordings of airgun shots by onshore fixed stations over long offsets as shown in Figure 32. Figure 3-7 also shows reflections from below the Moho which confirrn the fine-scale
inhomogeneity of the upper mantle as derived from the FENNOLORA data and described
in Section 3.3. Geometrical relationships between the sediments and faulting within and
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adjacent to the Tornquist Teisseyre zone indicate strike-slip movements and inversion
structures. These have been used by Blundell and BABEL W orking Group (1992) to interpret
the fault patterns at depth as detaching at mid-crust and Moho levels, where strength is least
(see Chapter 4.2.1), and transferring down into the mantle as shown in Figure 3-7b.
Preliminary models of the wide-angle reflection data indicate a lowermost crust with high
seismic velocity (>7.0 kms- l ) continuing across the Tornquist Teisseyre zone to the south as
far as the Ringk!2lbing-Fyn high, consistent with the view expressed in Chapter 2.4.12 that the
Sorgenfrei Tornquist is not the edge of the Baltic Shield and is a feature that developed only
in post-Caledonian times.
To supplement the structural picture, Figure 3-8 presents an example of a crustal reflection
survey by Dohr et ai. (1983) from the North German basin at the southern end ofthe section
shown in Figure 3-6 just north of shotpoint CJ and subparallel to the EGT. The main
reflecting features shown in Figure 3-8 are:
(i) the base of the Zechstein between 0.5 and 1.0 s TWT,
(ii) the almost completely transparent upper crust,
(iii) the sharp boundary to the lower crust at 6 s TWT,
(iv) the missing band of reflections, which is often observed in Central Europe and is
replaced here by several strongly layered reflectors which vary laterally in depth and
extent,
(v) and the clear band of reflections ·at the Moho.
Note how similar the strong subhorizontal reflection banding in the lower crust is to that
near the southern end of the BABEL section of Figure 3-7. This reflectivity pattern is also
typical of the offshore areas around Britain (e.g. BIRPS and ECORS 1986). In contrast, note
how strongly this character of the reflectivity north of the Variscan deformation front differs
from that shown in Figure 3-10 which traverses the Variscan Rhenish massif. The reflection
patterns can also change over much shorter distances within the same area as shown by Wever
et ai. (1990).

3.2.2 CENTRAL SEGMENT

EUGEMI
The central segment of the EGT the EUropean GEotraverse MIddle segment (EUGEMI)
extends over a distance of 825 km from the Baltic Sea near Kiel to the northern margin of the
Alps south ofLake Constance (shotpoints ES l/CK to CD/AD in Figure 3-1). It traverses the
Caledonian and Variscan tectonic units ofwestern Germany which are covered in the north
by the sediments ofthe North German basin and in the south by those ofthe Tertiary Molasse
basin. The seismic refraction and wide-angle reflection survey of 1986 was described in
detail by the EUGEMI Working Group (1990) and all the data were compiled by Aichroth
et ai. (1990). A detailed description of the modelling is given by Aichroth et ai. (1992) and
by Prodehl and Aichroth (1992). The northern part of this section across the North German
basin has been described in the previous section.
The crustal section presented here covers the area between the southern end of the North
German basin and the northern front ofthe Alps (Figure 3-9). Only a very schematic picture
of the upper crust with the sedimentary cover is given in this short presentation. The base of
the sediments appears clearly in the velocity-depth distribution as the level at which a P-wave
velocity of 6.0 kms- I is reached. Beneath the North German basin this is at a depth of 10 km.
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Under the mid-German crystalline rise it lies at 3 km depth, from where it deepens to 12 km
under the northern margin of the Alps.
The middle crust is characterised by a zone which varies both in thickness and velocity
along the profile, with a significant reduction of the velocity in the centre from 6.2 kms- I to
5.8 kms-' . No such reduction could be identified underthe northern and southern ends ofthe
profile. Beneath the North German basin this may be due to the poorer quality of the data.
The average thickness of the low-velocity zone of 4 to 5 km in the south increases
significantly to about 10 km in the central part of the profile. This area coincides with the
NNE-SSW trending aborted branch of the central European rift system which extends from
the Oden wald across the volcanics of the Rhön mountains, and dies out further north under
the Hessian depression (Figure 3-9).
The internal structure of the lower crust also varies considerably. In the northern third of
the section the velocity increases continuously from 6.3 kms· 1 to 6.9 kms· 1 at the Moho over
a depth range of 12 to 14 km. The thickness ofthis layer decreases continuously towards the
south to reach a value of 5 km at the northern margin of the Alps. Concurrent with that
thinning, the velocity increases southwards to reach an average value of 6.8 kms· 1 under the
northern end of the Molasse basin. The transition to the thin high-velocity layer above the
Moho occurs at about 23 km depth. Southward from there the crust does not exhibit any
significant internal differentiation and the average velocity becomes as low as 6.2 kms· 1 in
the lower crust. Thus it is impossible to trace a clear continuous mid-crustal Conrad
discontinuity. There is little or no crust with P-wave velocity above 7.0 kms· l .
The Moho lies at a depth between 29 and 30 km under the northern two thirds of the profile.
Its depth increases to 34 km at the northern margin of the Alps. The velocities in the
uppermost mantle change significantly from a minimum value of7.8 kms· 1 in the north to as
much as 8.4 kms· 1 under the southern end of the mid-German crystalline rise, from where it
decreases again to a more normal value of 8.1 kms· l .
This two-dimensional crustal cross section is documented in three dimensions by a wealth
of both older and more recent high-resolution wide-angle reflection and refraction data (for
a complete reference list see Prodehl and Aichroth 1992) as weil as a number of densely
observed normal-incidence deep reflection surveys of the German DEKORP Project. A
petrological interpretation of this section was described by Franke et al. (1990b): see also
Chapter 6.3, Figures 6-18 and 6-20.
As is clear from Figure 2-3, the central segment of the EGT traverses obliquely across the
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strike of the main tectonic units. The NNW-SSE oriented deep seismic reflection profiles
of DEKORP-2S and DEKORP-2N (DEKORP Research Group 1985, Franke et al. 1990a),
however, cross the tectonic units at right angles and thus reveal a more representative picture
ofthe main characteristics of the crustal structure. Figure 3-1 (D2) shows the location of the
main portion of the DEKORP-2N reflection line relative to the EGT and Figure 3-10
reproduces the reflection profile DEKORP-2N across the Rhenish massif (Meissner and
Bortfeld 1990). The upper crust to a TWT of 3 s is characterised by reflections which can
be related to tectonic and stratigraphie features visible at the surface (Franke et al., 1990a).
It is accompanied by a general increase of the velocity with depth as derived by Giese et al.
(1990) from wide-angle observations along the same profile. The TWT interval between 3
sand 5 s is relatively clear of reflections. It coincides with a zone of reduced velocity shown
by the same authors and the mid-crustal electrical conductor compiled by Volbers et al. (1990)
from magnetotelluric studies along the same line (see Figure 4-6). Reflectivity in the lower
crust increases to a broader band between 5 sand 7.5 s followed by another less reflective,
low-velocity zone. Immediately above the Moho the reflectivity becomes more pronounced
again and is represented in the velocity structure schematically by a 3 km thick zone with thin
high-velocity lamellae. The Moho itself as determined by seismic refraction measurements
coincides very weil with the base of the reflecting crust.

3.2.3 SOUTHERN SEGMENT

The Alps
The whole of the southern segment of EGT from the northern margin of the Alps to
Tunisia, referred to as EGT-South, was covered in three major seismic experiments, EGTS83 (S), EGT-S85 (S) and EGT-S86 (A), located in Figure 3-1. We continue to describe the
results from north to south, and begin with the Alps. This survey of the crustal structure
covers geographically the north-south section between the Molasse basin and the Po Plain
across the Central Alps of Switzerland (A in Figure 3-1). Two major long-term research
programmes have added a wealth of new data from which a fully revised structural picture
of the Earth 's crust under the Alps could be developed. One data set was acquired with the
EGT-S86 survey together with EUGEMI along the EGT central segment between Kiel in
northern Germany and Genova at the Ligurian coast. Aichroth et al. (1990) and Maistrello
et al. (1991) have compiled all the data and technical parameters. The second set of data was
provided by the eastern and southern normal-incidence deep reflection profiles across the
Central Alps of Switzerland as part of the Swiss special research programme NFP-20 (Frei
et al. 1989, Pfiffner et al. 1990, Bernoulli et al. 1990, Valasek et al. 1991)
All the EGT data were obtained along profiles oriented more or less perpendicular to the
tectonic strike of the Alps, which in such a structurally complex area may lead to severe
spatial aliasing problems in the case of the seismic wide-angle data. Therefore, the reliability
of any interpretation of these data depends heavily on the velocity and structural information
obtained from seismic refraction profiles along the tectonic strike. This vital information was
provided by a third set of data, collected over many years and interpreted by several authors
prior to the EGT (see ETH Working Group on Deep Seismic Profiling 1991, and Holliger and
Kissling 1991 for a more complete list of references).
The system of reversed and overlapping profiles from shotpoints CE (northern boundary
ofthe Molasse basin), CD/AD (northern boundary ofthe Helvetic zone), AC (Insubric line)
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Figure 3 -11. Seismic structure cross seetions of the Alps derived from
(a) interpretation of EGT-S86, after Valasek (1992). For location see A in Figure 3-1
(b) depth migrated deep seismic reflection seetion constructedfrom the eastern and southern
traverses of NFP-20, extended to the south by CRGP fines. For location see NE-NE/CP in Figure
3-1.

and AB (southem boundary ofPo basin), together with the structural constraints provided by
the older profiles, has led to the P-wave velocity-depth cross section shown in Figure 3-11 a
between the Molasse basin and the Po basin (Ye 1992). In the north the cross sectionjoins
with the crustal structure derived by Aichroth et al. (1992), described in the previous section
for the EGT central segment, and in the south it links with a rather similar extension of the
crustal structure to the Ligurian Sea proposed by Buness and Giese (1990) shown in Figure
3-12. Figure 3-11 b shows the migrated line drawing of the composite reflection sections of
the eastem and southem NFP-20 reflection traverses. A smoothed crustal velocity structure
from Figure 3-11a was used for the migration (Valasek 1992). The most uniform crustal
structure is found beneath the southem Molasse Basin and the northem part of the Helvetic
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derivedfrom interpretation of EGT-S86 and EGT-South data (for loeation see Figure 3-1).

zone. The seetion between shotpoint AD at the northem margin of the Alps and shotpoint
AC at the Insubric line shows pronouneed lateral struetural variation. Major elements in the
upper erust are the relatively low velocity in the Aar massif eompared with the welldoeumented higher veloeities in the metamorphie erystalline nappes of the Penninie zone
derived from the observations of shots at AMI ' AM2 and AC. The upper and middle erust
beneath the Aar massif seems to be devoid of signifieant refleetions. It separates the highly
differentiated uppermost erust eonsisting of the Helvetie nappes with weil eonstrained
struetural geometry in the north (Pfiffner et al. 1990) from the Penninie units in the south. The
horizon dipping southward from the Aar massif derived from wide-angle refleetion data
(Figure 3-11 a) was not observed by Stäuble and Pfiffner (1991) in the normal-ineidenee
refleetion data and is thereforequestionable. A high velocity layer(6.5 kms-I) under shotpoints
AMI and AM2 ean be eorrelated with an interface within the pile of Penninie nappes found
on the migrated refleetion traverse (Pfiffner 1990). Another high-veloeity layer with a
velocity of 6.6 kms-I observed at about 20 km depth under the Penninie zone coincides with
the north-dipping broad band of high refleetivity in the same depth range and position seen
on Figure 3-11 b. This may be explained as the upper boundary of the Adriatie lower erust
whieh has been driven northward as a wedge between the European upper and lower erust.
From about 25 km south of shotpoint AD the lower erust is distinguished by a transitional
layer of about 10 km thiekness with an average velocity of 6.5 kms-I on top of the southdipping Moho. This layer is eharaeterised by an inereasing refleetivity with depth whieh is
most intense in the region between 3 and 6 km above the Moho. To the south the refleetivity
of this lower crustal transition zone eeases abruptly even though from refraetion observations
the Moho is eontinuous. Holliger and Kissling (1991) suggest that this feature is eaused by
scattering in the eomplex upper erustal geology of the Penninie domain. The north-Alpine
refleetion eharaeter appears again in the deepest part of the crustal root zone north of the
Insubrie line. This implies that the European lower erust is apre-Alpine, possibly Varisean,
feature and extends relatively undisturbed from the northem Molasse basin to about 120 km
south of shotpoint AD where it is subducted beneath the Adriatie mieropiate.
Shotpoint AC is loeated almost exaetly on the Insubrie line. Therefore, nothing ean be said
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about the seismic nature of this fault from the refraction data. However, this geological
feature at the surface is perfectly imaged on the normal-incidence seismic section by the
strong north-dipping reflections observed after migration and can be traced clearly to a depth
of l7 km (Figure 3-11b). Further north its counterpart, the Penninic front, is equally weIl
displayed where it is outcropping at the southern margin of the Aar massif.
The next portion of the profile ranges from the Insubric line weIl into the Po Plain. The
low velocity layer in the upper crust under the Southern Alps (5.8 kms-I ) had already been
discovered by Deichmann et al. (1986) from an earlier survey. This low velocity layer is
coincident with a band of high reflectivity on the normal incidence profile (Figure 3-11 b).
Perhaps it represents the stack of a southward oriented thrust complex as suggested by Roeder
(l989a). The transition to the lower crust occurs at about 19 km under the centre of the Po
Plain and dips northward to reach 24 km depth under the Southern Alps. The velocity
increases at this boundary to 6.6 kms-I .
The Moho dips gently to the south from 29 km beneath the northern end of the Molasse
basin (Aichroth et al. 1992) to 35 km under shotpoint AD at the northern end of the Helvetic
overthrust. The greatest clearly determined depth of 56 km is reached some 105 km south
of AD. A very steep offset in the Moho has to be assumed below shotpoint AC with a vertical
throw ofup to 11 km between the lower, S-dipping Moho from the north and the upper, with
a much steeper dip towards the north (Figure 3-13b). The Moho lies at 33 km depth under
the southern margin of the Southern Alps. The northern European Moho is clearly defined
by the sudden termination of the high reflectivity, refracted and wide-angle reflected
observations. In contrast, the base of the Adriatic crust is much less weIl defined on the
reflection data, whereas the refraction and wide-angle reflection data are just as good as
further north. There is now general agreement that the European plate is subducted under the
Adriatic lithosphere where the Alpine crust is thickest (e.g. Valasek et al. 1991). However,
it is unclear how deep the European Moho can be followed as an interface into the lower
lithosphere and how weIl the corresponding velocity-depth distribution is controlled by the
presently available data. Buness and Giese (1990) have derived, from later P-wave phases
observed at distances up to 370 km on the recordings of shots AD to the south and AA/SA
from the Ligurian coast to the north, a velocity range between 6.2 and 7.4 kms-1 forthe subducted
10werEuropean crust, shown as 6.5 kms- 1 in Figure 3-12. Ye (1992) has shown that the same
phases can also be interpreted differently (shown dashed in Figure 3-11a), which leaves open
the question about the detailed sub-Moho velocity structure. Since we are dealing with a
highly complex three-dimensional structure, the reader should be aware that, after proper
projection oftectonic details and after a still more rigorous incorporation ofthe along-strike
wide-angle profiles, some modifications of the crustal structure may still arise. Nevertheless,
for the first time a continuous two-dimensional velocity-depth distribution derived independently from the EGT data can be combined with the properly migrated NFP-20 reflection
data where the migration process itself is based on an independent determination of velocities
from older, along-strike refraction profiles.

Po basin and Northern Apennines
The next section south ofthe central Alpine profile covers the tectonically complex region
extending from the Insubric line across the Po basin and the northern Apennines to the
Ligurian Sea (see Figures 3-1 and 3-12). It comprises the southernmost part of the seismic
experiment EGT-S86, carried out simultaneously with EUGEMI, between shotpoints CE
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north of the Alps and AA/SA off the Ligurian coast. The data of the main profile are contained
in the compilation by Aichroth et al. (1990) whereas the EGT data obtained in 1983 and 1986
on profiles and fans offthe main line were compiled by Buness (1990) and Maistrello et al.
(1991), respectively. These off-line data cover parts of the western and Southern Alps, the
Po basin and the northern Apennines. It was only this large amount of data together with an
already existing wealth of older profiles (see e.g. Giese et al. 1976) which allowed the
derivation of the very detailed crustal structure shown in Figures 3-12 and 3-13.
The main crustal features can be described as follows (Figure 3-12): The crystalline
basement withP-wave velocities between 6.0 kms 1 and 6.2 kms-I along the profile is overlain
in the north by the Neogene sedimentary cover of the Southern Alps, in the centre by the
southward deepening sedimentary trough of the Po basin, and in the south by the sedimentary
thrustbelt of the northern Apennines. The middle crust consists of a low-velocity zone with
adecrease to 5.7 kms- 1 (in places even to 5.4 kms- I) which thickens southward and terminates
under the northern part of the northern Apennines. The adjacent upper crust to the south
apparently contains no such low-velocity zone but is even more differentiated than is shown
in the seetion ofFigure 3-12 derived by Buness and Giese (1990), as can be seen if compared
to Figure 3-15a by Egger (1992). This layer is underlain by a 5 km thick transition zone with
6.3 kms- 1 velocity, with the same north-south extension as the low-velocity zone above it.
The deepest part of the crust shows the strongest variation along the profile both in thickness
and velocity, with changes from 6.5 kms- I in the north to 6.8 kms- 1 in the south. Its thickness
decreases from the Insubric line towards the Po basin as depicted in Figure 3-11 and pinches
out beneath the northern margin of the northern Apennines.
In contrast to the model shown in Figure 3-11a by Ye (1992), where the thickness ofthe
Adriatic crust decreases continuously from the Insubric line to the Po basin, Buness and Giese
(1990) propose a stepwise shallowing of the Moho under the northern margin of the Po Basin
with the indication of a northward oriented thrust combined with areduction of the sub-Moho
Pn velocity to 7.8 kms-I. This transitionallayer in the uppermantle thins outto the south. The
Moho deepens again to 48 km under the front of the northern Apennines and to nearly 60 km
under the northern coast of the Ligurian Sea. It is overlain by an undifferentiated subducted
slab ofthe Adriatic crust with a low average velocity of onl y 6.2 kms- 1. Similar to the subduction
structure under the Central Alps, the lithospheric unit of the northern Apennines overthrusts
this subducted Adriatic slab. The crustal thickness of this unit decreases from 26 km at its
northern margin to 22 km under the southernmost shotpoint AA/SA (see also Figure 6-30).
Giese and Buness have attempted to map regionally the different crustal units, which are
presented as depth contours in Figure 3-13a and in a three-dimensional view in Figure 3-13b.
The S- and E-dipping Moho of the European plate can be traced to a depth of 65 km. This
is overlain in the north and northwest by the Adriatic microplate with Moho depths of up to
46 km under the Southern Alps, 30 km under the Po basin, 20 km at its western edge, and
another downwarping to 50 km under the northern Apennines. The crustal base of thc
northern Apennines shallows southward from 24 km in Liguria to 19 km under the central
Ligurian Sea (cf. Figure 3-15).

Ligurian Sea to Sardinia Channel
The Mediterranean part of the Southern Segment covers the area with the most recent and
greatest large-scale tectonic mobility of the entire traverse. It crosses continental, transitional
and partly oceanic realms, which also becomes obvious in the lithospheric structure.
Next, the EGT traverses an area of active rifting and oceanization. In 1981 a two-ship
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seismic survey along expanding spread profiles was carried out independently ofEGT in the
nothwestem Mediterranean Sea (Figure 3-14, Le Douaran el al. 1984). Complete crustal
cross sections across the margins and the deep basins helped to elucidate the nature of the
crust at the incipient and ongoing rifting in the Ligurian Sea and to clarify the amount of
crustal thinning beneath the continental margins. Figure 3-14 shows a cross section of this
survey, located to the west of the trace of EGT. Values of 4.5-4.9 kms' ] and 5.7-5.8
kms'] are observed for the layers of the upper crust, whilst velocities of 6.8-7.0 kms']
represent the lower crust on either side of the continental margins. Between the margins of
Corsica and Provence a two-Iayered transitional crust was mapped that appears to be neither
continental nor oceanic. P-wave velocities between 5.2 and 6.0 kms' ] far the 5 km thick
crystalline crust and a velocity in the uppermost mantle of7.9 kms· 1 are considerably lower
than on the flanks of the rift.
The next part of the EGT to the south (Figure 3-1) extends from the Northem Apennines
across the Ligurian Sea and across the islands of Corsica and Sardinia to the Sardinian
Channel. The cross section (Figure 3-15) shown here is based on a careful revision by Egger
(1992) ofvarious previous structural models derived from refraction seismic data along the
entire section, with large shots fired on land at ALC and offshore at SA, SB, SC, SD and SE.
In addition a limited amount of older shallow reflection data were incorporated. It also
includes pre-EGT information about the shallow sediments and deep structure ofthe crust by
Morelli et al. (1977), Nicolich (1985), Finetti and DeI Ben (1986), and recently published
structural models by Biella el al. (1987). For a complete list of references see Egger (1992).
All refraction and wide-angle reflection data collected as part ofthe EGT project in 1982 (a
small, test experiment), 1983 and 1985 are contained in the compilation by Egger (1990).
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Northern Apennines-Ligurian Sea
The very detailed survey along the EGT proper by means of ocean-bottom seismometers
(OBS) and adjacent onshore recordings has shown that the active rifting in the Ligurian Sea
reaches further northeast to at least the region north of Cape Corse (Figure 3-15). The
layering derived for the upper crust under the northem Apennines and the northem Ligurian
Sea, with velocities of 5.8-6.25 kms-I suggests basement nappes thrust northwards. The
lower crust is reached in the north at a depth of 10 km. A thick layer with an increasing
velocity from 6.3 to 6.4 kms-I indicates the transitional character of the crust, as normally
found under rift flanks. A velocity of 6.8 kms- 1 is reached only just above the Moho. Below
the Moho ofthe northemLigurian Sea a thick high-velocity zone averaging 8.3 kms- I is found
beneath a rather thin transition layer with 7.7 kms- I . A strong lateral variation from north to
south, with layers of significantly higher velocities beneath the southem half of the Ligurian
Sea, characterises the middle and lower crust.
The high-velocity intrusive plug with 6.7 kms- I velocity in the middle crust ofthe central
Ligurian Sea is indicative ofthe progressing rifting process. Note also the high-velocity area
over a depth range of about 5 km in the lower crust under the central basin. The Moho rises
from 24 km beneath the northem Apennines to 18 km in the centre of the Ligurian Sea and
subsides again to 24 km beneath the north coast of Corsica. The measured apparent upper
mantle velocities require a higher value in the north and a low one in the south. Beneath the
southem half ofthe Ligurian Sea the sub-Moho velocity varies between 7.5 and 7.8 kms- I .

Corsica-Sardinia
The islands of Corsica and Sardinia have a rather homogeneous Variscan-type continental
crust (Figure 3-15) without spectacular features and with only minor indications of lowvelocity zones. Since Corsica has no sedimentary cover the velocity in the upper crust
increases in the centre of the island from the relatively high near-surface value of 6.1
-6.3 kms- I at 12 km depth, followed by a small decrease to 6.1 kms- I . The lower crust is
reached at 19 km depth where the velocity changes abruptly to 6.6 kms- I . The base of the crust
deepens steadily from the Ligurian Sea to 32 km beneath the southem half of Corsica.
Relative to Corsica the actual seismic profile on Sardinia is offset to the west by about 50
km (Figure 3-1). The profile traverses Oligocene to Quatemary volcanics in the north and,
in the south, first the Quatemary sediments of the Campidano graben and then Variscan,
Caledonian and Cambrian units. This is expressed in a considerable lateral variation of the
near-surface structure, with locally rather low seismic velocities. Below that the gross
velocity structure is very similar to the one beneath Corsica, with a clear separation into an
upper and lower crust based on the difference of velocities between, respectively, 6.1-6.25
kms- 1 and 6.6 kms- l . The structural results derived from cross lines and parallel profiles to
the main N -S line (Egger 1992) lead to the conclusion that Corsica and Sardinia belong to the
same lithospheric block. The uppermost mantle velocity increases southwards from 7.5
kms- l beneath the Ligurian Sea to 7.7 kms- I below Corsica and 8.0 kms- l beneath Sardinia.

Sardinia Channel
The seismic profile across the Sardinia Channel connects the European Corsica-Sardinia
block with the orogenic units of the northemmost part of the African plate. The relative
motion between these two tectonic units has seriously affected the crustal structure (Figure
3-15). The shallow data have indicated a three-layered sequence of sediments wh ich thin
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Figure 3-15. Seismic structure cross sectionfrom the Ligurian Sea across Corsica and Sardinia to the Sardinia Channel derivedfrom interpretation ofEGT-South data (for loeation see S in
Figure 3-1).

above a number ofbasement highs or ridges. Associating the velocity of about 6.0 kms- 1 with
the seismic basement, this interface deepens from 4 km under shotpoint SO to 5.5 km under
the central Sardinian Channel and rises again to 4 km near shotpoint SE with a sharp rise 40
km north of SE. In the northern third of the Sardinia Channel the velocity increases with depth
in the upper crust from 6.05 kms- 1 to 6.3 kms- l at about 10 km. In the centre around shotpoint
SE a high-velocity layer with 6.95 kms- l had to be introduced into the model to fit the travel
times observed on the OBS similar to the Ligurian Sea. At 13 km depth the velocity changes
sharply from laterally variable values between 6.3 kms- l and 6.4 kms- l to values between 6.9
and 7.4 kms- l immediately below this interface. This roughly 8 km thick transitionallayer
with an average velocity of 7.5 kms- l probably has the same significance as the one found
under the central Ligurian Sea. It wedges out both to the north and to the south to disappear
beneath the Sardinian and Tunisian coast lines. The Moho has been modelIed as a distinct
boundary where the velocity increases to 8.0 kms- I . Its depth decreases from 25 km under
southem Sardinia to 20 km north of shotpoint SE from where it dips towards the Tunisian
coast.

Tunisia
In order to construct a complete section ofthe European lithosphere the seismic profile of
the EGT was extended across the Sardinia Channel into Tunisia where it traverses the
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Figure 3-16. Seismic structure cross sectionfrom the Sardinia Channel to the Saharan platform in Tunisia derived from interpretation of EGT-South data (for location see S in Figure 3 -1 ).

Tellian- Numidian and Atlasian thrust zones to reach at its southern end on the Saharan
platform. The seismic data were collected within a network of partially reversed seismic
refraction profiles including the transition to the Pelagian Sea in the east (Figure 3-1). All
the seismic data for Tunisia were compiled by Maistrello et al. (1990).
The main EGT profile lines up along the four shotpoints SE, SF1, SF2 and SG as indicated
in Figure 3-1. SE is identical with the southernmost shotpoint on the previous section. Figure
3-16 shows the crustal cross section derived by the Research Group for the Lithospheric
Structure in Tunisia (1992). Among the main features of the crust are the extremely thick
post-Palaeozoic sediments with strong lateral variations along the profile which decrease in
thickness from 8 km in the north to 3 km in the south. The distance between shotpoints and
the quality of the data did not allow the shallow seismic structure to be determined
independently. Most of the information about the sediments was taken from results of
hydrocarbon exploration (Bobier et al. 1991) and incorporated schematically in the seismic
model (Figure 3-16) which includes the folded Tellian-Numidian and Atlasian terranes. A
velocity of 6.0 kms'! is found everywhere at unusually great depths of 8-14 km. No clear
intracrustallayering could be detected on the main north-south profile. The striking feature
beneath the sediments is its low average velocity of 6.05 kms'! for the entire crust. The
thickness of the crust increases steadily southwards from 21 km under the centre of the
Sardinian Channel to 38 km in the central folded Atlas but then it decreases again slightly to
33 km under the southern end of the traverse. The upper mantle velocity has anormal value
of 8.1 kms'! beneath the African continent.

3.3 SEISMIC EXPLORATION OF THE UPPER MANTLE ALONG EGT

3.3.1 EVIDENCE FROM P-W A VES

The Moho is, by definition, the boundary at which P-wave velocity increases to values of
8.0 kms- 1 or more and is generally a sharp transition. From the very large amount of P-wave
refraction and wide-angle reflection data across Europe, supplernented by normal incidence
reflection data, it is possible to map the Moho depth with an accuracy beUer than ±2 km.
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Figure 3- 17 shows a general map of Moho depth across Europe compiled from Meissner et
al. (1987) and Ziegler (1990). A more detailed map of Moho depth contours along the EGT
swathe is presented in EGT Atlas map 2. By linking the Moho with the crust/mantle
boundary, this map can be regarded as showing the base of the crust and the top of the upper
mantle. In considering its general features, the Moho map is usually viewed as the base of
the crust and is compared with surface geology as expressed, for example, in Figure 2-3.
General features worth noting are the crustal roots underlying the Pyrenees, Alps, Dinarides,
Carpathians and their NW prolongation along the Teisseyre Tornquist zone (Figure 2-4).
Equally striking are the contrasts between the thicker (45 km) continental crust ofthe Baltic
Shield and east European platform, the thinner (30 km) continental crust of western Europe
and the oceanic crust (20 km) of the Mediterranean basins.
Across the Baltic Shield, FENNOLORA and the POLAR Profile have defined the broad
framework of crust and upper mantle structure. The crust is generally 45-50 km thick and
the lithosphere reaches a maximum thickness of over 200 km, reducing to less than 100 km
to the south ofthe Tornquist zone. Results from FENNOLORA (Guggisberg and Berthelsen
1987) presented in Figure 3- 18 reveal a layered structure within the upper mantle with bands
up to 50 km thick that have V p reduced by 0.5 kms· l . This profile provides an insight into the
heterogeneity of the lithosphere beneath the crust, sometimes called 'the lower
lithosphere', which is beyond the range of normal-incidence reflection profiling and beyond
the limits of resolution of seismic tomography from earthquake sources. It is thus a key piece
of evidence about the nature of continental lithosphere. There are glimmers of similar
heterogeneity developed in the lower lithosphere beneath the Alps, their northern foreland
and Sardinia, but elsewhere along EGT there are insufficient data to reveal the nature of any
consistent heterogeneity that may be present.
A complementary approach to determining upper mantle heterogeneity on a broader scale
has been taken by Spakman (1986, 1988, 1990a,b, 1991) from the inversion of over half a
million observations of P-wave residuals covering western Europe and the Mediterranean.
The residuals represent departures in the P-wave travel-times from a concentrically layered
but otherwise uniform model of the Earth, such as the Jeffreys-Bullen model, which arise
from local heterogeneities in P-wave velocity. Given a sufficiently dense network of
pathways ofthe P-waves through a volume ofthe Earth, inversion can map the heterogeneity
ofthis volume in three dimensions, which is known as seismic tomography. From his seismic
tomography analysis of Europe, using earthquakes in southern and eastern Europe and the
Mediterranean recorded at observatories spread all over Europe, Spakman (1990a,b) has
produced aseries of cross sections with contoured values of P-wave velocity to a spatial
resolution of 50-1 00 km. Relatively high values of V p have been mapped in three dimensions
which coincide with lithosphere thickness variations, including subducted slabs from the
African plate across the western Mediterranean, the Calabrian and the Hellenic arcs. From
his most recent analysis (Spakman 1991) he has derived a cross section along EGT from
central Scandinavia to Tunisia that shows P-wave velocity variations down to 1300 km depth.
As can be seen in Figure 3-19, this gives a spectacular view of the variability within the upper
mantle. Of specific interest is the region of relatively high velocity in the upper portion of
the section which marks the lithosphere. This thickens to more than 200 km under the Baltic
Shield, exactly as observed along FENNOLORA (Figure 3-18). It also thickens to 150--200
km beneath the Alps to form a lithospheric root. This lithospheric root beneath the Alps was
discovered by Panza and Mueller (1978) from surface wave analysis and later confirmed by
P-wave residuals, gravity modelling and geothermal considerations (Kissling et al. 1983).
The asymmetrical form of this root, first noted by Panza et al. (1980a), is clearly evident in
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-40- Moho contours in km

Figure 3-17. Contour map of Moho depth in km across Europe, after Meissner et al. (1987)
and Ziegler (1990).

Spakman' s cross section. The high-velocity lithosphere region remains around 100 km thick
beneath Corsica and Sardinia but its position beneath North Africa is unresolved. In contrast,
the central, Variscan part of EGT north of the Alps shows relatively low P-wave velocities
within 100 km of the surface, indicative of thinned lithosphere. Exploring this in three
dimensions, Mueller (1989) has been able to demonstrate that the thinned lithosphere with
low velocities relates to the central European system. Although not c1early visible on the
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Figure 3-18. Seismic structure cross section ofthe crust and upper mantle ofthe Baltic Shield,
based on P-wave velocities derivedfrom interpretation of FENNOLORA.

cross section in Figure 3-19, further to the east, parallel cross sections prepared by Spakman
(1990b) clearly indicate a dominant feature beneath the Hellenic arc that is continuous to the
surface, which he has identified there as the down-going subducted lithosphere slab of the
African plate. A similar feature is also visible to the west ofthe EGT profile beneath the Atlas
mountains. The north-dipping high-velocity region beneath the EGT section may therefore
represent subducted African lithosphere which has detached and is now sinking within the
upper mantle. Further north, beneath the Alps, there is another region of relatively high Pwave velocity between depths of 300 and 600 km, clearly separated from the lithosphere,
which could possibly represent the residual offormer subducted lithosphere. At the northem
end of the section the high-velocity thick lithosphere is underlain by a deeper region of
relatively high velocity to about 500 km depth and there appears to be a distinct lateral change
from this to the region immediately to the south.

3.3.2 EVIDENCE FROM S-WA VES

Although most of the major explosion experiments have deployed three-component
seismometer stations with a view to recording S-waves (which should show better on the
horizontal component seismometers) as well as P-waves, most attention has been given to the
latter. This has been due in part to the rather weak S-wave signals generally obtained in such
experiments. Gajewski et ai. (1990) have made a point of examining the refraction of Swaves at the Moho and their propagation through the uppermost 10-15 km of the mantle in
continentallithosphere. Despite observing good S-wave reflections off the Moho, they found
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that wherever the P-wave refracted arrival from the Moho, Pn, was observed, the equivalent
Sn phase was too small in amplitude to be detected, much sm aller than would be predicted
using a standard Vp/Vs ratio of around R(3). Their observations pertained to SW Germany,
France and Scandinavia (FENNOLORA) within the EGT region, and to an area of accreted
terranes in the northeastern United States, and were common to all four areas. Examining
various alternative possibilities by computer modelling, they conc1uded that the most likely
explanation is that the S-wave velocity increases with depth at a much sm aller rate than the
P-wave velocity , so that the Vp/Vs ratio increases with depth just below the Moho. Considering various possible causes for this they looked at the effects oftemperature and pressure,
compositional changes and associated anisotropy, and the presence of fluids. Of these, the
most likely appears to be a change in composition with depth over a range of 10 km below
the Moho from mafic to ultramafic composition.
Stangl (1990) has re-examined FENNOLORA data to interpret P- and S-wave arrivals
from the upper mantle beneath the Baltic Shield. His models incorporate a layered structure
within the lower lithosphere very similar to that shown in Figure 3-18, although Stangl prefers
thin high-velocity layers relative to broader bands of lower velocity rather than the lowvelocity layers set within higher velocity bands of Figure 3-18. Stangl has also inc1uded Swave data, which are consistent with the P-wave layering. This is entirely in accord with the
combined model of Calcagnile et al. (1990), discussed in the following section, which
includes S-wave velocities derived independently from surface wave data.

3.3.3 EVIDENCE FROM SURFACE WA VES

Panza et al. (1980b) carried out an inversion analysis of Rayleigh waves from group
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velocities and the phase velocities of the fundamental mode observed on long period
seismometers at a relatively dense network of observatories spread across Europe. Their
analysis also provided some measure of the variability of S-wave velocities in three
dimensions beneath Europe as weil as estimates ofthe Vp/Vs ratio from body waves. Their
approach was to subdivide the Rayleigh wave pathways into segments within each of which
the phase velocity could be determined, so that phase velocity curves could be obtained for
each subdivision oftheir map. These curves were then inverted to produce models ofS-wave
distribution within the crust and upper mantle made up of a number oflayers whose thickness
and S-wave velocity values could be varied. The lower lithosphere was shown to be a region
of relatively high S-wave velocity , of variable thickness, overlying the asthenosphere with
relatively low S-wave velocity. Building upon the P-wave velocity model derived from
FENNOLORA, Calcagnile et al. (1990) have analysed the dispersion ofRayleigh wave paths
crossing Scandinavia in the same way, to produce a cross section ofthe crust and upper mantle
that combines both P-wave and S-wave velocity variations. Their model has been combined
with a cross section of the remainder of EGT derived from Panza (1985) and Calcagnile and
Panza (1990) to give a complete cross section as shown in Figure 3-20. There is a clear
correspondence with Spakman 's P-wave velocity cross section, Figure 3-19, with thick
lithosphere beneath the Baltic Shield and a lithosphere root beneath the Alps. Within the
lower lithosphere of the Baltic Shield, the low-velocity bands are more pronounced in V p,
reduced by 0.5 km S-I, than in V s which is reduced by around 0.15 km S-I . The distinctive
layering and the reductions in V p and V s suggest compositional banding as the cause rather
than the effects of any thermal variations. The cross sec ti on also provides an opportunity to
check the V p/Vs ratio within the lower lithosphere, where it equals R(3) within experimental
error (cf. Panza et al. 1980b). A contour map showing the depth to the base ofthe lithosphere
and the range of S-wave velocities, both in the 10wer lithosphere and the asthenosphere, is
presented in Figure 3-21, based on the analysis by Panza (1985) and Calcagnile and Panza
(1990). Uncertainty in determining its depth is in the order of20-30 km. Values of S-wave
velocity in the lower lithosphere range between 4.2 and 4.8 kms· 1 and are generally around
4.4 to 4.5 kms· 1 whilst those in the asthenosphere mostly lie between 4.2 and 4.4 kms· l •
Lateral variability of S-wave velocity in the upper mantle has also been addressed by N olet
(1990) by means of new waveform inversion techniques using both shear and surface wave
information recorded by the NARS array (see Figure 3-1). He has successfully fitted
computed waveforms to those observed for S-wave groups and surface waves (fundamental
mode and overtones) to map the variation of V s to aresolution of 100 km vertically and 400
km horizontally along a cross section ofthe mantle beneath the NARS array to a depth of 500
km, presented in Figure 3-22. The most striking feature ofthis model cross section (known
as WEPL3) is the upper mantle structure. It indicates the presence of a region oflow S-wave
velocity (Vs = 4.3 kms· 1) centred at 80 km depth beneath the southern half of the profile
compared with higher values around 4.4 kms· 1 for the northern half, and a region ofrelatively
high velocity between 200 and 500 km depth beneath the European part of the section that
contrasts with the Baltic Shield part in the north. The 'low' in Vs at 80 km is markedly lower
than would be expected for peridotite at this depth (Vs -4.5 kms· l ) but could be explained as
a zone of partial melting where, given dVs/dT = -4 x 10.4 kms· 1 °C·I at T = 1100°C, temperatures are some 300° greater in the southern than in the northern half of the profile.
However, the contrast around 300 km depth between 4.6 kms· 1 and 4.8 kms· 1 appears to be
too great to be explained by temperature alone but indicates a compositiona1 change at this
depth in the region of the Trans-European fault and represents a significant difference in
lithosphere structure between the European platform and the Baltic Shield. Relatively high
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values ofVsjust below the Moho (also observed by Panza et al. 1980b) and again below 220
km beneath the Paris basin also coincide with locations ofhigh P-wave velocity observed by
Spakman (1986).
Lateral heterogeneity within the upper mantle below Eurape has also been mapped by
Snieder (1988) fram large-scale waveform inversion of surface waves. He averaged in a
vertical sense and produced maps of S-wave velocity variation for two fixed layers, one from
o to 100 km depth, the other from 100 to 200 km. He found a greater and better defined
variability within the lower ofthe two layers, containing the upper mantle low-velocity zone
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(i.e. the asthenosphere). Variations within the upper layer have averaged out vertically
between crust and uppermost mantle to obscure any lateral variability, although in the lower
layer, regions ofhigh and low S-wave velocity can be related to major crustal features. Low
values are found beneath the Aquitaine, Paris and Pannonian basins, for example, and high
values beneath the Alps, the Pyrenees, the Bohemian massif, the Teisseyre Tornquist zone
and the subduction zone beneath the Calabrian arc.
In the discussion above, inversion ofthe seismic arrivals at arrays of recording stations has
been described as deducing the patterns of heterogeneity of seismic velocities. There is,
however, the possibility of azimuthai anisotropy which has not so far been considered. From
a dense network of pathways obtained from recording quarry blasts, Bamford (1977)
examined the azimuthai variation of Pn travel times across central and southern Germany.
his analysis indicated that P-wave velocity just below the Moho could vary by about 6%
around 8.05 kms-1 with maximum values aligned approximately NE-SW. However, he
acknowledged the difficulty in distinguishing anisotropy from the effects of lateral heterogeneity. Further studies by Fuchs (1983) and by Yanovskaya ef al. (1990), who analysed
Rayleigh wave phase velocites over eastern France, northem Italy southem Germany and
Switzerland, have also revealed anisotropy of around 2.5 % in S-wave velocity just below the
Moho with maximum values broadly NE-SW. They link this alignment with the direction
of maximum horizontal tension across the region (see Figure 5-1). Although anisotropy may
be present, it would appear not to have too significant an effect on velocity structure in the
upper mantle, which is borne out by the way that the same features are found using analyses
of both P-wave and S-wave velocity variations by such a variety of methods, based on
independent datasets. It is therefore reasonable to draw geological inferences from the
variations as mapping mantle heterogeneity. As a consequence of these findings it was
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decided to set up the ILIHA (lberian LIthosphere Heterogeneity and Anisotropy) experiment
as part of the EGT project, in order to investigate a region of the European lithosphere with
a stable and relatively uniform crustal block, the Iberian Peninsula, of sufficient size to give
a reasonable chance of investigating both the nature of any heterogeneity within the
underlying mantle and, if possible to ex amine whether anisotropy might also be present. To
this end, the NARS array was deployed across the region from April 1988 to March 1989 and
a long-range refraction and wide-angle reflection experiment using explosive sources was
conducted in October 1989. Analysis of the results from this difficult and complex set of
experiments has yet to be completed.
The lower bounds to the upper mantle are marked by discontinuities at 400, 520 and 670
km depth, at which P-waves and S-waves increase sharply. Studies by Paulssen (1988) of
converted P- to S-waves, which are sensitive to the nature of the transitions, have demonstrated that the 670 km transition forms a very sharp discontinuity less than 3 km in width,
with a well-defined velocity increase downwards. This effectively defines the base of the
upper mantle and can be seen on the P-wave tomography image ofFigure 3-19. The 400 km
transition is not as distinctive nor as sharp, being less than 10 km thick and laterally more
variable in character, possibly due to lateral heterogeneity in the layer above. A further weak
transition at around 520 km depth has also been recognised, and may feature beneath Europe.
Although some controversy remains, the transitions are generally regarded as due to phase
transitions rather than compositional boundaries. Their relevance to continental geodynamics will be examined further in Chapter 7

4

Europe's lithosphere - physical
properties

4.1 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE LITHOSPHERE

E. Banda and S. Cloetingh
There are two ways of discovering the nature of the rocks in the Earth that are too deep to
be directly accessible by drilling. The first is by means of geophysical observations made at
the Earth 's surface to determine in situ the physical properties in its interior. In the last
Chapter we reviewed the evidence that can be obtained from measuring the passage of
seismic waves through the ground. In this chapter we consider other geophysical methods.
First, we use measurements of the outward flow of heat from the Earth 's interior to try to find
out the temperatures of rocks at depth. We then make use of observations of gravity mapped
over the Earth's surface and corrected for the effects of elevation and latitude on the gravity
field. The residual, Bouguer gravity anomalies are indicative of localised mass deficiencies
or excesses within the Earth which can be interpreted in terms of density contrasts between
various units. Because there is no unambiguous interpretation of gravity data, models are
usually presented that are constrained by other evidence, such as the seismic structure cross
sections shown in Chapter 3, and by reasonable val ues of densi ty for rocks likel y to be present.
Variations in the Earth' s magnetic field mapped over its surface and suitably corrected for
global effects, also record regions where rocks are magnetised sufficiently to create local
perturbations ofthe main geomagnetic field. Magnetic anomaly maps can, like gravity, be
interpreted in terms of the spatial distribution of magnetic rocks. Also, like gravity, there is
an inherent ambiguity that cannot be resolved between the size of the anomalous magnetic
body and the strength of its magnetisation. Interpretation is therefore achieved inductively
by setting up models, generally constrained by other evidence, whose magnetic fields match
those actually observed. Nearly all the magnetic bodies are within the upper crust.
Information from analysis of time variations of naturally occurring electromagnetic fields
observed at the Earth' s surface, magneto-telluric (M -T) measurements, relate to electrical
currents induced in the Earth's interior and can be interpreted in terms of distributions of
electrical conductivity in one- or two-dimensional models. There is an inherent ambiguity
in this interpretation which has to be treated in a similar way to gravity and magnetic data.
The mechanical properties of the Earth's interior can be deduced from a mixture of
observations: from temperature and press ure information at depth in the Earth, from
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laboratory experiments of the mechanical behaviour of rocks subjected to such temperatures
and press ures, and from observations of the geometry of the bending of the Earth' s surface
when subjected to a load, which measure its flexural (elastic) properties, and its slow recovery
from loading, wh ich measure its viscoelastic properties.
A second means of investigating the nature of rocks at depth is to make use of sampIes of
rock that have been brought to the surface from considerable depth by volcanic processes.
Fragments of such rocks incorporated into igneous rocks at the surface, known as xenoliths,
yield valuable information about rocks from deep in the crust or from the upper mantle,
especially when this is combined with the geophysical information as presented in Section
4.3. Rocks that were on ce at considerable depth that have been brought to the surface by
tectonic uplift and erosion provide the other line of direct evidence. But these give
information about the nature of the rocks at depth in former times whereas the geophysical
information provides evidence of the in situ properties that are present now. It is the synthesis
of all these lines of evidence that taxes our imagination.
Intensive observation of the lithosphere using all these geophysical methods during the
EGT field work period added a great deal of fundamental information to geophysical and
geological data sets already in existence, allowing the main physical properties of the
European lithosphere to be determined. Seismic aspects have already been discussed in
Chapter 3. Here we continue by looking first at physical characteristics involving temperature,
thermal and electrical conductivity and density distribution.
The precise determination of physical properties of the present day lithosphere is an
essential prerequisite for understanding why and how the lithosphere evolves with time. Our
results form the input data to be used in modelling lithospheric processes. One example of
this is given in Section 4.2 where different data sets are used to study the distribution of
strength with depth.

4.1.1 THERMAL STRUCTURE

Measuring the surface heat flow from the lithosphere requires reliable observations ofboth
the temperature gradient and the thermal conductivity. Basically, there is no major technical
difficulty in measuring this temperature gradient either on land or at sea. The problem,
however, arises when extrapolating the measurements at depth. In addition, temperature
gradients obtained near the Earth's surface are affected by ground-water circulation, long
term climatic variations, sedimentation and erosion effects, uplift, subsidence and lateral
variations of the thermal conductivity, and need to be corrected for these effects. Most of the
effects are, in principle, identifiable but their quantification is not straightforward. A large
amount of data can certainly help to improve the corrections. A second problem, however,
comes from a scarcity of data, which forces undesired interpolation when studying a large
area. This is because the most reliable data come from temperature measurements carried out
in deep boreholes, the distribution of which is rather poor. At sea, temperature gradient
observations are more readily obtained, although even these are not free from water
circulation effects, nor from poor distribution.
Similar problems are faced when measuring thermal conductivity of rocks. This physical
property is required to obtain surface heat flow density when conduction is the only
mechanism assumed to be responsible for heat transfer. Thus
q = -k dT/dz
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where q is heat flow density, k is thermal conductivity and dT/dz is the vertical temperature
gradient.
Thermal conductivity of rocks, which typically ranges from 0.8 to 6.0 Wm-l °e l , depends
basically on mineralogical composition, size and orientation of crystals, porosity and
physical conditions. Thermal conductivity is measured in sampies recovered from boreholes .
Here the difficulty comes from the small number of boreholes where both temperature
gradient and thermal conductivity can be measured and also on how representative are the
available samples.
The thermal structure of the lithosphere along EGT has been studied in fair detail, the large
amount of data being sufficient to attempt its use for modelling purposes. In the Baltic Shield
about 150 sites ofthermal gradient and conductivity measurements are available as reported
by Balling (1990b). On ce the paleocl imatic correction had been applied and the effects of
ground water movement removed, to match the assumption of heat transfer by conduction,
the regional variation of he at flow density in the Baltic Shield could be mapped. Similarly,
thermal data from the Variscan of Germany was critically revised and updated by Schulz
(1990). A good part of the data set corresponds to measurements of bottom hole temperature
(BHT) routinely carried out in welllogging operations. In this case, correction ofthe original
data is necessary due to perturbations during drilling and mud circulation. More than 7300
sites are presently available, although thermal conductivity measurements are available in
only 113 sites. This data set was paleoclimatically corrected and a heat flow density map was
obtained. In the Alpine-Mediterranean part ofthe EGT, several published and unpublished
data sets were gathered by Della Vedova et al. (1990). The area includes part of the
Mediterranean where a fair amount of marine heat flow measurements are available. They
gathered over 1000 sites, with just over half ofthem corresponding to marine measurements.
Their critical revision and analysis provided a reasonably accurate heat flow density map of
the area. A general view of the heat flow map of the European Geotraverse area can be seen
in Figure 4-la. This is presented in more detail in EGT Atlas Map 13. In the Baltic Shield
the surface heat flow distribution appears to increase from values around 40 mWm-2 in the
northeast to 70 mWm- 2 in the southwest. In the Variscan of central Europe the heat flow is
fairly uniform around values of 70-80 mWm- 2 except in the North German basin where it
falls to around 60 mWm-2 and in the area north ofLake Constance (the Urach field) where
heat flow density increases to values which can locally reach 100 m Wm-2 or more. Values
around 70 mWm- 2 are found in the Alps, 45 mWm-2 in the Po Plain, 80-100 mWm- 2 in the
Ligurian Sea and northern Corsica, 60 m Wm-2 in southern Corsica and northern Sardinia, 80100 mWm- 2 in the Sardinia and Sicily channels and about 75 mWm- 2 in Tunisia (see Figure
5-16).
Once the surface heat flow distribution is known there are still two basic parameters which
are needed before attempting to determine the temperature distribution in the lithosphere: the
heat production and the thermal conductivity of lithospheric rocks. It is typically assumed
that radioactive decay of U, Th and K is the main source of heat, making it essential to know
the concentration ofthose elements in the rocks making up the lithosphere. This is, in the best
case, solved by using results from heat production measurements of rocks representative of
the whole lithosphere. The concentration of radioactive elements is proportional to the Si02
content of the rock. Therefore the major contribution to heat production comes from the
upper crust. Several models to account for heat production in the crust have been proposed
such as an exponential decrease with depth or a step-like function. Cermak and Bodri (1992)
use two different exponential distributions, one for the upper crust and another one down to
the Moho. Subcrustal lithosphere rocks appear generally to have a rather constant value
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Figure 4-1. (a) Distribution of surface heatflow va lues along the EGT as compiled by Cermtik
and Bodri (1992). The variation isfairly smooth in the Baltic Shield and Variscan central Europe
while the Alpine-Mediterranean part is characterised by sharp changes.
(b) Thickness of the thermallithosphere according to Cermtik and Bodri (J 992).

around 0.01 f..lWm-3 which can be taken as fairly accurate. As far as thermal conductivity of
the lithospheric rocks is concemcd, typical values measured in a variety of representative
rocks have generally been used in modelling the European lithosphere.
Several attempts to model the temperature field along different parts of the European
Geotraverse have been published in the last few years, following the solution of the steadystate heat conduction equation. For instance, Cermak: and Bodri (1992) have used a 3-D
numerical solution of the steady state heat conduction equation
div {k(dT/dz)} + A = 0
where Ais the radiogenic heat production function, which was taken to be 0.04 qe-Z/lO, q being
the measured surface he at flow, for depth z between 0 and 10 km, 2.5e-z/ 1ofor z between 10
km and Moho depth, and 0.01 f..lWm 3 below the Moho. The adopted values for thermal
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conductivity k were 2.5 and 3.5 Wm-loC-I, respectively, for the crust and mantle. Other
authors have adopted slightly different assumptions although their results are fairly consistent within about 100°C.
The depth to the Moho along the EGT is well known from the evidence given in Chapter
3. Therefore the temperature at the Moho can be estimated from the temperature field as
shown in Figure 4-2. It can be seen that the Moho is far from an isotherm, with temperatures
ranging from over 800°C in the Baltic Shield to 400°C in the Mediterranean. In fact the Baltic
Shield Moho temperatures are fairly uniform with values around 400-500°C although an
increase to over 800°C in the southern part of the shield can be attributed to a pronounced
local thickening of the crust to more than 50 km. In the Alpine-Mediterranean area the Moho
temperature is highly variable within the range 400-800°C. However, temperature estimates
may in general be in error by as much as 100°C.
The depth to the base of the thermallithosphere can be estimated from the temperature
field data assuming that the base of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary corresponds to
a given T(x, z) curve. A constant value for the temperature Tm at the base of the lithosphere
of around 1300°C is usually taken. Alternatively, Della Vedova et al. (1990) use the expression
Tm = 0.85(1 100°C + 3z) )
where z is in km, which does not correspond to an isotherm, resulting in the thermal
lithospheric thickness map shown in Figure 4-1 b. In this model the thickness varies from
100-170 km in the Baltic Shield. Pasquale et al. (1991) follow a slightly different approach
and suggest that the thermallithosphere in the central part ofthe Baltic Shield is more uniform
and may be as thick as 200 km. This is reduced to 60-100 km in the Variscan of central Europe
with values ranging between 50 and 70 km in the southern part of the EGT. The thinnest
thermallithosphere is found in the Mediterranean area where it barely reaches 50 km. The
thickness of the thermal lithosphere can be compared with that obtained from analysis of
surface wave dispersion data shown in Figure 3-20. Although the main trends are reasonably
similar, locally they may differ significantly as, far instance, in the Southern Alps and Po
Plain. The main question arises about the resolution of both methods as weH as the
comparability of the concepts of thermal and seismic lithosphere.
The Alpine-Mediterranean part ofthe EGT is the one showing the most noticeable lateral
he at flow variations. This pattern has been studied in detail by Della Vedova et al. (1990)
who argue that inversion of surface heat flow values to determine temperatures at depth is not
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appropriate in recently defonned areas due to the transient thennal component that may be
present in the heat flow distribution. Such a transient component can not be included as part
ofthe eonduetive heat flow but requires the introduction of time dependent parametres. Della
Vedova et ai. (1990) use a 2-D finite differenee forward modelling teehnique wh ich singles
out the transient eomponent. They identify two remarkable transient episodes in the Ligurian
Sea-northern Corsica and in southern Sardinia-Sardinia Channel areas whieh are most
probably due to modem aetivity of the lithosphere.

4.1.2 GRA VITY

Gravity data are generally used to deduee the distribution of density with depth in the
lithosphere provided that either the geometries of the main diseontinuities or the lateral
changes of density are known. Seismic data are the best constraint for gravity modelling sinee
they provide fairly ace urate depths to likely density diseontinuities and also beeause the
lateral density variations can be obtained from a number of empirical velocity-density
relationships. Gravity data are of particular value in inferring deep erustal strueture in areas
where seismie eonstraints are available. However, arecent eompilation of laboratory
measurements (Mengel and Kern 1992) shows that, although a broad correlation exists
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between seismic P-wave velocity and density, the range of posibilities is large (Figure 4-3),
They suggest that densities can only be inferred from V p va]ues with an accuracy of about
0.2 gcm- 3 .
Along the EGT a gravity data compilation by Klingele et al. (1990a) (EGT Atlas Map 9)
is available. Gravity modelling using this data set has al ready been attempted by Henkel et
al. (1990) and Marker et al. (1990) in the Baltic Shield and by Klingele et al. (1990b) along
a profile from the Alps to northem Africa. In the Baltic Shield, detailed gravity studies of
outcropping upper crustal rocks have been used to account for their effect on the gravity field
and alJowed them to present a model for the lower crust and upper mantle shown in Figure
4-4a. The lower crust displays a fairly uniform density of 3.05 gcm- 3 with anomalous bodies
of higher density at its base. These anomalous bodies were introduced to reduce the density
contrast with the upper mantle and meet seismic wide-angle reflection results. However,
seismic data in the areas where the high density bodies are localised are not ofhigh resolution
and it may weIl be that a less pronounced geometry could also fit the gravity data. In Figure
4-4b we also show the density depth profiles at several sites where the seismic P-wave
velocity has been converted into densities according to the empirical relationship ofWoollard
(1975) and Nafe and Drake (1963). Along the POLAR profile, combined gravity and
magnetic interpretation has resulted in a much better definition at depth of structures such as
the Lapland Granulite belt. It has been shown that it dips gently to the north beneath the Inari
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terrain to depths of 15- 20 km, in accord with the seismic evidence shown in Figure 3-3b.
In their 2-D interpretation ofthe southern segment ofEGT shown in Figure 4-5, Klingele
et al. (1990b) find a good fit between the observed data and computed gravity using seismic
constraints which they incorporate into the starting density model. A trial-and-error
procedure was used to optimise the density model. A remarkably good agreement between
the final density model converted into P-velocity and the initial model taken from seismic
interpretation of the order of 0.2 kms- 1 gives confidence to the density model.
Holliger and Kissling (1992) have also interpreted a gravity profile across the Alps using
seismic constraints to obtain the gross features of the whole lithosphere. Except for the
sediments of the Molasse basin they use crustal densities ranging from 2.7 gcm- 3 in the upper
crust to 2.95 gcm- 3 in the lowercrust. They find that densities of3.25 gcm- 3 for both European
and southern Alpine subcrustallithosphere, and 3.15 gcm- 3 for the asthenosphere, gives a
good fit to the gravity data. The most important finding in their interpretation is the
confirmation of a SW-dipping European continentallithosphere underthrusting the southern
Alpine one.
In spite of unavoidable uncertainties in density values, various interpretations indicate that
in the Baltic Shield the lower crust is on average denser than in the Variscan and AlpineMediterranean areas (Figures 4-4 and 4-5). In fact, what could be taken as normallower crust
in the Baltic Shield has anomalous high density further south. This may be attributed to a
fundamental difference in the mechanism of formation of the crust in the Archean and
Proterozoic when compared with the Phanerozoic, a subject to be addressed in Chapter 7. An
apparent difference of up to 0.12 gcm- 3 in the uppermost mantle densities in the models
proposed by different authors cannot, at this stage, be taken as real. Rather it dcpends on the
relationship between P-wave velocity and density used in the different interpretations.
An interpretation of the medium wavelength of the European Geoid anomalies by
Marquart and Lelgemann (1992) indicates that anomalies can mostly be explained by the
lithosphere structure as obtained from seismic tomography, together with topographic
effects . This does not apply to the Po basin where a decrease in the density ofthe upper mantle
portion ofthe lithosphere seems to be one way to meet the geoid data. Similarly, a negative
anomaly in the Baltic Shield is thought to be due to post-glacial rebound, to be discussed
further in Chapter 5.4. Geoid anomalies also require a small density contrast between the
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lithosphere and the asthenosphere in the Baltic Shield, which is more pronounced in the
Variscan and Alpine parts, generally confirming the seismic and gravity data.

4.1 .3 ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY

An important parameter contributing to our knowledge ofthe physical properties and state
ofthe lithosphere is the electric conductivity distribution at depth. This can be obtained from
electromagnetic experiments, yielding information on the presence of fluids, fractures,
composition and temperature. Electromagnetic studies along the EGT have been performed
in parts of the Baltic Shield, in the Variscan of central Europe, in Switzerland and Sardinia.
These are presented in EGT Atlas Maps 11 and 12. Results mainly relate to the crust and
upper mantle, but occasionally they reach the asthenosphere (Figure 4-6).
In the Baltic Shield a number of experiments carried out with the same instrumentation,
data processing and modelling give different results, although generally the upper crust has
ahigh resistivity (lOL 104 0hm-m) whilst at lowercrustdepths there are fairly low resistivities.
In the POLAR Profile, which lies on the Archean and Early Proterozoic of the Finnish part
ofthe Baltic Shield, Korja et al. (1989) have reported a variety of results from electromagnetic
studies. The uppermost part of the crust displays a variable resistivity of between 200
and10000hm-m. A highly conductive layer (i.e. very low resistivity, 0.1 ohm-m), some 10
km thick on average and coincident with a region of high seismic reflectivity, is located at
various depths in the middle and upper crust, occasionally reaching the surface. This high
conductivity layer, however, cannot be taken as a general feature of the Baltic Shield since
results from the Swedish part generally do not confirm it. This may be due to the local
presence of fluids and major fractures in the upper and middle crust or, more probably, to
graphite-bearing structures (Korja 1992). In general, however, the Archean and Proterozoic
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part of the EGT is characterised by a great lateral variability of structures and resistivity
values, preventing the presentation of a representative cross section. The lower crust of the
Baltic Shield, as seen from electromagnetic studies carried out in Sweden, is again locally
variable from conductive to moderately resistive. Therefore, it has not been possible to detect
the systematic existence of a lower crustal conducting layer. The electrical conductivity of
the upper mantle is rarely measurable, although a range from 1000 to 5000 ohm-rn was
reported by Hjelt (1990).
In the Variscan of central Europe a number of electromagnetic experiments have been
carried out over the years, compiled and unified by the EREGT Group (1990). They find the
borders between major tectonic provinces within the Variscan to be characterised by areas
with low electrical resistivity. A discontinuous layer of variable thickness and depth has been
observed at mid to upper crustal levels across most of the Variscan region of Europe.
However, the interpretation of such a conductive layer in terms of fluids or the presence of
graphite is still under debate. A low resistivity measurement corresponding to a depth of
about 80 km (Figure 4-6) might be interpreted as the top of the asthenosphere.
In the Sardinian part ofEGT, Peruzza et al. (1990) find an average resistivity of 104 ohmm in the crust with areduction in resistivity to 50 ohm-rn at a depth that roughly coincides
with the Moho obtained by seismic methods. There is a striking coincidence between crustal
structure determined independently by seismic and electrical methods.

4.2 MECHANICAL STRUCTURE

S. Cloetingh and E. Banda
It has long been recognised that the Earth' s response to applied surface loads is both elastic
and viscous. The elastic response is indicated by its ability to support stresses on the level
of hundreds of MPa for times of millions of years (Figure 4-7). This mechanical behaviour
is analogous to a uniform elastic plate. The viscous response is required by the observation
that, following the removal of long wavelength loads such as ice sheets, the Earth responds
in a time dependent fashion, rather than instantaneously. The two responses are traditionally
treated by assuming that a near surface elastic layer is underlain by viscous material with
negligible strength on a geological time scale. Initiall y the mechanical behaviour of the upper
part of the lithosphere was described in terms of a uniform elastic plate with a thickness
defined by an isotherm of 300-600°C based on studies ofthe flexure and intraplate seismicity
in oceans. Hence the elastic part of the lithosphere was found to correspond roughly to the
upper half of the total thermally defined lithosphere, displaying an increase in the effective
elastic thickness (EET) with thermal age.
For continental lithosphere, which has undergone repeated deformation with often
complicated loading scenarios, flexural studies are not as straightforward as the studies that
have been carried out for oceanic lithosphere. All these investigations have shown, however,
that the lithosphere is capable of supporting significant tectonic stresses over long geological
time scales over a temperature range that is lower than half the melting point (wh ich
corresponds to temperatures at the base of the lithosphere estimated in the range 1200-1400
0c). The concept of a uniform elastic plate has been quite useful as a first order description
of the thickness of that part of the lithosphere wh ich has the potential to accumulate tectonic
stress. For an actual comparison of stresses in the lithosphere (Zoback et al. 1989) with
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strength levels, however, it is essential to account for the finite strength of the lithosphere
inferred by laboratory experiments on lithospheric rocks.
A large number of geological and geophysical observations demonstrate that the upper
part of the lithosphere must itself be rheologically zoned (e.g. Meissner and Kuznir 1987).
Laboratory experiments on rocks show that, since their properties depend dramatically on
temperature and pressure, significant variation must occur with depth in the lithosphere. It
is possible to define the mechanically strong part of the whole lithosphere (MSL) and its
crustal segment (mechanically strong part ofthe crust, MSC) for which lower boundaries can
be defined by the depths at wh ich ductile strength is lower than a threshold level of 50 MPa
(Figure 4-8). The thickness of the MSL, reflecting the depth dependent and finite strength
of the lithosphere, is by its nature in excess of the EET, since it represents the integrated
response of the lithosphere for a plate with an infinite strength (Figure 4-7).

4.2.1 DEPTH-DEPENDENT RHEOLOGY OF THE LITHOSPHERE.

In the previous Section 4.1 we concentrated on the thermal and other physical properties
of the lithosphere along the EGT. Here we concentrate on the consequences of the thermal
structure for the mechanical properties of the lithosphere.
Despite the complexity of rock deformation, very simple approximations can be powerful
in lithospheric studies. These approximations provide functional representations of the
dependence of lithospheric properties on the most geologically significant factors. These
formulations are from continuum mechanics, in which the material is treated as an aggregate
with certain macroscopic features. These properties reflect, but do not explicitly deal with,
the controlling physical properties. The lithosphere is modelled as two regions with different
mechanical properties. In the upper region, the differential strength, which is the maximum
differential stress that can be sustained, is limited by brittle fracture. For applied stresses less
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layering and the temperature profile in the lithosphere while an order of magnitude variation in
strain rate introduees a shift in the depth of MSL and MSC of only a few km (modified from
Stephenson and Cloetingh 1991)_ The inset in (a) shows the relationship between MSL and the
eoneept of EET inferredfromflexural studies_ As these loading studies adopt a uniform elastie
plate with infinite strength, EET is smalter than MSL.

than the brittle strength, the material deforms elastically such that stress and strain are linearly
related_ If the applied stress reaches the brittle strength, fracture occurs.
Laboratory experiments indicate that the brittle strength is a linear function of the applied
normal stress and is largely insensitive to variations in temperature, strain rate, and rock type.
Thus, in the brittle regime, lithospheric strength increases linearly with press ure. In the
lithosphere, within the brittle regime, the lithostatic pressure cr is a function of density p
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multiplied by gravity acceleration g and depth z, so that 0" = -pgz and is assumed to be one
ofthe principal stresses, Ifthe rock contains a pore fluid pressure Pr<z), the relations between
the stresses for sliding are given in terms ofthe principal effective stress, 0"1 and 0"3' Common
assumptions are that the rock is dry, P r<z) = 0 or that the pore pressure is hydrostatic (equivalent to assuming that pores are connected up to the surface) so that P r<z) = -pgz where p is
the fluid density. Altematively, the pore pressure can be assumed to be a fixed fraction of
the lithostatic pressure. The strength of the lithosphere is defined by the maximum difference
between the maximum (0"1) and minimum (0"3) effective stress that the rock can support.
Laboratory studies of rocks subject to differential stress demonstrate that, at temperatures
in excess of approximately half their melting point, stresses relax by creep. Thus, with
increasing depth, the effects oftemperature become dominant and ductile deformation occurs
in the lower portion ofthe lithosphere. Ductile flow is described by different creep equations
for various differential stresses (Goetze and Evans 1979).
A very important creep process takes place by thermally activated climb of dislocations
obeying a non-linear relation between stress and strain rate

l= e;cfexp(-QIR1)
where Q is the activation energy, R the universal gas constant, 0' the differential, or deviatoric,
stress (0"1 - 0'3), eOthe strain rate, T the temperature and N the exponent in the creep law
(typically in the range of 2-5). For olivine, Q is 510 kJmole· l , for sigma measured in bars
the value of the pre-exponential constant is 70 bar 3 S· I. Power law creep holds for conditions
ofhigh Tand relatively low deviatoric stresses. For stresses in excess of200 MPa, dislocation
glide is the dominant creep process in olivine.
The basic equation for this process (Dom creep) is

eO = e; exp[ -QIRT(1 - O'/qJ 2

]

where O"p is 8500 MPa (85 kbar) and Q is 535 kJmole· l . The value of the pre-exponential
constantis5 .7x 10 11 S·I.
Flow laws can be combined with failure criteria to estimate the strength of the lithosphere
as a function of depth. For this purpose astrain rate and a geothermal gradient giving
temperature as a function of depth are assumed. At each depth the strengths in both brittle
fracture and ductile flow are calculated, and the smaller in magnitude is the relevant strength.
At shallow depths deformation occurs in the brittle regime with a brittle strength, linearly
increasing with pressure and therefore with depth, that differs for compression and tension.
In general at larger depths, due to the increase in temperature, flow is the dominant effect and
the limiting strength is given by the flow law for ductile deformation.
Figure 4-8 gives strength envelopes for oceanic and continentallithosphere. The oceanic
lithosphere, reflecting the olivine rheology of a cooling plate, has a much simpler structure
than layered continentallithosphere where the strength depends primarily on petrological
layering and thermal structure. In addition, wetness, and to a lesser extent, strain-rate also
affect the strength levels that can be supported within the lithosphere. We have calculated
strength profiles for continental lithosphere for several positions along EGT, constructed
from extrapolation of rock mechanics data using the petrological information and the thermal
structure discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.3 respectively. The profiles are given for different
locations along the EGT, corresponding to three sites in the Baltic Shield (Figure 4-9), three
locations in Variscan part of central Europe (Figure 4-10) and three sites in the northem part
of the Alpine belt (Figure 4-11). The rheology of the lithosphere is for a quartz/ diorite/
diabase/ pyroxenite/ olivine petrological layering (Carter and Tsenn 1987), see Table 4-1,
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depending on the available petrological and lithospheric structure data available for the actual
Iocation. We adopt astrain rate of 10. 16 S- I which is characteristic for long-term geodynamic
processes operating on the lithosphere.

Table 4-1. Rock mechanics data: values for creep constants (after Carter and Tsenn
1987) adopted in ductileflow laws usedfor the construction ofstrength envelopes.
Balüc

layer I

Quartzite

layer2
layer 3

Diabase

layer4

layer 5

Variscan

Q

Quartzite

Q

eo
(Pa- N 8- 1)
wet

N
dry

N
wet

6.03 x 10 - 24

1.26 X 10- 13
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Inspection of the strength profiles shows pronounced changes in the distribution of
lithospheric strength with depth between northem and central Europe. The lithosphere in the
northem and central parts of the Baltic Shield is, according to the model predictions, quite
strong with characteristic values ofthe mechanically strong lithosphere (MSL) in the range
80-95 km. The large values ofMSL in the northem and central part of the Baltic Shield reflect
the temperature distribution with low gradients in the mantle part of the lithosphere, which
also leads to the presence of significant strength at subcrustallevels. In contrast, the predicted
strength profiles in the southemmost part of the Baltic Shield and in the Variscan and Alpine
parts of Europe show relatively low values of MSL (30-50 km) and a strong reduction in
upper mantle strength. As a result of higher temperature gradients, pronounced minima in
crustal strength occur, Ieading to discrete cores of strength at upper crustallevels at depths
of 5-15 km in some parts of the profiles. A striking feature predicted by the rheological
profiles is the occurrence of a minimum in strength at the base of the crust in Europe
underlain, in most cases, by a strong subcrustallithosphere. This leads to a large difference
between MSL and MSC values, corresponding to isotherms of750-800°C and 300-400°C,
reflecting the creep strength of olivine and crustal rocks respectively. This feature has
interesting tectonic implications as such minima in crustal strength are often the sites for
crustal decollements.

4.2.2 RHEOLOGY AND INTRAPLA TE SEISMICITY

The depths of continental earthquakes provide an interesting source of information to test
the predictions of a depth dependent rheology for the lithosphere. Chen and Molnar (1983)
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Figure 4-9. Strength profiles and distribution of intraplate seismicity for three different
positions along the Baltic Shield. The strength profiles (left hand panel) are constructedfrom
extrapolation of rock mechanics data and from geotherms (right hand panel) discussed in the text;
(a) Northernmost Baltic Shield,
(b) location in the central part of the Baltic Shield,
(c) Southernmost Baltic Shield.
Locations FG, FE and FC are given in Figure 4-12. The rheology ofthe lithosphere isfor a
quartz! diorite! diabase! pyroxenite! olivine petrologicallayering (Carter and Tsenn 1987, see
Table 4-1).

proposed that the maximum depth of continental intraplate seismicity increases with thermotectonic age. Therefore, information on the rheological zonation of the lithosphere can also
be inferred from the depth of seismicity, wh ich occurs at depths where the lithosphere has
sufficient strength to allow the build up and relaxation of tectonic stress (Stein et al. 1989,
Govers et al. 1992).
It is interesting to compare the depth distribution and cut off depths of intraplate seismicity
in the European lithosphere with the predictions of the rheological models. An interesting
correlation exists, as shown in Figures 4-9, 4-10 and 4-11, between zones of deep intraplate
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Figure 4-10. Strength profiles and intraplate seismicity distribution for three locations along
the Variscan of central Europe
(a) Elfe!
(b) North Hessian Depression
(c) Urach.
Locations are given in Figure 4-13. Figure conventions as in Figure 4-9.

seismicity and areas where the strength envelopes indicate the ability of the lithosphere to
support tectonic stresses at large crustal depths. In the northem and central part of the Baltic
Shield both the depth of intraplate seismicity and the strength envelopes predict the presence
of strong lithosphere with MSC values of about 20-25 km (Figure 4-9). To the south the
seismicity cut off and the strength envelopes point to a crust with a mechanically strong part
of 15-20 km thickness (Figures 4-9 and 4-11).
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Figure 4-11. Strength profiles and seismicity distribution for three locations in the northern
part of the Alpine beft
(a) Jura
(b) Molasse basin
(c) Aar-Gotthard.
Locations are given in Figure 4-13. Figure conventions as in Figure 4-9.

Correlations within individual tectonic provinces occur on a sm aller spatial scale. For
example, in areas ofthe Baltic Shield where the yield profiles predict a reduced strength with
an MSC of 15-20 km (southemmost Baltic Shield) intraplate seismicity does not occur below
depths of 25 km whereas in areas of large MSC values (central and northem Baltic Shield)
the cut off level of intraplate seismicity is at larger depths, which is consistent with the
predictions of the rheological models for the crust. It appears that both the upper and middle
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crust in the northem and central Baltic Shield can accumulate tectonic stress as shown by the
seismicity and strength profiles. While initially it has been suggested that the lower crust is
intrinsically aseismic (Chen and Molnar 1983), recent studies have shown the occurence of
seismicity in the lower crust for a number of continental areas (e.g. Shudofsky et al. 1987).
The depth distribution of seismicity in the Baltic Shield shows a pattern that is strikingly
similar to the shape of the depth dependent rheological yield envelopes for the crust
characterised by an increase in brittle strength with depth followed by a decrease in ductile
strength in the crust.
Although the subcrustallithosphcrc in the northem and central Baltic Shield has significant strength, according to the rheological models, it is characterised by the absence of
intraplate seismicity, as is also found in other shield areas (Chen and Molnar 1983). The
absence of intraplate seismicity in the subcrustallithosphere, as well as the existence of a
strength minimum between the upper crust and the upper mantle, suggest that the lithosphere
responds in a two-Iayered fashion to applied stresses. Whereas for low levels of stress the
reponse of the lithosphere might be govemed by both the crust and upper mantle parts, it is
likely that with an increase in the level of stress with time, deformation is concentrated in the
crustal part of the lithosphere (Kuznir and Park 1984, see Figure 7-2). The existence of a
present day high level of stress induced by both plate tectonic forces and post -glacial rebound
is also supported by the relatively high level of crustal seismicity in the Baltic Shield (see
Chapter 5.1).
Figure 4-12 gi ves a comparison of isotherms of the lithosphere with the spatial distribution
of seismicity in the Baltic Shield. The predictions inferred from the thermal models compare
well with the rheological models discussed above. The depth ranges of MSC where crustal
strength minima are predicted correlate well with the depths of the 300-400°C isotherms,
whereas the depth ranges ofMSL correspond to the 750-800°C isotherms. There is a certain
continuity in the main trends of the rheological profiles along the Baltic Shield, with the
intraplate seismicity basically restricted to the crust. In the far north at latitudes of around
70 0 N a rapid decrease in the MSC values is predicted in the Barents sea region which deviates
for the overall trend of increasing MSC values in a northward direction along this part of the
EGT. The Barents Sea continental margin has undergone a sequence of rifting events in
Mesozoic and Cenozoic time. These events have resulted in a reduction of the strength of the
crust. Basin modelling for the Barents Sea has yielded estimates for the EET of these regions
of the order of 20 km (Cloetingh et al. 1992) which are consistent with the values predicted
by the EGT thermal models.
In the Variscan of central Europe, seismicity is limited to depth levels corresponding to
isotherms of 450-600°C (Figures 4-10 and 4-13). The maximum depth of seismicity is in the
range of20-30 km, being essentialy restricted to crustallevels. The strength profiles display
minimum values both within the crust and between the crust and the upper mantle. A
comparison of strength profiles and seismicity shows a minimum in seismicity coinciding
with a minimum in crustal strength in the Eifel and Urach regions. The complex rheology
ofthe North Hessian Depression, reflecting the petrologicallayering, is also expressed in the
distribution of seismicity which shows a peak at mid-crustal depth.
Seismicity in the northem Alpine segment ofthe EGT is essentially limited to depth levels
coinciding with isotherms of 450-600°C (Figures 4-11 and 4-13). In the Jura mountains a
minimum in seismicity occurs in association with a minimum in strength, seismicity being
restricted to the upper and lower crust. An interesting pattern of seismicity occurs in the
Molasse basin with a peak in seismicity in the upper crust and a cluster at Moho depth. Both
the seismicity and the strength profiles point to a weak lower crust in the area. The cut off
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Figure 4-12. Comparison of distribution of intraplate seismicity in the Baltic Shield (Ahjos
1990) with depth of isotherms in the Baltic lithosphere (after Pasquale et al. J991). Boxes
indicate the depth ranges of MSC and MSL corresponding to the strength envelopes discussedfor
the three sites in the Baltic Shield (see Figure 4-9). The box in the top left hand corner gives an
EET estimate obtainedfromflexural analysis of the Barents sea continental margin (Cloetingh et
al.1992).

depths of intraplate seismicity in the Jura mountains and Molasse basin are in the range 2530 km. In contrast, in the area of the Alpine nappes an increase in the depth of the 400°C
isotherm occurs to levels of 40 km accompanied by a decrease in the level of intraplate
seismicity to depths ofless than 20 km (Figure 4-14). As noted also by Deichmann (1992),
this observation seems at first sight a paradox. However, due to the thickening of the crust,
the associated decrease in strength is largely in excess of the effect of the temperature on
strength. Also noticeable in the Aar-Gotthard region is the prediction of a zero strength for
the subcrustal lithosphere.
Due to high levels of tee tonic stress associated with bending of the lithosphere under the
influence of Alpine thrust sheets, intracrustal decoupling has probably occurred, as discussed
in Chapter 6.4, leading to a concentration of deformation in a zone restricted to upper crustal
levels. The rheological profiles and the distribution of seismicity point to important lateral
variations ofthe mechanical properties ofthe lithosphere underlying the Alpine foreland and
provide useful constraints for the study of foreland flexure in the Molasse basin. The EGT
data support the presence of a weak lithosphere suggesting that the flexure of the Alpine
foreland is govemed by the bending of a plate with low EET values. In this context, it is
interesting to note that studies of flexural downbending under mountain loads in other parts
of the European Alpine system (e.g. Zoetemeijer et al. 1990, Van der Beek and Cloetingh
1992) have also revealed the existence of mechanically weak lithosphere with characteristic
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Figure 4-13. Comparison 0/ distribution o/intraplate seismicty and isotherms in the
lithosphere 0/ the Variscan part 0/ central Europe and the northern segment 0/ the Alpine belt.

EET values of 10-15 km. These values seem, therefore, to be characteristic for the
mechanical response to Alpine tectonics of continental lithosphere affected by Mesozoic
extension on pre-existing rifted margins. These points are discussed further in Chapter 7.2.
Figure 4-14 presents the values ofMSL and MSC (roughly corresponding to 750-800 and
300-400°C isotherms respectively) inferred from the analysis of the EGT profile as a
function of thermo-tectonic age. Previous studies for other continental areas (e.g. McNutt
et al. 1988, Bechtel et al. 1991) have demonstrated the existence of a relationship between
the time span elapsed since the last phase of thermo-tectonic activity and the thickness of the
mechanicall y strong part of the lithosphere. Inspection of Figure 4-14 demonstrates that the
mechanical thickness of the European lithosphere is characterised by an increase with age.
MSL values are in the range of 80-90 km for Archaean and Early Proterozoic lithosphere in
the Baltic Shield with a strong reduction for younger thermo-tee tonic ages to values of 4050 km.
The inferred spatial variation in the mechanical properties of the lithosphere is important
in view of its control on the magnitude of the stresses supported within the lithosphere. The
presence of a thick strong lithosphere will decrease the stress level, while stress magnitudes
will be amplified by the presence of a thin weak lithosphere. The mechanical properties of
the lithosphere are also of crucial importance for understanding the formation and evolution
of sedimentary basins located on the European lithosphere (Ziegler, 1988). For example, the
evolution of rifted basins depends critically on lithospheric flexure (Cloetingh et al. 1989)
which is in turn determined by the MSL and MSC values discussed here. The same is true
for compressional foreland basins, since their geometry and wavelengths are controlled by
the thermo-tectonic age of the underlying lithosphere.
The European lithosphere provides a wide spectrum of thermo-tee tonic ages and associated temporal and spatial of thermo-mechanical properties and thus offers a unique natural
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laboratory to study the temporal evolution of continentallithosphere and sedimentary basins,
including the natural and energy resources they contain.

4.3 EVIDENCE FROM XENOLITUS FOR TUE COMPOSITION OF TUE
LITUOSPUERE

K. Mengel
Refraction seismic experiments provide information about the distribution of elastic
properties within a crustal segment but the nature of rock types occurring at depths remains
largely unknown. On the other hand, petrologie al data derived from xenolith populations
cannot be used to construct unequivocallithological profiles through the upper lithosphere
because their depth of origin is poorly constrained by thermobarometry. An alternative
approach is to combine refraction seismic profiling with information on elastic properties of
xenoliths which is potentially useful to assign rock types found as xenoliths to observed pwave velocities at various depths.
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Figure 4-15. Calculated (VPcalc) versus experimentally determined (VPmeas) compressional
wave velocities of 114 sampies at 400 MPa confining pressures (literature data). Rock types
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A drawback of xenolith-based lithospheric models is that they are one-dimensional. Even
if we allow geophysicists and xenolith petrologists to extrapolate their evidence some SOor
100 km beyond their actual sites of observation, it seems inappropriate to construct large sc ale
2-dimensional models. Although high-grade rock types found as xenoliths mayaiso occur
at surface outcrops it is generally not feasible to interpolate between outcrops and xenolith
localities in order to arrive at a consistent model for the lithosphere along the trace of a
refraction seismic experiment. Thus the evidence from xenoliths for the structure of a crustal
segment remains fragmental, but it still represents a unique possibility to look deep into the
continentallithosphere. This section concentrates on the interpretation of petrological and
chemical data of xenoliths entrained in young volcanic rocks along the EGT central segment.

4.3.1 CALCULATION OF P-WAVE VELOCITIES IN XENOLITHS

In many cases, the size of xenoliths is too small to allow experimental determination of
elastic properties at elevated pressures and temperatures. The methodology of calculating P-
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wave velocities for xenoliths is based on the simple assumption that the isotropie bulk rock
velocity (Vp*) is the sum of mineral proportions (Xi) multiplied by P-wave velocities (Vi) of
mineral species by the simple equation
n
Vp*
Xi Vi

=.L

i=1

The validity of this approach can be tested by comparing V p data calculated in this way
(Vpeald with experimentally determined P-wave velocities (Vpmeas) of rocks for which
modal data are available. Figure 4-15 shows a plot of V pea1c versus V pmeas for a total of 114
sampies of common rock types compiled from the literature, with rock types ranging from
granites and meta-pelitic rocks to amphibolites, granulites, eclogites, and peridotites (for
source of data see Mengel 1990b).
Elastic properties of deep crustal rocks are also a function of in situ pressures and
temperatures and of crack volumes. Mengel et al. (1991) have demonstrated that the effect
of crack volumes is not relevant to xenoliths and that the derivative dVp/dP (4.5xlO-4 kms1 MPa- 1) is compensated by the derivative dVp/dT (-5xl0- 4 kms-10C- 1compiled from data of
Kern 1982, Kern and Schenk 1985) for P-T regimes corresponding to surface heat flow
values between 50 and 90 mWm- 2 (Haenel 1983). This approach to calculating P-wave
velocities is therefore also assumed to be valid for elevated pressures and temperatures in
stable platform areas and relatively young orogens. The uncertainty of the method is
estimated to be ± 0.17 kms- 1•

4.3.2 XENOLITH POPULATIONS ALONG THE EGT

Along the northern segment there are four major xenolith-containing volcanic provinces;
Seiland (northern Norway), Kalix and Alnö (central Sweden) and Scania (southern Sweden).
All four xenolith localities are spatially close to the EGT trace but their age of emplacement
may be too old for direct comparison with present lithosphere features (1.1-1.7 Ga at Scania
to 1.15 Ga at Kalix, Griffin and Kreston 1987). Along the southern segment, the east
Sardinian and west Sardinian post-Miocene volcanism has brought up numerous mantle
xenoliths, with spinel-Iherzolites and harzburgites being the most common rock types
(Morten 1987). When plotted in an olivine-pyroxene triangle diagram, these xenoliths cover
much of the modal compositions observed within mantle xenolith suites of continental
Europe (e.g. Eifel, North Hessian Depression, Massif Central). Crustal xenoliths have also
been mentioned but altogether there is very little information on the petrology and composition ofthese xenoliths so that construction of crustal cross sections is not possible at present.
Detailed xenolith studies are also available for the Variscan crust of the French Massif
Central (e.g. Downes etal. 1990) and foreastGerman Tertiary volcanics (e.g. Kramer 1988).
These areas are, however, located some 200-400 km off the EGT trace and are therefore not
reviewed here.
The area between the Alps and the North German lowlands includes several thousands of
individual volcanic outcrops of Cenozoic age. With respect to the last orogenie processes in
Variscan times, the ages of xenolith host rocks are young enough to allow comparison with
refraction seismic data. Fortunately, xenoliths are found within the three majortectonic parts
ofthe central Variscan orogen; the Hegau and Urach volcanics in the Moldanubian zone, the
Heldburg Gangschar in the Saxo-Thuringian zone and the North Hessian Depression (NHD)
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Figure 4-16. Distribution of Neogene volcanic fields (black areas) in Germany. Hatched
areas are exposed Paleozoic units. Solid lines: positions ofrefraction seismic profiles, CL to CD
Aichroth and Prodehl (1990), M-M' Mechie et al. (1983). NHD, WW, VB, HGS and Rh refer to
xenolith localities ofthe North Hessian Depression, Westerwald, Vogelsberg, Heldburger
Gangschar and Rhön, respectively.

and Eifel volcanic fields in the Rheno-Hercynian zone (see locations in Figure 4-16). The
latter two localities have been subject to extensive petrological and chemical investigation
(Wömer et al. 1982, Stosch et al. 1986, MengeI1990a). Sachs (1988) has investigated the
Urach/Hegau xenolith suite and the Heldburg Gangschar sampies are currently being
investigated by Huckenholz. Owing to the relatively dose spatial association of xenolith
localities to the EGT trace, Vp depth profiles can be compared directly with the respective
xenolith information (bulk rock Vp). Xenolith data from the Eifel are correlated with the
refraction seismic profile described by Mechie et al. (1983).
This section mainly summarises published xenolith data presented in a review paper by
Mengel et al. (1991) and the reader is referred to the original publications of these authors
for further details. Huckenholz has provided a wealth of unpublished modal data of xenoliths
from the Heldburg Gangschar.
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4.3.3 PETROLOGY OF XENOLITHS

At Hegau and Urach, mafic rock types are rare. The mafic pyroxene and gamet granulites
found at other sites are absent in that collection. The suite is dominated by medium- to highgrade meta-sedimentary and meta-igneous gneisses, with Moldanubian granitoids occurring
in the uppermost part of the profile. The few mafic varieties include meta-pyroxenites and
homblendites, and clinopyroxene-biotite schists (Sachs 1988).
The data base for lower crustal xenoliths from the Heldburg Gangschar consists of an
unpublished set of modal data, which was kindly pravided by Huckenholz. The vast majority
of sampies from this region consist of mafic granulites of basaltic or gabbroic (cumulate)
composition. A few felsic rocks have very recently been collected. Beneath the NHD and
the Eifel, mafic granulites and felsic (granitoid) gneis ses and granulites are common rock
types, as weH as some meta-sedimentary gneis ses and granulites. Whereas all mafic
granulites from the North Hessian Depression lack gamet, both pyroxene and gamet
granulites are observed in the Eifel.
Thermo-barometric estimates for crustal and mantle xenoliths from the North Hessian
Depression, the Eifel and Urach/Hegau localities have been summarised by Mengel et al.
(1991, theirtable 3). Ifwe take the maximum pressure estimates as a measure for theirdepths
of origin, the corresponding temperature values would indicate extremely steep thermal
gradients for the three regions. Using the temperature-depth relations of Pollack and
Chapman (1977) based on regional heat flow, thermo-barometric estimates of 900-1000
MPa and 800°C for mafic granulites and 700 MPa, 600°C values for medium- to high-grade
metasedimentary rocks would equal a surface heat flow of more than 120 mWm- 2 . The
compilation of regional heat flow patterns for Germany (Haenel 1983) reveals 60-70
m Wm- 2 for the North Hessian Depression and Heldburg Gangschar area, 70-80 mWm- 2 for
the Eifel and 80-100 mWm- 2 for the south Gerrnan Urach/Hegau provinces. Thus, it is
regarded as quite unlikely that the reported thermo-barometric estimates have any significance for the present thermal conditions in the middle or lower crust. Instead, they are
believed to reflect orogenic processes wh ich had affected these crustal segments, presumably
during Variscan orogenic cycles.

4.3.4 CONSTRUCTION OF LITHOLOGY-DEPTH PROFILES

Voll (1983) presented a crustal profile for the Eifel which is based solelyon the
abundances of rock types observed within his xenolith collection. There is, however, no
convincing evidence that the sampling process by uprising magmas is representative with
respect to actual abundances of crustal rock types within a crustal segment. As an alternative
it is assumed here that aB major crustal rock types have actually been sampled but that the
relative abundances of individual rock types have no significance.
The comparison of P-wave velocities of xenoliths with velocity-depth profiles along the
EGT suggests the model crustal structures as presented in Figure 4-17. P-wave velocities for
xenoliths fram the Eifel, North Hessian Depression and Urach/Hegau are reported in Mengel
et al. (1991). Vp data for the Heldburg Gangschar xenoliths have also been calculated from
their modal mineralogy according to the procedure described in Section 4.3.1. The pressures
and temperatures for wh ich the P-wave velocities are calculated are those expected in the
middle or lower crust and in the upper mantle.
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Figure 4-17. Xenolith-based crustal profilesfor the Hessian Depression, Elfei, Heldburg
Gangschar and Urach-Hegau localities. The Vp-depth relations are from Aichroth and Prodehl
(1990), exceptfor the Elfel which isfrom Mechie et al. (1983). The relative positions ofrock types
are arranged according to calculated P-wave velocities of xenoliths.

North Hessian Depression
Beneath an 8-10 km thick Phanerozoic cover which includes about 2 km of Mesozoic
sediments, there is a low velocity layer between about 9 and 11 km depth with a small high
velocity layer immediately beneath. The P-wave velocities of leuco-granitic gneisses and
low-grade meta-sediments match the lower velocities whereas the high velocity layer may
be explained by sillimanite bearing meta-sediments.
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P-wave velocities measured in the middle crust between 13 and 20 km depth are conformable
with felsic rock types found as xenoliths. The NHD granitic gneisses have somewhat 10wer
velocities than the NHD tonalitic granulites and it appears likely that the latter originate from
depths of 20-25 km. The increase in V p between depths of 25 and 32 km of about 6.6-7.3
kms- I suggests that the mafic granulites constitute the lowermost section of the NHD crust.
The fact that the seismic Moho is not a sharp discontinuity implies that the mafic granulites
may grade into ultramafic rocks below 30 km depth. Compressional wave velocities
calculated for websterites and spinel peridotites also fall in this range of high velocity values
(Mengel et al. 1991). The crust-mantle transition zone is believed to consist of a complex
mafic/ultramafic layer.

Elfel
The crustal profile for the Eifel has much in common with that of the NHD, with the
exception that calcsilicate rocks, meta-quartzites, and mica-schists occur in the middle part
of the Eifel crust. The depth of origin of meta-igneous gneis ses is not well constrained
because the observed increase in Vp with depth is quite continuous and a further subdivision
is beyond the resolution of the approach employed.
Like the NHD, observed P-wave velocities increase from values near 6.7 kms- I around 28
km to >8 kms- I below 33 km. The only metamorphic rock types that match such values are
mafic pyroxene and gamet granulites. It has been suggested by Stosch (1987) that these rocks
grade into spinel peridotite upper mantle, thereby also forming a comp1ex mafic/ultramafic
crust-mantle transition zone.

Heldburg Gangschar
Compared with the Rheno-Hercynian crustal sections of the NHD and the Eifel, the
distribution of P-wave velocities in the central part of the Saxo-Thuringian is more simple:
between 8 and 19 km depth, observed V p values range between 5.9 and 6.2 kms- 1• The lower
crust (20-27 km) is separated from the middle crust and from the upper mantle by sharp
discontinuities. Within the xenolith suite from the Heldburg Gangschar, there is currently no
information about the upper and middle crust. P-wave velocities calculated for the pyroxene
granulites range from 6.8-7.5 kms-1with an average value of7.2 kms- I which is slightly too
high for the Heldburg Gangschar lower crustal segment between 20 and 27 km depth. It is
therefore suggested that the lowermost part of the Saxo-Thuringian lower crust is composed
of mafic granulites which are compositionally similar to those of the Rheno-Hercynian lower
crust as exemplified by the Eifel and NHD mafic xeno1iths. P-wave ve10cities calculated for
the websterite xenoliths from Heldburg Gangschar vary between 7.8 and 8.3 kms- I and it
seems likely that these rocks are present in a thin crust-mantle transition zone between 27 and
29 km depth and in the uppermost Saxo-Thuringian mantle.

Urach/Hegau
In southem Germany near shotpoint CE (Figure 3-1), the crustal P-wave velocity
distribution is characterized by a steady increase from values of 6 kms- 1 at about 7 km depth
to 6.8 kms- I near 28 km. The Urach/Hegau xenolith suite is dominated by medium to highgrade felsic meta-sedimentary and meta-igneous rocks and it is quite problematic to construct
a fine scaled Iithology profile. However, Sachs (1988) and GIahn et al. (1992) suggested that
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gamet-sillimanite bearing sampies with P-wave veloeities of7.0 to 7.6 kms- 1 originate from
the lowermost part of the erust; the few meta-mafie xenoliths are expeeted to originate from
the same zone. The other felsie xenoliths eannot be assigned to erustal depths more
speeifieally. The distribution ofroek types shown in the Uraeh/Hegau eolumn ofFigure 417 is drawn tentatively by assuming that the slightly faster high-grade roeks originated from
greater depth than the medium grade eordierite gneisses. Moldanubian type tonalitie and
granitie gneisses probably oeeur in the uppermost part of the seetion.
Summarizing the main aspeets of the crustal sections presented it is important to note that
each xenolith loeality comprises a distinct lithology suite. The differences between the
Rheno-Hercynian xenolith profiles (NHD and Eifel) and the Moldanubian Urach/Hegau
zone seem to reflect eontrasting tectonie styles as weH as substantial eompositional differences, probably derived by pre-Variscan crustal evolution in independent terranes whieh
were welded together during Variscan collision teetonism (see Chapter 6.3).

4.3.5 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF DEEP CRUSTAL XENOLITHS

As weIl as the information from petrological and P-wave veloeity data, the chemical and
isotopic eomposition of bulk rock sampies can provide further clues for understanding
evolutionary processes in the deep crust. Whereas extensive discussions of chemical and
isotope signatures for the North Hessian Depression and the Eifel localities have been
published (e.g. Stoseh 1987, Mengel 1990a and referenees therein), the investigation of
xenoliths from Urach/Hegau and from the Heldburg Gangsehar is in a less advaneed state.
Therefore, only the interpretations for the two former regions in the Rheno-Hercynian zone
are summarized here. We have to await more detailed and complete analyses of the other two
xenolith localities before diseussing aspects of the ehemical eomposition and evolution of the
deeper crust beneath these xenolith suites.

N orth H essian Depression
Among the NHD granitoid gneisses, two different precursor types are identified:
(a) granitic gneis ses whieh are very similar in their mineralogy and their major and traee
element eomposition to Variscan S-type granites,
(b) tonalitic and trondhjemitic gneis ses whieh have many major and traee element
characteristies in eommon with tonalite-trondhjemite suites ofthe North Atlantic region
(MengeI1990a).
Among the few meta-sedimentary fragments there are some distinetly depleted sampies.
The strongl y restitic nature of these rocks implies that episodes of intra-erustal partial melting
of sedimentary protoliths have depleted the deeper erust in granitie components. However,
trace element modeHing fails to explain the latter as partial melting products of these metasedimentary rocks so that the actual restite material related to the S-type meta-granites
remains unknown.
The NHD tonalitie granulites are charaeterized by generally low eontents of K-feldspar
and the presenee of clinopyroxene. They are strongly (light rare-earth element) LREEenriched and do not show Eu-anomalies. The range of oxygen isotope ratios in the tonalitic
granulites (9- 12 %0 Öl8 0 SMOW) overlaps with that ofthe majority ofbasaltic-type mafic
granulites. Mengel (1990a) has discussed in detail how the tonalitic and the mafic granulites
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are related by an intra-crustal partial melting event, where the tonalitic rocks are regarded as
partial melting products and the mafic granulites represent the corresponding restite material.
In a conventional Sm-Nd isochron diagram, four tonalitic granulites and three highly
depleted mafic granulites plot close to a 1.4 Ga reference line (Mengel and van Calsteren
1989). This 'date' could represent an early stage of intra-crustal melting in the present NHD
lower crust or a mixing line between upper mantle and lower crustal units.
Among the suite of mafic xenoliths, there are two distinctly different types of mafic
granulites:
(a) maric granulites of basaltic composition,
(b) those which formed from fractionation of gabbroic intrusion and from cumulates.
The basaltic-type granulites have forrned from slightly evolved tholeiitic protoliths. They
are generally depleted in K, Rb, and Th and the most depleted sampies have lower LREE
abundances than the rest. This may reflect the extraction of felsic LREE-enriched melts
which probably are seen in the tonalitic granulites.
The average Si0 2 content (44.1 wt%) of the basaltic-type mafic granulites is much lower
and their Li concentrations and 8180 ratios are significantly higher (5-32 ppm Li; 8180 = 611 % SMOW) relative to modern tholeiitic rocks including MORB. The enrichment in Li
and 180 has been explained by Mengel and Hoefs (1990) as a result of seawater interaction
with ocean floor basalts. Normalised incompatible trace element patterns of NHD mafic
granulites are identical to those of enriched-type MORB (MengeI1990a, his Figure 7A). This
observation together with the evidence from Li-8 18 0-Si02 relations favours an origin of
these mafic xenoliths from an oceanic crust-type protolith which was transformed from an
early greenschist-facies stage via amphibolite-facies regional metamorphism into granulites.
The noritic to anorthositic granulites are high grade metamorphic equivalents of gabbroic
cumulates derived from a subduction-related parental magma. Their enrichment in Al 2 0 3
and their distinct positive Eu-anomalies reflect accumulation of calcic plagioclase. REE
modelling indicates that the parental magma may be represented by an island arc tholeiitic
(lAT) precursor. Two xenoliths with distinct IAT signatures have been reported by Mengel
(1990a) which could represent such parental magmas. The association of ocean floor and
island arc rocks together with the presence of former tonalitic rocks suggests that relics of an
island arc association exist in the lower crust of the Rheno-Hercynian zone.
High Mg-numbers and low K, Ti and P contents of the gamet websterite and pyroxenite
whole rock sampIes indicate that they have most probably forrned from mafic (picritic to
olivine tholeiitic) magmas which intruded at near Moho depths to form pyroxenites. During
a subsequent pressure increase, they were transformed into eclogites. Major elements and
normalized REE patterns suggest that their parental magma was different in composition
from MORB (Menge I 1990b). This, and the high- T, medium-P thermo-barometric data,
exclude an origin from a subducted oceanic slab and instead favour an origin from episodes
of magmatic underplating.

Eifel
The amphibolite-facies xenoliths (mica-schists, gneisses) can be divided into metasedimentary and meta-igneous rocks (Reys 1988, Schmucker 1989). Among the criteria used
to distinguish between meta-sedimentary and meta-igneous rocks are normative corundum,
K/Na, Cs/K (higher in meta-sediments at given Si02 contents) and the presence of Euanomalies in REE patterns (strongly negative in meta-sediments: EulEu* 0.58-0.75). The
felsic meta-igneous amphibolites range in Si02 from 58 to 71 wt%. LREE over HREE
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fraetionation of this suite is about twiee as high as that ofthe meta-sediments. Also, their high
Sr contents (450-650 ppm) and their fairly low Rb/Sr and K/Na ratios indieate that the
protoliths of these sampies had I-type granodiorite and tonalite preeursors.
The major element and eompatible traee element eomposition of the mafie granulites has
been interpreted in terms of magma fraetionation processes (Stoseh et al. 1986, Looek et al.
1990). Samples with high Mg-numbers, relatively low REE abundanees, and LREE over
HREE enriehment and positive Eu-anomalies may represent early eumulates of a mafie
parental magma; sampies with lower Mg-numbers, high LREE abundanees and high LREE/
HREE ratios and negative Eu-anomalies may represent [raetionated liquid eompositions.
On the basis of Sm-Nd isotope studies, Stoseh and Lugmair (1984) suggested that the
igneous age of at least some granulite protoliths might be 1.5 Ga. However, Pb isotope
eompositions of some granulite xenoliths seem to indieate a mueh younger formation of their
magmatie protoliths, possibly only 400 Ma (Rudniek and Goldstein 1990).

4.3.6 IMPLICA TIONS FOR THE EGT CENTRAL SEGMENT - CONCEPTS AND
QUESTIONS

Unlike the exposed granulite-faeies rocks ofthe Varisean orogenie belt north ofthe Alps,
the majority of granulites from the xenolith loealities reported here are mafie in eomposition.
Such an observation is not new: Bohlen and Mezger (1988) have reviewed thermobarometrie and chemie al data from exposed granulite terrains eompared with those from
erustal xenoliths. The fact that, on a world wide basis, P-estimates for xenoliths are
signifieantly higher than those for deeply eroded granulite terrains and that xenoliths are on
average more mafie in eomposition implies that in exposed terrains, eombined uplift and
erosion has not reaehed erustallevels as deep as are represented by xenoliths.
In this eontext it is therefore not surprising that the deep erust beneath the North Hessian
Depression, Eifel and Heldburg Gangschar loealities also has a quite mafie eomposition.
Although from a petrologie al point of view the erustal profiles of the Eifel and NHD do look
similar to eaeh other, it has to be noted that detailed ehemieal investigations have revealed
some signifieant differenees.
The NHD xenolith suite eontains relies of an island are system whieh includes former
oeeanie erust, island are volcanies and mafie eumulates as weIl as tonalitie rocks. For the
Eifel lower erust, ehemieal and isotope data indieate the presenee of depleted mafie granulite
whieh probably formed by intra-erustal intrusions and subsequent granulite facies metamorphism. Unlike the NHD lower erust, a typieal island are assemblage is not indieated
beneath the Eifel. Although depleted mafie granulites also reveal Middle Proterozoie ages
of formation (see Stoseh 1987) it seems unlikel y that lower erustal processes beneath the Eifel
are genetieally eonneeted to those observed within the NHD lower erust.
This example of subtle but important differenees in the chemie al evolution of two xenolith
suites from one orogenie belt demonstrates the eoneeptionallimits of xenolith investigation
and it must be emphasized that the one-dimensional xenolith evidenee should not be
extrapolated too far, even along strike within the same orogenie unit (Rheno-Hereynian).
The maximum pressure estimates for mafie xenoliths from the erust-mantle boundary are
around 900-1 000 MPa. These estimates are very low for the deep parts of an orogenie erustal
segment and imply that the base of the erust in the Rheno-Hereynian zone ofthe Varisean belt
has not been thieker than about 28-30 km. This is also the depth ofthe seismie Moho along
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Figure 4-J8. Conceptual model to explain crust-mantle Iithology relations beneath the
Variscan beft along EGT central segment. The Rheno-Hercynian is overthrust by the SaxoThuringian zone which is in turn overthrust by the Moldanubian zone. The missing roots might be
represented by eclogite facies rocks (hatched field in the tower part) implying that the petrological
Moho is not identical wich the seismic Moho currently observed at around 30 km depth throughout
the central segment.

the entire eentral segment. The teetonie framework of this part of the Varisean belt refleets
an assemblage of terranes and oeean basins (see Chapter 6.3). Collision teetonies have
involved all three major zones and it is surprising that there is no seismie evidenee for the
existenee of orogenie erustal roots (see Figure 3-9). If it is eorreet that the deep erust in the
region has an overall mafie eomposition as indieated by xenoliths, basaltie or gabbroie
preeursors may have been transformed into gamet granulites or ecIogites upon orogenie
erustal thiekening.
Mengel and Kern (1992) have outlined some aspeets of the petrologieal and physieal
evolution of mafie lower erust, emphasizing that former mafie erustal roeks now oeeurring
in ecIogite faeies might not be deteeted by refraetion seismies as part of the eontinental erust.
The reason is that P-wave veloeities of ecIogites overlap with those of peridotites (Figure 43). Thus, the flat seismie Moho at 28-30 km depth (Figure 3-9) is not neeessarily identieal
with the petrologieal base ofthe erust. Petrologists would define ecIogite-faeies mafie roeks
derived from former mafie erustal preeursors as belonging to the deepest parts of the
eontinental erust. Therefore, the lithology below the seismie Moho might at least in some
areas, eontain ecIogite faeies roeks whieh eonstituted the roots of Varisean thiekened erust.
This idea is shown in Figure 4-18 whieh represents a pre-erosional model far Varisean
eollision and overthrusting involving the Rheno-Hereynian, Saxo-Thuringian, and
Moldanubian zones. The hatehed area beneath the 'petrologieal Moho' might eontain dense
ecIogite-faeies assemblages whieh possibly represent deep orogenie material subdueted in
a southward direetion which now appears seismically as mantle.
The faet that densities of ecIogites are signifieantly higher than those of spinel peridotites
allows us to suggest that delamination of eclogite-faeies rocks into lithospherie mantle is a
viable coneept for the disappearance of orogenie roots in refraetion seismie profiles. It is,
however, unelear whether this idea is also applicable to the lack of mafie lower erustal roeks
beneath the Uraeh/Hegau region.
The xenolith-based lithology profiles presented here leave other important questions
unanswered. Significant proportions of the NHD and Eifel crust are suggested to eontain
meta-granites of S-type and I-type origin. If these rocks had an overall thiekness of only 5
km we have to expect 10-25 km thiek layers of depleted meta-sedimentary or meta-igneous
restites. Sueh rock types are either not observed ar their ehemieal eomposition is incompat-
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ible with an origin as restites. It might thus be speculated that the meta-granitoid gneis ses are
not of autochthonous origin but have been tectonically emplaced into the respective crustal
segments, related possibly to strike-slip faulting.
Crucial to the solution of such questions is a careful investigation of age relations among
suites of crustal inclusions in young basaltic rocks. Dating of xenoliths, however, is a
nightmare to isotope geologists because the samples are generally small, they may have been
heated to above closing temperatures of radiogenic isotope systems, and there is no apriori
field evidence which is usually essential for dating rock forming processes.
The model for the evolution of mafic lower crust presented here on the basis of xenolith
evidence may, in principal, also be applied to other areas where the mafic composition of the
crust/mantle transition zone is suspected to be mafic in composition. This may be particularly
important where the seismic Moho has approached depths of more than 35-40 km, and the
temperature at the seismic Moho is below 600°C, e.g. in the Precambrian of Scandinavia (see
Chapters 6.1 and 7).

4.4 INTEGRATED LITHOSPHERIC CROSS SECTION

D. Blundell
The total view of a complete lithospheric cross section of Europe on a continental scale
can now be given by drawing together the information contained in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. The
starting point is to take surface geology to depth by utilising the seismic structure models
derived in detail for the crust from deep reflection profiling combined with the wide-angle
reflection and refraction events and, with less resolution, for the upper mantle from P-wave
refaction, delay time tomography and surface wave inversion studies. A crustal structure
cross section is produced along the entire length of EGT by combining the cross sections
derived, from north to south, from the POLAR Profile (Figure 3-3), FENNOLORA (Figure
3-4), EUGENO-S (Figure 3-6) and BABEL (Figure 3-7) over the northern segment, from
EUGEMI (Figure 3-9) and DEKORP-2 (Figures 3-10) across the central segment, and from
EUGEMI, EGT-S86 and other profiles across the Alps and northern Appenines (Figures 311 and 3-12), including deep reflection profiles NFP-20, linked with EGT -South (Figures 315 and 3-16) to complete the southern segment to Tunisia. The crustal sections have been
unified into one profile along the entire length of EGT and are presented as a composite
lithospheric section in Figure 4-19. This section shows crustal boundaries which form
discontinuities, including the Moho, and divides the crust into four areas on the basis of Pwave velocities ofless than 6.0 kms· l , 6.0-6.5 kms· l , 6.5-7.0 kms· l and above 7.0 kms· l . Since
the experiments are all comparable in resolution, it is reasonable to interpret the extent of
lateral and vertical heterogeneity as having geological significance. Data for the upper
mantle come from Figures 3-18, 3-19 and 3-21.
The major features that are clearly brought out in Figure 4-19 are:
(a) the relative uniformity of the crust of the Baltic Shield with thickness in excess of 45
km and evidence of sharp, vertical displacements of the Moho.
(b) the heterogeneity within the crust, yet uniform 30 km thickness, beneath the Variscan
region of the central segment of Germany, and the virtual absence of crustal material with
Vp above 6.5 kms· l .
(c) crustal thickening beneath the Alps and evidence of imbrication, extending beneath
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Figure 4-19. Composite lithospheric cross section of Europe along EGT ji-om seismic data (for
sources see text). TZ Tornquist zone; TEF Trans-Europeanfault.

the northern Apennines, directed towards the south.
(d) crust of 30 km thickness and lithosphere of 70 km thickness beneath Corsica and
Sardinia with a P-wave crustal velocity structure indicative of continental crust typical of
western Europe, separated from neighbouring continental blocks by anomalously thin
crust beneath the Ligurian Sea to the north and the Sardinia Channel to the south.
(e) the thick continental crust of North Africa beneath the Atlas Mountains and central
Tunisia.
(f) thick lithosphere beneath the Baltic Shield, matching thick crust, with distinctive
banding within the upper mantle portion.
(g) thin lithosphere beneath central Europe, particularly near the Rhine graben but a thick
lithospheric root is developed beneath the Alps and northern Apennines, displaced
southeast from the thick crustal root of the Alps. Lack of structure within the upper mantle
portion of the lithosphere may simply be due to the lack of resolution of the seismic
measurements.
(h) thin asthenosphere beneath the Baltic Shield, thicker beneath central Europe and
highly variable in the Alpine/Mediterranean region.

The Baltic Shield
At the extreme north the POLAR Profile crosses Archaean crustal units interleaved with
tectonically disturbed Early Proterozoic units. An integrated geophysical and geological
interpretation of the POLAR Profile by Marker (1990) is presented in Figure 4.20. In this
crustal cross section he has brought together refraction seismic, reflection seismic and
electromagnetic models along with gravity and magnetic interpretation. Overall Moho
topography and seismic velocity structure are derived from the seismic refraction model. The
crust is thinner and does not include a high velocity (Vp >7 kms· l ) region within the lower
crust beneath the Archaean age Inari terrain and Early Proterozoic Lapland granulite belt, in
contrast with the Sörvaranger terrain and Karelian province to either side. The Moho here
gives strong seismic reflections at normal incidence. The Lapland granulite belt is shown to
be allochthonous above the highly sheared Tanaelv belt which forms a gently dipping basal
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Figure 4-20. Composite geologieal and geophysieal interpretation ofthe POLAR Profile, after
Marker (1990). Shotpoints PA to PF shown in Figure 3-1 indieate loeation.

thrust zone around 10-15 km depth rooting northeastwards down into the crust, picked out
by strong seismic reflectors and a zone ofhigh electrical conductivity. The NE boundary of
the Lapland granulite belt is less weIl imaged geophysically but appears to be a shear zone
steeply dipping to the NE (Marker et al. 1990). North ofthe Inari terrain, the Early Proterozoic
Polmak-Pasvik-Pechenga (PPP) belt forms a supracrustal sequence preserved in a NE
directed thrust belt. On the cross section (Figure 4-20) this thrust is continued down to the
mid-crust and may extend down to the Moho, as shown, although this cannot be resolved
geophysicaIly. The surface geology and the crustal-scale structural features shown on the
cross section provide the basis for geodynamic interpretation of this region in terms of plate
tectonic concepts as the Lapland-Kola orogen, as discussed in Chapter 6.1. This is
interpreted as having been created from the closure of an Early Proterozoic Kola ocean
around 1.95 Ga which brought together various Archaean continental or island arc fragments.
Strong evidence of plate tectonic processes acting during the Early Proterozoic comes
from the BABEL deep seismic reflection profiles across the Gulf of Bothnia (BABEL
Working Group 1990). The reflection patterns of the migrated seismic section shown in
Figure 3-5 closely resemble those observed across Phanerozoic orogens such as the Alps
(Figure 3-11) and the Pyrenees (Choukroune and ECORS Team 1989) where plate tectonic
processes are better understood, and interpreted as collision zones. The BABEL Working
Group conclude that the Moho offset and crustal reflection patterns can be attributed to
collisional tectonics, with NE directed subduction, ofEarly Proterozoic (1.9 Ga) age. They
suggest that the kinematics of plate collision have not changed significantly from that time
to the present even though the crust is substantially thicker than is generally preserved in
Phanerozoic orogens. Furthermore, the geometry of the structures of this ancient orogen has
been preserved undeformed and has survived to the present day as indicated by the seismic
images displayed by the BABEL profile.
An integrated interpretation by Henkel et al. (1990) has brought together gravity, magnetic, electrical and seismic information along the FENNOLORA profile to give the
composite cross section shown in Figure 4-21 The northern end ofFENNOLORA crosses
Caledonian crust that has been thrust to the SW over Archaean terrain of around 45 km crustal
thickness with a relatively thin or even absent high velocity (Vp >7.0 kms~l) lower crustal
zone. To the south, the Early Proterozoic Sveco-Fennian Province crust is generally thicker,
with Moho undulating and reaching depths of 50 km in places, and contains a significant
thickness of high velocity lower crust. Henkel et al. (1990) used the seismic profile as the
main framework for their interpretation of the other geophysical data, all of which, being
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potential field methods, required some form of inverse modelling. As explained in Seetion
4.1, they diseovered that the Moho topography of the Sveeo-Fennian provinee was not
refleeted in the gravity profile and eoncluded in eonsequenee that the Moho eould not
represent a signifieant density eontrast. They were able to mateh gravity and magnetie
anomalies extremely weIl by plaeing most density and magnetie eontrasts within the upper
part ofthe erust, using values eonsistent with surfaee geology. The longer wavelength gravity
variation was modelled with a mid-erustal density eontrast of 0.29 gem-3 plaeed where Vp
inereases from around 6.4 to 6.6 kms· 1 (see Figure 3-5). The lower erust high veloeity region
required a density in the region of 3.2 gem-3 , not far short of the density of 3.3 gem-3 used for
the upper mantle. The Sveeo-Fennian provinee also has an assoeiated regional magnetie low
that extends aeross a large area to the east (Wonik and Hahn 1989). The seale ofthis anomaly
is sueh that it is difficult to assign it to eontrasts in the upper erust but would allow it to be
plaeed in the lowererust or upper mantle. Henkel et ai. (1990) have outlined a tentative souree
region in their model as shown in Figure 4-21, eovering the southern half ofthe FENNOLORA
profile. They set the suseeptibility to be 0.1 SI, eorresponding to about 2.5% magnetite.
Temperatures are sueh that this region down to 80 km depth eould lie above the Curie
isotherm. A region of high eleetrieal eonduetivity in the erust beneath eentral Norrland in
Sweden, observed by Jones (1981) and by Rasmussen et ai. (1987) along FENNOLORA, has
been modelled as a north-dipping mid-erustal feature situated to the south ofthe Skellefte belt
(see Chapter 6.1) and extending for 100 km or so.
Henkel et ai. (1990) attempted to use the geophysieal properties, partieularly the eombination of density and seismie veloeity, to pin down the geologieal eomposition of the erust.
Those appropriate for the upper and middle seetions ofthe erust eould be linked with surfaee
geology and extrapolated to depth by having an inereasingly mafie eomposition. They
eompared the lower erustal zone, with its eombination of a density of3.2 gem- 3 and Vp of7.1
kms-', with data from Carmichael (1989) to argue that it must be eomposed of eclogite. In
support, they pointed out that 'eclogites are reported to oeeur as teetonieally emplaeed
fragments in west Norway and in teetonie lenses in the Caledonian thrust sheets'. The upper
mantle, they suggest, has a peridotite eomposition, whieh has been found in xenoliths from
upper mantle depths beneath the Baltic Shield (Griffin and Krestan 1987).
The strueture of the upper mantle beneath the Baltie Shield has been investigated on
various seales from surfaee wave inversion and from the P-wave refraetion data of
FENNOLORA (see Chapter 3.3). Calcagnile et ai. (1990) have eombined these investiga-
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tions to produce a cross section ofthe upper mantle beneath FENNOLORA with both P-wave
and S-wave values. As shown in Figure 3-18, the lithosphere is up to 200 km thick beneath
most of the Baltic Shield but thins to around 100 km in the south. A sequence of alternating
high and low velocity layers 30-50 km thick characterise the upper mantle portion of the
lithosphere, typically with contrasts in Vs ofO.15 kms- 1 and in Vp ofO.5 kms- 1. It is difficult
to visualise how such variations could arise from temperature variations and it must be
conc1uded that the banding represents some kind of lithological heterogeneity. Given the
evidence from BABEL in the Gulf ofBothnia, it seems likely that this heterogeneity mayaiso
have been largely preserved since the Early Proterozoic.

Tornquist zone and Variscan region
The region of transition from the Baltic Shield to the North German basin was examined
in detail through the EUGENO-S seismic experiment, which provided the main crustal model
cross section (see Figures 3-6 and 6-7). Thybo (1990) has put together the EUGENO-S and
EUGEMI seismic data and linked them with surface geology and gravity and magnetic data.
The crust thins from 45 km beneath the Shield in aseries of steps as the Sorgenfrei Tornquist
zone is crossed to about 30 km beneath the Danish Basin and changes in character, both in
terms of seismic reflection patterns (Figure 3-7) and in seismic velocity structure. The Danish
basin is filled with 4 km of Mesozoic-Cenozoic sediments and possibly up to 6 km of
Palaeozoic sediments, leaving a crystalline crust below of about 20 km thickness. To the
south, a basement ridge, the Ringk0bing-Fyn high, intervenes between the Danish and North
German basins. Crustal thickness increases to 34 km beneath the high, with a sharp step on
its northern flank that is weIl constrained geophysicall y. Its southern boundary is coincident
with the location of the Trans-European fault (see Chapter 6.2) which may extend to lower
crustal depths beneath the North German basin where, coincident with the EIbe line, the
character of gravity and magnetic anomalies changes markedly (Dohr et al. 1983, Wonik and
Hahn 1989) as is evident on EGT Atlas Maps 9 and 10. This may weIl mark the true boundary
between Baltic Shield and European Phanerozoic crust. It is also in the generallocation of
the deep lithosphere/uppermantle changes noted by Nolet (1990) from his 2-D model derived
from waveform inversion analysis (Figure 3-22).
The Variscan crust of Germany has been intensively studied along the central segment of
EGT by a wide variety of geophysical methods. The interpretation of these has been
integrated with surface geology by Franke et al. (1990b) and in Chapter6.3 to create the cross
section shown in Figure 4-22. South of the EIbe line the crystalline crust is uniform in
composition with the Moho flat at 30 km depth. This continues southwards, with nearby
DEKORP-2N deep seismic reflection profile (Figure 3-10) indicating largely transparent
middle and lower crust beneath the Rhenish massif, although, further south within the RhenoHercynian zone, listric faults from surface dipping south can be traced to mid-crust and sole
out at the top of the transparent zone where they coincide with a thin layer of high electrical
conductivity. In the deep crust, beneath the North Hessian Depression, the Moho is locally
observed as a transitional region rather than a sharp boundary. Here, evidence from xenoliths
not only provides an opportunity to link seismic velocities with lithologies, as explained by
Mengel in Section 4.3, it allows an interpretation to be made that links the presence of eclogite
at depths regarded as uppermost mantle on the seismic-based cross section with a Variscan
history of island arc/continent collision. The evidence from this particular section has
significance for other parts of the EGT section where the presence of ec10gite is suspected.
Comparable lithologies are found for xenoliths from the Heldburger Gangschar beneath the
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northem edge of the Saxo-Thuringian zone, but contrasting xenolith lithologies from Urach
in the Moldanubian zone further to the south suggest that the structure and dynamic evolution
of this zone may be fundamentally different from the others. Boundaries between these
zones, whilst steep near the surface, appear to dip south at angles decreasing to 30° near to
the Moho, and appear to have associated high electrical conductivity. Whilst each zone
displays individual geophysical characteristics with noticeable lateral as weil as vertical
heterogeneity and P-wave velocities within the crust that are relatively low, the Moho
remains flat and close to 30 km in depth, expressed for the most part as a sharp discontinuity.

The Alps and northern Apennines
As the Alps are approached, and the Molasse basin thickens to the south, the Moho starts
to deepen. The combination of seismic refraction information with coincident NFP-20
eastem and southem deep reflection profiles along EGT provides a high resolution structural
framework through the crust upon which to develop geological interpretation, taken up in
detail in the next chapter. Within the crust, seismic P-wave velocities are similar to those of
the Variscan zones to the north, displaying considerable lateral variability, but with no
evidence for any significant thickness of material with Vp exceeding 7.0 kms- 1• However,
where the Moho is deepest it becomes less sharp as a boundary. Though this may be due to
a loss in resolution, it could also be geologically less weIl defined. Perhaps the most dramatic
effect is the duplication, even triplication oflower crustal units in imbricate stacks, each with
a Moho at their base, interleaved with material having upper mantle properties. Gravity
modelling is consistent with the seismic evidence, but only when the variability ofthe whole
lithosphere is taken into account. A lithospheric root to the Alps was discovered by Panza
and Mueller (1978) on the combined evidence of P-wave residuals, surface wave inversion
modelling and gravity, as already explained in Chapter 3.3, and further confirmed from the
P-wave seismic tomography ofSpakman (1986, 1990a,b). Significantly, the lithosphere root
is displaced to the south of the crustal root, a point that will be discussed again more fully in
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Chapter 7. The geophysical information from the Alps has been combined with surface
geology by Pfiffner et al. (1990) to produce a geological cross section ofthe crust as shown
in Figure 4-23. This and other similar interpretations have provided the starting point for
various authors auempting to reconstruct crustal geometries of the Alps at various times
during the past, a subject taken up in Chapter 6.4.

M editerranean region
Although the three-dimensionality of crustal and lithosphere structures should always be
stressed, it is particularly important to know the 3-dimensional geometry of crustal scale
structures along EGT south of the Alps if any understanding of their evolution is to be gained.
This point is abundantly clear from the structure contour map of the various Moho units
beneath the Alps shown in Figure 3-13. The islands of Corsica and Sardinia form a single
block of continental crust and lithosphere with Moho at about 30 km and lithosphere base
around 80 km depth, and P-wave velocity structure consistent with European lithosphere to
the north. This block is surrounded by thin oceanic lithosphere of the Mediterranean basins
and its evolution to its present location demands both lateral movement and rotation, as
discussed in Chapters 6.6 and 7.2. The block is separated from Europe by the Ligurian Sea,
which is oceanic in character (Figure 3-14) and is tectonically active at present, as evidenced
from the high heat flow anomalies that Della Vedova et al. (1990) show can only be explained
as transient thermal phenomena (see Section 4.1). To the south the block is separated from
Africa by the Sardinia Channel, which also has thin crust and lithosphere of likely oceanic
affinity which is tectonically active, and where strong heat flow anomalies are also due to
transient effects.
The southern end of the EGT is firmly planted in the continent of Africa where across
Tunisia both crust and lithosphere are of thicknesses comparable with those of the Baltic
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Shield. No high P-wave velocity lower crustal zone has been found , however. There is
evidence from P-wave seismic tomography (Figure 3-19) ofthe African lithosphere conti nuing north under the Mediterranean as a subduction slab. Although this is observed both to
the west, beneath Algeria, and to the east, associated with the Hellenic arc, along EGT from
Tunisia to Sardinia the high velocity region in the upper mantle, which can be interpreted as
representing a downgoing slab, is separated from the lithosphere, as shown in Figure 3-19.
Despite its limitations as a single transect, EGT provides a comprehensive coverage ofthe
geology of the European continent on a lithospheric scale, which makes possible the
interpretation of the tectonic evolution of Europe in a consistent fashion through space and
time, the subject of Chapter 6. It also gives, for the first time, the continuity of geophysical
information along the lithospheric profile to support and test quantitative geodynamic
models of continentallithosphere, the subject of the final chapter of this book.

5

Europe's lithosphere - recent activity
N. BALLING AND E. BANDA

A variety of studies and data compilations to obtain information about the state of
geodynamic activity of the lithosphere both now and in the recent past have been carried out
along EGT. Knowledge of the present state of activity is of critical importance for
understanding modem tectonic development, and for geodynamic processes that have been
operating in the past.
In this chapter we discuss observational evidence on re cent activity in the lithosphere of
Europe along and adjacent to the EGT swathe as revealed from seismicity information (given
in EGT Atlas Maps 3 and 4), including focal depths and focal mechanisms (EGT Atlas Map
5), state of stress in the lithosphere (EGT Atlas Map 6), recent crustal movements, active
volcanism and transient heat flow. We discuss dynamic activity in relation to tectonic units,
the state of stress both regionally and locally, and seek explanations in terms of present-day
and recent dynamic processes within the lithosphere and in the lithosphere-asthenosphere
system.
Since EGT encompasses a wide variety of tectonic provinces from the old Archean and
Proterozoic Baltic Shield to the young active Alpine-Mediterranean system, present-day
dynamics has to be viewed and interpreted in terms of different processes acting on a variety
of different structures. In the southem part of Europe the present state of dynamic activity
clearly reflects active tectonic processes including lithospheric continental collision, extension
and subduction. In the north, old, mature lithosphere has been subject to glacialloading and
unloading and is influenced by plate tectonic processes in the north Atlantic.

5.1 SEISMICITY

Present-day activity in the lithosphere is generally reflected in the seismicity of an area.
For most tectonic provinces along EGT, macroseismic observations, including historical
seismicity and detailed instrumental observations covering the past 20-30 years, are
available. The combined use of information from regional and local networks often gives
very detailed information about the activity of an area. Epicentres, hypocentral depths and
focal mechanisms (fault plane solutions) can be determined accurately and these allow
seismotectonic information to be extracted. It is generally accepted that earthquakes are the
result of dynamic slip on faults. The fact that small to intermediate size intraplate earthquakes
111
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Figure 5-1 . Model of a shear zone and the seismogenic layer for continental quartz-feldspar
rheology (after Schotz 1990). With increasing temperature (depth), deformational behaviour
changes from brittle above semi-brittle to plastic.

are quite common in the uppermost continentallithosphere shows that a significant part of
the continental lithosphere is subject to stress at levels near to failure, at least in zones of
weakness.
Laboratory studies have shown that pure brittle behaviour in crystalline materials gives
way at elevated temperature and pressure to crystalline plasticity. Combined laboratory and
field observations clearly indicate that brittle faulting occurs at shallow depth. This is seen
to give way over a transition zone, which may be quite broad, in which deformation is semibrittle, to plastic shearing at greater depth. The depth range over which these changes occur
in nature depends largely on lithology and temperature, as discussed in Chapter 4.2.
A synoptic model of a continental shear zone and the seismogenic layer is shown in Figure
5-1 where a quartz-feldspathic rheology is assumed. Quartz begins to flow at about 300°C
(Voll 1976, Kerrich el al. 1977) and feldspar at about 450-500°C (White 1975, Voll 1976).
Fully plastic flow does not occur by gliding alone, but is associated with recovery and
recrystallization. Water content is a very critical variable in determining the brittle to plastic
transition in silicates. Studies by Tullies and Yund (1980) have shown that the addition of
sm all amounts of water to dry granite induces a significant weakening and enhances ductility.
The temperature for the brittle-plastic transition was, forO.2% wt. water, found to be reduced
by about 150-200°C for both quartz and feldspar, compared with 300--400°C and 550650°C, respectively, in 'dry' granite. These results emphasise the importance of fluid content
in understanding the activity of the lithosphere.

Figure 5-2. Regional distribution of large and intermediate size earthquakes in Europe
(adaptedfrom Simkin el al. 1989). The database used includes large events (magnitude >7)from
1897 and onwards and instrumentally recorded earthquakes after 1960 with magnitude >4. The
Alpine and Mediterranean areas of present active tectonics show markedly higher seismic energy
release than the older tectonic units in northern Europe. Tectonic mapsfor comparison are
shown in Figures 2-3 and 6-2.
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In the model of Figure 5 -1, a temperature of 300°C (T2: onset of quartz plasticity) has been
taken to indicate the brittle to semi-brittle transition, and 450°C (T4 : onset of feldspar plasticity) the semi-brittle to plastic transition. The layerin wh ich earthquakes normally nucleate,
referred to as the seismogenic layer, is generally bounded by Tl and T2 . Large earthquakes
may propagate dynamically through TI and breach the surface. Similarly, maximum rupture
depth (level T 3 ) is below the level of T 2 . For a further detailed description of this model we
refer to Scholz (1990).
In the uppermost mantle where olivine rheology is assumed, a new brittle or semi-brittle
zone may occur. The base ofthe seismogenic layer for olivine rheology, as found in particular
for oceanie intraplate seismicity, seems to be at 600-800°C. Depths to the various levels of
temperature depend, of course, on the actual geothermal conditions, in particular the he at
flow and heat productionprofile (see Chapter 4.1). The rheological and thermal conditions
are emphasised because of their critical importance for the seismotectonie interpretation of
seismological observations on focal depths and focal mechanisms, and the state of stress.
The distribution of large and intermediate size earthquakes in Europe (western part of the
Eurasian plate) is clearly controlled by plate tectonic processes. Present activity is
concentrated along the western and southern plate boundaries. The Alpine and Mediterranean areas of presently active tectonics including lithospherie collision and subduction show
markedly higher seismic energy release compared to the older tectonie units, the Baltic Shield
and adjacent units, in northern Europe (Figure 5-2). In the following sections we summarise
and discuss recent results on seismicity and seismotectonies obtained along the EGT profile
from north to south and with special emphasis on the principal tectonic units such as the Baltic
Shield, the Rhine graben system and the Alpine arc. When the results of local networks are
considered, including the distribution of small earthquakes, many details are added to the
results of a regional compilation like that shown in Figure 5-2. However, complexities may
occur which, as we shall see, are not always so easily interpreted.

The Baltic Shield and adjacent areas
The seismicity ofthe Baltic Shield and adjacent tectonic units, the Scandinavian Caledonides,
parts ofNorth Sea and Norwegian Sea structural units, is known in considerable detail from
a number of studies. Recent review papers include Husebye et al. (1978), Bungurn and Fyen
(1980), Bungum (1989), Gregersen et al. (1991), Slunga (1991) and Ahjos and Uski (1991,
1992). Classieal investigations include those of Sahlsträm (1930) and Bäth (1956).
The Baltic Shield is characterised in general by small magnitude earthquakes of modest
frequency, and is thus typieal of intraplate regions, although some local areas show rather
high seismicity (Figure 5-3). The largest events are infrequent and have magnitudes of 5.56.0. A good agreement overall has been observed between the macroseismic historie
distribution and the epicentral distribution obtained from instrumental data. Considerable
improvements in regional seismographic coverage and array deployments in the early 1980s
have resulted in accurate coverage of the Nordic countries. The Institute of Seismology at
Helsinki University undertakes the work of compiling and updating the Nordic seismological
catalogue whieh, combining historic and instrumental results, includes more than 5000
events (Ahjos and Uski 1992). The general agreement between macroseismic and instrumental
observations indicates that no signifieant general seismieity change has occurred over the
past 500 years. Areas and zones of increased seismicity are generally more clearly outlined
in the instrumental data set as can be seen in EGT Atlas Map 4.
The shield area in general exhibits lower activity than the younger tectonic units to the west
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and southwest (eompare Figure 5-3a with Figures 2-4 and 6-2). Within the shield and the
adjacent tectonic units, the Norwegian Caledonides and the Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone, we
find the following areas with seismic activity markedly above general background: the
southwest eoastal area of Norway and adjacent offshore North Sea areas with an exceptionally high seismicity, southwest Sweden and the Oslo region, the western Gulf of Bothnia,
northern Sweden and northern Finland (Lapland), and the west coast of central and northern
Norway. Offshore western Norway, zones of seismicity are observed along the eontinental
margin from the northern tip of Norway south to the North Sea. The seismicity associated
with the mid-Atlantic ridge (Mohn's Ridge and Knipovich Ridge) is also apparent from
Figure 5-3a.
Most events are localised in the upper part ofthe crust (Figure 5-3b). More than 80% of
the Fennoscandian earthquakes occur at depths less than 20 km (Ahjos and Uski 1992). The
deeper events are mainly observed offshore western Norway and northwest of Denmark,
whieh is also the area with the larger magnitude events. The Baltic Shield exhibits only few
events with magnitudes >4, although a number of historic events have been recorded
(Gregersen et al. 1991).
A detailed analysis of the relative frequency of events at various focal depths [rom the
shield of northern and southern Sweden (Slunga 1991) shows interesting eharacteristics
(Figure 5-4). The highest frequeney occurs in the upper 20-25 km with peak frequencies
around 8 km in the north and 15 km in the south. In the middle part ofthe erust (from 2025 km to about 35 km depth) the frequency of events is significantly reduced and the deepest
part ofthe shield crust (between about 35 km and the Moho at 45-55 km, see Figures 3-4 and
5-3b) is almost aseismic.
Temperatures at 20-25 km depth in the shield are modelled at 250-350°C and at 35 km
at 400-500°C (Balling 1992, Chapter 4.1). The depth distribution of the Baltic Shield
earthquakes seems to be in good agreement with the general crustal shear and strength model
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Figure 5-4. Relativefrequeney offoeal depthsfor northern Sweden (solid line) and southern
Sweden (dotted line) showing eharaeteristie depth distributionsfor the Baltie Shield and about 8
km depth differenee in earthquake peak oeeurrenee between the northern and southern areas,
after Slunga (1991).

of Figure 5-1. The differenees in depth distribution between northern and southern shield
areas seem, however, not to be explained by temperature. Heat flow is lower in the north than
in the south. Events deeper than 30 km (down to 40-50 km) offshore northwest Jutland and
southwest Norway seem loealised in the uppermost mantle (Figure 5-3b). The uppermost
mantle temperatures beneath the Norwegian-Danish basin at depths of 30-45 km are
modelled at 700-850°C. Here, olivine-rieh lithology apparently reaets in a brittle to semibritt1e mode.
Slunga (1991) has argued that aseismie slip along faults in the Baltie Shield is generally
mueh more eommon than seismic slip. Based upon geodetie observations indieating fault
movements, vertieally as weIl as laterally, of about 1 mma- 1 (Mörner 1977), he found aseismie
slip to be about four orders of magnitude more extensive than seismie fault movements.
Some information is available on potential eorrelation between zones of inereased
seismieity and tectonic struetures. In southwest Sweden a number of Preeambrian shear
zones are known, within and assoeiated with the generation ofSveeo-Norwegian erustal units
(see Chapter 6.1.1). Reeent investigations indicate that the southwest Swedish zone of
highest seismieity is bounded towards the east by the so-ealled Protogine zone (Slunga 1991),
a major shear zone in this area. Reeent studies (Bungum 1989) show a zone of seismie aetivity
along the Oslo graben. The western Bothnian zone clearly follows the trend ofthe east eoast
of Sweden and may be related to fault zones bounding a shallow Jothnian basin. The areas
of elevated seismieity in northern Finland are reported to be in areas of interseeting fault
zones.
A close eorrelation between zones of seismieity and tee tonic units is found in the younger
structures offshore Norway and Denmark. Zones of seismicity are clearly associated with
the North Sea Viking graben (e.g. its western boundary fault, Bungum 1989), and most
probably also with the central graben and a number oflocal zones offs hore N orway are related
to tectonic units.
A narrow zone of seismicity aligned NW-SE along the Norwegian-Danish basin
(Gregersen 1979, Bungum 1989), seems to include uppermost mantle events (Figure 5-3b)
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Figure 5-5. (a) Seismicity and earthquakefocal mechanismsfor the Rhine graben and
adjacent areas (see EGT Atlas Map 5 for details)
(b) Geological units, after Franke, Figure 6-17).

and trends along a northern part of the Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone (see Figures 2-4 and 6-6).
However, the seismicity zone is offset to the SW by 50-100 km from the surface expression
of the main fault (the Fjerritslev fault) in this area.
An apparent correlation between zones of seismicity and marked gravity anomalies
trending NE-SW and NW-SE over Fennoscandia has been noted by Balling (1980, 1984).
Kinck et al. (1991) argue thatearthquake zones in southern Scandinaviaare in general related
to areas of thinned crust.

Central Europe
The north German 10wlands with Caledonian basement and deep sedimentary basins are
almost aseismic. Increased activity is observed in central Variscan Europe towards the Alps
and in the Rhine graben (Figure 5-2). Like northern Europe, seismicity is moderate; historical
events show maximum magnitudes of 5-6. Relatively high activity is found in the Swabian
Jura and upper Rhine graben, and above normal seismicity is also observed in the lower Rhine
embayment, the Rhenish massif, the Cologne basin and in the northern Alpine foreland
(Ahorner et al. 1983, Kunze er al. 1986, Leydecker 1980, Langer 1990). Detailed comparisons can best be made by comparing EGT Atlas Maps 1 and 4 .
The Rhine graben system forms the present day most active tectonic element north of the
Alps. It is subdivided into two segments, the Upper Rhine graben in the south (see Figure
5-5) trending NNE-SSW, and the Lower Rhine graben in the north trending NW-SE. As
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noted by Ahorner (1970, 1975) this difference in strike is of critical importance for the
interpretation of seismicity and seismotectonics of the Rhine graben system (see Section 5.3).
The focal depth distribution in Central Europe generally shows peak frequency at about
10 km depth with a significant decrease below 12- 15 km. The decrease in seismic energy
release is generally less pronounced than that in event frequency (Langer 1990) which may
be due partly to the occurrence of a few larger events at the deeper levels and partly to a depth
bias in the resolution of small events. The lower cut-off depth is generally at 20--25 km. There
is a tendency towards a shallower focal depth distribution in areas of elevated heat flow and
reduced thickness of the upper brittle crust such as the Upper Rhine graben and the Swabian
Jura. Crustal thickness in central Europe is almost constant at about 30 km and the
hypocentres are localised mainly in the upper half of the crust.

The Alpine-Mediterranean area
The Alpine-Mediterranean area is a region of active tectonics. The convergence of Africa
with Europe is continuing to cause inter- and intraplate deformation. Plate collision implies
marked lithospheric shortening in the Alpine-Mediterranean belt, as discussed in Chapter
2.4. The regional present-day seismicity of southern Europe is mainly associated with and
controlled by the recent and current tectonic activity in the Alpine-Mediterranean system.
From the seismicity distribution shown in Figure 5-2 and EGT Atlas Map 4, the Alpine arc,
the adjacent northern Apennines and the Pyrenees display marked earthquake activity. In
contrast to northern and central Europe, where events of magnitude above 4-5 seldom occur,
magnitudes of 5-6 in the Alpine-Mediterranean area are not infrequent.
In addition to the Alpine arc system and northern Alpine foreland, zones of increased
seismicity are outlined along the northern Apennines and in parts of central and southern
Italy. Activity is observed in some areas of the Ligurian Sea. Major parts of the Po Plain show
exceptionally low seismicity, and only scattered activity is observed along the main EGT
profile from Corsica across Sardinia and the Sardinian Channel to the northern coast of
Tunisia (Suhadolc 1990). Signifieant activity is reported from Tunisia and eastern Aigeria
with an E-W trend along the Tell mountains and a local N-S trend southwards from the Gulf
of Tunis (Hfaiedh et al. 1985, Kamoun and Hfaiedh 1985).
For the Alpine arc, accurate seismicity information (epicentral maps, focal depth and focal
mechanism solutions) is available from Switzerland and adjacent areas (e.g. Pavoni 1990,
Deichmann and Baer 1990) and northwestern Italy (e.g. Eva et al. 1990) covering most of the
central, southern and Western Alps, the northern Alpine foreland, the western Po Plain, and
the northern Apennines. A generally good agreement has been found between maps of
historie seismicity and recent instrumentally observed seismicity. Instrumental information
is more homogeneous and generally more specifically outlines the areas and zones of seismic
activity, but because this is limited to the past 20-30 years, not alliocal areas of known
historic activity may be sampled. Marked seismie activity is observed in the eastern and
southeastern part of Switzerland and in a broad region from the Rhine graben and Black
Forest (see Figure 6-13) southwestwards to Neuchiitel (see EGT Atlas Map 4). The central
parts of Switzerland appear to have been less active in recent years than historically. In the
Western Alps, the epicentral distribution clearly indicates activity associated with the
Brian~onnais and Piedmont zones (see Figure 5-9). There is low activity in the external
massifs, in contrast to that of the overthrust of the Embrunais folds. The inner and external
crystalline massifs are nearly aseismic except for the Dora Maira massif where seismic
activity occurs beneath the structure (Eva et ai. 1990, see also Figure 5-10).
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Figure 5-6. Focal depth distributionfor the Central Alps and northern Alpineforeland, after
Deichmann and Baer (1990) and Roth et al. (1992). Reliably located events recorded by the Swiss
Seismological Service, 1972-1989, and by a temporary network, 1986-1988, in the area shown by
the lower right inset map have been projected on to a cross section perpendicular to the line of the
Alps. A remarkably sharp cut-off depth at around 13 km is observed within the Alpine arc.

Low magnitude activity is observed along the western Ligurian coast and in the adjaeent
Ligurian Sea. Seismieity south of the Argentera-Mercantour massifs trends along a
neoteetonic strike-slip line known as the 'Saorge-Taggia' line whieh has a history of high
intensityevents. The eastern Ligurian Sea (with continental crust) is practically aseismie,
which eontrasts with the marked neotectonic extension of this area. The northwestern
Apennines are seismically active along a rather narrow NW-SE zone, generally following
the main topographie divide. Areas ofthe folded structure ofthe buried Apenninic front show
scattered activity (Eva et al. 1990).
The focal depth cross seetion along EGT for the northern Alpine foreland and the Central
Alps (Figure 5-6) reveals remarkable lateral variation. In the Jura Mountains and the Molasse
basin the whole erust is seismically active. The base ofthe seismogenie layer closely follows
the Moho at a depth of 25-35 km. Lower crustal seismicity ends abruptly at the transition
from the Molasse basin to the Helvetic nappes. No reliably located earthquakes are observed
beneath 15-20 km, but marked aetivity is observed in the whole of the upper erust from near
the surface to a depth of about 13 km beneath the Central Alps (Deichmann and Baer 1990,
Roth et al. 1992). There are clear indications of lower erustal earthquakes again beneath the
Southern Alps. The lower boundary of seismic activity beneath the Alps at 15-20 km is in
agreement with the predieted level of brittle to plastic transition. However, the apparent
abrupt depth cut-off may be taken to support the implication from seismic data of an active
detaehment between the upper and the lower crust (see discussion in Chapter 6.4). The
relatively deep seismicity below the northern foreland is difficuIt to explain in view of he at
flow and crustal temperatures above normal (Deiehmann and Rybach 1989) but may be a
result of the high level of stress there (see discussion in Chapter 7.2). Foeal depths beneath
the Western Alps indicate that the maximum depth of seismieity increases from west to east
from about 10 km to about 20 km (Evaetal. 1990). We note thatthe deep Alpine lithospherie
root is aseismie.
Deep earthquakes (200-300 km) are observed in SW Italy beneath the southwestern
Tyrrhenian Sea and western Calabria and are intrpreted as associated with westerly dipping
subduction oflonian lithosphere (see Figure 6-40 and Chapter 6.7 whieh eonsiders the recent
tectonie development of the Mediterranean area).
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5.2 ST ATE OF STRESS

The study of the state of stress of the lithosphere around the world has recently been
attempted within the World Stress Map project of the International Lithosphere Programme
(Zoback ef ai. 1989). A compilation of new and existing data has led to a large database which
includes results from a variety of geological and geophysical techniques (earthquake focal
mechanisms, hydraulic fracturing, borehole breakouts, overcoring and fault-slip orientations).
Some of the results and their interpretation are being published in a special issue of the Journal
of Geophysical Research in which one paper is spccifically devoted to Europe (Müller et ai.
1992).
This section will discl!ss specific studies carried out within EGT related to stress patterns,
together with the main results obtained by Müller ef ai. (1992). Measurements relating to
tectonic stress may reflect both regional stress patterns and more local perturbations. The
only way to discriminate between these two possibilities is to define a large-scale stress (long
wavelength) pattern on the basis of a large number of consistent observations distributed
regionally. This pattern can then be interpreted to result from broad-scale tectonic forces
from plate boundaries, large-scale flexural loading or unloading effects, inhomogeneous
density contrasts within the lithosphere-asthenosphere system or other large scale phenomena.
Perturbation ofthe regional pattern can then be attributed to local effects such as topography,
erosion, and other local or induced stresses of small wavelength.
Figure 5-7 shows the results of the compilation by Müller ef ai. (1992) who consistently
find that much of western Europe is subject to NW-SE to NNW-SSE compression and NESW to ENE-WSW tension. The majority of earthquakes show strike-slip mechanisms,
suggesting that the intermediate principal stress is dominantly vertical. Extension prevails
in the Aegean area and in the Appennines. Müller ef ai. (1992) found no correlation between
stress pattern and small-scale geological structures. They also report no variation of the
maximum horizontal stress (SH max ) with depth.
The maximum horizontal stress in northern Europe shows a scattered orientation around
WNW-ESE. Fault plane solutions are available for more than 200 events from the Baltic
Shield (Figure 5-8, Slunga 1991) and for an increasing number of events around its periphery,
including some from the North Sea basins (Bungum 1989). The dominant type of faulting
in the shield is transpressional on subvertical fault planes. Events from the Tornquist zone
show both normal and strike-slip faulting.
One of the recent significant results from focal mechanism analysis is a regionally
consistent NW-SE orientation of maximum horizontal stress release by earthquakes. This
orientation is consistent with that expected for ridge push from the thermally elevated young
oceanic lithosphere of the North Atlantic ridge. Results from earthquakes, in situ stress
measurements at depths below 300 m (Stephansson et ai. 1991), including breakout orientation analysis in the >6 km deep Siljan borehole (Qian and Pedersen 1992), appear
consistent. This consistency clearly implies that most seismic faulting results from a
systematic horizontal compression originating from the North Atlantic ridge push.
Secondary NE-SW oriented maximum horizontal compression observed in some areas of
Scandinavia may be associated with postglacial rebound. It is now known that rebound
induced stress played an important part during and just after deglaciation about 10000 years
ago. Clear evidence for significant postglacial faulting in the northern Baltic Shield is
available (e.g. Lundqvist and Lagerbäck 1976, Muir Wood 1989). The Pävie fault in northern
Sweden has a length of 150 km and shows a fault displacement of 10-12 m. Severalother
faults have recently been mapped which show vertical fault displacements of up to 30 m. The
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Figure 5-7. Generalised stress map of Europe, after Müller et al. (1992) and Mueller (1989).
Inward directed arrows indicate the maximum horizontal compression direction. Outward
direeted arrows indieate the least horizontal stress in regions of extension. Thick solid, thiek open
and thin arrows indieate data quality in terms of number of observations. Dashed lines indicate
(he Alpine are.

generation of the Pävie fault is estimated to be associated with an earthquake of magnitude
7.9 (Muir Wood 1989). These faults do not seem to be seismically active today.
In northern Sweden, the variability in direction ofprincipal horizontal stress (Figure 5-8)
may result from several sourees. An offset ofthe Mid-Atlantic spreading axis at about 700 N
may influence the lateral variation of plate boundary forces. Equally, the physical properties
of the Baltic Shield, with low heat flow and thick lithosphere, may reduce the mean stress
level and allow local forces to have a significant influence.
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Figure 5-8. Orientation of maximum horizontal compressive stress released in earthquakes in
the Baftic Shield determined by Slunga (1991), reproduced with permission from Elsevier Science
Publishers BV. Results are generally consistent with regional NW-SE principal horizontal
compression. Variability can be attributed to a shift ofthe Mid-Atlantic ridge spreading axis at
about 70 0 N and lateral variation of plate boundary forces. The cold, thick lithosphere of the
Baltic Shield may reduce the mean stress level so that loeal effects become evident (Müller et al.
1992).

In western Europe, a weIl constrained mean SH max orientation trending NW-SE to NNWSSE has been determined. Fault plane solutions and other seismotectonic studies show the
dominance of transpressional motion (Kunze et al. 1986). Seismic faulting seems to be
controlled largely by the NW- SE compressional stress and associated NE-SW tension.
Current seismic activity in the central area of the EGT (Figure 5-5, EGT Atlas Maps 4 and
5), including the Rhine graben system, shows predominantly normal faulting in the lower
Rhine graben, the Rhenish Massif and the Cologne basin (NW part of the area), whereas
further south in the Swabian Jura and adjacent areas almost all fault plane solutions show
sinistral strike-slip movements along N to NNE stiking planes. In the upper Rhine graben
a complex pattern of movements is observed, including horizontal strike-slip, together with
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normal faulting (Figure 5-5), whieh seems to be due to the interaetion of the regional stress
field with graben features. Although details of the seismoteetonie pattern may be eomplex
and variations oeeur aeross the eentral EGT area, nearly all the fault plane solutions are
eonsistent with a regional NW-SE orientation of maximum horizontal stress.
Foeal meehanisms determined for nearly 200 events from the northem and western Alpine
are in general show P-axis orientation radially perpendieular to its trend (Figure 5-9), and thus
T -axis generally parallel to strike (Pavoni 1990, Eva et al. 1990). Pavoni (1987, 1990) found
that P-trajeetories are aligned with the maximum horizontal erustal shortening derived from
kinematie analysis of neoteetonie struetural features, indieating that the stress field and the
mode of deformation have not ehanged mueh over the past few millon years. The regular
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trends of the T -axes along the Alpine are indicate that extension may oeeur parallel to strike.
Loeal variations oeeur in the southwestern part of the Western Alps towards the Ligurian Sea
where a eomplex pattern of eompression and extension is observed (Figure 5-9).
In Italy, along the Apennines, a eonsistent NE-SW extension roughly perpendieular to the
main trend ofthe mountain range has been found (Figure 5-7). Some earthquakes, however,
show a strike-slip focal mechanism with a highly variable SHmax orientation. A few
earthquakes in the Adriatic sea tend to indicate an E-W compressional regime. Present day
deformation of the Adriatic margins is not easy to interpret, although anticlockwise rotation
relative to Eurasia and E-W continental collision have been suggested as possible mechanisms to explain the observations. These are discussed further in Chapter 7.2. In the western
Mediterranean and North Africa the stress field is simpler, with its maximum horizontal
stress directed NNW- SSE, roughly parallel to the relative motion between the Afriean and
Eurasian plates (Philip 1987).
Available stress studies in Europe demonstrate a fairly eonsistent orientation of the
maximum horizontal stress. Such a consisteney, coinciding with the direction of ridge push
from the North Atlantie and the relative motion ofthe African and Eurasian plates, suggests
that the stresses are actually controlled by forces generated by plate tectonics. The maximum
principal stress has been found to be horizontal except in the Aegean, lower Rhine
embayment and Apennines. The NW-SE to NNW-SSE SHmax in western Europe is affected only locally by major geologie al structures as the Alps, confirming the suggestion of
the stress being largely controlled by plate driving forces acting on its boundaries.

5.3 RECENT CRUSTAL MOVEMENTS

U sing the concepts of plate tectonics, large-scale horizontal movements that are tectonicall y
driven have been analysed by means of geologie al markers such as sea floor spreading
directions and rates, transform faults and the like. Recently, space geodesy techniques,
namely Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) and
Global Positioning Systems (GPS), are beginning to provide independent information to test
the plate tectonic motion models. In the near future, the increasing accuracy of these
techniques will undoubtedly provide fundamental data covering both interplate and intraplate
motion and deformation.
In terms of plate motions the area covered by the EGT is affected by the spreading of the
North Atlantic and by the interaction of the African and Eurasian plates. The present rate of
spreading in the North Atlantic has been eonfirmed by space geodetic techniques (Smith et
al. 1990) although at a somewhat slower rate than that proposed on geological grounds (De
Mets et al. 1990). The Eurasia-Africa interaction covers an extended area where geodetic
data are still scarcely available. The results to date, however, are consistent with convergence
of Africa and Europe as inferred from geological models.
Intraplate motions have also been analysed with geodetic techniques. These indicate that
no significant tectonic motion can be inferred within central Europe, suggesting that it
behaves as a single block. Ongoing observations in the Mediterranean area have not yet been
able to offer details on micropiate movements. It will not be long, however, before the
aecumulation of results from the various geodetic techniques will provide fundamental
information to give a better understanding of this complex area.
The results from geodesy available so far are consistent with the horizontal movements
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discussed in Seetion 5.2 on the basis of earthquake data and in situ stress measurements.
We now consider observational evidence on recent vertical crustal movements along
EGT, and discuss their causes in terms of departures from isostasy and in relation to
geodynamic processes. Repeated high precision levelling carried out over periods of more
than 75 years, combined with tide gauge records in coastal areas covering even longer
periods, provides quite detailed information on recent vertical crustal movements from most
countries along EGT (Gubler 1990). Although some problems are encountered in comparing
details from one region to another due to the use of different local reference levels, the main
trends in recent vertical movements can be outlined. Variations along EGT are substantial
(see EGT Atlas Map 6). The Fennoscandian area (Scandinavia and Finland) is subject to
marked uplift with a maximum rate of uplift relative to mean sea level, reaching 8-9
mma- 1 in northern Sweden and the northern Gulf of Bothnia. Aland uplift of up to almost
1 m per 100 years is easily recognised. At the other end of the EGT, the Po Plain shows
subsidence of up to 5 mma- 1• Between these extremes relatively small variations are encountered in most areas. Most of central Europe shows variations generally less than ± 1
mma- 1 (Mälzer 1986). The Alps exhibit a small but significant uplift, up to 2 mma- 1• The
uplift of the Alps and the subsidence of the Po Plain to the south are believed to be related
to deep tectonic processes of the Alpine system (see Chapter 7.2). The very high uplift rates
observed in Scandinavia are due to a different process; glacial loading and unloading.
Isostatic responses are probably in action in both cases but in different ways. We shall discuss
both these phenomena and consider isostatic problems in the light of information obtained
from regional gravity and geoid anomalies.

5.3.1 GEOID ANOMALIES

Geoid and gravity data provide information on the lateral variation of subsurface density
(see also Chapter 4) and thus yield essential information on the local and regional state of
isostasy, and the extent to which crustal and lithospheric masses may be isostatically
compensated or maintained by deep geodynamic processes.
A number of geoid maps exist for the European area. The one shown here (Figure 5-10)
is from Marquart and Lelgemann (1992) and is based on the global geoid deduced from
SEASAT and gravity data expanded in spherical harmonics to degree 180 (Rapp 1981). In
order to emphasise components related to regional crustal and lithospheric structures, a low
pass filter with spherical harmonic coefficients between degree 10 and 180 (wavelengths
between about 200 and 3800 km) has been applied. We see a strong negative anomaly
«-10 m) in northem Europe centred over Fennoscandia. Central and southern Europe show
a positive anomaly of 5 to 7 m amplitude. A number of minor regional highs correlate with
high topography (e.g. southern Norway, Western Alps, Italy, and Yugoslavia), and negative
anomalies may be associated with sedimentary basins (e.g. North Sea and Po basin).
Marquart and Lelgemann calculated the geoid effect of isostatically compensated topography and crustal thickness variations for the area shown in Figure 5-10 and modelIed
geoid variations along the main EGT seismic profiles, considering also the shorter wavelength
variations. They concluded that the main features of the residual geoid field can generally
be explained by topography and crustal thickness variations that are isostatically compensated at depth. In modelling regional as weIl as local variations, the combined effect of the
crust and the lithosphere, and in some areas lateral density variations within the crust such
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Figure 5-10. Geoid height anomaly map of Europe, low passfiltered between spherical
coefficients 10 and 180, after Marquart and Lelgemann (1992). Contour va lues in m.

as those associated with sedimentary basins, were emphasised.
The particular features of the Fennoscandian and the Alpine areas of significant but very
different recent activity are discussed separately in the following seetions. The complex
structures and recent activity along the southemmost parts ofthe EGT and adjacent areas are
treated in subsequent seetions ofthis chapter in relation to recent volcanic activity (Section
5.4) and transient heat flow (Seetion 5.5) and again in Chapter 6.6 and 6.7.
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Figure 5-11 . (a) Present rates ofv ertical crustal movement in Fennoscandia obtainedfrom
repeated precise levelling surveys and tide gauge records, after Ba/ling (1980) . Dots show
locations of tide gauge stations. Dotted fines indicate areas lacking levelling profiles or sufficient
tide gauge data. Rates of movement in mma'/ are relative to mean sea level.
(b) Regional Free Air gravity an oma lies over Fennoscandia correctedfor effects oftopography, after Balling (1980).

5.3.2 FENNOSCANDIAN UPLIFf

Less than 20000 years ago great parts of northem Europe were covered with ice sheets
probably reaching thicknesses in central parts of about 3000 m. The glacial maximum seems
to have occurred between 20000 and 25000 years aga and deglaciation between 18000 and
10000 years aga (Denton and Huges 1981 , Fjeldskaar and Cathles 1991). Through the
glaciation and deglaciation cycles, nature is here providing a fascinating naturallaboratory
in which to study the response of the Earth to 10ading and unloading. Due to gravitational
disequilibrium during and after deglaciation (unloading), masses within the Earth are
redistributed, resulting in rapid vertical crustal movements and changes in sea level. The
response of the Earth reflects a complex interaction between ice loads, water loads and deep
masses, and is controlled by its deep rheological propel1ies and the loading history .
Observation al data constrain mantle viscosity and may provide information on the extent to
which the mantle density profile is near adiabatic (see Peltier 1982, 1989 for recent reviews).
The present rate of uplift in Fennoscandia and its uplift history are known in considerable
detail (see Mömer 1980, 1990, for reviews). Classical studies include those of De Geer
(1888/90), Haskell (1935) and Liden (1938) . An essentially eJliptical region of emergence
about 1800 km in length and 1200 km in width (Figure 5-11) is weIl established from repeated
precise levelling over large areas of Sweden and Finland and for profiles in Norway and
Denmark, supplemented for the whole area by tide gauge station records. Generally tide
gauge and interpolated levelling results agree within ±0.5 mma- I . Uplift rates shown in
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Figure 5-11a are relative to mean sea level for the period of observations, mainly the past 50
to 100 years. If regional sea level is rising by 1-2 mma- I which seems a reasonable estimate
for 'global eustasy' (Warrik and Oerlermans 1990), these figures must be added to obtain
values of 'absolute' uplift relative to the Earth's centre. In addition, the uplift induces a
regionally varying geoid (sea level) rise due to subsurface mass movements, which in the
central area of uplift is estimated to be between 0.5 mma- 1 (Ekman 1991) and 0.8 mma-1
(Sjöberg 1989). Absolute uplift values are thus reaching a maximum of 10-11 mma- 1 in central
Fennoscandia, with peripheral areas of submergence of 1-2 mma- I . The highest observed
present shoreline (Ängermanland, northem Sweden) dated to about 9250 years BP is observed
at 281 m above present sea level. By extrapolating shore line curves into the area of maximum
uplift, Mömer (1980) estimated the total uplift in the centre of the area to be between 800 and
850m.
Although the glacial nature of the uplift is generally accepted there has been much debate
over the years on the character of the deep processes and the isostatic state. Thus Jeffreys
(1970, 1975) found the Fennoscandian uplift to be inconsistent with the hypothesis that it is
due to viscous flow, a conclusion he based mainly on gravity observations. His data showed
a positive Free Air gravity anomaly (about 10 mGal) in Scandinavia, which should indicate
sinking rather than uplift. Mömer (1990) argued that the ' true glacial isostatic factor' died
out some 4500 years ago, and that the present uplift may be driven by phase boundary
displacements, and/or readjustments within the lower lithosphere. Much of the debate is
related to the problem of gravity and isostasy and to what extent a mass deficiency exists.
Balling (1980) demonstrated that there is a regional gravity low over Fennoscandia (Figure
5-11 b). Free Air gravity anomalies corrected for a regional positive correlation with
topography due to the combined effects of masses above sea level and compensating masses
at depth (long term regional isostatic compensation of topography along the Scandinavian
peninsula) show a longer wavelength negative anomaly of 15-20 mGal covering the region
of land uplift. Due to a least squares definition of residual gravity, there is in Figure 5-11 a
a 'balance ' between positive and negative anomaly areas, and the zero contour does not
represent isostatic equilibrium.
The geoid also shows a residuallow over Fennoscandia (Bjerhammar 1980, Marquart
1989, Peltier 1989, Marquart and Lelgemann 1992, see Figure 5-10). The regional geoid
shows a marked NW gradient in this area, and the geoid residuallow is found after filtering.
The low covering the area of uplift seems to be between 5 and 10 m. The centre of the low
and to some extent its amplitude, depends upon the 'harmonic window' applied (cf.
Bjerhammar 1980). Peltier (1989) showed geoid lows over the northemmost part ofthe Earth
including Fennoscandia and Laurentia. He applied harmonic coefficients in the range 1022 which, compared with the map in Figure 5-10, contain less effect from the crust. His map
shows a geoid low of about 6 m covering that part ofFennoscandia which is in astate of uplift.
Mömer (1990) argued for the possibility that major parts of the gravity and geoid lows are
related to crustal and lithospheric thickness variations and not to a residual glacial isostatic
uplift. Marquart (1989) found a clear correlation between the geoid low and crustal thickness
and only small geoid variations are left after she had corrected for isostatically compensated
crustal thickness variations and topography. Marquart used existing regional Moho maps,
which indicated a close correlation. However, recent compilations of crustal thickness
variations in Fennoscandia including new results from seismic refraction and reflection
investigations (see Figures 3-3, 3-4 and 3-17) show a broad region of deep crust not only
beneath the central part of Fennoscandia but also in central and eastem Finland with Moho
depths to 50-60 km. Thus we observe no clear general correlation between the regional
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Figure 5 -12. Present rate of uplijt, and observed and calculated secular change of gravity
across Fennoscandia along a fine at about 63 oN , after Sjöberg (1989). Fi/led circles are obse/Ted values, with standard error bars; open circles are calculated values. Observations are
from an 18 year period. A mantle f10w model is used f or the calculations.

gravity and geoid lows and crustal thickness variations, in particular not for the central and
eastern part of the area. A certain contribution from the combined effect of crustal and
lithospheric thickness variations should not be excluded, but modelling is difficult.
Due to the observations of generally small free air gravity anomalies we may conclude that
crustal thickness variations are largely isostatically compensated, but the depth and nature of
compensation are not known. Modelling a residual gravity, corrected for the effect of the
crust and the compensating masses, including lithospheric thickness variations, involves the
calculation of differences between very large numbers and is associated with significant
uncertainty. Anomalies of the order of 10-20 mGal are not easily resolved.
Repeated precise measurements of gravity along lines crossing the Fennoscandian region
are being carried out. Aperiod of about 20 years has been covered and observations are
beginning to yield significant results on the secular change in gravity (Mäkinen et al. 1986,
Sjöberg 1989). Sjöberg's analysis for a line crossing Fennoscandia at about 63°N (the best
line) shows in Figure 5-12 a reasonable agreement between observations and theoretical
values using a viscous flow model. He obtained theoretical values of secular gravity variation
typically about -0.18 mGalmm-1 (absolute uplift) to comparewith -0.16±0.04 mGalmm-I
calculated from observations. We recall that the theoretical Free Air gravity gradient (no
mass flow) is -0.31 mGalmm- 1• Estimates of the maximum remaining uplift range from 4050 m (Fjeldskaar and Cathles 1991, Ekman 1991) to about 130 m (Balling 1980).
In arecent study of the Fennoscandian uplift, Fjeldskaar and Cathles (1991) investigated
a number of viscosity models including the two 'extremes' , a uniform viscosity mantle (deep
flow) and a rigid mantle overlain by a low-viscosity astheoosphere (channel flow). They
fouod that the best fit to the observed present uplift pattern came from a model with mantle
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ofviscosity 1.2x1021 Pas overlain by a 75 km thick asthenosphere ofviscosity 2.0x 10 19 Pas
(both channel and deep flow). They emphasise the need for a low viscosity asthenosphere
to explain the present uplift data. There are some trade-offs between asthenosphere viscosity
and thickness and mantle viscosity and ice thickness that were not specifically addressed.
They noted that changes ofthe lithospheric rigidity (within the range of 1-1 OOx 10 23 Nm) result
in only minorchanges in modelling the presentrate ofuplift. In another study, Peltier (1989)
applyied viscoelastic theory for glacial isostatic adjustment to model Free Air gravity and
geoid anomalies over Fennoscandia and Laurentia consistent in general with observations
using viscosities of 1021 and 4.5x 1021 Pas, respectively, for the upper and lower mantle.
Lambeck et al. (1990) obtained an upper mantle viscosity of3-5x 10 20 Pas and lower mantle
viscosity of 2-7x 10 21 Pas from inversion of the observations of the postglacial sea level
changes in northwestern Europe. Thus there is a general agreement about the order of
magnitude of viscosity in the Earth' s mantle as a whole, a figure that has changed little since
the c1assical study of Haskell (1935). However, new information and ideas continue to
appear and further observations and integrated modelling are still needed. We consider these
observations, and their geodynamic significance, in Chapter 7.2.

5.3.3 THE ALPS, MOLASSE BASIN AND PO PLAIN

Data on recent vertical crustal movements from western Germany, Switzerland, and
northern Italy compiled for EGT (see EGT Atlas Map 6) allow a comparison to be made of
movements from the Black Forest and Molasse basin across the Alps to the Po Plain.
Although different reference levels are used for the three levelling systems in this area,
comparisons are possible because elements of various networks overlap. The most striking
are the subsidence of the Po Plain and the uplift of the Alps. When interpreting detailed
variations, of about 1-2 mma- I which are geodynamically significant, we have to be aware
of the reference level problem. Along the Gerrnan/Swiss bord er both systems show
consistently very small relative movements «0.5 mma- I , c10se to the level of resolution).
Observations in overlapping networks between the Swiss and Alpine systems to the south
indicate an upward movement of the Swiss reference of 1.3 mma-1 relative to the Italian
reference (reference point Genova) which in turn from tide gauge records shows subsidence
of 1.2 mma- 1 relative tomean sea level. Again assuming 1-2 mma- I for 'regional eustatic sea
level rise' the system used for northern Italy may thus be c10se to an 'absolute' reference. By
adding between 1 and 1.5 mma- I to the relative movements obtained for the Swiss area we
can obtain present vertical movements consistent with those obtained for northern Italy. The
Swiss Alps generally show an average uplift of about 1 mma- I , locally to about 1.5 mma- I ,
relative to the comparatively stable northern Switzerland and Alpine foreland. In terms of
the Italian reference, the Alps may thus show uplift of about 2 mma- I and the Po Plain a
marked subsidence ranging from 2 mma-I west of Milano to 5 mma-I by the Adriatic Sea.
Such differences have significant geodynamic implications, as will be discussed again in
Chapter 7.
Gravity and isostatic modelling has been carried out by a number of investigators since the
early models ofMueller and Talwani (1971). We are faced with the prime question whether
significant deviations from isostatic equilibrium occur, that is, whether mass excesses and
deficiencies are present, and whether masses are supported by the strength of the lithosphere
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or by dynamic processes beneath it. Modelling by Kissling et al. (1983) is discussed in Chapter
7.2.
Lyon-Caen and Molnar (1989) have analysed Bouguer gravity across the Alps along four
profiles (Figure 5-13) in terms of simple isostatic and flexural models. The observed Bouguer
gravity anomalies reach their lowest values across the Alps, generally where elevations are
highest, and the calculated Bouguer anomalies, assuming local Airy-type compensation of
topography, show relatively small «30 mGal) deviations from those observed over the Alps
and the Molasse basin, but significant (>50 mGal) differences NW and SE ofthe Alps (Figure
5-13a).
Topography along the southern part of the Western Alps and the Po basin shows marked
deviations from isostatic equilibrium, and a large positive anomaly is observed over the Ivrea
body of high density basic rock material (see EGT Atlas Map 9). Large positive gravity
deviations are observed over the flanks of the Rhine graben and the elevated Vosges and
Black Forest regions with heights in excess of 1000 m. The simple isostatic model used
should not be taken in support of crustal thickness variations following simple Airy-type
topographic compensation, but the results do show that the present Alpine topography seems
largely to be the isostatic surface expression of the accumulated thick, relatively light
materials within the crust. Flexural modelling requires unrealistic values for the effective
elastic thickness EET (defined in Chapter 4.2) in order to account for the gravity variations
over the Molasse Basin, the sub-Alpine chains, and the elevated areas of the Vosges and
Black Forest. Lyon-Caen and Molnar (1989) found that the simple model of an elastic plate
loaded by the weight of the overlying topography and by a force and ben ding moment on its
end could not provide a satisfactory explanation of the gravity anomalies across the Alps and
their foreland. Their calculations do not mean that a strong European plate does not exist (or
lacks flexural strength), but rather that a simple elastic model alone is inadequate to account
for the mass excesses and deficits in the Alpine region. The high elevations of the Vosges
and Black Forest and their anomalous gravity values were taken to suggest active upwelling
and high asthenospheric temperatures beneath these areas, and downwelling is suggested
beneath the Po basin. The Po basin downwelling is consistent with observations oflow heat
flow and recent rapid subsidence. Lyon-Caen and Molnar also suggest that the recent rapid
uplift of the Alps might be the result of the removal of a downward force that had maintained
the Alpine chain in astate of overcompensation. This removal could be associated with a
deep decoupling of the subducted European lithosphere. This point is taken up again in
Chapter 7.2. Alternatively, it is possible that the present and recent Alpine uplift is simply
the result of ongoing accumulation of relatively light crustal materials (crustal thickening)
and the isostatic response to collisional processes.

5.4 RE CENT VOLCANISM

Volcanism is one of the most spectacular expressions of the dynamic activity of the
lithosphere. Petrological and geochemical studies are now able to characterise volcanism in
such a way that mechanisms responsible for volcanism can be deduced. While recent
volcanism is absent in the Baltic Shield, a moderate amount is found in central Europe and
substantial activity characterises the Mediterranean area. In central Europe, volcanism is
mostly alkaline in nature and related to a rift system that includes the Rhenish massif (lower
Rhine and Leine grabens) and the upper Rhine graben (Figure 5-14) with its main volcanic
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Figure 5-14. Recent volcanic activity in central Europe, after Wilson and Downes (1991).

activity during the Neogene. In the upper Rhine graben, Neogene volcanism has been dated
as 19-13 Ma in age and is found along the southern margin of the graben. Quaternary
volcanism is restricted to the west and east Eiffel region, with the main activity between 0,7
and 0.01 Ma.
Most of the volcanic expressions are located not within grabens themselves but on the
adjoining horst blocks or near the main structural dislocations (see Figure 5-14). This
suggests that the volcanism is structurally controlled, at least at upper crustallevels where
the dominant mechanism of extension is simple shear (Wilson and Downes 1991). The
alternation of periods of subsidence with compressional events (Ziegler 1982) indicate that
magmatism mayaiso be related to lithospheric flexuring caused by Alpine activity, resulting
in adiabatic decompression and partial melting of the upper mantle (Wilson and Downes
1991). On the basis of detailed geochemical studies, these authors suggest involvement of
both lithospheric and asthenospheric mantle source components without extensive crustal
contamination, finding no need to invoke the existence of mantle plumes.
Figure 5-15 shows the known volcanism in the Tyrrhenian sea and adjacent regions
according to a classification of magma sources by Serri (1990). The evolution of the area,
including Corsica and Sardinia, can be constrained by existing studies ofNeogene-Quaternary
volcanism. The latter, however, embraces such a wide variety of magma types that it is
impossible to relate it to a single geodynamic process.
Volcanism related to ocean island basalt-type sources is only found south of 41 oN latitude,
with large amounts being erupted during the Plio-Quaternary in Sardinia. Geochemical
studies show that this volcanism may have been contaminated by subduction and/or crustal
effects. Magma related to partial melting ofMORB -type sources is limited but present in the
Tyrrhenian area (e.g. Vavilov basin).
Volcanism typical of island ares is common, although it has only been found south of
41°N. This volcanism developed in two clearly separated cycles. The first was OligoceneMiocene (32- 13 Ma) in age and is found in Sardinia. This type of volcanism can be explained
by a roughly NNW -dipping subduction of oceanic lithosphere beneath Sardinia. The second
cycle was Quaternary in age and is mostly localised around the Marsili basin in the
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Figure 5-15. Recent volcanism in the Tyrrhenian Sea and adjacent regions, simplifiedfrom a
classification of magma sources by Serri (1990) .

Tyrrhenian Sea. Data obtained from ODP leg 107 indicates that oceanic crust drilled at site
651 in the Vavilov basin and at site 650 in the Marsili basin is consistent with calc-alkaline
convergent plate margin basalts. A detailed discussion by Serri (1990) Ied to the recognition
that the subducted plate und er the Tyrrhenian region, which is still seismically active, is
oceanic in nature.
Widespread volcanism from Tuscany to Campania covers a time span from Tortonian to
Recent. Detailed studies of this vo1canism have helped to define the roles played by upper
crustal and mantle magma sources and by subduction-derived components. As an example,
the potassic vo1canism of the NW Roman province displays a marked contamination of
mantle sources through hybridization with melts derived by subducted upper crustal materiaL
Serri (1990) has argued that intermediate to acid rocks were formed by melting ofthe upper
crustal material subducted within the uppermost mantle during continent-continent collision. In the Tuscan region, granitic and rhyolitic vo1canism appears to have been derived by
melting of crustal material with typical features of an upper crustal reservoir, although
melting may have occurred in the uppermost mantle. This, and the upper crust hybridised
mantle sources of potassic vo1canism, requires the subduction of a continentallithosphere
during collision related to Apennine orogenesis.
Taking all the available data, Serri (1990) found that Neogene-Quatemary volcanism in
the Tyrrhenian and adjacent areas could be explained consistently. A lithospheric boundary
along 41°N and a transform fault oriented NE- SW which marks a second lithospheric
boundary separating the NW Roman province from the central Campania vo1canism appears
to be related to subduction of the continental Adriatic lithosphere. This subduction carried
large amounts of upper crustal rocks to depths of 50-1 00 km or more below the NW Romani
Tuscany region. In contrast, an old oceanic (Ionian) lithosphere, still seismically active,
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(b) Bouguer gravity anomaly. Areas ofunusualty high heatflow probably represent transient
heatflow and correlate with marked positive Bouguer gravity anomalies.

below the Calabrian are and southern Tyrrhenian Sea is required to explain volcanism south
of the lithospherie boundaries just deseribed.
The reeent age of volcanism indieates that some of the geodynamie proeesses responsible
for it are still aetive. This is shown, for instanee, by the deep seismieity related with the
subduetion of the Ionian lithosphere. Therefore it may weIl be that the currently active
processes produce perturbations in the steady state heat flow in the form of transient pulses.

5.5 TRANSIENT HEAT FLOW

Along most ofEGT the he at flow variations (see EGT Atlas Map 13 and Chapter4.1) can
be explained by steady-state models. There is overall agreement between thermallithospheric
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thiekness (Figure 4-1) and the seismologie lithosphere thickness (Figures 3-21 and 4-19)
(Cennak and Bodri 1992, Pasquale et al. 1990, Balling 1990a, 1992). Thus we have reason
to believe that for the greater part of the region, in particular along the northem and central
parts of the EGT, there is a quasi steady-state thermal equilibrium between the surface
outflow of he at and the thermal and dynamic state of the deeper lithosphere- asthenosphere
system. This is, however, generally not true for the Alpine-Mediterranean areas that are
characterised by heat flow gene rally above normal, by marked lateral variations in heat flow
and by frequent short wavelength variations. This is observed along the EGT southern
segment (Figure 5-16) and areas adjaeent to the profile (EGT Atlas Map 13, Della Vedova
et ai. 1990, 1992, Lueazeau et ai. 1985).
The observations of present heat flow in eombination with the evidenee from other
geophysieal and geological observations, notably the Neogene to reeent eomplex AlpineMediterranean geodynamies involving subduction, eollision, topographie uplift, localised
extension and back arc spreading, clearly signify a close eoupling between the thennal state
of the lithosphere and geodynamic proeesses. Marked lateral short-wavelength heat flow
variations are generally not, as in the Baltie Shield (Balling 1992), due mainly to lateral
variations in near surfaee heat production, but are intimately related to reeent and currently
active geodynamic proeesses. The significant crustal convergence and topographie uplift in
the Alps and the Apennines and the fonnation of new oceanie crust in the southwestem
Ligurian Sea, the Proven~al basin and parts ofthe Tyrrhenian basin within the past 30 Ma (see
Figure 6-38) clearly signify a transient thennal state of the lithosphere- asthenosphere
system.
Della Vedova et ai. (1990,1992) have outlined and discussed the general trend ofheat flow
variations along and adjacent to the EGT southem profile in relation to the main tectonic
units. High (transient) heat flow, above 100 mWm- 2, is observed in narrow graben areas
subject to young (post Eocene) rifting events such as the upper Rhine graben, the Pantelleria
rift (between Sicily and Tunisia) and the younger part of SW Sardinia (the Campidano
graben). High heat flow (about and locally above 100 mWm- 2 ) is also observed in the areas
of extension, generally surrounding the Corsica- Sardinia block. These high heat flow
regions (Ligurian basin, Proven~al and Balearie basins, Sardinia Channel and Tyrrhenian
basin) are regions of marked extension where sedimentary basins and/or new oceanic erust
(see Figures 6-35 and 7-5) are fonned. Generally, marked positive heat flow anomalies
correlate with positive gravity anomalies (Figure 5-18), shallow Moho (Figure 3-17,
compareEGT Atlas Maps 2, 9 and 13) and thin lithosphere (Figure 3-21), thus supporting the
view of a generally young transient lithospherie thennal regime closely related to the reeent
and eurrently active geodynamic processes.
Very high heat flow, loeally above 200 mWm- 2 , is observed in areas recently affected by
magmatic and volcanic aetivity such as the Tuseany geothermal area and the oceanie
Tyrrhenian basin (Della Vedova et al. 1992). The moderately high surfaee heat flow over
parts of the Alps and the Molasse basin (about and loeally above 80 mWm- 2 ) and the exeeptionally low heat flow of about 40 mWm- 2 in the Po basin (see EGT Atlas Map 13) may
also signify transient thennal components related to deep geodynamie proeesses. Thus
kinematic modelling by Wemer and Kissling (1985) indieates that the temperatures in the
Alpine lithospheric root may be reduced by several hundred degrees relative to their
surroundings, the significance of whieh is discussed further in Chapter 7.
In conclusion, we hope to have demonstrated in this chapter that a good knowledge of
eurrent teetonie aetivity is the key to understanding how forees arise in the lithosphereasthenosphere system and how they are distributed as stresses to whieh the Earth responds
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according to its rheological properties, Stress measurements help to quantify the nature and
distribution of forces, as does seismicity which also provides information about the Earth' s
response to stress, quantified through measurements of energy release and strain rate. Uplift
and subsidence rates give an additional factor to quantify the longer term viscous response
of the Earth. Gravity and heat flow data add further evidence about mass distributions in the
Earth which can give rise to buoyancy forces. Thus in this chapter we have formulated the
essential ingredients for the discussion of geodynamic processes in Chapter 7. But first, in
Chapter 6, we should address the time element of geology and, from our knowledge of the
present state of Europe's lithosphere, reconstruct its past.

6

Tectonic evolution of Europe

In this chapter we discuss the geology and the crustal and lithospheric tectonics as viewed
against the background of the information presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Again we
proceed from north to south along the EGT, working from the oldest to the youngest units.
General reference should be made to the tectonic, gravity and magnetic maps (1, 9 and 10)
of the EGT Atlas.

6.1 PRECAMBRIAN EUROPE

B. Windley
Precambrian rocks are unevenly distributed throughout Europe. The Lewisian Complex
in NW Scotland was accreted from Laurentia during formation of the Caledonian orogen and
is far removed from the European Geotraverse. The main area of Precambrian rocks is in the
Baltic Shield. South ofthis there are few Precambrian outcrops, but a few Precambrian ages
are known from isotopic work on zircons. Precambrian rocks of Gondwana crop out in
northem Africa, but at the southern end ofEGT in Tunisia they are only known in weHs. This
section therefore concentrates on the Baltic Shield.

6.1.1 THE BALTIe SHIELD

There is an overall decrease in age from NE to SW of rocks and structures within the Baltic
Shield, the main tectonic units of which are shown in Figure 6-1 (EUGENO-S Working
Group 1988). In the north the Kola-Karelian orogen contains five Archaean terranes, which
were amalgamated by collision tectonics in the period 2.0-1.9 Ga. In contrast, in the south
the Sveco-Fennian orogen contains no Archaean material, consisting of new crust «2.2 Ga)
that was accreted and underwent collisions in the period 2.0-1.8 Ga and was reworked by
crustal melting in the period 1.8-1.54 Ga. Further southwest the Gothian orogen developed
at 1.77-1.5 Ga and contains no oldermaterial, whilst the Sveco-Norwegian orogen has an age
139
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of 1.05-0.9 Ga, and reworked most of the Gothian orogen. Figure 6-2 is a new geotectonic
map of the Baltic Shield.
Syntheses ofthe geology and tectonic evolution ofthe Baltic Shield include Gaal (1986),
Berthelsen (1980, 1987), Gaal and Gorbatschev (1987), Gorbatschev and Gaal (1987),
Rundqvist and Mitrofanov (1991) and Park (1991). The FENNOLORA (Guggisberg and
Berthelsen 1987, Guggisberg et al. 1991), POLAR (Luosto et al. 1989), EUGENO-S
Working Group (1988) and BABEL seismic profiles (BABEL Working Group 1990)
provide two-dimensional sections of the crust-upper mantle across parts of the Baltic Shield
as described in Chapter 3. Figure 6-3 is a schematic cross section ofthe shield, based on these
profiles.

The Kola-Karelian Orogen
This orogen has distinctive crustal geophysical properties that are different from those of
the Sveco-Fennian orogen (see later). The crust has an average thickness of 45 km, a mainly
magnetic dioritic upper layer, and an eclogite facies transition at 38 km (Henkel et al. 1990).
Magnetic crustal structures are defined by Henkel (1991), as explained in Chapter 4.1.

Archaean terranes
The Murmansk gneiss-granulite terrane consists of predominant tonalitic gneiss,
granodiorite, amphibolite and migmatite, and minor granulite, pyroxene gneiss and schist,
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and intercalated banded iron formation (Bylinski et ai. 1977). All these rocks were metamorphosed in the higher amphibolite or granulite facies. The major structures are large-scale
reclined folds that are intruded by plutons of late Archaean granitic rocks. U-Pb zircon ages
on gneis ses are 2.9-2.7 Ga.
The composite Sörvaranger island arc terrane consists of:
(a) two greenstone belts whose amphibolites, ultramafic rocks and agglomeratic metavolcanics and meta-psammites, pelites, banded iron formations and quartzites were
deformed mostly under amphibolite facies conditions,
(b) amphibolite to granulite facies migmatitic alumino-silicate schists and gneisses that
are in thrust contact with the greenstone belts. The discordant Neiden granitic pluton, that
intrudes greens tone belt rocks and the gneisses, has aU-Pb and Rb-Sr age of 2.5-2.55 Ga.
Berthelsen and Marker (1986a) suggested that the greenstone belts formed in arc and backarc environments and that the alumino-silicate gneisses are derived from turbidites
deposited in an arc-trench accretionary wedge.
The Inari gneissic terrane contains heterogeneous migmatitic trondhjemitic to granitic
orthogneisses within which there are conformable layers and lenses up to 10 km wide of
amphibolite and mica schist associated locally with calcic gneiss, quartzite and banded iron
formation. U-Pb ages of zircons from gneiss give 2.73-2.55 Ga. The composite Belomorian
terrane contains
(a) amphibolite-facies meta-pelitic gneisses, orthogneisses, amphibolites and granites.
U-Pb zircon ages from tonalitic-trondhjemitic gneis ses are 3.11 Ga and Nd isotopes
suggest crustal material separated from the mantle by 3.5 Ga (Kröner et ai. 1981, Jahn et
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al. 1984). Other gneisses have ages in the range 2.9-2.4 Ga.
(b) several greenstone belts composed of the Lapponian Supergroup in Finland, which
inc1udes a lower unit ofkomatiitic and tholeiitic basalts, and mafic to felsic tuffs belonging
to a lava plateau, a central unit of pillow-bearing amphibolites, arkosic quartzites and
aluminous slates, and an upper unit of extensive ultramafic and basaltic komatiites, mafic
lavas and tuffs, carbonaceous greenschists and graphitic slates (Saverikko, 1987). The
Kittilä greens tone belt (island are?) is cut by a gabbro dated at 2.44 Ga (Simonen 1980).
In the eastem Belomorides a 2.7-2.6 Ga period of collision was recognised by Kratz et al.
(1978) .
The basement ofthe Karelian composite terrane is made up of Archaean greenstone belts,
and gneisses and granites. There are more than 20 major greenstone belts up to 100-150 km
long and numerous sm aller ones separated by belts of gneisses and granites of different types
(Gaal and Gorbatschev 1987). Greenstone belts amount to not more than 15% ofthe present
area. In Russian Karelia the greenstone belts are referred to stratigraphically as Lopian.
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Across eastem Finland and Karelia there are four tectonic zones, showing differences in the
composition and age of the volcanic rocks in the greenstone belts, in the type, composition
and age of the intervening gneis ses and granites, and in the general degree of metamorphism
and deformation (Lobach-Zhuchenko et al. 1986). Tholeiitic basalts make up 40-70 % of
most greenstone belts, but some range from komatiite to rhyolite, and others are bimodal of
basalt and rhyolite. Overall the greenstone belts resemble modem island ares (Sokolov and
Heiskanen 1985). There is a signifieant younging of the greenstone belts westwards (V-Pb
on zircons) from 3.0-2.9 Ga in eastem and central Karelia, to 2.80-2.75 Ga in western
Karelia, to 2.65 Ga in eastem Finland (Lobach-Zhuchenko et al. 1986). This strongly suggests progressive westward accretion of successive island ares, and this in turn implies
eastward-dipping subduction zones. The gneisses and granites are less weIl understood than
the greenstone belts. Some consist mostly of paragneisses, and others of orthogneisses and
granites, and many show a close spatial and temporal relation with the development of the
greens tone belts. Some ofthe gneisses between the greenstone belts were probably derived
from accretionary wedges. The oldest known rocks in the Baltic Shield are gneisses in SE
Karelia that have a zircon age of 3.5 Ga. amphibolites and migmatites are dated at 3.2 Ga and
tonalites span a time-range from 3.4 to 3.1 Ga (Lobach-Zhuchenko 1989).

Early Proterozoic collision tee tonics
In the period 2.0-1.9 Ga the above-mentioned Archaean terranes collided and were
amalgamated to form the Kola-Karelian orogen. Early Proterozoie (2.4-1.9 Ga) rocks and
structures include island ares, Andean-type magmatic ares, sutures and remnant shelf
successions (Figure 6-4). The early Proterozoic structure of this orogen is weIl constrained
by geophysical data ofthe POLAR Profile (Gaal et al. 1989, Marker 1990, Chapter 3.2.1).
The southem border of the Murmansk terrane is marked by a thrust zone that is several
kilometres wide, dips northwards at 60-80°, deforms the large-scale folds, is marked by a
prominant negative linear magnetic anomaly and current topographie depression, and
consists of biotite-bearing mylonitic gneisses within which there are remnants of metasedimentary and meta-volcanic rocks, tectonic lenses of anorthosite up to 100 km long and
2.5 km wide, and ultrabasic rocks; this is the Keiv-Porosozero suture, in which thrusts
truncate the early Proterozoie Keiv Group to the south (Bylinski et al. 1977). The Keiv Group
in Russia (Figure 6-2) is a 2.0-1.9 Ga rifted passive continental margin succession deposited
on gneis ses of the Sörvaranger terrane. The suecession passes upwards from basal
conglomerates, sandstones and minor carbonates, to andesites, basalts, dacites and rhyolites,
overlain by arkosic sandstones, greywackes and aluminous schists that are chemically
equivalent to kaolinitic clays. The aluminous pelites are metamorphosed to biotite, gamet,
staurolite and kyanite grades and thrust in recumbent folds (Shurkin et al. 1980) on this craton
margin, and many alkali granites have intruded the Keiv group (Rundqvist and Mitrofanov
1992)
The Kola suture zone (the Polmak-Pasvik-Pechenga belt of Gaal et al. 1989) is a southdippng thrust zone up to 40 km wide that has placed the Inari terrane against and over the
Sörvaranger terrane (Berthelsen and Marker 1986a, Marker 1990). The borders of the suture
zone are marked by mylonites and the zone contains at least two thrust-bound slices made up
ofthe 2.4-2.0 GaPechenga Series (penetrated by the Kola Superdeep Hole, Kozlovsky 1987)
containing sediments that range from conglomerates (locally still unconformable on
Sörvaranger gneisses), sandstones (rifted continental margin), through stromatolitic dolomites,
siltstones and phyllites (shelf-rise transition), to turbidites (trench), and volcanic rocks that
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pass upwards from andesites through alkalic basalts to tholeiitic basalts (with REE characteristics resembling those ofMORB) to ferropicrites that have a Sm-Nd isochron age of 1.99
Ga. These picrites contain gabbro-wehrlite intrusions with Ni-Cu sulphide deposits. On the
south side of the suture zone there is a thrust-bounded, greenschist-grade early Proterozoic
island arc that consists of weakly deformed abundant andesites, basaltic pillow lavas, minor
komatiitic lavas, tuffs, and sulphide-bearing and carbonaceous pelites (Marker 1985,
Berthelsen and Marker 1986a, Gaal et al. 1989). A further result of the southward subduction
that gave rise to the island arc was the emplacement into the northem border of the Inari
terrane of an Andean-type magmatic arc represented by 1.95-1.9 Ga (U-Pb, Meriläinen
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1976) calc-alkaline plutons (Barbey et al. 1984). The 1.79 Ga (V-Pb) crustal melt Vainospää
granite stitches the suture (Figure 6-2).
The Lapland Granulite-Gneiss Belt (Figure 6-2) is 80 km wide, consists largely of
paragneisses derived from turbidites, and has a distinct magnetic structure (Henkel 1991 ). Its
lower half is highly sheared, and in its upper part meta-sedimentary granulites contain
conformable lenses of noritic-enderbitic ortho-gneisses of calc-alkaline parentage (Hörmann
et al. 1980, Barbey and Cuney 1982). Isotopic ages of meta-igneous granulites suggest
emplacement and metamorphism at 1.9-2.0 Ga (Meriläinen 1976, Bernard-Griffiths et al.
1984). Post-tectonic crustal melt granites are dated at l.8 Ga. On Figure 6-2 the granulite
Belt of Finland continues eastwards as amphibolite facies gneisses on the western side of the
White Sea, where they occur north of rocks characteristic of the Tanaelv belt. The turbidite
precursors of the Lapland Granulites may have been deposited in a back-arc basin adjacent
to a magmatic calc-alkaline arc (Berthelsen and Marker 1986a), or on a passive continental
margin subsequently intruded by arc magmas (Barbey and Raith 1990). A further possibility
is that the turbidites accumulated in an accretionary wedge.
The Tanaelv high-grade ductile thrust belt contains intercalated tholeiitic amphibolites
and calc-alkaJine gneisses, within which there are many lenses of gabbroic, anorthositic,
ultramafic and eclogitic rocks (Bylinski et al. 1977). The Vaskojoki anorthosite has a V-Pb
age of 1.91 Ga (Bernard-Griffiths et al. 1984). A V-Pb age of2.36 Ga suggests the presence
of some relict Archaean material. A combination of reflection seismic (Behrens et al. 1989),
gravity (Elo et al. 1989), electromagnetic (Korja et al. 1989) and magnetic data (Marker et
al. 1990) of the POLAR profile show that the Granulite and Tanaelv Belts form a northdipping thrust wedge, the apex of which conti nu es to a depth of 15-20 km (see Figure 3-3).
This wedge is made up of a stack of high-grade thrust sheets on top of a major basal
decollement. A result of 1.9 Ga thrusting of a hot slab of Lapland granulites over a cooler
slab of Belomorian gneisses is that the Tanaelv belt contains an inverted metamorphic
sequence (Krill 1985). Barbey et al. (1984) and Berthelsen and Marker (1986a) interpreted
the Tanaelv belt as a suture zone containing relict oceanic crustal materiallocated on the site
of a closed back-arc basin, that may have been about 125 km wide (Marker 1990).
In the western Belomorian terrane the Karasjok greenstone belt has a Sm-Nd isochron age
of 2.09 Ga. This may be an early Proterozoic island arc, consistent with the suggestion of
a 1.9-1.8 Ga period of collision in the eastern Belomorides (Kratz et al. 1978). The Belomorides
were intruded in the early Proterozoic by a variety of granitic bodies that range from the Hetta
granodiorites, tonalites and trondhjemites (maximum intrusion ageof 1.97 Ga), the Haparanda
monzonites (1.88-1.80 Ga), and post-tectonic crustal melt microcline granites (1.8-1.76 Ga)
(Gaal et al. 1989).
The Sirkka Thrust (Figure 62) is a major tectonic boundary along wh ich the high-grade
Belomorian terrane has been thrust southwards under the low-grade Karelian terrane. The
boundary is marked by mylonites and refraction seismic data show that it dips ca. 40 0 S
(Luosto et al. 1989). There is no positive evidence that this is a suture; more likely it is a postcollisional thrust. The upper crust of the Karelian terrane does not contain a layer of reduced
seismic velocity, in contrast to the Belomorian terrane and the Sveco-Fennian orogen to the
north and south respectively (Figure 6-3b). The Karelian terrane has considerable evidence
of rifting and shelf deposition in the early Proterozoic when it constituted the foreland or
rifted passive continental margin ofthe Sveco-Fennian ocean to the south (GaaI1986). There
are 2.44 Ga mafic-ultramafic layered intrusions, many 2.4-2.3 Ga and 2.2-2.0 Ga NWtrending (coast-suture parallel) basic dykes (Gorbatschev et al. 1987), and 2.5-2.3 Ga
conglomerates and tholeiitic volcan ics (continental rift facies) of the Sumi-Sariola Group.
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After erosion and weathering a continental platform developed with deposition ofthe Jatulian
Group of basal quartzites, shelf carbonates (2.05 Ga, Pb-Pb) and banded iron formations
(2.08 Ga, Pb-Pb) , followed by mafic volcanics, carbonaceous slates and black schists which
are the analogue of the deep water facies starved of terrigenous debris typically formed during
the break-up of a modem carbonate platform.

The Sveco-Fennian Orogen
This orogen contains no Archaean terranes and litle or no Archaean isotopic material
(Wilson et al. 1985, Huhma 1987, Patchett et al. 1987, Romer 1991). It developed by the
growth and collision of 2.0- 1.8 Ga juvenile arcs, and by extensive crustal melting in the
period 1.8- 1.55 Ga (Figure 6-4). This Sveco-Fennian orogen has a mainly paramagnetic
dioritic upper crustallayer, an average crustal thickness of 48 km (maximum 54 km), and a
thick lower crustallayer with a P-wave velocity of 6.8-7.8 kms- I , the ec10gite transition being
at 36 km depth (Henkel et al. 1990). Also the Sveco-Fennian upper crust contains zones of
relatively low seismic velocity (Figures 3-4 and 6-3b).
The Luleä- Kuopio suture zone (named after the eponymous towns) separates the KolaKarelian orogen from the Sveco-Fennian orogen. Whereas many previous authors (e.g.
Gorbatschev and Gaa11987, Berthelsen 1987) have extended it along the Skellefte island arc,
on Figure 6-2 it is placed about 100 km to the north, where the Archaean-Proterozoic
palaeoboundary is defined by initial epsilon Nd isolines, a change in aeromagnetic anomaly
intensities, and a difference in the chemistry of ca. 1.9 Ga granitoids - those to the north have
higher contents of K, Ba, Rb and La at corresponding Si-contents than those to the south
(Öhlander et al. 1992). The suture zone is displaced by 1.9- 1.8 Ga N-S megashears
(Berthelsen and Marker 1986b), which have a prominent magnetic structure (Henkel 1991)
and which may be the cause of an underlying depression of the Moho of 10 km (Figure 63b).
The suture zone contains thrust slices of different types and origin. There are two types
of Kalevian turbidites:
(a) Those situated on the craton side of the suture are unconformable on Jatulian shelf
sediments, and even on Archaean basement where Jatulian rocks have been eroded.
Autochthonous turbidites contain Archaean and Proterozoic detritus, and are locally
interbedded with tholeiitic volcanics. Ward (1987, 1988) suggested deposition in
transtensional, intra-cratonic rifts near the craton margin.
(b) On the suture zone side ophiolitic rocks are associated with allochthonous turbidites
that Ward (1987, 1988) suggested were most likely deposited from debris flows and
turbidity currents in submarine canyons on an accretionary margin. These rocks were
subsequently thrust northeastwards over the craton.
In the suture zone the Outokumpu nappe contains serpentinites, gabbros, basaltic pillow
lavas, non-detrital quartzites, dolomites, Mg-rich meta-volcanics and Cu-sulphide deposits
(Park 1984). The Jormua ophiolite (Kontinen 1987) was thrust about 30 km onto the
continental margin of the Karelian terrane. It contains an upward sequence of serpentinites;
gabbros cut by basic dykes; a sheeted dyke complex with screens of gabbro and serpentinite;
basaltic pillow lavas and pillow breccias; tuffites, cherts and carbonate sediments; and
turbiditic greywackes and semi-pelites. Zircons from the gabbros give aU-Pb crystallization
age of 1.96 Ga. In the Sveco-Fennian suture zone, thrusts have imbricated Karelian basement
and its Jatulian cover and have transported Kalevian turbidites and accretionary wedge rocks
eastwards over the Archaean craton (Park and Bowes 1983). Bowes et al. (1984), Park (1985)
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and Gaal and Gorbatsehev (1987) suggested that the main Sveeo-Fennian subduetion was
direeted from the south side of an island are towards the Karelian foreland, but Ward (1987)
proposed that subduction was southwards from the site ofthe present suture zone towards the
orogen. The fact that the thrusts have transported rocks, including the Jormua ophiolite, onto
the eontinental margin, does indeed suggest that the subduction zone dipped to the south, as
in modern eollisional orogens like the Himalayas.
There are several magmatie ares within the Sveeo-Fennian orogen; the first was reeognised by Hietanen (1975). In northern Sweden the Norrbotten are (1.90-1.87 Ga) eonsists
ofporphyritie intermediate and felsie lavas that resemble modern Andinotype high-K, ealcalkali ne are lavas (Pharaoh and Brewer 1990). Along the Sveeo-Fennian side of the suture
is the NW-SE trending, ore-rieh Raahe-Ladoga fault zone (Korsman 1988) within whieh
there are 1.91-1.90 Ga intermediate-aeidie lavas assoeiated with base metal mineralisation,
1.9-1.88 Ga gabbros with niekelores, and 1.89-1.875 Ga granites andgabbros (Vaasjoki and
Sakko 1988). The rocks and ores are eomparable to those in modern island ares and intraare rifts. Late faulting is often eoneentrated along hot, young ares. The Savo sehist belt
eontains highly metamorphosed and deformed are rocks and post-eollisional, erustal melt
granites (Nironen 1989a). The 1.89 Ga Skellefte island are has mature intra-are voleanies
(Vivallo and Claesson 1987) and granodiorite-granite intrusions derived from subduetionrelated melts (Wilson et ai. 1987). Magnetotellurie transferfunetions along the FENNOLORA
seismie profile show that there is an extremely high eonduetivity and low resistive anomaly
aeross the Skellefte are (Ras mus sen et ai. 1987), and the BABEL refleetion profile (Figure
3-5) shows that S-dipping refleetors projeet to the surfaee near Skellefte - Figure 6-3b
(BABEL Working Group 1990); these struetures are probably related to a S-dipping
subduetion zone responsible for this are. The BABEL profile also shows a major N-dipping
thrust south ofthe Skellefte are and an underlying thrust thathas displaeed the Moho by about
10 km (Figure 6-3b); these thrusts may be assoeiated with a N-dipping subduetion zone and
the formation of adjaeent ares (BABEL Working Group 1990). The FENNOLORA profile
shows that 400 km south of Skellefte there is a major change in erustal thiekness that
coincides with a S-dipping thrust zone that displaees the Moho by more than 10 km
(Guggisberg et ai. 1991).
The Skellefte are-suture zone eontinues eastwards around a 500 km long areuate loop
outlined by a major geoeleetrie eonduetivity anomaly up to 20 km wide to join the Tampere
island are (Figure 6-2, Hjelt 1991). On the surfaee theregional strikeand granite belts parallel
this anomaly. The 1.9 Ga Tampere are eontains medium-K basalts, medium- to high-K
andesites, and high-K daeites and rhyolites; these ealc-alkaline volcanie rocks resemble those
in Reeent mature island ares (Kähkönen et ai. 1989). The strueture of the Tampere are
suggests that the derivative subduetion zone dipped southwards (Nironen 1989b). In SW
Finland the Orijärvi are comprises submarine alkaline-subalkaline basic-intermediate lavas,
felsic pyroclastic rocks associated with massive Cu-Pb-Zn deposits, co-magmatit: gabbrotonalite bodies and a 1.91 Ga (U-Pb on zircon) granodiorite, all formed in a back-are
environment (Colley and Westra 1987). Along strike to the west, are-type mafie/intermediate
to rhyolitie volcanic rocks (Ehlers and Lindros 1990) are assoeiated with a high-grade
melange zone of gneiss (indieated by magnetic anomalies) eontaining fragments of amphibolite
and pyroxenite, formed above a postulated N-dipping subduetion zone (Edelman and JaanusJärkkälä 1983). At Bergslagen in southern Sweden (Baker and Hellingwerf 1988) there is
at least 10 km thiekness of 1.9-1.8 Ga felsie pyroclasties, ignimbrites and immature
sediments that may have developed in major rifts that were later deformed, inverted and
intruded by diapirie granites.
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U-Pb zircon data indicate that many ofthe Sveco-Fennian arc lavas were erupted in the
short period of 1.92-1.87 Ga contemporaneously with the intrusion of innumerable 1.911.86 Ga, subduction-derived plutons and batholiths of tonalite, granodiorite and granite
(Nurmi and Haapala 1986, Welin 1987). Nd data from Sweden indicate that the I-type
granitoids and vo1canics have ENd in the range -1 to +3 and that they consist of90% material
newly derived from the mantle at 1.9-1.7 Ga (Patchett et al. 1987). Many vo1canic rocks are
associated with massive Cu-Zn-Pb-Ag-Au mineralisation, and the granites with porphyrytype Cu-Mo-Au deposits (GalH 1990). Seismic refraction data show that the Moho is
depressed to 60 km depth below the main batholith area of central Finland (Luosto and
Korhonen 1986).
Between many of the Sveco-Fennian arcs there are biotite-bearing granitic gneisses and
schists that have been widely regarded as meta-greywackes and meta-pelites within the nowoutdated concept of a 'Bothnian Basin'. Within these meta-sediments there are many
conformable kilometre size (maximum) lenses of amphibolite, meta-gabbro and metaultramafic rocks. Important Ni-Cu deposits occur in some peridotite-dunite-pyroxenitegabbro lenses, that have been interpreted as intrusions in precursor sediments made
conformable to the derived gneisses by deformation (see Papunen and Gorbunov 1985).
However, I suggest that the greywackes and pelites were deposited in accretionary wedges
between island arcs and that the mafic-ultramafic lenses are slices of ocean floor that were
thrust into the sediments of the accretionary wedges. Such a model accounts satisfactorily
for the sediments that would be expected to occur in the zones between accreted arcs, like
those between J apanese or Archaean arcs (Hoffman 1989), and thus the mineralisation is not
surprisingly comparable to that in modem obducted ophiolites.
Following amalgamation of the arcs, syn- and post-collisional deformation took place.
Thrusting and folding was associated with high amphibolite facies metamorphism that
locally reached granulite grade. Rb-Sr data suggest late kinematic activity ceased by about
1.77 Ga (Welin and Stälhös 1986). Crustal thickening led to the formation of abundant crustal
melt granites (maximum age of crustal sources was 1.9 Ga, Wilson et al. 1985), ofwhich there
are three main types (Nurmi and Haapala 1986):
(a) The peak of regional metamorphism gave rise to partial melting of paragneisses and
formation of 1.85-1.808 Ga, water-saturated, near-minimum melt granites as in situ
plutons and dyke networks. These are comparable to the Miocene leucogranites of the
High Himalayas (Crawford and Windley 1990).
(b) Deep-crustal dehydration melting promoted by mantle input led to non-minimum melt,
1.80 Ga granites in far-travelled plutons associated with ultrapotassic, mantle-derived
lamprophyre dykes. These are similar to the Miocene Karakoram batholith in the upthrust
western end of the Tibetan plateau (Crawford and Windley 1990).
(c) By 50-200 Ma after the last tectonic activity internal slow heating ofthe thickened crust
had led to its final extension and collapse, and thus to decompression melting ofthe mantle
and melting of depleted granulitic lower crust left over by removal of type 2 magmas
(however, note Emslie 1991), and the result was the formation of 1.65-1.54 Ga metaluminous
subsolvus rapakivi granites and coeval mantle-derived gabbros, anorthosites and basic
dykes (Haapala and Rämö 1990, Rämö 1991).
The last event in the history of the Sveco-Fennian orogen was the deposition (maximum
age, 1.5 Ga) of Jotnian sandstones in a major elongate basin below the Gulf ofBothnia (Figure
6-2), which locally extends into exposed basement as Jotnian rifts associated with mafic
dykes. This basin could have been the final result of the extension and thinning of the SvecoFennian crust.
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Along the southwestern margin ofthe Sveco-Fennian orogen is the 1600 km long,150 km
wide, l.84-l.75 Ga Trans-Scandinavian Batholith (Figure 6-4) that ranges from early arctype monzo-diorite to quartzo-monzodiorite and granite and late within-plate, peraluminous,
crustal-melt leucogranites (Zuber and Öhlander 1990). The batholith may have developed
above an E-dipping subduction zone on the western margin of the Sveco-Fennian orogen
(Larson et al. 1990, Andersson 1991). The FENNOLORA seismic profile shows that there
is a major depression in the Moho from 40 km to 52 km below the batholith (Figure 3-4,
Henkel et al. 1990), a fundamentallithospheric transition zone between the batholith and the
Sveco-Fennian orogen, and that the mantle low velocity zone dips eastwards below the
batholith (Clowes et al. 1987). The FENNOLORA profile also shows that below the
batholith there is a thick low-velocity zone in the lower crust that may be connected with the
development ofthe granites ofthe batholith (Figure 6-3b, Guggisberg et al. 1991). The batholith
is overlain by 1.7-1.65 Ga (U-Pb, zircon) sub-Jotnian conglomerate and sandstone and ashflow ignimbrites and tuffisites which are co-magmatic with some post-tectonic granites and
that formed in calderas and graben in the volcanic roof of the batholith. These rocks are
overlain unconformably by Jotnian continental conglomerates, sands tones and basalts. In a
zone along its western side the Trans-Scandinavian Batholith has been reworked by SvecoNorwegian deformation (Figure 6-1).

The Gothian Orogen
A small part of the Gothian orogen is weIl preserved in Blekinge in SE Sweden and on
Bornholm island in Oenmark because ithas escaped Sveco-Norwegian reworking (Johansson
and Larsen 1989). In this area there are acidic metavolcanics (U-Pb age of l.705 Ga),
metabasites, quartzites, mica schists and gneis ses (U-Pb age of 1.69 Ga), and intrusive
granites.The remainder of the former Gothian orogen is difficult to analyse and describe
because it has been heavily overprinted by the Sveco-Norwegian orogeny. The oldest kown
Gothian rocks here are l.77 Ga diorites, and 1.758 Ga amphibolites associated with
paragneisses (Ähäll and Oaly 1989). These supracrustal rocks were deformed and metamorphosed under amphibolite facies conditions and intruded by many calc-alkaline tonalitegranodiorite bodies. The Kongsbergian orogen of Starmer (1991) can be subdivided
(Berthelsen 1980) into eastern early (1.77-l.6 Ga; this includes the Blekinge-Bornholm
area) and western late (l.55-l.5 Ga) Gothian parts (Cl and C2 respectively in Figure 6-1,
and Figure 6-3a) that might have undergone collision at about 1.5 Ga. Ouring a tectonically
quiescent period (1.5-l.25 Ga) rapakivi granites, gabbros and basic dykes were intruded,
bi modal volcanics were extruded, and clastic sediments were deposited in rifts in the eroded
basement. These rocks formed in the terminal extensional event of the Gothian orogeny, that
may be comparable in principle to the terminal Sveco-Fennian rapakivi granite event.

The Sveco-Norwegian Orogen
This l.05--O.9 Ga orogeny gave rise to a N-S Cordilleran and collisional belt (that
reworked the Gothian crust) and later intrusive rocks. There are meta-andesites, tuffs,
agglomerates and volcanic breccias, and syn-orogenic calc-alkaline plutons and posttectonic granites. The best isotopic age of the supracrustal rocks is 1.25-1.2 Ga. The
geochemical features ofthe earliest basalts, acid volcanics and gabbro intrusions suggest they
formed in an extensional, continental margin setting related to subduction processes that
were ultimately responsible for the Sveco-Norwegian orogeny (Atkin and Brewer 1990).
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Metamorphism and associated deformation reached the upper amphibolite facies. The
subduction zone may have dipped either to the east from off the present western coast (Torske
1977, Falkum and Petersen 1980), or to the west from near Oslo Fjord (Berthelsen 1977);
according to the latter model the Permian Oslo graben may have been structurally controlled
by the late Proterozoic suture zone. After deep crustal metamorphism and deformation,
nappes were thrust eastwards, giving rise to the Protogine zone, which is a complicated,
north-trending, 20-30 km wide zone of mylonitic and ductile faults and thrusts along the
western border of the Trans-Scandinavian Batholith.
The EUGENO-S seismic profile 6 (see Figure 6-7) and a Swedish reflection profile both
show low angle W -dipping reflective structures of this thrust zone (Figure 6-3a, Green et al.
1988, Dahl-Jensen et al. 1991). The zone has been interpreted variously as a collisional
suture, a long-lived zone of thrusting and crustal weakness (Larson et al. 1990), and the
easternmost thrust (the Sveco-Norwegian frontal thrust) as the extension of the Grenville
Front. Wahlgren and Stephens (1990) demonstrated that the zone has a fan-like structure and
suggested that it was caused by rotation of shear zones after their formation. This would be
consistent with formation of a thrust system with a hinterland to the west and a foreland to
the east, confirming a suggestion of Berthelsen (1980). According to the Berthelsen (1977)
model the Dalsland thrust, which carried a high-grade crystalline slab eastwards over the lowgrade Dal Group, would be equivalent to the Main Central Thrust in the Himalayas. Late
extensional structures in the Protogine zone (Andreasson and Rodhe 1990) developed as the
expected consequence of the collapse of a thrust-thickened crust, as in modern collisional
orogens.
The Precambrian rocks of southern Norway are divided into two blocks by the northtrending Mandal-Ustaoset fault (Figure 6-2) along which there are ultracataclasites and
mylonites. The fault separates the mid-Proterozoic Telemark supracrustals in the east from
a belt of post-tectonic granites on the west. First movements on this little-known structure
took place before the deposition of 1.2 Ga supracrustals, but the latest normal fault
movements occurred after the intrusion of 0.9 Ga post-tectonic granites.

6.1.2 CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN EUROPE

Useful information on Precambrian rocks south of the Tornquist Line comes from four
studies of zircons: Detrital red zircons from Cambrian and Ordovician rift sediments from the
Saxo-Thuringian belt have apparent 206pb/238 U ages of 1.8-2.2 Ga, and colourless zircons
show 0.6-1 .5 Ga. According to their model ages the former may be derived either from
Baltica or from Gondwana, but red zircons are unknown from Baltica. The model ages of
the colourless zircons point to some Gondwana-related source (Dorr el al. 1991).
Ion microprobe anal yses by Gebauer et al. (1989) show that a detrital zircon in Moldanubian
paragneiss from Bavaria has U-Pb ages of 3.84,2.59, 1.94 and 0.46 Ga. Zircons from the
Massif Central provide ages of 3.15,2.9,2.76,2.65, 2.3, 2.10,1.75, 1.0 and 0.6 Ga. The
common presence ofPan-African-age detrital zircons in these MassifCentral meta-sediments
suggests that detritus was derived from Gondwana.
Von Hoegen et al. (1990) studied 57 detrital zircons from Cambrian sandstones of the
Ardennes-Brabant Massif. Colourless zircons have ages of 0.53-1.65 Ga and their U-Pb
characteristics suggest a strong Cadomian/pan-African influence. Reddish zircons with ages
of 1.75 and 2.4 Ga are dominantly derived from Archaean to Early Proterozoic crystalline
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rocks. These results suggest that the Ardennes-Brabant massif was a coherent part
(A valonia) of the Gondwana continental plate before the Caledonian orogeny.
U-Pb age patterns of zircons from meta-igneous and meta-sedimentary rocks from the
Lepontine area ofthe Swiss Central Alps suggest that some meta-sediments were deposited
probably during the Late Precambrian to Cambrian (Köppel et al. 1980).
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6.1.3 TUNISIA: NORTH AFRICA

At the southem end of EGT pre-Palaeozoic basement is only known with any degree of
certainty in the Saharan part of Tunisia where several weHs have bottomed in Precambrian
granite or crystalline schists. There is no information available about the nature, age, and
depth of the basement below the Tunisian Atlas and Pelagian Sea (Burollet 1991).

6.1.4 DISCUSSION

The Baltic Shield is divided into four orogens, but the Kola-Karelian and Sveco-Fennian
were essentially contemporaneous, and thus this division may be artificial. However, it does
serve to demonstrate the very different character of the two orogens: the Kola-Karelian
formed by the collision of Archaean terranes, whereas the Sveco-Fennian developed by the
amalgamation of magmatic arcs and accretionary wedges. A case could be argued for a
Svecokarelian orogen (e.g. Park 1991). However, ifthis were to be defined in conformity
with modem orogens, then its northem boundary should be its Main Frontal Thrust, being the
northemmost thrust that has deformed the Jatulian shelf and its Karelian basement. This
should lie somewhere within the orogen to the north that contains Archaean terranes or
basement.
Arecent compilation of palaeomagnetic data from the Baltic Shield (Pesonen et al. 1989)
indicates that throughout the Precambrian it occupied low to moderate latitudes and
underwent considerable latitudinal shifts and rotations There are weH-defined loops in the
apparent polar wander path at 1.92-1.7 Ga and 1.1-0.8 Ga (Figure 6-5). These loops reflect
major changes in plate geometries and coincide with the Sveco-Fennian and SvecoNorwegian orogenies. There is also a very sharp peak in the latitudinal drift and rotation rates
in the period 1.425-1.25 Ga. This cannot be correlated with the older 1.65-1.54 Ga rapakivi
granite magmatism of southem Finland, as Pesonen et al. (1989) suggested, but may be
related to the roughly contemporaneous 1.5-1.25 Ga phase of post-Gothian epeirogenic
magmatic activity.
Precambrian rocks, particularly those that have been transformed under deep crustal
conditions, are not easy to interpret. Nevertheless, in recent years many Earth scientists
studying the Baltic Shield have come to the conc1usion that some sort of modem-style plate
tectonic mechanism can satisfactorily account for the development of many rocks and
structures. In this review I have attempted to bring these together into a more comprehensive
plate tectonic model, and have pointed out how many of the results of the EGT project have
contributed to or can constrain such a model. Of course, there are innumerable problems of
interpretation and not a few disagreements. The importance of a model, however, is that it
can be tested, and if found inadequate, it can be modified or discarded.
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6.2 FROM PRECAMBRIAN TO VARISCAN EUROPE

A. Berthelsen

6.2.1 AROUND THE TORNQUIST ZONE

During the Early Palaeozoic, the Precambrian crust of the western part of the Baltic Shield
became deeply involved in the Caledonian orogeny due to Baltica's collision with Laurentia.
Since then the shield has reacted as one large, resistant craton which has suffered little
subsequent tectonic activity, although from time to time reactivation of old structures caused
long-range epeirogenic movements, and rifting and magmatic activity were feIt locally. In
present southern Norway, the Oslo-Skagerrak rift system and the associated alkaline igneous
rocks ofthe Oslo region were formed during the Late Carboniferous and Permian (WesseI
and Husebye 1987, Ro et al. 1990, Lie and Husebye 1991). The Oslo rift trends slightly
obliquely to, and partly masks, important basement structures: the Old to Young Gothian
terrane boundary, a 1.4 Ga tholeiitic dyke swarm, and a high angle shear zone of late SvecoNorwegian age (Hageskov 1980, 1985).
South of the present Baltic Shield, in the Danish foreland area (Figure 6-6), Baltica's
Precambrian basement is hidden beneath a thick Phanerozoic sedimentary cover. As
demonstrated by the EUGENO-S deep seismic surveys, the concealed basement underwent
significant crustal thinning during the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic. Locally it is divided into
fault blocks in the neighbourhood of the so-called Tornquist zone (Figure 6-6). Seismic
mapping and deep wells both on land and offshore indicate that buried Precambrian basement
belonging to Baltica underlies Jutland, Fynen, and Sealand. It probably wedges out at midcrustallevels against the E-W trending Trans-European Fault in northern Germany, south of
the Caledonian deformation front. North of the Caledonian front, a basement high with a
relatively shallow cover and a positive Bouguer gravity anomaly, the Ringk!2lbing-Fyn high,
separates the post-Caledonian North German basin from the Permian and younger NorwegianDanish basin. The Norwegian-Danish basin extends from the Norwegian and Danish sec tors
of the North Sea over northern Jutland to Sealand, shallowing ESE. Another and stronger
positive Bouguer anomaly, the Silkeborg gravity high (SGH in Figure 6-6), is situated over
the southern part of the basin in central Jutland, extending towards NW Sealand.
The 20-50 km wide Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone which, like the Teisseyre Tornquist zone
of Poland, was affected by Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary inversion tectonics, trends
through the northern part ofthe Norwegian-Danish basin, parallel to the depocentre axes of
the Permian and Mesozoic fill ofthe basin. In the Bouguer gravity map, the Mesozoic to Early
Tertiary Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone elements follow a belt of strong gradients along the
southwest border of a broad high from Scania through Kattegat.
Preliminary I-D interpretation al models for M-T measurements (Balling 1990b), show
lateral variations in crustal conductivity structure related first of all to the thick sedimentary
fill of the Norwegian-Danish basin but also in the underlying basement and in the
Ringk!2lbing-Fyn high where resistivity values are less than a tenth of those of the Baltic
Shield. The presence of downfaulted Cambro-Silurian strata within the base me nt and
structural and textural changes related to thinning of the crystalline crust might provide an
explanation for this reduction in resistivity. None the less, some gross scale features of
Precambrian origin appear to have been preserved.
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Contrasting primary Precambrian crustal structures
As mentioned in Chapter 2, most ofthe Sveeo-Norwegian orogen in the southwestem part
of the Baltie Shield displays a two-layered erust, whieh is 30-36 km thiek and does not
include a lowermost, high veloeity layer. The Gothian and Sveeo-Fennian provinees further
to the east, however, exhibit a three-layered erustal strueture with thicknesses of about 4045 km. The transition from one to the other takes plaee along a N-S trending zone, loeated
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about 100 km west of the Sveco-Norwegian deformation front. This has been taken to
indicate that a two-layered Sveo-Norwegian reworked crust, resulting from overthrusting
along the W -dipping Sveco-Norwegian deformation front, came to overJie a three-layered
Sveco-Fennian and Gothian crust (EUGENO-S Working Group 1988, Green et al. 1988).
Although reduced in crustal thickness, both two- and three-layered types of crust have also
been recognised in the concealed Precambrian basement of the Danish region, the twolayered type being found in EUGENO-S Profiles 3, 2, and 1, and the three-layered in BABEL
Line A to the southeast, as shown in Figure 6-7. Similartwo-layered and three-layered crustal
provinces have been described previously by Beloussov and Pavlenkova (1984) from,
respectively, Phanerozoic Europe and the East European plat[orm, that is to either side ofthe
Teisseyre Tornquist zone This characteristic has generally been taken to indicate that
Precambrian and Phanerozoic crustal structures are somehow fundamentally different in
origin.
In the light of findings of the EUGENO-S and BABEL projects, however, it now seems
reasonable to assume that the point when a two-layered crust began to develop, instead of a
three-layered one, occurred within the Late Precambrian after the Gothian orogeny and
before or during the Sveco-Norwegian orogeny between 1.5 and 0.95 Ga ago. This difference
in crustallayering is discussed further in Chapter 7.
A Sveco-Norwegian origin has also been suggested by Pedersen et al. (1990) for gently
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SE to S-dipping crustal and subcrustal reflectors recorded by the MOBIL SEARCH survey
in the Skagerrak and Kattegat seas south of Oslo fjord which they believe image former shear
zones. Lie and Husebye (1991) relate the evolution ofthe Skagerrak graben to reactivation
of these structures during the Late Carboniferous to Permian.

From shelf to joreland
Baltica' s southem border had developed into a passive margin when Eastem A valonia was
approaching Baltica in the early Silurian. Eastem Avalonia's oblique collision caused
continental rise and shelf slope sediments deposited earlier to be caught up in Caledonian
deformation. These were metamorphosed and then thrust over the southem portion ofBaltica
as a marginal Caledonian thrust belt. Up to 3 km of intensely deformed Ordovician shales
and greywackes have been penetrated in a deep welllocated at Rügen in NE Germany (Figure
6-8, weIl RÜ) between the Trans-European fault and the Caledonian deformation front. But
about 50 km further north, just beyound the front, another weIl (G-14) penetrated a much
reduced Vendian(?) Cambro-Ordovician sequence (with only 60 m ofOrdovician) in typical
shelf facies before it terminated in Precambrian cystalline basement (D. Franke et al. 1989).
The 7 km deep Loissin weIl, situated directly above the deep Trans-European fault,
encountered strongly deformed and slightly metamorphosed sediments, of supposed late
Riphean-Vendian age, beneath an unconformable cover ofEarly Carboniferous and younger
strata.
North of the Caledonian front, the platform facies Cambrian-Ordovician sediments,
where silicic sandstones are overlain by black shales, have a very clear seismic signature, and
commercial seismic surveys of the sedimentary cover over the southem part of Baltica
demonstrate their wide occurrence in the Danish Scanian area. They form the lowermost part
of a 3-6 km thick Cambrian-Silurian sequence preserved in downfaulted positions. A
regional sub-Permian unconformity is developed over the downfaulted blocks.
Most of the Cambrian-Silurian sequence is made up of Late Silurian turbidites, which
were deposited over the Danish Scanian area in a foreland basin, north of the north GermanPolish Caledonides. The drilled upper 130-330 m ofthe Upper Silurian sequence contains
basaltic 'intercalations' which amount to 30-50% ofthe total. It is still debated, however,
whether some or all ofthese basaltic rocks may be ofLate Carboniferous-Early Permian age
(Abraham sen and Madirazza 1986, EUGENO-S Working Group 1988).
Conclusive evidence for volcanism accompanying the formation of the Caledonian
foreland basin is given by Bjerreskov and J0rgensen (1983) who reported on early Late
Silurian volcanic ash turbidites offthe south coast ofBomholm. The ash is assumed to stern
from a K-dominated volcanic centre located on a palaeoslope about 200 km west of
Bomholm, close to the Caledonian front.
During the Devonian, most of the Danish Scanian area bclonged to the Old Red Continent
and supplied detritus to the sea which, with the close of the Early Devonian, spread
northwards over the collapsed north German-Polish Caledonides. In adjacent regions of
Poland, there is evidence of Devonian faulting, and possibly this activity also affected the
Danish area. The general lack of stratigraphic weIl control from the Devonian and
Carboniferous to the north of the Ringk0bing-Fyn high, makes it difficult to distinguish any
late Caledonian unconformity from the ever present sub-Permian unconformity.
We know that by the end of the Carboniferous, the original structure of the Caledonian
foreland basin over Denmark had been destroyed by faulting, uplift, and erosion. It is
therefore no longer possible to identify specific crustal structures associated with Late
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Silurian flexuring ofthe crystalline crust beneath the foreland basin. Assuming that the basin
was deepest close to the Caledonian deformation front in the south, the depth to basement
adjacent to the front could weB have been 7-8 km, considering that some 100 km further to
the north it was between 4 and 6 km.

The Tornquistfan: a Carboniferous-Permian splay
In Late Carboniferous to Early Permian time, a splay of major faults and fault zones, the
so-called 'Tornquist Fan' developed over the Danish Scanian and western Baltic area. The
fan-shaped splay started to open in NW Poland, branching off the Teisseyre Tornquist zone.
It widened towards WNW over the southern, now concealed, part of Baltica, dividing its
cover and basement into a number of fault blocks.
The north German part ofthe Trans-European fault formed the southernmost branch ofthis
splay. During Early Permian time it defined the northern border ofthe rapidly sinking north
German basin, shown in Figure 6-15. Since then, this branch lost influence, even though
reactivation occurred at intervals, and flower structures were developed in the Mesozoic
cover.
The formation of the Permo-Carboniferous fault splay and puB-apart basins over the
Danish Scanian area can be regarded as a local expression of Late Variscan wrenching in
Europe that was typical of much of the Variscan foreland (Vejbcek 1985, Liboriussen ef al.
1987, Thybo and Schönharting 1991). WeB developed flower structures at higher stratigraphie
levels bear witness to repeated post-Permian reactivation (Cartwright 1987, 1990). None the
less, only modest strike-slip displacements can be estimated. Including the effects of younger
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faulting, the net horizontal displacement within the entire fault splay probably amounted to
less than 50 km of dextral offset. However, both dextral and sinistral movements did occur.
Where the Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone in Scania intersects the Sveco-Norwegian deformation
front, the latter appears to have been displaced 10- 15 km in a dextral sense where it occurs
again in a narrow basement horst next to the SE border of the STZ (EUGENO-S Working
Group 1988). However, a sinistral displacement of 4 km can be demonstrated to have
occurred along the northwestern fault border of the horst (Sivhed 1991).
As shown in Figure 6-6, the main fault zones of the Carboniferous to Permian Tornquist
fan north of the Trans-European fault are:
(a) The Rpmp fracture zone between the Trans-European fault and the Caledonian front,
(b) the Vinding fracture zone north of the Ringkpbing-Fyn high,
(c) the Fjerritslev fault that was strongly reactivated during the early Mesozoic, and the
Bprglum Fault,
(d) the Permo-Carboniferous fault branch through Kattegat, marked at the shield' s border
zone on the tectonic map (Map 1) of the EGT Atlas (EUGENO-S Working Group 1988,
Cartwright 1990, Ro el al. 1990, Liboriussen el al. 1987, Lie and Husebye 1991).
The Rpmp, Vinding and Fjerritslev faults continue into the North Sea, whilst the Bprglum
fault (7) and the Permo-Carboniferous branch in Kattegat join up with the Oslo-Skagerrak
graben system, ending blindly in the shie1d.
It has been suggested previously that the Oslo-Skagerrak (alias Oslo-Bamble) graben
system, which now appears to abut the Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone, was originally continuous
with the Horn graben (Ziegler 1982). Alternatively, the Oslo-Skagerrak graben, together
with the Horn graben, and N-S trending grabens in Jutland, may have formed a tripie junction
(Thybo and Schönharting 1991). In contrast, the grabens south ofthe Sorgenfrei Tornquist
zone underwent major subsidence during the Triassic (Madirazza el al. 1990). So, too, did
the Glückstadt graben south of the Trans-European fault in Schleswig Holstein.
Permo-Carboniferous magmatic activity resulted in locally marked changes in the crustal
structure. Figure 6-9 shows the integrated interpretation of a weIl resolved seismic velocity
model for EUGENO-S line 2 across the Silkeborg gravity high, suggesting that this +50 mgal
anomaly is caused by a major intrusion of mafic rocks into the lower crust plus a subvolcanic
horizon at 6-8 km depth. The mafic body in the lower crust beneath the anomaly apparently
caused a 4 km rise ofboth the Conrad and the Moho discontinuties (Thybo el al. 1990, Thybo
and Schönharting 1991). The fan shape ofthe Late Carboniferous to Permian fault splay, the
common occurrence of listric normal faults, the intrusion of a dyke swarm in Scania, and the
opening of pull-apart structures and aborted rifts all indicate net crustal extension in a NNESSW direction, increasing in amount to WNW. The resultant crustal thinning will be
discussed in the next section.
Late Carboniferous to Permian tectonic and magmatic activity and associated crustal
thinning fundamentally changed the tectonic character of the southern part of Baltica. It no
longer acted as an integral part of the rigid Baltic Shield. As in the more southerly Variscan
foreland, it progressively subsided and formed the basement to Permian, Mesozoic and
Cenozoic successor basins. Thus, considering only the Permian and younger development
of the Danish area and SW Scania, it would seem as if they formed part of Phanerozoic
Europe. This explains the long held view that the northwestern part of the Tornquist zone
(Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone) should define the crustal boundary between Precambrian and
Phanerozoic Europe. However, this view became obsolete when Precambrian basement was
drilled beneath the Ringkpbing -Fyn high (N oe-N ygaard 1963, Sorgenfrei and Buch 1964) and
it can now be understood to be part of Baltica which has subsequently been modified in
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character. As Brochwicz-Lewinski et al. (1981, 1984) pointed out, and which was later
confirrned by others, the southwest border of Baltica's Precambrian basement must lie
further to the south, presumably at the Trans-European fault (Figure 6-6).

Crustal thinning beneath the Norwegian-Danish basin
After the formation of the Permo-Carboniferous fault splay and the development of the
North German basin, Early Mesozoic rifting, following the trend of the Fjerritselv fault
(Figure 6-6), produced increased subsidence in the Norwegian-Danish basin resulting in the
deposition of thick Triassic sequences (Knudsen et al. 1991). Sedimentation continued almost uninterrupted for the rest of Mesozoic time. In northem Jutland, a magnetic anomaly
associated with the Fjerritslev fault suggests associated magmatic activity (Madirazza et al.
1990), perhaps coeval with the intrusion of Jurassic (and Early Cretaceous?) alkali-olivine
dolerite plugs in Scania. Sedimentation in the Danish basin persisted into the Earliest Tertiary
until a change in the regional tectonic regime occurred, caused by Atlantic opening and
Cenozoic rifting in the North Sea region (Ziegler 1988, 1990).
In the central part of the N orwegian-Danish basin over J utland, the post-Perrnian seq uence
now shows a maximum thickness of9.5 km (Britze and Japsen 1991). Underlying Zechstein
evaporites were originally about 1 km thick, but this was changed radically by the growth of
salt pillows and ascent of diapirs during Triassic to Tertiary time, so that in between the
piercement structures, the Zechstein was often completely removed by migration. Thus,
disregarding the Zechstein thickness, but including the Rotliegend and Cambro-Silurian
strata in underlying fault blocks, the total thickness of the sedimentary column amounts to
10-15 km. Since the Moho lies at a depth of26-28 km, the Precambrian crystalline basement
makes up only about half of the total thickness of the crust.
The N orwegian-Danish basin thins to about 4 km under northem Sealand, but up to 6 km
of Cambro-Silurian sediments (with Vp between 5.2 and 5.7 kms- 1) appears to occur at the
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base of the sub-Permian unconformity (Thybo 1990, Figure 3-6). With a 10 km thick
Phanerozoic cover, and the Moho at 29-30 km depth, about two thirds of the total crustal
thickness consists of crystalline basement.
The fact that the depth to Moho generally increases as the Norwegian-Danish basin thins
suggests a Permian and younger age for much of the thinning of the Precambrian crust
beneath the basin. Whilst subsidence of the intial Permian basin may weH be related to
cooling of the lithosphere after the Late Carboniferous magma-induced input of heat, the
rapid Triassic and declining Mesozoic subsidence probably call for further explanation.
Either a very large Late Carboniferous heat input due to the eruption of plateau basalt
sequences (S(i}rensen 1986) triggering phase transformations (Vejbrek 1989), or Triassic
rifting and crustal extension (Nielsen and Balling 1990) can explain the subsidence. The two
examples of the thickness of the sedimentary cover (and corresponding Moho depths)
mentioned above clearly demonstrate that the Precambrian crystalline basement must have
undergone drastic thinning beneath the Norwegian-Danish basin. Assuming, conservatively,
that the original thickness of Precambrian crust was about 35 km, areduction to its present
thickness of 13-16 km would require a cumulative thinning (or stretching) factor of about
2.2-2.7 over the last 395 Ma. U sing the same reference crustal thickness, Nielsen and Balling
(1990) ca1culated a thinning factor of 1.3-1.7 for the last 250 Ma, a significant part of which
was attributed to Triassic rifting. The difference in these estimates, which refer to time spans
of different duration, might suggest that thinning had already started over the Danish area
during the formation of the Caledonian foredeep.
It must be borne in mind, however, that these thinning factors are approximate and may
have been underestimated. For reasons explained below, we have neglected the effects of
Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary inversion tectonics.

Alpine-induced basin inversion: rise ojTornquist
During Late Cretaceous and Early Tertiary phases of inversion, the Sorgenfrei Tornquist
zone acquired its principal near-surface inversion structures with a more or less uplifted
central zone, limited by reverse faults . The intensity of the inversion inceases from J utland
towards Scania and Bornholm. In Scania and along BABEL Line A ( Figures 3-7 and 6-10),
vertical uplift amounted to at least 2-3 km. Inversion of the nearby Rönne graben caused
revers al of its eastern border fault, and open to overturned folds of kilometre scale were
developed in the Mesozoic sequence on and offs hore western Bornholm (Hamann 1989).
Inversion of the Polish trough was even stronger. The Pomeranian-Kujawic Wall rose
from the deepest part of the trough and Late Cretaceous-Early Tertiary basins developed on
both flanks . In NW Poland these inversion structures were formed directly above their
presumed deep-seated counterpart, the anomalous lower crustal structure and Moho trough
ofthe Teisseyre Tornquist zone. In southern Poland, however, the inversion axis was offset
from that of the anomalous deep crustal structure and uplift occurred to the west, creating the
Holy Cross Mountain uplift. Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary inversion also affected nearby
parts ofthe Trans-European fault in eastern Germany. There the basement was uplifted 12 km along the so-called Grimmen Achse/Axis (Figure 6-6 and Figure 4 in D. Franke et al.
1989).
In northern Jutland, where the EUGENO-S Profile 3 traverses the Sorgenfrei Tornquist
zone, the Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary inversion amounted to only about 1 km uplift
(Japsen, 1992). The fact that a gentle Moho uplift was modelled along the EUGENO-S
profile here could be taken as support for the hypothesis that a rise rather than trough in the
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Moho and a thick crust-mantle transition layer has been developed because the Late
Cretaceous to Early Tertiary transpression did not fully counteract earlier crustal thinning
caused by the Permian and Mesozoic rifting and basin development (Ziegler 1982, 1988,
1990, BABEL Working Group 1991).
This model is attractive as it concurs neatly with stratigraphic evidence, and if it is assumed
that the depressed lower crust of the anomalous deep structure became subjected to eclogite
facies metamorphism, it also explains the unusually high P-wave velocities of the crustmantle transition layer within the Moho trough, through the mechanisms proposed by
Mengel in Chapter 4.3. But there could be complications. A 10 km reflection seismic profile
coincident with apart of EUGENO-S line 3 across the Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone (Balling
1990b) has revealed clear sub-Moho reflections beneath it, raising the question whether they
might represent the base of a thickened crust-mantle transition layer. If so, could the
EUGENO-S refraction profile have failed to record a deep transition layer and a Moho trough
beneath the North Jutlandic Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone? Hardly. Or could an anomalous
lower crustal structure have been developed beneath one of the other fault zone branches of
the Tornquist fan? This last question is more difficult to ignore. The Bornholm-Scania part
of the Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone is characterised by a positive Bouguer anomaly, which is
most probably caused by high density material in the lower crust (Balling 1990b). This
positive anomaly does not continue into the WNW -trending part ofthe Sorgenfrei Tornquist
zone across Jutland; but instead follows the NNW-trending Permo-Carboniferous Tornquist
branch through Kattegat. Recalling that Permo-Carboniferous dykes are found on the
Swedish Kattegat coast, the Bouguer anomaly trend could suggest either that the supposed
deep-seated high density body was created by Permo-Carboniferous magmatic activity, or
that Alpine-induced inversion structures were developed with a considerable lateraloffset.
Provided that during the Alpine-induced transpression, low -angle shear zones were operati ve
at mid-crustal level as proposed in Figure 3-7b, laterally offset near-surface inversion
structures and lower crustal subversion structures could well have been formed more or less
simultaneously (Blundell and the BABEL Working Group 1992). This seems to be the case
in southern Poland where the uplifted Holy Cross Mountains are offset from the deep Moho
trough of the Teisseyre Tornquist zone. Further acquisition of deep reflection seismic
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profiles across both the Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone and the Permo-Carboniferous Tornquist
branch will be needed to distinguish between these hypotheses.
The Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary inversion did not bring tectonic activity in the
Tornquist fan to a complete end. Local sag basins developed along the Permo-Carboniferous
Tornquist branch in Kattegat recorded Quaternary activity (Lykke-Andersen 1987). Likewise, recent intra-crustal seismicity has been reported from Kattegat, as discussed in Chapter
5.3. Other earthquakes located on and offshore around the west coast of Jutland with focal
depths of 30-40 km point to Recent activity beneath the WNW -trending axis of the
Norwegian-Danish Basin.

6.2.2 THE CALEDONIAN OROGEN CROSSED BY THE EGT

The marginal thrust belt 0/ the north German Caledonides
South of the Danish area of concealed Precambrian basement, the European Geotraverse
intersects the British-North German-Polish Caledonides of East Avalonian origin, crossing
from north to south; the marginal thrust belt, a buried accretionary belt, and the Cadomian
(and older) Lüneburg massif, shown in Figure 6-10. The Caledonian deformation front at the
northern border of the marginal thrust belt is nowhere exposed at surface but can be traced
in reflection seismic profiles both west and east ofEGT. However, a seismic profile along
strike over the Horn graben shows clear SSW -dipping reflectorsthat are interpreted to outline
thrust structures at the front. BABEL Line A, offshore Mon, reveals similar S-dipping
structures. Together with the constraints supplied by deep weHs in southern Denmark and
northern Germany, the location of the deformation front can be defined with a fair degree of
accuracy, as indicated in Figures 6-6 and 6-8.
Where drilled to the west ofEGT, the Caledonian marginal thrust belt consists oflow grade
schists, phyllites, and slates, whereas fossiliferous Ordovician shales and greywackes have
been encountered in deep weHs in NE Germany and NW Poland (Frost et al. 1981, Ziegler
1982, D. Franke et al. 1989, Dadlez 1990). The depth to the top ofthe Caledonian-deformed
basement varies from 1.5 to 7 km. Where EUGENO-S line 1 crosses the marginal thrust belt
in Schleswig Holstein, the position of the low grade metamorphics of the marginal
Caledonian belt is fairly weB expressed in the velocity model, outlined by P-wave velocities
between 5.5 and 6.1 kms- 1 shown between shotpoints CK and CL in Figure 3-6 (Thybo 1990).

Aburied Caledonian accretionary heft?
We suggest that the deep crystalline basement beneath the north German lowland south
ofthe Trans-European fault and north ofthe Eibe line is made up of a Caledonian accretionary
belt of truly East A valonian origin as shown in Figure 6-10.
It has been suggested repeatedly in earlier literature that Precambrian massifs occur within
this belt such as the so-caHed EIbe and Pritzwalk massifs or that the entire belt has a
Precambrian basement (the so-caHed north German massit). We prefer to believe, however,
that the available geophysical data and regional geological features are better explained by
assuming that the belt is composed of Caledonian deformed and metamorphosed postCadomian sediments, vo1canics, and ophiolitic melange with remnants of oceanic crust
possibly being preserved in the lowermost crustallayer having Vp =6.9 kms-1 (Figure 3-6).
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This primary crustal structure may have been modified by post-Caledonian events, not least
by locally intense Late Carboniferous to Early Permian magmatic activity (Trappe 1989).
On the Bouguer anomaly map (EGT Atlas Map 9), the belt exhibits two substantial gravity
highs (about 75 km in diameter) caused by a local rise in the Moho or by high density bodies
in the lower crust. At the southern boundary ofthe belt along the EIbe line, the average crustal
density and the magnetization of the crust both decrease along with a marked change in the
P-wave velocity above the Moho (from 6.9 to 6.4 kms· I ).
Coincident with these changes, a deep-lying conductivity anomaly (Figure 4-6) shows up
to the south of the EIbe line, rising gently southwards, from 15 km to 5 km depth at the
Variscan front. This anomaly is stratigraphically controlled and has been explained by the
occurrence of a fairly thin layer of altered, supposedly Vpper Cambrian, black shales within
the slightly deformed epi-Cadomian cover of the Lüneburg massif. According to Jödicke
(1990), a primary bitumen content in the black shales, and subsequent deep burial and strong
coalification with formation of graphite, explain the observed very high conductivity ofthis
layer. We believe that the absence of a similar conductive layer to the north of the EIbe line
is due to different lithologies and stronger Caledonian deformation and metamorphism ofthe
Caledonian sequences there. Caledonian deformed and metamorphosed rocks have been
drilIed in the North Sea and in southern Poland but, in between, there are no deep weil data
other than the Loissin weIl directly above the Trans-European fault. The 10 km depth to top
basement has been prohibitive. But Nature has itself sampled the concealed basement:
Rheno-Hercynian Middle Devonian clastic deposits of northern provenance contain spinel
grains of ophiolitic origin (Press 1986), conceivably derived from the accretionary belt ofthe
North German Caledonides that had just recently collapsed.

The Lüneburg massij, a Cadomian relie in A valonia
Like the Midlands massif in southern England, the Lüneburg massif apears to be of
Cadomian and older origin. It is probably bordered to the west in the North Sea by the Loke
Shear, and the EIbe line forms its northern border. It becomes deeply buried to ESE under
the Variscan thrust belt that is arcuate around the Bohemian indenter, but it may reappear in
the basement of the East Silesian massif of SW Poland. Thus the southern part of the
Lüneburg massif is hidden beneath overthrust Variscan units. Northward tectonic transport
of the Rheno-Hercynian sequence over the Lüneburg massif was probably facilitated by the
presence of the graphite-bearing (conductive) shale layer in the epi-Cadomian cover of the
massif. The DEKORP 2-N deep seismic reflection profile, close to the EGT (Figures 3-10
and 6-20), suggests that the massif underlies all of the Rheno-Hercynian zone, and that at
lower crustal levels its wedge shaped, but imbricated, southernmost part just comes into
contact with the Saxo-Thuringian thrust unit as shown in Figure 6-10. This means that the
crustal xenoliths sampled by the Tertiary basalts of the North Hessian Depression (Mengel,
Chapter 4.3) could actually stem from the basal part of the Lüneburg massif. If so, the lower
crust of the Gondwana-derived Lüneburg massif could be of pre-Cadomian origin with an
island arc stage in which granulite facies was reached about 1.4 Ga ago , long before the main
Cadomian events and the later Variscan evolution. The only Cadomian age obtained so far
for the crust of the Lüneburg massif is a zircon V-Pb lower intercept age of around 600 Ma
for the Egger gneiss, which was brought up from lower crustal levels as a raft during the
intrusion ofthe 295 Ma old Harzburger gabbro in the Hartz Rheno-Hercynian (H in Figure
2-4, Grauert et al. 1987).
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Caledonian lithospheric structures
In Chapter 2 we raised the question as to whether Avalonia docked as an 'orogenie float'
or as a wholesale lithospheric terrane. Relying on the observations presented and interpretations
made in the intervening chapters, we now feel convinced that priority should be given to the
latter possibility. We see that the uniform seismic Moho depth is more likely to be a result
of a scavenging eclogite facies front than detachment at the base of a 'float'. This view (which
we also consider valid for the Variscan part of EGT) is in agreement with the marked lateral
hetrogeneity revealed by the P-wave velocities at sub-Moho levels (Figures 3-9 and 3-19).
As outlined in Figure 6-10, docking of Avalonia alongside Laurussia's southem margin
probably caused oblique subduction both north and south ofthe last remains ofthe Tomquist
ocean. The lower crust under the Caledonian accretion belt with Vp of 6.9 kms- 1 is assumed
be made up of oceanic crust from the Tomquist Sea and other remains may be found at the
base of the flake structure where Baltica protudes southwards at midcrustallevels. In the
upper part of the flake structure, the marginal Caledonian belt was thrust over Baltica and,
due to tee tonic loading and flexure, a foreland basin was developed over nearby parts of
Baltica. South of the Caledonian accretion belt, at its boundary with the Lüneburg massif,
another, oppositely directed, flake structure was probably developed (cf. Figure 1 in D.
Franke et al. 1989). The epi-Cadomian cover ofthe Lüneburg massif was hardly influenced
by Caledonian deformation. With the Early Devonian collapse of the north German
Caledonides, a stable passive margin began to build up over Avalonia's southem margin, but
in different ways on either side of the Loke Shear. Early Devonian strike-slip displacement
along the Loke Shear (now situated beneath the Lower Rhine graben), probably explain why
the English-Belgian branch of the Caledonian fold belt (west of Loke) now ends blindly
against the southwestem part ofthe Lüneburg massif (east ofLoke). Strike-slip displacements
might also explain why the Eifel and Lower Hesse vokanoes, although placed in line along
the Variscan strike, have sampled different xenolith associations from deep crustal levels.
During the ensuing Variscan evolution, further terranes derived from Gondwana became
welded on to Avalonia. In Chapter 2 a fanciful tectonic model for the pre-collisional history
of these Variscan terranes was sketched. In the following seetion, a less putative and more
authoritative model will be presented.

6.3 PHANEROZOIC STRUCTURES AND EVENTS IN CENTRAL EUROPE

w. Franke
In order to make the complex development of Variscan events more understandable, this
seetion is presented in a narrative style. It begins with an account of the geodynamic
evolution of central Europe, as seen by the author. Then the main geological structures in the
pre-Mesozoic basement are outlined to emphasise features correlatable with geophysical
observations. More detailed discussions ofthe geotectonic development during the Palaeozoic
are available in Franke (1989a), Neugebauer (1989) and Matte (1986), and in thematic
volumes edited by Dallmeyer et al. (1992), Martin and Eder (1983), Matte (1990), Matte and
Zwart (1989), and Meissner and Gebauer (1989). The works edited by Ziegler (1987c, 1988,
1990) and Fuchs et al. (1983) provide access to the Mesozoie and Cenozoic development.
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Cadomian basement at outcrop or in the subsU/jace. Horizontal ruling: parts of the A valonia
microplate. Numbers refer to Ordovician palaeomagnetic inclinations in degrees, after literature
cited in Figure 2-2 and Kent and Van der Voo (1990), Khatfach (1989) and Soffel et al. (1992).
Asterisks: diamictites with dropstones relating to the Saharan glaciation (Ordovician/Silurian
boundary).

6.3.1 GEODYNAMIC EVOLUTION

Proterozoic and Early Palaeozoic: Setting the Stage
Palaeozoic development of Europe was controlled by the mutual approach and eventual
assemblage ofthree major plates: Laurentia, Baltica and Gondwana. As discussed in Chapter
2, the collision of Laurentia and Baltica led to the formation of a new continental block
(Laurussia) and brought about the Scottish-Norwegian Caledonide orogeny, which was
terminated in the Silurian. Likewise in the Silurian, the northernmost part of what is now
continental Europe (a microcontinent mostly referred to as 'Avalonia') was accreted to the
newly assembled Laurussian block, thereby closing 'Tornquist's Sea' and producing the
'north German-Polish Caledonides', which are now largely covered by late Palaeozoic and
Mesozoic sediments (Figure 6-11, see Chapter 2.4.7 and Seetion 6.2.2). This docking event
failed to produce a major orogenie belt, and had no detectable influence on the European crust
further south.
The crustal structure of central and southern Europe (including the Mediterranean) is
largely controlled by the Devonian and Carboniferous closure of basins which had formed,
during Cambrian through to Devonian time, within the northern part of Gondwana. Figure
6-11 illustrates the major plates involved, and the arguments pertaining to the kinship of
tectonic units in Europe. Everywhere in Europe there are outcrops of crust with a late
Proterozoic (ie. Cadomian or Pan-African) imprint, which is completely lacking to the west
of the Iapetus suture and to the north of the Trans-European and Tomquist fault zones.
'African' affinities are also reflected in the V-Pb ages of detrital zircons (Gebaueret al. 1989,
Hoegen et al. 1990).
Close relations with Gondwana are also documented, especially for the Armorican and
Bohemian massifs and areas further south, by high palaeo-inclinations and by traces of the
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'Saharan' glaeiation, whieh is responsible for the faunal break defining the Ordovician/
Silurian boundary (Figures 2-2 and 6-11, Robardet and Don~ 1988). It is apparent that
Europe, as far north as Bavaria, was situated so dose to the south pole in West Afriea that
it reeeived striated stones - today, glaeiogenic sediments are not found beyond 40° latitudinal
distanee from the pole (Hambrey and Harland 1982). Lastly, the Ordovieian of ArmorieaBohemia and areas further south is charaeterised by the Armorican quartzite and trilobites of
the Neseuretus provinee (Sadler 1974). As explained below, most of the basins within
Variscan Europe attained their widest extent during the Ordovician. The relationships just
deseribed may therefore be taken to rule out the existenee of wide oceans, at least in the central
and southem parts of Variscan Europe.

Cambrian-Ordovician rifting: break-up ofGondwana
During the Cambrian and Ordovieian, the northem part of Gondwana underwent a major
phase of crustal extension, whieh is documented in widespread sedimentary and volcanic
sequences. Rifting produced, in some areas, pronounced crustal thinning that partly evolved
to the stage of narrow oceans. This applies, for example, to the 'Massif Central oeean' of
Matte (1986), the Varisean basement of the Alps (see Chapter 6.4), the Saxo-Thuringian belt
of central Germany, and probably also to parts ofthe Moldanubian region (see Seetion 6.3.2,
for possible correlations with France see Figure 6-12 and Matte et al. 1990). These basins
were formed within the northern part of Gondwana, whieh was moving northwards during
that time, thereby eneroaching upon the northem eontinents (Laurentia plus Baltiea). This
scenario may be taken to suggest that the Cambro-Ordovician basins were formed by backare spreading (Cogne and Wright 1980).
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in the EGT Central Segment. Outer limit ofVariscan deformation is marked by the saw-toothed
line; subsUlface positioning after D.Franke (1991), D. Franke et al. (1989). RH: RhenoHercynian belt, MGCH: Mid-German crystalline high, ST: Saxo-Thuringian belt, MO:
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Munieh.

Devonian Rifting
Thick Cambro-Ordovician sequences are detectable in the Rheno-Hercynian Belt west of the
River Rhine, but appear to be missing from the eastem part of the Rhenish massif. Anyhow,
the most important extension in both areas occurred during the Devonian, after SE England
and the northem parts of continental Europe (Avalonia) had collided with Laurussia. Detritus
was supplied to the Rheno-Hercynian basin from this northem block (the 'Old Red Continent
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ofthe older literature). This is also reflected in the record of detrital zircons (Haverkamp ef
al. 1991). Devonian extension is documented in the onlap of Devonian shelf sediments of
locally more than 5 km thickness, giving way up-section to hemi-pelagic deposits, and
bimodal volcanism. Rifting probably commenced during the Silurian (Figure 6-14) and
attained at least the narrow ocean stage. This is documented in remnants ofDevonian oceanic
crust contained in nappes in the Rhenish massif and along-strike in SW England (Lizard area,
Floyd 1984). In both areas, volcanic activity persisted into the Early Carboniferous. A shortlived extensional episode is also documented in the early Upper Devonian of the SaxoThuringian Belt (Franke 1984b, 1989a,b, c).
Devonian to Early Carboniferous extension requires some special explanation. As
explained below, closure ofthe Rheno-Hercynian sea had already been accomplished before
the Toumaisian (Early Lower Carboniferous). Plate convergence in the active, southem
margin ofthe basin and extension in the basin itself must have occurred, therefore, at the same
time in closely adjacent regions. To reconcile these contrasting processes, one might
envisage that the Rheno-Hercynian basement, during its northward drift, overrode the
spreading axis ofTomquist's Sea, and underwent extension in a setting comparable with the
Gulf of Califomia at the present time (Matthews 1978).
The sedimentary record of the Rheno-Hercynian Belt bears no indication of a preDevonian passive margin situation. It is possible, therefore, that the opening of the RhenoHercynian basin effected the separation between the A valonian and Armorican micropiates.
It should be noted, however, that this is not in accord with the palaeomagnetic data presented
by Torsvik and Trench (1991), which suggest an earlier separation. Devonian extension in
areas further south (along the northem margin of Gondwana) may be deduced from
palaeomagnetic data but still requires further substantiation.

Silurian 10 Early Carbonijerous subduction
The earliest indications of Variscan plate convergence have been detected in eclogites in
the northwestem part ofthe Bohemian Massif, dated at approximately 430 Ma (Ordovician/
Silurian boundary; Quadt and Gebauer 1988). Metamorphic ages around 380 Ma (Early to
Middle Devonian) occur locally in the mid-German crystalline high at the southem margin
of the Rheno-Hercynian basin and are very widespread in the Bohemian massif (Hansen el
al. 1989, Kreuzer el al. 1989, N asir el al. 1991). Synorogenic clastic sediments (flysch) are
detectable from the late Middle Devonian onwards. Subduction of oceanic crust in all
Variscan basins was probably accomplished during the Devonian, so that the tectonic
development, at least from the basal Carboniferous onwards, can be taken to represent the
collisional stage.
Tectonic polarity during the collisional development is indicated by the directions of
tectonic and sedimentary transport (Figures.6-12 and 6-14), as weIl as by the migration of
foreland basins, tectonic and metamorphic activities. These features indicate that the RhenoHercynian and the Saxo-Thuringian crust was subducted grossly to the SE, whereas the
southem part of the Moldanubian zone shows the opposite transport direction. Such a
bilateral array of largely coeval tectonic activities has also been described from France,
Iberia, and southeastem USA/Mauretania (Matte 1986), and is taken to indicate bilateral
underthrusting under a median microcontinent (Armorican massif and central part of
Bohemian Massif, see Section 6.3.2).
Tectono-metamorphic activities at the Rheno-Hercynian, Saxo-Thuringian and southem
Moldanubian fronts occurred simultaneously throughout much of the Devonian and early
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Carboniferous, but can be shown to have terminated earlier in the more internal parts of the
Variscan Belt. In the externides on both sides of the belt, in the Rheno-Hercynian and
Mediterranean forelands, deformation did not cease before the Westphalian (Engel and
Franke 1983, Engel 1984). The pre-collisional shortening is poorly constrained. For the
Carboniferous collisional stage, conservative estimates based upon balanced cross sections
amount to a minimum of severall00 km in a N-S direction in central Europe (Behrmann et
al. 1991).
Important strike-slip displacements prior to and in the early stages of collision probably
taok place but are difficult to assess because ofthe intense later overprint. The main sources
of evidence are palaeogeographic 'misfits', such as within the Rheno-Hercynian of SW
England where the Devonian to the north ofthe Culm sync1inorium is developed in Old Red
Sandstone facies, while the time-equivalent pelagic sequences further south are entirely
devoid of sandstones. Similar problems arise at the southern margin of the Rhenish massif
west ofthe River Rhine, where Late Devonian flysch greywackes (Meyer 1970) contrast with
time-equivalent limestones in the notional source area further south (Krebs 1976). Indications of early strike-slip movements are also present at the SE margin of the mid-German
crystalline high and at the SE margin of the Saxo-Thuringian belt (see Section 6.3.2).
The early stages of deformation coincide with high- to medium-pressure metamorphism.
In late Lower Carboniferous time, low-pressure metamorphism took over. This is associated
with and followed by the intrusion oflarge amounts of granite, most ofwhich is post-tectonic
with respect to the ductile deformation.
There are but few plutons whose chemical composition can be related with subduction (see
Section 6.3 .2) . This might be due to the narrow extent inferred for the Palaeozoic basins;
alternatively, it is possible that those segments of the plate-boundaries observed now in
central Europe originated as transcurrent faults rather than subduction zones.

Permo-Carboniferous: late- and post-orogenie magmatism, strike-slip and minor
extension
The high heat flow observed during the late stage of the Variscan orogeny continued
throughout the Late Carboniferous and Permian. It brought about the extrusion of large
masses of bimodal volcanic rocks, derived from hot mantle and heated crust beneath the
Variscan edifice (Lorenz and Nicholls 1984). With respect to the slightly older granitoids,
there appears to be a trend with time toward deeper crustal sources, relatively dry melts (e.g.
Emmermann 1977, Flick 1987), and an increased mantle component in the Permian. There
is, however, no marked break in the magmatic development. Within the area of Variscan
deformation, the Permian volcanics occur in largely the same internal portions ofthe orogen
as the earlier granites. Hence, both the late- and post-collisional magmatism may relate to
one and the same heat-source. Since it is difficult to supply the heat required in a thickening
crust, and Permian crustal extension was only moderate, we might envisage delamination of
lithospheric mantle and heat advection from the asthenosphere (e.g. Sandiford and Powell
1991), as will be discussed in Chapter 7.
In any case the Permo-Carboniferous heating probably had a paramount influence on the
thickness and composition of the crust, and especially so of the lower crust. Magmatic
acitivity most probably brought about underplating and intrusion of basaltic melts at the
crust-mantle boundary and in the lower crust, as exemplified by a Permian mafic body in the
lower crust ofthe Ivrea zone in the Southern Alps (Voshage et al. 1990). This process may
also be held responsible for the 'layered lower crust' (see Chapter 3.2) encountered in many
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Figure 6-15. Sedimentary basins in Early Permian (Rotliegend) time. Volcanic deposits
outside the basins are nnt represented. The synsedimentary graben structures in nOl·thern Germany are only knownfrom oil industry wells. Dense stipple: depocenrres. Compiled after
Bachmann et al. (1987), SW Germany; Gast (1988), graben structures; Brink (pers.comm.),
northern Germany; D. Franke (pers. comm.), NE Germany; Emmert (1981), SE Germany. Compie ted after Brinkmann (1986). City initials as in Figure 6-13.

seismic sections of Europe, where it clearly post-dates the Variscan convergence and
probably pre-dates the Tertiary extension and volcanism (Fuchs et al. 1987, Wenzel et al.
1991). The DEKORP-1 reflection seismic profile has detected re-equilibration ofthe Moho
under the Permo-Carboniferous Saar/Nahe basin (DEKORP Research Group 1991).
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An important Early Permian (Rotliegend) depocentre, the Kraichgau basin (Figure 6-15),
is clearly correlatable with a pronounced positive Bouguer gravity anomaly (extending from
about 49°N, 8°30'E towards the northeast, see EGT Atlas Map 9). The large waveJength of
the anomaly points to a deep-seated mafic intrusion in the lower crust, which is corroborated
by the seismic velocity profile (Figure 3-9 shows high velocities in the lower crust under the
southem part of the Saxo-Thuringian belt). Minor intrusions into the roof might weIl be the
source of the smaller-scale magnetic anomalies observed in the area (Wonik and Hahn 1989).
This interpretation is an alternative to the notion of mafic granulites which were produced and
emplaced by southeastward subduction of mafic materials (see also Figure 6-18 and Chapter
4.3).
Most of the Permian volcanism occurred in narrow belts, which also received important
amounts of clastic sediment (Figure 6-15). Many ofthese depocentres trend approximately
N-S (grabens in the north German lowlands) or NNE-SSW (Zechstein and Triassic of the
Hesse Basin) and probably record the orientation of the maximum horizontal compressive
stress. However, some of the more important basins are oriented roughly parallel with the
Variscan structural trend (Figure 6-15). These basins possibly represent strike-slip related
features developed at Variscan along-strike fault zones reactivated by N-S directed compression (Bachmann et al. 1987, Schäfer 1989, Stets 1990).
Other basins were formed along important transverse fault zones, such as at the SW margin
of the Bohemian massif and in areas further southwest. The most important of these NWSE trending basins occur in the southwestern vicinity of, and roughly parallel with, the
Tomquist zone (e.g. North German basin), where they have been detected, under thick
younger cover, by drilling and geophysical surveys (D. Franke 1991). The Permian
depocentres are, for example, well correlated with positive gravity anomalies revealed by
stripping techniques, which imply mafic bodies underlying the basins at depth. These basins
possibly represent pull-apart structures formed by dextral wrenching (Bachmann and Grosse
1989), orelse were formed above a low-angle detachment fault in a transtensional environment
with some dextral shear (Brink et al. 1990).
According to Bachmann and Grosse (1989), the sedimentary and magmatic regime of the
North German basin is terminated in the south by the north German line, an approximately
E-W trending gravity gradient at about 52°N latitude. The higher density of the lower crust
north of this line can be attributed to a substantial mafic component. The orientations of the
sedimentary basins and especially the magmatic bodies of the Permo-Carboniferous record
a high diversity, in space as weIl as in time, of the controlling stress fields. This might be due
to important en-bloc rotations which have been deduced, by Edel and Wickert (1991), from
palaeomagnetic data.
The Early Permian basins along the Tornquist zone and an important embayment
branching off toward the SSW (Hesse Basin) also guided the influx of the hypersaline Late
Permian (Zechstein) Sea, which Jeft behind important evaporite deposits. Their later
displacement in the form of numerous diapirs has created the majority of the hydrocarbon
traps in the Mesozoic beds of northern Germany. Transgression of the Zechstein sea marked
the end of the Variscan and post-V ariscan era and the onset of the Mesozoic development of
the central segment of EGT.
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Triassie to Early Cretaceous: steps towards modern Europe
Some of the important Permian depocentres were maintained during the Triassic; the
North German basin to the SW of the Ringk~bing-Fyn High, and the SSW-NNE trending
embayment into Hesse (Hessische Senke).
A new tectonic and palaeogeographic regime began in Jurassic time. In the Middle
J urassic (Dogger), an E-W trending land area emerged in central Germany, separating, from
this time onward, the embyonic North Sea from a south German basin, a shallow, epicratonic
sea, which was at times connected with the Alpine Tethys. To the north ofthis land bridge,
an E-W trending depocentre (Lower Saxony basin) was formed during the Late Jurassic
through to the Early Cretaceous, probably by dextral wrenching, connected with the opening
ofthe North Atlantic (Betz et al. 1987, Ziegler 1988). Some deep-seated (?)Early Cretaceous
intrusions at the southern margin of the basin, which are only known from their thermal
effects, probably relate to the same tectonic regime.

Late Cretaceous to Recent: Alpine repercussions
The Late Cretaceous was aperiod of basin inversion everywhere in Germany, with the
exception of the North German basin. Certain segments were uplifted along NW-SE
trending fault zones (Figure 6-16) which probably date back to the Variscan deformation.
Upthrusting occurred alternately toward the SW or to the NE, partly with a component of
dextral strike-slip. The main areas of uplift are the Harz Mountains, the Teutoburger Wald,
the SW margin ofthe Bohemian massif, and that part ofthe Bohemian massif (Lausitz) NE
of the Eibe lineament (Zulauf 1990a,b, Drozdzewski 1988, Ziegler 1987b). The uplifted
areas provided detritus forco-related local basins. These activities are attributed to the impact
of the Alpine collision between Europe and the Adriatic plate (Chapter 6.4).
The Alpine collision is likewise held responsible for the Cenozoic development of the
EGT central segment. NNE-SSW trending, Early Tertiary graben structures (Upper Rhine
graben and minor structures within the Hesse basin, Figure 6-17) probably record the axis of
main horizontal compressive stress in the Alpine foreland (Sengör et al. 1978, Dewey and
Windley 1988). A later, anticlockwise rotation of the stress field brought about NW-SE
trending grabens in the Middle and Lower Rhine areas, while the Upper Rhine graben was
transformed into a sinistral wrench-zone (e.g. Ahorner et al. 1983). Alternatively, the Cenozoic
graben formation might signal a large-scale reorganisation of plate boundaries (Ziegler
1990). The stress field of the Alpine collision is also documented in roughly N-S trending
horizontal stylolites in the Mesozoic carbonates (e.g. Beiersdorf 1969). The Late Cenozoic
structural pattern also accounts for most of the seismic activity observed in the central
Segment (Chapter 5.3). It is important to point out that all outcrops of Variscan basement in
the central European 'Mittelgebirge' are not erosional remnants of a Variscan mountain
range but owe their present elevation to Alpine processes such as compression-related
inversion, uplift of graben shoulders, or plateau uplift over an asthenospheric high (Fuchs et
al. 1983).
The Alpine orogeny is somehow responsible far the Late Cretaceous to Recent volcanism
in central Europe. Geochronological investigations have revealed that the earliest events date
back to approximately 110 Ma (Lippolt 1983). Volcanic activity attained its widest extent
during the Oligocene to Miocene and the youngest eruptions are only 11000 years old.
Frequent emanations of CO 2 and helium isotopy in source waters (Oxburgh and O'Nions
1987) are proof that volcanism must not be regarded as extinct. The geochemistry of the
Cenozoic volcanic rocks is typical of intra-plate settings (e.g. Wedepohl 1987, Fuchs et al.
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Figure 6-16. Cretaceous reverse faults (saw-toothed lines) and associated clastic sediments
(stipple) ; Lower Saxony basin (horizontal ruling) ; contact aureole ofthe Bramsehe pluton (dotted
contour). City initials as in Figure 6-13.

1983). Xenoliths from the basalts have provided useful information for the interpretation of
geophysical profiles (Chapter 4.3, Figure 6-18).
There is no systematic shift with time in the position of the volcanic centres. Cenozoic
volcanism in central Europe forms a belt approximately 100 km wide whose axis parallels
the Alpine front at a distance of about 300 km (Figure 6-17). Similar relationships exist in
France, where Cenozoic grabens and volcanic chains occur in a N-S trending belt roughly
parallel with the Western Alps. In Germany, there is no systematic relationship between
volcanism and graben formation: outside the E-W trending volcanic belt the grabens are
almost devoid of volcanic rocks. For their ascent, the volcanic materials made use of all kinds
of pre-existing fractures so that the orientation of dykes and volcanic chains is highly
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Figure 6-17. Tertiary volcanic rocks (black) and graben structures. City initials as in Figure
6-13.

variable. Coeval fractures appear to trend N-S and E-W. The geotectonic relationship
between the Alpine orogeny and the volcanic phase in the fore land remains enigmatic.
However, a possible mechanism for this is proposed in Chapter 7.2.2.
The Tertiary rifting and magmatism also brought about, in some areas, a profound reequilibration of the crust. The Upper Rhine graben is marked by a pronounced Moho high
and correlated effects such as a gravity anomaly, a fairly shallow brittle/ductile transition at
approximately 15 km deduced from seismicity, and high heat-flow (Chapter 4.1, Zeis et al.
1990). It is again puzzling to note that the volcanic belt does not coincide with, but cuts across
this Moho high wen to the north of its apex. A crustal model for the Lower Rhine graben
produced by Meier and Eisbacher (1991) suggests that the upper and lower crust are thinned
by separate systems of similarly oriented shear zones, with a mid-crustal detachment.
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Extension is transferred into the upper mantle by a low-angle shear zone dipping from the
Moho directly beneath the graben.
Tertiary to recent thermal activity might also explain the existence of a low-velocity zone
extending from Lake Constance to the northem margin of the Rheno-Hercynian belt, at about
10-15 km depth (Figure 3-9). Since it cuts across all Variscan tectonic boundaries, it has to
be of post-Variscan origin. As proposed by DEKORP Research Group 1990, this low
velocity zone might be due to the presence of fluids in the crust. Since it is difficult to envisage
the containment of fluids over a Ion ger period, such a feature is likely to be geologically
young. We are possibly dealing with an invasion of fluids derived from the mantle and/or
expelled from the lower crust, as a consequence of the Cenozoic magmatism.
The large crater of the Nördlinger Ries and a smaller one near Steinheim (both in southem
Germany, see Figure 6-17) originated from meteorite impacts approximately 15 Ma aga
(Gall ef al. 1977).
The latest chapter in the geological development of the EGT central segment was written
during the Pleistocene. Glaciers planed down all of northem Germany and left a cover of
clastic sediments, which has done much to stimulate the development of drilling and
geophysical exploration techniques directed at hydrocarbon traps in the underlying Mesozoic.
Recent subsidence of the North Sea coast is related to the reduction of the elastic forebulge
after the removal of the Scandinavian ice cap.

6.3.2 MAIN STRUCTURAL UNITS IN THE PRE-MESOZOIC BASEMENT

The subdivision of the Variscan Belt goes back to Kossmat (1927) and is based mainly
upon the metamorphic and tectonic differentiation. Modem geological and geophysical
investigations have confirmed the validity ofthis subdivision, which can easily be translated
into plate tectonic terms. As explained in Section 6.3.1, Kossmat's Rheno-Hercynian and
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Saxo-Thuringian zones represent Palaeozoic rift basins which were closed by southward
subduction during the Devonian and Carboniferous (Figures 6-14 and 6-18). Major
amendments have to be made only in the crystalline areas ofthe Moldanubian region, which
not only contains Proterozoic basement, but also has a strong Variscan overprint and even
metamorphosed Palaeozoic rocks. Deciphering these crystalline complexes is still at an early
stage.

Rheno-Hercynian belt and north Germanjoreland
Beneath the north German lowlands, and as far as the North Sea, unfolded Devonian and
Early Carboniferous sediments have been encountered in wells under Permo-Carboniferous
and younger cover (D. Franke 1991). To the south, the area of Variscan deformation is
approached. East of the River Rhine, at least, there is no weIl defined Variscan front.
Deformation appears to die out gradually northwards. The Rhenish massif and its a10ngstrike continuation in the Harz Mountains expose mainly Devonian to Late Carboniferous
rocks. The Devonian consists ofthick neritic clastic sequences, wh ich represent the southern,
passive margin ofthe Old Red Continent. Older beds (down to the Cambrian) are restricted
to a few anticlines, especially west of the River Rhine. Southern parts of the RhenoHercynian belt are overlain by a nappe system, which contains Devonian MORB-type
basalts, pelagic sediments and Late Devonian flysch (Giessen and south Harz nappes, see
Engel et al. 1983, Floyd et al. 1990).

Figure 6-i9. interpretative 3-D diagram ofthe main Variscan structures in the EGT central
segment, after Martin and Franke (1985). Ba: Bann, Gi: Giesse, Odw: Odenwald, Sp: Spessart.
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A greenschist-grade belt of rocks along the southern margins of the Rhenish massif and
Harz Mountains contains a mix of Ordovician to Devonian rocks including Late Ordovician
calc-alkaline volcanics (MeislI990, Sommermann et ai. 1990), MORB-type and intra-plate
basalts. The palaeogeographic kinship ofthis 'Phyllite-zone' (Figure 6-19) is still a matter
of debate, but it probably represents a more metamorphosed, southeastern part of the RhenoHercynian passive margin. The phyllite zone is bounded to the south by a steep fault which
probably originated as a major thrust, but was reactivated during Permo-Carboniferous and
Tertiary times (DEKORP Research Group 1991, Korsch and Schäfer 1991). This major fault
is clearly identified by a narrow belt ofhigh electrical conductivity (ERCEUGT Group 1992,
Figures 4-7 and 6-18).
As already pointed out by Weber (1978, 1981) and later confirmed from seismic studies,
the Rhenish massif represents an external fold and thrust belt. SE-dipping, listric faults are
rooted in a mid-crustal decollement zone which dips towards the SE below the mid-German
crystalline high (Figures.6-19 and 20).
The composition of the lower crust is difficult to assess. As mentioned in Section 6.3.1,
it has been affected by a Cadomian orogenic event, but relics of older crust may be present
(see Chapter 4.3). In the northern part of the Rhenish massif there is a seismicall y transparent
domain in the lower crust which wedges out towards the south (Figures 3-11 and 6-20). This
wedge is also observed in the French ECORS Nord de la France and DEKORP-l reflection
profiles (DEKORP Research Group 1991). It probably represents old (?Cadomian) crust
underlying the Brabant Massif. Its southern edge may be correlated with the northern margin
of the area affected by Devonian rifting, which has controlled the seismic signature in the
lower crust further south (DEKORP Research Group 1990).

Saxo-Thuringian beft (mid-German crystalline high and Saxo-Thuringian rift basin)
The adjacent belt of crystalline rocks to the south, exposed in the Odenwald and Spessart
Mountains and in the Thuringian Forest, is known as the 'mid-German crystalline high', and
was included by Kossmat into his Saxo-Thuringian zone. The crystalline high acted as an
active margin with arc magmatism during the Early Carboniferous collisional stage, and is
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the source region of the Rheno-Hercynian flysch. The protolith ages of the metamorphie
rocks in the crystalline high are largely enigmatic, but metamorphosed Silurian is present in
the Spessart Mountains. Metamorphism occurred in the Devonian and Early Carboniferous.
Early Carboniferous syn- and post-tectonic plutons include subduction-related rocks (HenesKlaiber et ai. 1989, Hirschmann and Okrusch 1988, Nasir er ai. 1991). In the southeast, the
crystalline high has been backthrust over the Palaeozoic rift sequences of the SaxoThuringian basin, exposed in NE Bavaria, Thuringia and Saxony, as weIl as in the
northernmost parts of the Black Forest and Vosges. Since the Devonian to Early Carboniferous uplift of the crystalline high has left no unequivocal traces in the Saxo-Thuringian
sedimentary record, this backthrust might weIl mask an important strike-slip displacement.
The Saxo-Thuringian rocks have been overthrust, in their turn, by a pile of nappes which
contains unmetamorphosed Palaeozoic deeper water facies and crystalline rocks derived
from the NW margin ofthe Moldanubian region, to the southeast. The metamorphie nappes
contain eclogites derived from Cambro-Ordovician MORB-type mafic rocks, which may be
taken to represent a Saxo-Thuringian ocean floOf. They were emplaced in a zone of dextral
transpression along the Saxo-Thuringian/Moldanubian boundary.
Seismic profiling across this boundary has provided evidence of the nappe thrusting over
the foreland, and revealed a slice of strongly reflective high-velocity rocks in a SE-dipping
zone, which probably represents the suture between these units and can be traced down to the
Moho. The German Continental Deep Drilling Programme (KTB) borehole has been
positioned with the intention of penetrating this suture zone. Reflection seismic surveys have
also revealed listric, NE-dipping thrust faults wh ich relate to Alpine transpression (see
Seetion 6.3.1). Details of the geological development and seismic coverage have been
published by Emmermann and Wohlenberg (1989), DEKORP Research Group (1988),
Dallmeyer et ai. (1992), and Franke (1989a). The southern margin of the Saxo-Thuringian
zone is indicated by an electrical high-conductivity zone (Figure 6-18).
During the Carboniferous collisional deformation, the NW margin of the Moldanubian
region was an active margin which shed flysch into the Saxo-Thuringian basin. Magmatic
rocks in the northern Vosges have been interpreted as relating to southward subduction ofthe
Saxo-Thuringian basin (Volker and Altherr 1987, Holl and Altherr 1987).

M oldanubian region

The internal structure ofthe Moldanubian region is complex and as yet poorly understood.
A central part of the Bohemian massif (Tepla-Barrandian = Bohemian) is unconformably
overlain by Cambrian through Middle Devonian sediments and apparent1y represents
Cadomian basement. Never the less, deeper and marginal parts ofthe Bohemian terrane have
undergone Early Variscan tectonothermal reactivation. Further to the southeast, in the
Moldanubian sensu stricto, SE directed nappe thrusts emplace high-grade over medium
grade metamorphie sequences (Tollmann 1982, O'Brien et ai. 1990, Carswell1991). Similar
features have been described from the Black Forest (Flöttmann 1988, FlöUmann and
Kleinschmidt 1989) and may be suspected, therefore, also to be present in the intervening
parts of southern Germany where the Variscan basement lies hidden under a thick Mesozoie
cover. At least the southern part of the Moldanubian Region belongs to the SE flank of the
Variscan orogen. From the SE part of the Moldanubian region, Finger and Steyrer (1990)
have reported I -type granitoids. The Moravo-Silesian unit to the southeast ofthe Moldanubian
was probably linked with the Rheno-Hercynian belt by an are structure around the central part
of the Bohemian Massif. It is now separated from the Moldanubian core region by an
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important zone of dextral transpression (e.g. Schulmann et al. 1991). To the south, the
Moldanubian sensu stricto, probably continues into the Variscan basement ofthe Alps, which
likewise contains a Variscan tectonic front with south or SE directed tectonic polarity (see
Raumer and Neubauer 1992). Seismic, gravimetrie andmagnetic surveys ofthe Moldanubian
crust have not revealed a clear internal subdivision and structure. This is probably due to
polyphase deformation, multistage metamorphism and granitoid intrusions, all of which
have acted to 'homogenise' the primary structures.

6.4 ALPINE OROGENY

A. Pfiffner

The EGT crosses the Alps in eastern Switzerland in what will be referred to as the Central
Alps. The Central Alps extend all the way across Switzerland and are characterised by a
regional strike oriented E-W to ENE-WSW. In this transect the entire nappe pile making
up the Alpine orogen is exposed at surface due to important axial plunges of the various
structures. In the adjoining Eastern Alps of Austria the regional strike remains more or less
E-Wand the lower tee tonic units of the nappe pile outcrop in isolated windows only. These
lower tectonic units represent the southern margin of the European plate, stretched during the
Mesozoie and subsequently compressed in the course of the Tertiary Alpine collision.
Towards the west the Central Alps grade into the Western Alps ofFrance with the regional
strike oriented roughly N-S.
The tectonic evolution of the Alpine orogeny is discussed in a sequence of snapshots,
proceeding forwards in time to the present. This was achieved in practice by progressively
retrodeforming the present-day structure of the lithosphere backwards through time.

6.4.1 PRE-TRIASSIC EVOLUTION

Pre-Alpine basement rocks outcrop in scattered areas throughout the Alps. They are most
abundant in the central part where high grade crystalline rocks are exposed due to extensive
uplift and erosion in the course ofthe Alpine orogeny. This basement contains a mix ofpreVariscan basement, Late-Variscan granitoids associated with clastic and volcaniclastic
rocks, and post-Variscan volcaniclastic rocks.
The paleogeographic map shown in Figure 6-21 shows the position ofthe major basement
blocks containing pre-Triassic rocks in the Alps. It was obtained by a palinspastic
reconstruction of the movements suffered during the Alpine orogeny and Mesozoie rifting
(for detailed discussion see Pfiffner 1992).
Apart from the Moldanubian zone (Black Forest-Vosges in Figure 6-21) Late-Variscan
granitoids are approximately lined up in three E-W trending belts, the northern, central and
southern Granite belts. Permo-Carboniferous volcaniclastic sequences were deposited in
narrow furrows some which are parallel to these granite belts. The volcaniclastics were in
part intruded by these granites and intensively folded as indicated by the angular unconformity
with the overlying Trias sie strata. The igneous volcanic and plutonic rocks ofthe calcalkaline
series are interpreted as being subduction related (Oberhänsli et al. 1988). The magmatic
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Figure 6-21. Paleogeographic reconstruction ofthe Alpine segment of EGT in Early Triassie
time (240 Ma). The names refer to future Alpine nappes or basement blocks.

activity is related to a phase oftherrnal updoming and subsequent stretching ofthe thickened
crust (Lorenz and Nicholls 1984). The angular unconforrnities observed within the PerrnoCarboniferous troughs suggest that these furrows forrned in a transpressive regime (Laubscher
1987) which is related to a dextral transforrn zone between the Urals and the Appalachians
(Matte 1986, Ziegler 1990, Franke Section 6.3). In Perrnian times, post-Variscan stretching
and subsidence broadened the troughs. Typically red beds accumulated in these basins and
are conformably (or with a slight unconformity) overlain by Triassic sediments.

6.4.2 MESOZOIC RIFfING PHASE

During the Mesozoic the lithosphere underwent a phase of stretching and thinning
associated with sinistral strike slip between the European and the Adriatic-African plate as
explained in Chapter 2-4- 13. This rifting phase was particularly active in Jurassic times
during the separation of Gondwana and Laurasia and the associated opening of the Tethys
and Atlantic ocean_
Figure 6-22 is a paleogeographic map illustrating the situation at the end of the Jurassic
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Figure 6-22 . Paleogeographic reconstruction at the end ofthe Jurassie (150 Ma) after rifting
and opening of the Piemont ocean. In the paleogeographic realm of the future Central Alps,
opening is oblique with offset ridges. A-B: trace ofprofile given in Figure 6-23.

(150 Ma). According to plate reconstructions, the Adriatic-African plate moved in an ESE
(Dewey et al. 1989) to SE (Savostin et al. 1986) direction generating a basin dominated by
transform faults in the future Central Alps (Weissert and Bemoulli 1985, Lemoine et al. 1989,
Stampfli and Marthaler 1990).
This Tethyan basin is of a true oceanic nature in its central part (Piemont ocean) and is
bordered by the thinned passive margins ofthe Adriatic and European continents (see Figure
6-23).

Stretched European margin
Stretching of the European passive margin resulted in a complex maze of basins and
swells. The largest basin, the Valais trough, is characterised by intercalations of basaltic
material in a thick clastic sequence. This basin might have formed in a transtensional regime
as a pull-apart basin. The continental shelf (Helvetic Dauphinois domains) to the NW ofthe
Valais trough is marked by slow subsidence increasing basinwards. Stepwise subsidence
with characteristics of extension are typical in the Lower Cretaceous sediments (Funk 1985).
The Brian90nnais swell situated to the SE of the Valais trough is bounded by steep scarps with
scarp breccias. South of the Adula block the swell is dissected by a transcurrent fault. The
sediments associated with this zone are exposed in the Schams nappes of eastem S witzerland.
Angular unconformities and sediment transport directions observed within them point to a
transpressional scenario (Schmid et al. 1990). The crust underlying the Valais trough is likely
to be thinned continental crust; locally it was possibly cut by extensional fractures which
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Figure 6-23. Cross section illustrating rifting and thinned continental margins ofthe Piemont
ocean at the end ofthe Jurassic. Trace of cross section is given in Figure 6-22. Pogallo and
Lugano are major syn-sedimentary normal faults extending into the basement.

served as pathways for the ascent of basaltic melts from the mantle. The small volume of
ophiolitic material found in the corresponding nappes (e.g. Martegnas melange) speaks for
incipient spreading rather than a wide ocean (see also Schmid et al. 1990). Based on a
comparison with modern oblique rift systems, Kelts (1981) proposed a two-stage model with
a phase of subsiding continental crust segmented by deep vertical faults followed by oblique
rifting associated with the formation of a narrow belt of oceanic crust.

Opening of the Piemont ocean
The opening of the Piemont ocean is coeval with the opening of the central Atlantic. The
original width of the Piemont ocean is difficult to assess. Estimates range from 100 to 500
km. In any case the opening was oblique in the transect of the Central Alps as opposed to the
situation in the Western Alps. The importance of the transform faults is indicated by the
occurrence of (a) pelagic sediments in stratigraphie contact with serpentinites (indicating
serpentinite protrusions along fracture zones), (b) ophiolite breccias formed by fracturing of
oceanic crust coeval with sedimentation in the fractures and (c) pebbles of oceanic and
continental provenance (crystalline basement and oolitie limestones) contained within
massflow conglomerates in the deep sea sediments (radiolarian cherts) of the Piemont ocean
(Lagabrielle et al. 1984, Lemoine 1980, Weissert and Bernoulli 1985). In Figure 6-22 these
transform faults are drawn parallel to the movement direction between the European and
Adriatic-African continents.

Stretched Adriatic margin
Along the Adriatic margin, stretching and thinning of the continental crust led to a
pronounced, rugged morphology with NNE-SSW -trending swells and basins. In the
Lombardian basin, for example, the distal continental margin submerged and became
increasingly starved. Differential subsidence associated with synsedimentary faulting
resulted in a sequence of silicic limestones up to 4 km thick in the basin in contrast to a thin
shallow water sequence on the swell to the west. Two normal faults can be followed into the
basement; the Pogallo fault, which separates the Ivrea from the Strona-Ceneri basement
block (Handy 1987), and the Lugano line that marks the western end of the Lombardian basin
(Bertotti 1990). Both indicate crustal attenuation by listric master faults dipping towards the
continent, similar to the modern example ofthe Bay ofBiscay margin (Le Pichon and Barbier
1987) where attenuation of the lithosphere is achieved by a ductile zone of decoupling in the
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lower crust situated between brittle upper mantle and brittle upper crust. Allowing for the
30° anticlockwise rotation that the Adriatic micropiate suffered after the Mid-Cretaceous
(Gosau) orogenie movements (Mauritsch and Becke 1987), the Lugano and Pogallo faults
were striking NNE. It thus seems that the principal stretching direction of the Adriatic margin
was parallel to the opening direction of the Piemont ocean.
The cross seetion shown in Figure 6-23 is constructed along the direction of opening and
stretching. It displays the horst -graben geometry of the upper crust of both margins and a
minimum width of 100 km for the Piemont ocean. The amount of stretching that the margins
underwent is difficult to assess. A crude estimate of ß between 1.3 and 1.65 was obtained
in the Austroalpine nappes (Campo block in Figure 6-22) based on fault geometry (Froitzheim
1988).

6.4.3 CRET ACEOUS CONVERGENCE

The building of the Alps implied at least two distinct episodes, one in the Cretaceous,
affecting primarily the Eastern and Western Alps, and one in the Tertiary (split into two or
more events by some authors) and of prime importance for the Central Alps. The Cretaceous
(or eo-Alpine) orogenie episode corresponds to NE-SW directed convergence between the
European and African plates (Dewey et ai. 1989, Chapter 2.4.14). The Adriatic micropiate
was separated from the African plate between 130 and 80 Ma and suffered a 30° anticlockwise
rotation during that period (Dercourt et al. 1986, Platt et al. 1989, Heller et al. 1989). For the
plate boundary on the northwestern margin of the Adriatic micropiate, this rotation corresponded to a dextral transpressive movement relative to the European plate. Its expression
is found in west to northwest oriented thrusting in the western and Eastern Alps which led
to the formation of the eo-Alpine chain (see below).
One of the primary constraints on palaeogeographic reconstructions is the fact that
sedimentation persisted and outlasted this orogeny in the realm of the future Central Alps. In
fact, fragments of this eo-Alpine orogen are at present in an even higher structural position
than these Cretaceous-Cenozoic sediments as a result of later N-S oriented compression.
Figure 6-24 is an attempt to sketch the paleogeography at Mid-Cretaceous times (90 Ma). The
SE part of the Adriatic micropiate is displaced over a distance of 270 km in a westerly
direction in this reconstruction. An E to SE-dipping subduction zone and associated
accretionary wedge developed in the Eastern and Western Alps. A roughly E-W trending
dextral transcurrent fault zone links the leading edges of the advancing nappe piles between
Western and Eastern Alps and one branch delimits the Eastern Alps to the north. In the area
to the northwest, sedimentation on the carbonate platform of the European margin (the
Dauphinois-Helvetic shelf) and on the Brian~onnais swell persisted. In the immediate
vicinity 01' the transcurrent faults and the accretionary wedges a number 01' flysch basins
formed, accumulating detritus from the rising cordillera. Provenance from the south and east
is particularly conspicuous for Late Cretaceous times (Wildi 1985). Some 01' these flyschs
contain conglomerates with pebbles 01' granites and volcanic rocks pointing to the existence
01' elongate basement highs. These highs may have formed in a transpressional regime along
certain segments (constraining bends) 01' the transcurrent faults.
A metamorphie event dated at the Mid-Cretaceous overprinted Penninie and Austroalpine
basement units in the Western and Eastern Alps (see Frank et ai. 1987 and Hunziker et ai. 1989
for a review). In the Western Alps it is a high-pressure event related to a subduction zone
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Figure 6-24. Paleogeographic reconstruction at Mid-Cretaceous times (90 Ma) illustrating
eo-Alpine plate tectonic setting . A mountain chain extendsfrom the western to the Eastern Alps.
To the north, sedimentation continues on the accretionary wedge andflysch basins develop on
either side of the evolving orogen. C-D: trace of profile given in Figure 6-25.

(Polino el al. 1990). In Figure 6-25 this subduction zone is taken to dip in an E to SE direction,
that is in the direction of plate convergence and in a direction favourable to a rapid
consumption of the Piemont ocean of the Western Alps. The basement blocks of the
European margin (Oora Maira, Mte Rosa and Bernhard) and the Piemont oceanic crust are
shown subducted beneath the Adriatic plate and undergoing high-pressure metamorphism.
The Grand Paradiso and Sesia-Lanzo blocks of the Adriatic are also brought to greater depths
and undergoing high-pressure metamorphism through underplating. One of the major
difficulties associated with this eo-Alpine orogeny is the observation that the pre-Triassic
basement rocks of the Bernhard nappe were seemingly undergoing high-pressure metamorphism (Hunziker ef al. 1989) while its sedimentary cover, wh ich constitutes the Brian<;onnais
swell, was still at a site of sedimentation which continued up into the Cenozoic. We are
therefore forced to conclude that the cover was already detached from the basement and
incorporated into the accretionary wedge (which contradicts observations by Sartori 1987)
or that in the case ofthe Bernhard nappe the high-pressure metamorphism is ofTertiary age.
The length of the subducted slab of Piemont oceanic crust in Figure 6-25 corresponds to the
minimum estimate used in the paleogeographic map of Figure 6-24. There is no evidence of
any volcanism associated with this Cretaceous subduction zone. It might be that the
subducted slab of oceanic crust was too short to generate significant amounts of melt.
In the Eastern Alps WNW -directed thrusting (Ratschbacher and Neubauer 1989) occurred
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throughout much of the Early Cretaceous (Decker et ai. 1987, Frank et ai. 1987) and is
synchronous with a metamorphie event. The overall tee tonic setting during the Cretaceous
corresponds to oblique convergence (dextral transpression) which was progressively replaced by N- S compression during the Tertiary. Mid-Cretaceous alkaline magmatism at the
northern margin ofthe Eastern Alps (Northern Calcarous Alps) is related to a transpressive
regime rather than a subduction zone (Trommsdorf et ai. 1990). Geochemical characteristics
point to a source of the melt in a subcontinental mantle.
In the Southern Alps, W-directed thrusting in the Dolomites has been attributed to later,
Paleogene compression in the Dinaric orogen (Doglioni and Bosellini 1987). During the Late
Cretaceous the Lombardian Flysch basin developed (see Figure 6-24) to the west of the
Giudicarie transpressive belt. Paleocurrent data document a westward progradation of this
submarine fan system and provenance of the terrigenous material from the northeast. Within
the Austroalpine nappes of the Eastern Alps, angular unconformities in small Gosau basins
document orogenie movements in the Late Cretaceous (see Faupl et ai. 1987). Paleocurrents
indicate a northern to western source area for most of these basins.

6.4.4 TERTIARY COLLISION

The second phase of convergence during the Tertiary implied N-S to NNE- SSW directed
plate motions between Europe and Africa in the Eocene, and NW-SE directed motion since
the Miocene (Dewey et ai. 1989). For the Adriatic prornontory of Africa a somewhat
independent motion path must be assumed (see also Seetion 6.5.4). Kinematic indicators in
the Western Alps point to more westerly directed thrusting (Platt et ai. 1989) which can be
explained by the Adriatic micropIate acting as a rotating indenter (ViaIon et ai. 1989). This
rotation is thought to have affected the southwestern margin of the European margin as weil
as can also be deduced from the orientation of the paleomagnetic vectors (Heller et ai. 1989).
As a consequence of this more N-S directed plate convergence abivergent collision
orogen evolved along the transect ofthe EGT. The thinned continental crust ofthe European
plate margin was delaminated. The upper crust was peeled off and thrust northward into the
nappe pile of the Penninie nappes (Suretta, Tambo, Adula and Simano in Figure 6-26).
Similarly the thinned margin of the Adriatic plate was shortened by southward imbrication
of upper crustal flakes (Orobie and its underlying units in Figure 6-26). The timing of these
imbrications is not weIl constrained, but a progression of thrusting from structurally higher
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suture zone (Bergell and Novate intrusives). Foredeeps to the north and south receive clastics of
the rising Alpine chain.

to lower units (i.e. in-sequence thrusting) seems at least plausible. In any case the youngest
imbrications involve the northemmost (Helvetic zone) and southemmost (buried Southalpine
thrustbelt beneath the Po Plain) units of the Alps (cf. Figures 6-26 and 6-27).
The lower crust of the thinned continental margins was subducted during this Tertiary
collision. The cross seetion of Figure 6-26 showing an asymmetrie S-dipping subduction
zone was obtained by retrodeforming the present day structure (displayed in Figure 6-27)
which is constrained by geophysical data (see Figures 3-11 and 4-23 and Pfiffner et al. 1990).
The lengths of the slabs of European and Adriatic lower crust are constructed by a
combination of volume and line-Iength balancing. The subducted lower crust of the thinned
margins is estimated to have been reduced to 50% of its original thickness by Mesozoie
extension. The slab of oceanic crust attached to the European lower crust represents the
Piemont ocean. It was subducted in the Cretaceous convergence, oblique to the profile plane
ofFigure 6-26. This fact is responsible for the break in slope of the subducted slab. The lower
crust of the Adriatic margin is shown to be steepened and overtumed due to the effect of the
asymetric subduction geometry. Sandwiched between the European and Adriatic margins,
small pieces of obducted oceanic material are shown to straddle the plate boundary. The
sedimentary rocks, deep sea sediments of the former Piemont ocean, associated with these
pieces could be held responsible for the production of melts at depth. These melts rose
possibly along the suture zone and intruded near the southem end of the Adula and Tambo
nappes (Figure 6-26) at around 30 Ma (Bregaglia and Novate intrusions with associated
dykes, Trommsdorff and Nievergelt 1983).
To the north of the Alps a foreland basin had developed in Late Eocene times. Its
depocentre migrated northward in time in response to loading and flexure ofthe lithosphere
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Figure 6-27. Present-day cross section along EGT. The latest stage ofthe collision is marked
by indentation of a wedge of the Adriatic plate forced into the thickened European plate, splitting
it apart. The central part (Penninic basement nappes Adula, Tambo and Suretta) is uplifted and
eroded in the process with backfolding in the vicinity ofthe lnsubric line . The detached cover of
the Adriatic indentor now forms the buried Milanfold-and-thrust belt.

due to the collision event (Pfiffner 1986, see also Section 6.2.2). The southern margin ofthis
foreland basin was controlled by the toe of the advancing Alpine nappe pile and the
accumulating clastic sediments reflect the important erosion in the rising Alpine chain. This
unroofing stage seems to have had a climax at around 30 and 20 Ma (Pfiffner 1986, Hurford
et al. 1989). The early stage ofthe foreland basin was a flysch basin (North-Helvetic Flysch
in Figure 6-26) with thick marine clastic sequences that contain volcanic detritus of andesitic
and basaltic nature. The source of this volcanism, which is more or less coeval with the
Bregaglia and Novate intrusions mentioned above, is thought to have been in the immediate
vicinity ofthe basin (Siegenthaler 1974) but its exact location remains unclear. In any case,
this volcanism must be seen in the context of the volcanic activity of central Europe as
discussed in Section 6.3.1 and Chapter 7.2.2.
To the south of the Alps, in the Po basin, a foredeep evolved in which syntectonic
sediments accumulated, linked to south vergent thrusting in the Southern Alps (Roure et al.
1990). The thin Oligocene Chiasso formation is unconformably overlain by the thick, clastic
Gonfolite Lombarda group which is of Oligocene- Miocene age and already containing
boulders of the Bregaglia intrusives (Gunzenhauser 1985). Geochronological studies
suggest that the rapid subsidence of the Po basin during the deposition of the Gonfolite
Lombarda group was coeval with rapid uplift in the adjoining Alps to the north. A
deceleration of this uplift occurred during the Miocene (Giger and Hurford 1989). The
climax of the unroofing stage around 20 Ma is coeval with dextral transpressive movements
along the Insubric line (Figure 6-23; see also Schmid et al. 1989). Vertical uplift due to steep
south vergent thrust faulting affected the northern block (Penninic nappes) and led to the
juxtaposition of amphibolite facies grade and anchimetamorphic rocks on either side of the
Insubric line. The largest amount of uplift occurred in the Toce-Lepontine area, more or less
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on the transect of EGT. In response to the updoming of the Toce-Lepontine area, the upper
part ofthe orogen seemed to undergo extension. To the west ofthis dome the Simplon line,
a west dipping crustal-scale normal fault, indicates E-W stretching at a late stage (19-6 Ma)
of the collision (Mancktelow 1985, Merle et al. 1989). Similarly the Brenner line east of the
Tauern window in the Eastern Alps indicates E-W extension in relation to unroofing of the
Tauern thermal dome (Selverstone 1988). There, eo-Oligocene ductile thinning was
followed by Miocene low-angle faulting. On the eastern side of the Lepontine dome no
similar normal fault exists and data on kinematic indicators are as yet circumstantial.
In the Western Alps the rotating WNW motion ofthe Adriatic micropiate was associated
with transcurrent fauIting (Viaion et al. 1989). Large scale sinistral strike-slip movements
were postulated by Rieou and Siddans (1986) to accommodate the N-S convergence in the
Central Alps. Such N-S striking transcurrent faults could also explain the rapid uplift ofthe
high-pressure assemblages: steep reverse fauIting on constraining bends of the transcurrent
faults would represent an efficient mechanism for vertical uplift. In addition, the relief
produced over the developing positive flower structures would form a narrow belt. The
associated volume of rocks needed to be removed by erosion to unroof high-pressure
assemblages would be much smaller than that required by uplift due to underplating as
envisaged by Platt (1986). The relatively small and few flysch basins in which the eroded
material accumulated also points to a narrow orogenic belt as source area.
The late stages of the collision produced some spectaeular large-seale backfolds in the
Penninic nappes ofthe Central Alps. In Figure 6-27 they incJude the folds in the Suretta nappe
and the anti formal structure ofthe Adula nappe intruded by the Cenozoic granites. The Adula
backfold is associated with steep S-directed reverse faulting on the Insubric line. Foliation
and nappe contacts were steepened and overturned in the process (southern steep belt of 'root
zone' of the older literature, Milnes 1974). These movements are related to a wedge of
Adriatic crust which was forced into the European erust. As Figure 6-27 shows, the European
crust was split apart. The upper crust, namely the Penninic nappe pile, was uplifted in the
fashion of a pop-up strueture. The uplift in the south was along the Insubric line, and the one
in the north was along thrusts within and beneath the Aar and Gotthard massifs. All these
crustal scale thrusts are shown as listric, decoupling the uppercrust in accord with the straight
profiles shown in Chapter 4.2. The lower European crust was overridden by the Adriatic
micropiate. Within the latter, deformation led to the formation of the Milan fold belt (e.g.
Roeder 1989a) which is buried beneath the Cenozoic infill of the Po basin. Shortening of the
entire south Alpine fold-and-thrust belt is on the order of 70-115 km, but only some 30 km
are related to the buried Milano fold belt, which formed last in the kinematic sequence. Its
balancing determines the length of the indenting wedge of lower crust. A material balance
suggests that the indenting wedge also overrode the northernmost stretehed part of the
Adriatic crust, which had been stacked up in a southerly direction in the earlier history of the
collision.
The latest movements of the collision were coeval with a NW motion of the African plate
relative to Europe sinee the Mioeene (Dewey et al. 1989). Within the collision zone the
convergence pattern is quite complex. In the EGT transect, the late dextral movements along
the E-W striking Insubrie line have been interpreted as lateral escape (Schmid et al. 1989).
In the Western Alps NW -directed late thrusting accounts for the development of crustal scale
basement uplifts (Aiguilles Rouges and Mont-Blanc massifs, Mugnier et al. 1990, Butler et
al. 1986). This late thrusting seems to post-date NNW -direeted thrusting in the Central Alps.
Hinge lines of large scale folds of the MorcJes nappe ean be traced from the Central to the
Western Alps (Ramsay 1989). They are related to the early NNW-directed shortening and
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subsequently warped by the updoming of the Aiguilles Rouges and Mont Blane massifs
during the northwest oriented late eonvergenee.
In summary it follows that the Tertiary eollision in itself represents a polyphase and
eomplex interplay of erustal seale normal, thrust and strike-slip faulting whieh eontinues to
the present. Reeent erustal movements expressed by vertieal uplift along the EGT transeet
reaeh a maximum value of2 mma- I near Chur (in Figure 6-27, see also Chapter 5.3.3). In plan
view this maximum extends along the basement uplifts of the external massifs (e.g. Aar
massif, Figure 6-27). Does this mean that this reeent uplift is at least partially triggered by
presently eontinuing eollision and associated decoupling of upper erust? The data on reeent
seismieity is not in eonfliet with this idea. We explore the possibilities further in Chapter
7.2.2.

6.5 TUE FRAGMENTED ADRIA TIC MICROPLATE: EVOLUTION OF TUE
SOUTUERN ALPS, TUE PO PLAIN, AND TUE NORTUERN APENNINES

P. Giese, D. Roeder, and P. Scandone
This seetion of the EGT extends from the topographie baekbone of the Alps to the north
tip of Corsica. It is only 430 km long, but it displays a speetaeular arehiteeture of plate
interaetion. The suture between Europe and the Adriatie mieroplate is erossed twiee by this
segment; onee in the Alps with a deep subduetion slab, and again in the Apennines with a
Moho overlap at shallower depth. This EGT seetion eontains the Adriatie mieroplate warped
under subduetion load and the thrust loads of the Alps and the Apennines. At its southern end,
it eontains the tip of the Ligurian rift which funetioned during orogeny-related lithospheric
extension, but had already evolved during the separation of Laurasia and Gondwana.

6.5.1 TECTONIC SETTING

The erustal silhouettes of the two opposed thrust fronts of the Alps and Apennines are
strikingly different and demonstrate two orogenie regimes. Both orogens are in a posteollisional state, and they faee eaeh other head on.
The Alps are still largely in a eompressional regime with thiekening erust, but in the
Central Alps, rising topography is already eounteraeted by the beginnings of extensional
teetonies. Fold belts at the Alpine north front reeord the latest supraerustal traee of the
Europe-vergent eollisional suture whieh interseets the Moho a short distanee north of the
Alpine south front. The latter is a south-vergent baekthrust antithetie (eonjugate) to the
eollision suture. It breaks through the Alpine erust too far to the north to show a Moho
overlap.
The Apennines are clearly in the extensional stage, with mid-erustal and deeper detaehments, metamorphie eore eomplexes, and with new oeeanie erust being formed within the the
main body of the orogen. Its north front shows a magnifieent Adriatie-vergent Moho overlap
in the footwall of the original eollision suture. It is not older than Plioeene and is oriented
synthetie (parallel) to the older suture. Seismieity and Neogene stratigraphy show that the
north front of the Apennines is in aetive eompression, as shown in Chapter 5.3.
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The common foreland of the orogens is the Adriatic microplate. This cratonic terrane has
been part of the field of transtension between Europe and Africa since the Jurassic, when
Atlantic opening reactivated the east-facing Tethyan passive margin. Its cover ofMesozoic
sediments is now deeply buried beneath Neogene clastic foredeep fill, shed from the rising
Alps and Apennines, and its lithosphere is deflected into an antiforrnal ridge by the thrust
loads and, mostlyon the Apennine side, by subduction hinge retreat. Near the EGT section
line, the northwest spur of the Adriatic micropIate has been indenting the European crust
since the late Eocene collision.

Southern Alps
Three structural elements comprise the topographic south slope of the Alps. Furthest to
the north, a belt of steeply dipping layers is composed of a stack of north-vergent basement
nappes above the ophiolite-lined Penninic (Tethyan) collision suture. During Neogene
backthrusting, this stack was tilted backward to form the steep zone. Near its southern edge,
the steep zone is truncated along the Insubric line, which is a major terrane boundary with a
complex history of dip slip and strike slip. Its kinematics and its considerable depth extent
are recorded in mylonite fabrics and contrasting cooling histories. South ofthe Insubric line,
a south-Alpine crustal block and its sediment cover contain south-vergent polyphase
compression. Seismic data show that a detachment at a mid-crustallevel merges with the
Insubric line at 15-20 km depth. It transports the south-Alpine crustal body southwards over
the load-warped Adriatic lithosphere, displacing the Po Valley basin fill, and forming a
classical fold-thrust belt which involves upper crust, Tethyan-margin sediments, and
foredeep fill. The south-Alpine fold-thrust belt is being tilted southwards by the Apennine
subduction. Therefore, its northern, internal zones are being eroded while its southern front
is buried beneath the braided, oxbowed, and swampy gravels of the Po River and its Alpine
tributaries.
South Alpine thrusting includes Paleogene, Miocene, and Plio-Pleistocene spasms.
Recent thrust tectonics is demonstrated in devastating earthquakes (1976 near Gemona in the
Tagliamento valley and possibly 1348 near Villach in the Gail valley) for the extreme eastern
part, but so far, the area of the EGT section appears quiet. Figure 6-27 shows the structural
style in a representative cross section. A compressionally emplaced thrust sheet involves 10
km of pre-tectonised crust intruded by arc magma, 5-7 km of Mesozoic passive-margin
sediments, and 3-7 km of Oligocene to Pleistocene foredeep fill. Its frontal part is a blind
thrust within the Miocene section. Its foreland imbrications contain several of Italy's major
oil and gas fields.
The south Alpine bulk-strain estimate, of about 100 km, is made from a mix ofpublished
data and speculation. It consists of 70 km of main-thrust overlap and 30 km of combined
fore land and main-thrust imbrication. Unknown subsurface details may widen the range to
between 80 and 150 km, but is still consistent with the EGT Moho data shown in Figure

3-13.

Po basin
The crust ofthis double foredeep is known from numerous refraction seismic experiments,
as indicated in Figure 6-28 . Its supracrustal details are known by petroleum exploration.
Elastic load flexural models of the basement top have been used to emulate the Moho at its
shallowest depth of 28 km and at its anti formal flanks, deepening beneath both thrust fronts.
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Figure 6-28. Map 01 seismic experiments across the Southern Alps and northern Apennines.

The sediment cover of the Adriatie crust is composed of the same elements as known from
both fold-thrust belts. There, as weIl as in the Po basin, E-W extension of Jurassic age has
generated rifts and has redueed the net crustal thickness to about 20 km.
The south slope of the Po basin contains an Apennine foothilIs fold belt forming three
subsurface lobes or promontories (Pieri and Groppi 1981). These syndepositional folds are
of Pliocene age, blind-thrusted and buried beneath undeformed cover sediments, and are
displayed in superb detail on reflection seismic profiles.

Apennines
Along the EGT section, the Apennine orogen is composed of four geodynamic units.
Polyphase thrust imbrication during the Tertiary has assembled three pre-orogenic
paleogeographic units, from top to bottom and from south to north:
(a) the Liguride ophiolites and associated marine sediments of Mesosoic age,
(b) the Tuscanides, a pre-Mesosoic basement with thin Mesozoic coverroeks derived from
the stable edge of the Tethyan passive margin and fragmented off Pangea during the
Jurassic,
(e) the central Adriatie micropiate and its Mesozoic sediment cover.
The latter sequence is a northem correlative of the outcropping and strongly detached
Umbrian series, but is known only from weHs drilled into mildly detached structures (Pieri
and Groppi 1981). The thrust imbrication ofthe northem Apennines also includes an Upper
Cretaceous and Tertiary polyphase accretionary wedge. It covers the three lower units
unconformably, it contains their erosional products, shows evidence of repeatedly eannibalizing perched basins, and is progressively involved in the thrusting and folding. In this
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polyphase flysch wedge, stratigraphy and sedimentology document the tectonic assemblage
ofthe Apennine stack ofthrust sheets (Giannini and Lazzarotto 1975, Bally et al. 1988, Patacca
and Scandone 1989).
Flysche deposits date a NE-vergent collision or obduction of the oceanic Liguride units
with the Tuscan part ofthe Adriatic plate as Oligocene. NE-vergent thrust stacking continued
by successively piggybacking the stack. The present front of Apennine deformation involves
Pliocene strata and meets the buried Alpine foothilIs front head-on near the Po river (Cassano
el al. 1986). In at least one cross section (Pieri and Groppi 1981, section 6), the Alpine
detached units are overridden by an Apennine thrust front.

Ligurian Sea
In the Ligurian hinterland of the Apennines, polyphase extension has accompanied and
superposed Apennine thrusting since the Oligocene. Offshore, the European continental
crust is progressively thinned southward toward the oceanic crust ofthe Proven~al basin. Its
top shows articulation into several basins filled with Neogene sediments. The crustal profile
of the EGT shows a complex rift zone with thinned crust and a field of magnetic bodies which
can be traced southeastwards into the Tyrrhenian Sea. Onshore, the tectonics ofthis margin
is beginning to be understood as synkinematic backarc spreading. Tortonian and younger
extension is affecting at least the middle crust, and probably the entire lithosphere, of the
Adriatic micropIate. Deep detachments form antiformal viscous pillows or metamorphic
core complexes in the Cordilleran sense. Carmignani and Kligfield (1990) describe the AlpiApuane as an example. The extended supracrustal material is the thrust belt itself.
Compression and thrust overlap near the front and extension in the main orogenic body are
contemporaneous. The domain boundary migrates outward and generates complex superpositions of compressional and extensional strain.

Corsica
This relatively thick continental crust (Figure 3-15) with Variscan granites carries a cap
of Alpine rocks emplaced westward during the Eocene collision. The cap documents it as
a fragment of the European foreland, rotated antic10ckwise away from a site adjacent to the
coastal Provence (SE France) during the Oligocene and Lower Miocene.

6.5.2 GEOPHYSICAL CONSIDERA TIONS

Bouguer gravity
The Bouguer anomaly profile shown in Figure 6-29 (see EGT Atlas Map 9) portrays the
lateral variations in crustal thickness interpreted in terms of a density model which has been
constrained by the seismic data of Figure 3-12. A gravity low along the crest of the Alps is
consistent with 50 km of composite crustal thickness. A gravity high follows the Southern
Alps and fringes the curved west edge of the Po basin. It is the potential field expression of
the celebrated Ivrea body whose sparse outcrops support the idea of a crustal slab exposed
to near the base ofthe crust. The Apennine foredeep, its low-density fill, and its doubled crust
are reflected in another of the deeper gravity minima of the EGT profile. The Ligurian coastal
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zones and their extensional structures are associated with intermediate gravity values grading
into the oceanic gravity range of the Ligurian and Proven~al seas. The continental block of
Corsica and Sardina shows a zero level of Bouguer anomaly.

Seismic data
About 6000 km of deep refraction seismic lines recorded since 1956 (Figure 6-28) provide
asolid data base for modelling the lithosphere in the Po basin and its Alpine-Apennine frame.
Following a number of experiments ofboth local and international scope, the EGT projects
described in Chapter 3.2.3 incIuded a composite N-S line from the Alpine north front to the
coastal waters of Corsica, E-W lines in the Apennine region, and fans across the Po basin and
the Southern Alps. Deep events recorded in many ofthese lines can be interpreted as coming
from the Moho, and our accumulated wealth of Moho data shows the base of the crust in an
unsuspected degree of complication, as illustrated in Figure 3-13.

Rheological stratification 0/ the lithosphere
The seismic data base of dipping and stacked Moho segments can be interpreted
tectonically by applying to the lithosphere the model of a rheological stratification with a
strong upper crust, a weak middle and lower crust, and a strong upper mantle, as suggested
in Chapter 4.2 by the lithospheric composition and the geotherm (Meissner 1986). By
analogy with supracrustal compressional tectonics (Suppe 1985 and many others), thrusts
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cutting the stratified lithosphere can be expected to show ramped segments in the strong
layers and flat detachments in the weak layers.
Intracrustal thrusts cannot generally be seen on seismic data. However, for ramped thrusts
within a stratified lithosphere, the finite cutoff angle should be much lower than the expected
Coulomb shear angle. Figure 6-30 shows that in 25 km thick stratified crust, we can expect
thrust fronts at the basement top to be located up to 150-200 km ahead of the Moho break,
instead of 60-80 km as predicted for homogeneous crust.

6.5.3 STACKED SLABS OF LITHOSPHERE

The discussion of Alpine lithospheric imbrication started when seismic studies suggested
that the Ivrea zone contains mantle thrust over the European crust (Giese 1968). During the
following decade, the discussion became organised in plate-tectonic terms of Benioff (Btype) subduction and quickly dominated the field of geodynamics (Dewey et 01. 1973).
However, the complexity of slabs twisted and stacked in three dimensions is not predicted
by the classical plate tectonic model. Its full understanding required a new theory (Pavoni
1961, Tapponnier 1977) and another decade of seismic surveys. The Moho data from scores
of seismic surveys were patiently mapped, correlated, and interpreted in several incremental
syntheses (e.g. Giese et al. 1982). At present, and based on much unpublished work, we can
recognise five crustal and lithospheric units and their tectonic interaction. For several uf
them, we can map the configuration of the Moho (Figure 3-13). For all of them, we can also
describe the configuration at the top of the crust. From the bottom up, the stack includes (1 )
the European unit, (2) the Po Plain unit, (3) the Alpine unit, (4) the northem Apennines unit
and (5) the sub-Monferrato unit. Figure 6-30 schematically locates these units relative toeach
other and relative to the geography. Some degree of paleogeographic and plate tectonic
coherence is suggested for the Adriatic micropiate since the Jurassie opening ofthe Atlantic.
However, the Alpine collision and indentation since the late Eocene fragmented the Adriatic
micropiate into separate units (2), (3), (4), and (5).
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European unit
This unit, shown as (1) in Figure 6-30, is the foreland and lower plate of the Tethyan and
Alpine eollision suture. The present southern edge of its Moho, seismieally doeumented
beneath the Po Valley, is the limit of observation at a depth of more than 70 km. Its Moho
strueture is dominated by a nearly eireular depression below the west-Alpine are, clearly
related to the overlap on the Alpine subduction suture, closely refleeting the elastie end-load
eonfiguration, and thus of Alpine age. Eastwards it extends into an elastie line-Ioad
depression shoaling toward the Pannonian basin. Along the Ligurian eoast and in the EGT
seetion, the southward rising Moho refleets thinning at an extensional margin.

Po Plain unit
This unit, shown as (3) in Figure 6-30, forms part of the upper plate of the Alpine
subduetion, but it is fringed by erustal eomplexities and additional subductions. The
southwest and northeast flanks of the Po Plain unit are downwarped and form lower plates
ofNeogene subduction zones beneath the Apennines and the Dinarides-Hellenides (Moretti
and Royden 1988). The erestalline of this double downwarp, not everywhere doeumented
by Moho data, extends from Milano along the Adriatie median high and ends with the south
cape of Apulia at the heel ofthe boot ofltaly, where present deep water and thiek sediments
suggest oeeanie erust of Mesozoie age.
Moho staeking in the Po Valley-Ligurian area suggests a subduetion-related overlap of
at least 100 km beneath the northern Apennines. This overlap may eontinue northwestward
into the Piemont area, but a deerease to zero overlap near the traee of the EGT has also been
suggested (Moretti and Royden 1988). Subduction beneath the Dinarides is not yet supported
by data on Moho staeking. However, both the Apennine subduction and the Dinaride
subduetion ean be traeed southeastwards into seismieally aetive Benioff zones below the
Tyrrhenian sea and the Aegean sea.
Mesozoie sedimentary facies belts in the Dinarides and the Apennines suggest that both
of these overlaps are loeated within eontinental erust. However, the overlaps mayaiso have
developed at the sites of Mesozoie failed rifts with thinned or even oeeanic erust within the
Adriatie mieroplate.

Alpine unit
Shown as (2) in Figure 6-30, this unit includes the erustal eore ofthe Alps assembled from
the original north front of the Po Plain unit or the Adriatie mieroplate, but it also ineorporates
substantial parts of the European erust. Its base is defined by shears rather than outlined by
Moho segments. Its eoneeptual definition is largely based on the geologieal interpretation
of Alpine basement eomplexes, as expressed in the previous seetion, 6.4, but seismie data
clearly outline its shape.
Along the EGT profile, the present base of the Alpine unit is outlined by the south-Alpine
baekthrust and the Insubrie line, and by a segment of the eollision suture in its late-Alpine
position. Under the Alpine body proper, the base is not partieularly visible, but ambiguous
seismie data still allow interpretation, including detaehments at the base of the Aar massif and
below internal foreland units. If geologieally real, these elements eolleetively form an aetive
detaehment whieh is absorbing the present trans-Alpine eonvergenee. It is broadly synclinal
in shape and 23- 30 km deep. Surfaee geology would suggest that this detaehment cuts
diseordantly through an assemblage of erustal units, suture segments, and sediments. At its
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southem tip beneath the Piemont area, the Alpine unit may or may not continue into the
Apennines.

Northern Apennines unit
This unit constitutes the crustal underpinning of the Apennine orogen as a mappable area
with coherent Moho events. It is distributed between the Apennine crest and the Ligurian
coast, with a nearly flat Moho at about 24 km depth. From its leading edge below the
Apennine crest, the sub-Moho wedge ofmaterial with mantle velocities thickens to about 18
km at the coastline. The upper crust and sediment cover of this segment contain stacked thrust
sheets and are affected by late Miocene and younger crustal extension. The supracrustal
northward extension ofthe Moho overlap displays the north-vergent architecture of subsurface
thrust lobes and folds explored for oil and gas (Pieri and Groppi 1981). The structural
assemblage produced during the supracrustal thrust succession and the Moho stacking
suggests that all thrust imbrications on top of the northem Apennines unit are older than the
documented Moho overlap and must have been powered by lithospheric thrusts further south
or west. It also suggests that the documented Moho overlap is dated by the subsurface
foothilIs folds as Pliocene.

Sub-Monjerrato unit
This lithospheric slab is similar to the northem Apennine unit, and both may either be
coherent or separated by a fault contact of unknown structure. The Moho of the subMonferrato unit is documented along a line of dip of at least 50 km extent, at a depth between
20 and 32 km. Its surface expression is the Monferrato complex of deformed Neogene
accretionary wedge. Its thrust emplacement is recent enough to deviate the Po River
northward by about 15 km. The sub-Monferrato unit describes an Apenninic crustal slab,
presumably emplaced upon European crust during the Pliocene and Pleistocene. Its
relationship to the Alps of Piemont immediately to the west is not understood. Apparently
the sub-Monferrato unit is separated from the Piemont Alps by a N-S striking fault mapped
at the surface as the Sestri-Voltaggio line.

6.5.4 PLATE PATHS, OROGENIES AND LITHOSPHERIC MASS BALANCE

To gain insight into the dynamics of the lithosphere, we are restoring structural cross
sections to the depositional state of their sediment cover. In the central Mediterranean area,
three problematic topics can be approached by using restorations. First, why are the
overthrust vectors ofthe Neogene orogenic belts not all parallel to the independently obtained
direction of convergence between Europe and Africa? Smith (1971) has shown that the
documented pattern of intra-Mediterranean small-plate motions cannot be resolved by
Eulerian vector addition, a fundamental assumption ofthe plate tectonic theory. Instead they
form a self-contained system. This topic is part of a newly emerging geodynamic model to
be discussed in Chapter 7.2.
Secondly, why is the amount of Neogene convergence between Europe and Africa,
measured across the Alps as the predominant site of indentation, two or three times greater
than the documented and dated Alpine bulk strain? A partly satisfactory answer is that the
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Adriatic mieroplate, serving as one jaw ofthe vice of Alpine convergence, is performing nonEulerian movements independently of Africa_ As another partial ans wer, the Alpine
convergence mismatch suggests that there have been unrecognised oceanic basins contained
in the convergence path. These basins have been subducted without geophysical or
petrological trace.
Thirdly, where is the disposal site ofthe lithospheric surplus generated when trans-Alpine
convergence is applied to normally thick, thermally defined lithosphere? This problem can
be partially solved since seismic Moho mapping has confirmed an asymmetrie model of
subduction. Thermally defined lithosphere in the lower (European) plate of the Alpine
subduction can be eliminated by thermal assimilation dependent on the thermal constants, its
thickness, and the convergence rate (Oxburgh and Turcotte 1970) although this may not be
sufficient. More likely, lower lithosphere becomes detached and sinks, as explained in
Chapter 7. As is shown schematically in Figure 6-31, the base of the upper (Adriatic) plate
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is a northward and westward rising tectonic surface cutting successively through mantle,
crust, and sediment cover. The upper mantle in the upper plate is affected neither by the
Alpine subduction nor by the associated compression and backthrusting, because the southAlpine backthrust merges with, and intersects, the base ofthe upper plate north of, and above,
the leading edge of the (Adriatic) Moho. Therefore, no upper mantle is participating in the
south-Alpine convergence. Figure 6-31 a shows a restoration, in cross section, of the Adriatic
micropiate to pre-collisional state after deposition of its cover sediments. To make this
restoration, we have assumed that the convergence acted in the plane of section, and we have
used the abundant data on supracrustaJ tectonics (Castellarin el al. 1985, Cassano el al. 1986,
Bally el al. 1988, Roeder 1989a). We have matched this restoration against the available
seismic and depth converted Moho data. The match between both types of palinspastic data
is imperfect, but it does support the tectonic interpretation of stacked Moho segments. In the
Apennines, crustal data are strongly affected by insufficiently charted extension, but the base
ofthe crust does show significant tectonic overlap. In the Alps, crustal compression is better
understood, but the original base of the crust is incomplete. The regular wedge shape of the
north Alpine crustal front suggests that it originated in Mesozoic time as an extensional
detachment, although it became modified during a long history of convergence between
Europe and the Adriatic micropIate, subduction, wedge compression, and mechanisms of
blueschist re-emergence.

6.6 SARDINIA CHANNEL AND ATLAS IN TUNISIA: EXTENSION AND
COMPRESSION

D. Roeder
At its southern end, the EGT intersects for a third time the Neogene plate boundary
between Europe and Africa. A composite fold-thrust belt with detached foothilI folds and
with docked exotic fragments of the Penninic accretionary wedge overlies a crustal wedge
which resembles a passive extensional margin. Although there is neither trench nor Benioff
zone nor magmatic arc, this convergent margin is consistent with the Mediterranean orogen
model if we appreciate that major parts are not intersected by the EGT profile, and if we make
allowance for some shortcomings in our documentation.
Figures 3-19 and 4-19 reveallittle evidence of a N-dipping slab of seimic high-velocity
lithosphere beneath Tunisia and the Sardinia Channel which could represent a subduction
zone. Yet parallel sections of seismic tomography both east and west of the EGT transect
(Spakman 1986, 1990a) show such a feature clearly. There is the suggestion in Figure 3-19
of a N-dipping high-velocity slab at greater depth that has becomc dctached from the
Iithosphere above. Figure 6-32 shows in more detail the P-wave velocity variations in this
section of the EGT taken from an earlier model by Spakman (1986). It indicates that
asthenosphere or very thin lithosphere may be in contact with the Moho of the Atlasian
foreland or Sahara platform . It shows that the possible break between surface lithosphere and
the detached, sinking slab is very shallow, perhaps less than 150 km depth. This leads to the
intriguing conclusion that the downgoing slab may not be Alpine in age but possibly Variscan
or Caledonian. The Atlasian system must have the Mediterranean type of architecture with
spreading just behind the thrust front.
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Figure 6-32 . Cross section along the EGT trace between the southern tip of Sardinia and
the Saharan end ofthe EGT near Gabes, obtained by combining the crustal section (Figure 633) with the seismic tomography data of Spakman (1986), redrawn. The contours indicate the
percentage variation in P-wave velocity from a standard Earth model.

Lithospheric data
As interpreted by identification of phases and by raytracing (Figure 3-15), the EGT profile
shows the normally thick continental crust and 70 km thick lithosphere of Sardinia thinning
southward, a crustal rift under the Sardinia Channel, and a southward thickening crustal
wedge und er the mountainous part of Tunisia. In the Sardinia Channel, the crust is thinned
by the Moho rising from 31 km to 20 km depth, and by up to 5 km of layers with seismic
velocities typical of unconsolidated sediments. An 8 km thick body wih high P-wave velocity
is most probably a pillow ofbasic intrusive rock, as have been commonly found beneath rift
systems, and the high seismicity and he at flow (Chapters 5.1 and 5.5) are testimony to current
activity. In Tunisia, the EGT profile (Figure 3-16) suggests a continental crust thickening
southwards at a steady rate of about 90 m per km. Recomputed for an azimuth across the strike
direction of the Atlas belt, the crust of the African craton thickens at a rate of 150 m per km,
similar to the extensional margin of the European continent against the Ligurian sea.
In Aigeria, no published Moho data are available, but the attitude of the surface topography
suggests a southward thickening, as weIl as a segmentation into three slabs: a belt of exotic
terranes along the coast, a northward tilted imbricate crustal slab under the Oran Meseta, and
the northem edge of the Saharan block beneath the Sahara Atlas.

Supracrustal geology
In its present state, the island of Sardinia is apre-Alpine crustal and orogenie complex with
a discontinuous cover of Tertiary sediments. In the Sardinia channel, the gently synformal
base of sediments is interrupted by several crustal fault blocks. One of them outcrops in the
island of La Galite in Tunisian waters. The Tunisian shelf and continental slope appear
undisturbed and tectonically quiet (Figure 6-33).
Onshore Tunisia, as the site of the Numidian and Atlas fold-thrust belt, shows a major
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Figure 6-33. Crustal cross section along EGT trace from the south tip of Sardinia to Gabes in
Central Tunisia , showing a geological interpretation of the seismic section of Figures 3 -15 and 316, based on supracrustal data supplied by Zaghouani and mapping by Burrollet (/967). Point X
at the left of the lower section is coincident with X at the right end of {he upper section.

southeastward thinning wedge ofTriassie to Neogene sediments deposited on a north-facing
passive extensional margin of Africa. In its present state thickened by folding, the wedge may
be as thick as 15 km at the north coast and less than 5 km at the edge ofthe Sahara platform.
In the Tunisian coast ranges, the African series is overlain by the allochthonous Numidian
series, which is an accretionary wedge of Saharan provenance, assembled north of its present
site, and emplaced during the Miocene.
In the African series, compressional detachment is evident in thrust sheets, box folds, and
open folds with a southeastward decrease in strain. The folds have wavelengths of 2-1 0 km
and have not yet reached locking position. Diapirs, core exposures and, perhaps, thrust
lamellae of Triassie evaporites show that the main detachment is located ne ar the base of the
sediment wedge.
The N umidian series is a stack of thrust sheets with imbricate or chaotic internal structure.
Interspersed slices of Triassie evaporite and the basal contacts show that the Numidian
terrane was emplaced on top of an undisturbed African sediment complex, and that both parts
were detached and deformed after emplacement. The structural style of the Tunisian Atlas
suggests between 25 and 50% bulk strain (most likely 30%), and between 60 and 120 km of
detachment (most likely 80 km) after emplacement ofthe Numidian series. Somewhere to
the north ofthe Numidian belt, this detachment should merge with a southeast-vergent intracrustal thrust. A more southerly intracrustal thrust or suture, that is, the trace ofthe EuropeAfrica plate boundary, is inferred but not documented.
In the Aigerian cross seetion, the duality of the sedimentary and orogenie series is
emphasised by the intervening crustal panel of the Oran Meseta. The Tellian and Bibanais
segments show the thrust style ofthe Numidian series. The Sahara Atlas is dominated by late
Triassie and younger buoyant and piercing evaporite; its style is different from the regular
fold style shown far the Tunisian Atlas. This, however, may be in part an artifact.
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The northeasterly strike direetion ofthe Maghrebide fold-thrust belt in Tunisia still refleets
the geometry of the Tethyan eollision suture prior to the opening of the Tyrrhenian sea. To
varying degrees, the aeeomplished folds are lengthened along their axes and offset on strikeslip faults. These features ofPlioeene and younger age (Castany 1951, BuroHet 1967) are
eonsistent with extensional teetonics.

Europe-Africa plate boundary
Near the EGT in Tunisia, global plate models (Le Piehon 1968, Livermore and Smith
1985) suggest a eonvergenee rate between Afriea and Europe of 10 to 12 mma- 1 sinee the
early Mioeene, and a finite eonvergenee of about 250 km. The Atlas strueture suggests that
mueh or all of this eonvergenee has been absorbed in a detaehment at the base of the sediment
series. It also suggests that this implied subduction zone should involve a 200 km long NWdipping, lower plate slab of African erust and lithosphere. Two possible sites for the surfaee
traee of this suture are the Sardinia Channel and the south front of the Algerian Meseta bloek,
but neither site is eonfirmed by a Benioff zone. There is no doeumented step in the southward
Moho slope whieh eould be interpreted as a suture.
The distribution of relative (residual) P-wave velocities as obtained by the seismie
tomography method (Spakman 1990b) is eonsistent with a north-dipping subduetion slab at
the site of the Europe-Afriea eonvergent plate boundary. Tomography data also suggest that
the plate boundary is somehow linked to the Saharan and Tunisian Atlas and not to the
Numidian thrusts and the Sardinia ehannel (Figure 6-33). These data suggest that the residue
of a subdueted slab may be represented by a deeper high-velocity body detaehed from the
lithosphere. Extensional teetorues, suggested by erustal strueture in the Sardinia Channel, is
eoeval with Atlasian eompression and with early stages of the Tyrrhenian opening. By its
setting in the upper plate of a subduetion zone, this extension would qualify as a site of
baekare spreading.

6.7 RE CENT TECTONICS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN

D. Roeder and P. Scandone
What are the driving forces of the swirling field of orogenie belts and eentres of loealised
extension so typical of the Mediterranean? Mueh of the pattern originates from the
eonvergenee between Afriea and Europe (Argand 1924), evidence ofwhieh is available to
us asdated platemotion paths ataresolution oflO-100km (Dewey etal. 1989, Roeder 1989a).
However, the topographie, palcogcographie, and geodynamie evidenee suggests a more
eomplex story (Smith 1971). Its understanding requires alook at the dynamies of eompressional
belts with extending and eollapsing hinterlands. It requires a look at ridge push, slab puH , and
sublithospherie eonveetion patterns, and it requires a serutiny of planetary mantle flow
patterns, the subjeet of mueh of Chapter 7.
Fundamental to an understanding, however, is aknowledge oftheevidenee. Mediterranean
teetonies is at present producing loeal oeean basins deeper than 3 km. It is also produeing
active voicanoes, seismie zones, and eountless human tragedies, such as the destruetion of
the Minoan eulture (1450 BC), of Pompeii and Hereulaneum (Ao79), Messina (1906), Friuli
(1976), the Napoli area (1983), and Kalamata (1986) to name just a few. The system is
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geologieally set for future disasters, although in eritieal areas anywhere between Budapest,
Algiers, and Kurdistan we eannot easily prediet their loeation.
A majority of orogenie belts in the Mediterranean segment of the Tethyan suture zone
displaya eombination of eonvex-outward eurvature, thrusting on the external side, and radial
extension on the internal side (see Figure 7-6). This Mediterranean geometry is known in
other parts of our planet as divergent are (Dewey 1980) or subduetion with baekare spreading
(Le Piehon et al. 1973).

6.7.1 MEDITERRANEAN PLATE TECTONICS AND LITHOSPHERIC DYN AMICS

Our kinematie understanding ofthe Mediterranean beeame quantitative after the Mesozoie
opening of the Atlantie was eharted with magnetie surveys and JOIDES drilling results
(pitman and Talwani 1972). The restoration by Eulerian veetor addition follows the
teehniques proposed by Wilson (1965) and by MeKenzie and Morgan (1969). Smith (1971)
showed that Mediterranean kinematies requires loeal plate veetors in addition to the EuropeAfriea eonvergenee. The first plate teetonie basin study of the Mediterranean (Dewey ef al.
1973) used the global Europe-Afriea eonvergenee veetors, restorations of extensional
teetonies, and available estimates of bulk strain in the fold-thrust belts. Newer attempts use
improved databases. Referenees ean be found in Ziegler (1988), and improved numerieal
plate paths have been presented by Dewey et al. (1989).
Our dynamie understanding of the Mediterranean lithosphere follows the work by Le
Piehon (1983) and his students, and it uses the eoneepts ofloeal indentation and lateral eseape
flow (Pavoni 1961, Tapponnier 1977). We explain the fields of extension behind orogens as
topographically deterrnined plateau eollapse (Dalmayrae and Molnar 1981, Dewey el al. 1986,
Molnar and Lyon-Caen 1988). Advaneed stages after orogenie eollapse are more abundant
and more obvious in the Mediterranean and are driven by the stress fields of lateral density
ehanges between erust, lithosphere and asthenosphere (Bott and Kuznir 1979), including
ridge push (Solomon and Sleep 1974, Tureotte 1983) and slab pull.
In slow or deeaying eonvergenee, subdueted slabs are affeeted by a kinematie proeess
ealled hinge retreat (Molnar and Atwater 1978) whieh leads to mushrooming asthenosphere
and baekare spreading. The growth of these loeal spreading sites is governed by the geometry
of the subduetion zone and by points of indentation between eontinents. An aeeount of areas
lost and gained in eonvergenee and baekare spreading does not reveal a direet relationship
to the eonvergenee rate. Rather, it suggests that the overall supply of fresh asthenosphere is
eontrolled by the Europe-Afriea eonvergenee. The overall polarity of the Mediterranean
orogens, their loeal eonvergenee veetors, the dip direetion of their subduetion slabs, and their
age sueeession perhaps suggests the effeet of a global pattern, but there is no clear evidenee
for this.

Continental convergence
Figure 6-34 shows a eolleetion of published plate paths of Alpine eonvergenee sinee early
Oligoeene obtained by veetor addition through time between the three plates of North
Ameriea, Europe and Afriea, and by veetor addition between the Adriatie mieroplate and
Afriea. To illustrate the earlier effeets ofthe Atlantie opening, Figure 6-34 also shows a plate
path ofIberia relative to Afriea sinee the Dogger age ofthe earliest mid-Atlantie oeean floor.
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Figure 6-34. Collection oftrans-Alpine plate paths projected into a vector through Veronajust
east of the EGT trace, redrawn after Roeder (1989a). Also shown is a plate path of lberia relative
to Africa redrawn after Roeder (1990). This path shows plate movements associated with the
opening of the mid-Atlantic since the Middle Jurassic. Numbers are ages in Ma.

The trans-Alpine paths,just east of the EGT, are oriented northerly or northwesterly, and they
show between 340 and 500 km of finite eonvergenee, or between 9 and 13 mma- 1 sinee eollision.
The eonvergenee pattern has the shape of a spherieal pie wedge. Finite and present rates
inerease eastward from the Eulerian pole at the Azores triple junetion to nearly 50 mma- 1 in
southeast Asia (Le Piehon 1968). On a great eircle through the Aegean-Hellenic system, the
present rate is given as 7-10 mma- 1 (Le Piehon 1983).

Local vectors 0/ convergence and extension
Convergenee parallel to the eontinental path is suggested by thrust fronts on both flanks
of the Alps, on the Carpathian north front, in mountainous North Afriea, and on a short
segment of the Hellenide and Tauride south front. At more than half of the fron tage of
Mediterranean orogens, however, the thrust veetors deviate by more than 45° from the
eontinental path. In several areas, the fold-thrust belts are aeeompanied by baekare
extension, often at higher rates than the eontinental eonvergenee. At the Hellenie treneh, for
example, the plate veetor approaehes zero (Le Pichon 1983). The veetor addition beeomes
even more eomplex where the foreland of the eompound orogenie belt moves independently,
sueh as in the Apennines (Pataeea and Seandone 1989).
Data for plate reeonstruetions in the western Mediterranean are searee and lead to
subjeetive and widely differing results. For individual events of baekare spreading, finite
micropiate paths are based on interpretively dated oeeanie magnetie anomalies and on
stratigraphie data at the basin flanks (Cohen 1980) as illustrated in Figure 6-35. This type of
loeal mieroplate path is defined relative to the eontinental plate on the baekside of the
spreading site. The associated eonvergenee veetor at the front of the spreading site ean be
measured only by struetural analysis of the fold-thrust belt.
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Figure 6-35. Map of Mediterranean orogens (stippled) in Recent plate configuration, showing
Neogene sites of extension and/or backarc spreading (dark shading), largely based on Boccaletti
et al. (1982). Coastlines are not shown.

Path 0/ Adriatic microplate
The common fore land of Apennines, Southem Alps, and Dinarides, measuring roughly
1000 km by 700 km, the Adriatic micropIate is a cratonic fragment of the early Mesozoie
passive extensional margin of the Tethys embayment between Europe and Africa. Since the
Oligocene, this fragment became partially and increasingly wedged between the converging
continents. Since the Miocene it has been indenting Europe in a hard collision and has, we
ass urne, been transform-sliding along, or converging across, Ionian oceanic crust connected
to the African plate. Its plate path is critical to its role of indenter and to the dynamics of
Apennine-Tyrrhenian backare spreading. However, its plate path cannot be determined
because it has only convergent and transforming plate boundaries. Any record of early
divergence from African plate terranes is now obliterated by burial beneath the thick Ionian
sediments.
Quantitative attempts at determining the paths of the Adriatic micropIate and other
fragments have been based on paleomagnetic data suggesting counterclockwise rotations
against the global magnetic field, ofthe Apennine foreland in SE Italy and ofthe island chain
ofCorsica and Sardinia (Vandenberg and Zijderveld 1982). Livermore and Smith (1985)
have obtained a path by determining the rotation required to restore the Apennine foreland
from its present known location and orientation to its assumed initiallocation and orientation.
Anticlockwise rotation of west Mediterranean terranes around a pole near the indenter point
of the Adriatic terrane has left behind a trail of wedge-shaped backare basins. In this
conceptual model, the pivot and indenter point are assumed to show some movement relative
to Africa and to move northwestward, almost along the continental path and almost at the
Europe-Africa convergence rate, relative to Europe.
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6.7.2 THRUST-BELT ARCHITECTURE

Convergent plate boundaries do not support vector addition because subduction destroys
the record of the plate path. Fold-thrust belts, however, can supply estimates of bulk strain
(Dahlstrom 1970, Mitra 1986). In fold-thrust beIts, the strain consists of detachment and
overlap of the supracrustal sediments along a ramped low-angle thrust fault, of detached
folds , and of imbrication within the detached supracrust. Commonly, fold-thrust belts can
be restored to 200% of the present, tectonised width. Foredeep fill is generated by erosion
of the thrust sheets, and it can date the emplacement of marker tectonic units. Bulk-strain data
and emplacement ages can produce a dated strain path of convergence. Figure 6-36 illustrates
this with an E-W cross section from Corsica to Adria.
The physics of fold -thrust belts is determined by the equilibrium between the strength of
the crust and the traction at the detached sole. This relationship can be quantified as thrustwedge dynamics (Dahlen el al. 1984 and many others) by using Chapple' s concept of' critical
taper ' . In a new context, the thrust-wedge dynamics provides inroads into the puzzle of
synorogenic extension. It should be possible ideally to define a convergent plate path by the
strain path obtained from a fold-thrust belt. However, two additional tectonic processes limit
this use of fold-thrust belts.
First, additional subduction zones may dislocate the basal detachment of a fully developed
fold-thrust belt. This has been postulated in the north-central Apennine (Royden and Karner
1984) by the flexural geometry of the Pliocene foredeep fill. The implied crustal break is also
visible in seismic data, and it extends southwards into the Tyrrhenian Benioff zone. It adds
an unknown distance to the plate path.
Secondly, the lithosphere may detach in the weak middle crust and may create plate
convergence without supracrustal expression. An intracrustal blind thrust is suggested by
seismic data and seismicity data along the Alpine north front (Mueller el al. 1980). It may
also be developed at the contact between the Adriatic micropiate and the lonian oceanic crust
SE of Sicily. Intracrustal detachment is also needed to explain the effect of Tyrrhenian
extension in the Tunisian Atlas.
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Figure 6-36. (a) Structure cross section ofthe Umbrian segment ofthe Apennines showing a
fold-thrust beft detaching and imbricating a sediment se ries ofTriassic to Miocene age. Redrawn
after Roeder (1991).
(b) Detail of cross section (a) between points X and X' .
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6.7.3 PLATEAU COLLAPSE AND ASTHENOSPHERE PUSH

Fold-thrust belts moving under eonditions of eritieal taper aeeumulate hinterland terrains
eoaleseing into a large, high, and extending orogenie plateau. In the model of Molnar and
Lyon-Caen (1988), extensional teetonies limits the height of the plateau to 4-5 km,
depending on the rheology, the rate of eonvergenee, and the amount of erosion. In a steadystate proeess, the orogenie plateau grows laterally as a field of extensional shards, and its
marginal fold-thrust belt advanees over its foreland. The growing erustal root leads to
isostatie uplift, to more top extension, and to thermal softening of the deeply buried felsie root
terranes.
Figure 3-36 is a eross seetion of the U mbrian segment of the Apennines east of Corsiea.
Flexure ofthe foreland basement is doeumented in offshore seismie data and in the geometry
of the Plioeene foredeep fill. It suggests an intraerustal Benioff zone piggybaeking the
internal (west) part ofthe fold-thrust belt and its erustal substratum. This subduetion is also
doeumented in a seismieally mapped Moho offset and in the Calabrian Benioff zone.
Plateau eollapse is driven by erustal eonvergenee and eontrolled by the density eontrast
between felsie or supraerustal roeks and air, that is, by the same meehanism that eontrols the
eritieal taper of fold-thrust wedges. This meehanism does not work in the Mediterranean sites
of extension shown in Figure 6-35, beeause the sites are topographieally lower than the
forelands of their fringing fold-thrust belts. However, at sites of thin lithosphere, there is a
lateral density gradient of the high-risen mantle asthenosphere adjaeent to thieker lithosphere
and erust with felsie and supraerustal orogenie roeks. The eompressive stress exerted by this
gradient easily exeeeds the basal traetion required to move a fold-thrust belt and build up or
maintain its topography (Bottand Kuznir 1979, Tureotte 1983, LePiehon 1983, Chapter7.1).
Because this force also exists in the flanks of oceanic spreading ridges, it is sometimes
referred to as ridge push (Solomon and Sleep 1974).
Despite their fundamental difference, both forms of synorogenic extension occur in the
same geological domain. At least some of the Mediterranean extensional sites may have
started as collapsing orogenie plateaus. For example, the largely compressional and highrising Western Alps grade continually into the low and largely extensional Pannonian basin.
Where is the switch from deep mantle and plateau collapse to shallow mantle and ridge push?
This problem is not solved, but it leads to considering two more aspects of the lithosphere,
namely metamorphie core complexes and indentation or slip-line tectonics.

Metamorphie core complexes
Extension of lithosphere is accompanied by thinning and by buoyant rise of its layers.
Sharply localised fields of extension and tee tonic uplift have been described in much detail
from the North American cordillera as metamorphie core complexes (Crittenden el al. 1980,
Coney 1980). Metamorphie haloes aecompanied by extensional tectonics are known from
several Mediterranean sites of orogeny-related extension, such as in the northern Apennines
(Carmignani and Kligfield 1990), in the Pelagonian massif in the Hellenides (Le Pichon
1983), in the Menderes massif in the Taurides of Turkey (Dewey et al. 1986), and in the
Pannonian site (Horvath, pers. comm.). There may be more core complexes to discover.
The metamorphism in some of the Mediterranean sites has been interpreted as burial
beneath excessive overburden (Carmignani and Kligfield 1990) or as unspeeified orogenie
metamorphism (Jacobshagen 1986). In its modern form (Roeder 1989a,c and others),
however, the Cordilleran model directly relates the metamorphism to the extension. As
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Figure 6-37. Schematic cross section of a metamorphie core complex showing the thermal
effects of large-scale extension by trans-crustallow-angle normal faulting . The thermal structure,
with selected isotherms, is shown ideally at the instant of accomplished extension. Stipple:
elastically reacting upper crust, shading: viscous lower crust. The hangingwall is extended and
warped. The footwall is flexed elastically by buoyant upwarp. Its hot basal area is in contact with
shallow parts ofthe hangingwall. Redrawn after Roeder (1 989a) .

shown in Figure 6-37, the setting for this model includes a three-Iayer lithosphere, an average
or less than Barrovian geothermal gradient, and major extensional bulk strain. Dip slip in the
order of 100 km along a trans-crustal or trans-lithospheric low-angle detachment is accompanied by smaIler-scale extension in the hangingwall and by buoyant and viscous uplift
of the footwall. The buoyant rise of the footwall compensates for the load of the tectonically
removed overburden. The upper-crustal or lithospheric parts of the footwall are upbent
elasticaIly. The viscous underpinning rises in the shape of a pillow. This setting can achieve
amphibolite-grade metamorphism in the thinned hangingwall at the surface. It can also
generate conduits for granitic melts into the hangingwall, but it cannotmigmatise hangingwall
rocks.
The temperature at the top of the buoyant viscous pillow is that of the lower crust cooled
during the removal of the hangingwall. If the viscous uplift is 15 km or more, and if its strain
rate exceeds the cooling rate, amphibolite-grade metamorphism and granitie wet-melt
conditions (Dallmeyer et ai. 1986, Snoke and Miller 1987, and others) can be generated in
the shallow and extended hangingwall rocks. At an average dip of 15° on the detachment,
this uplift requires 60 km of extension, and one-dimensional thermal modelling suggests that
the extension must take place at rates weIl above 10 mma- I .
Depending on the size of the extension and on its duration, the lithospheric effects of
extension by rising viscous pillows may include rise of the Moho, flattening of orogenie
Moho roots, rise of the thermal top of the asthenosphere, and incipient sea-floor spreading.
The sites of extension in the lower lithosphere may be located directly below the stretched
upper crust or may be found elsewhere in the system transferred laterally along detachments
in the viscous lower crust.

Indentation and escape
During a collision, crustal edges with promontories and embayments will generate
regional orogenic complications (Dewey and Burke 1973). During the subduction of a
jagged crustal edge, the lithosphere beneath crustal promontories will sink more slowly than
the lithosphere beneath the embayments. Unless the lithosphere detaches from the crust, it
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during the Oligocene and Neogene evolution ofthe western Mediterranean.

will react with hinge advance, and it wililocalise compressional belts. In slow convergence,
the crustal embayments will sink faster, perform extensional hinge retreat, and serve to
localise the sites ofbackarc spreading.
Tapponnier (1977) has used an analogy from metal shaping by indenting or extrusion.
This mechanism explains how material is pushed away from sites of indentation, and how it
fills the voids opening at the sites of backare spreading. As previously indicated by Pavoni
(1961), the escaping material moves along slip lines, that is, faults of predictable orientation
and strain. Tapponnier sees Mediterranean tectonics as a field of escape sites between the
indenting Adriatic microplate and Asia minor. Material from the compressed Alps is
escaping into the opening Pannonian basin accompanied by strike slip on the Insubric line.
The tectonic boundary between Alps and Apennines may be a slip line. The southern edges
of the west Mediterranean backare basins require strike slip in their strain geometry. All
tectonic mechanisms discussed serve to generate thickness variations in the Mediterranean
lithosphere: subduction and convergent stacking, extension and viscous pillowing, indentation, and escape. Although thermal thickness variations are ephemeral, compositional
thickness variations will survive the final freezing of the convergence. In the following
chapter, these ideas are given quantitative expression.

6.7.4 EXPANDING BACKARC BASINS

The west Mediterranean series of backare basins suggests that continental convergence
displaces asthenosphere at depth, as depicted in Figure 4-19, and induces it to ascend in a
stringer of mantle diapirs or viscous pillows. This can be derived from a west Mediterranean
plate model since the early Oligocene (Cohen 1980, Livermore and Smith 1985).
Figure 6-38 is a graph showing cumulative changes in area through time. It shows the
convergence as a loss in area of 0.3 x 106 km 2 in 26 Ma. It also shows the growth of new sea
floor along spreading directions parallel to the convergence vector, and it shows the growth
ofbackarc basins spreading normal to the convergence. The areas compared are confined to
the western Mediterranean; the backare basins do not include the Pannonian, Aegean, and
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Figure 6-39. Sketch cross seetions showing three varieties of orogenie belts common in the
Mediterranean.
(a) Two fold-thrust belts geographically separate. The internal one is associated with an
extensional site and has a shallowing basal detachment at the base of severely thinned crust,
possibly overlying a lithospheric thermal high . The external one is the surface expression of a
plate boundary. Its hangingwall block is a high and inclined crustal slab in outcrop or at shallow
depth, referred to as median crustal slab. Its footwall block is an elastically deflected segment of
crust with pre-Alpine thinning. This variety is best realised in the Tello-Rifian and Atlasian
systems of Algeria.
(b) Two convergent crustal contacts with supracrustalfold-thrust befts. The external contact
dislocates the internal detachment, piggybacking its fold-thrust belt. The site of subduction may
not be evident in the thrust architecture, but it can be recognised by the geometry of the foredeep
fill, by Moho offsets, and by Benioffzones. At the internalfold-thrust beft, extended crust is thrust
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Alboran sites of extension. The graph suggests that in the western Mediterranean, extension
exceeded convergence by about 50%. About half ofthe excess spreading is absorbed in westto-east subduction at the Sardo-Corsican front and at the Calabro-Panorrnide front. One
third of the remaining excess spreading is absorbed by Apennine thrusting and possible
subduction within the Adriatic micropIate. The remaining fifth is absorbed in the Dinaride
foothills. Hence the net area change by post-collisional tectonics in the western Mediterranean
is about zero. The four individual spreading events follow each other like successive
explosions from the NE to the SW, building up to a climax during the Balearic event and
declining through the Tyrrhenian event.

6.7.5 MEDITERRANE AN OROGENIC CYCLES

For the study of Mediterranean tectonies with cross sections, it is appropriate to separate
fold-thrust belts at the edges of extensional sites from fold-thrust belts in the forelands of
lithospheric subduction zones. This cannot be done everywhere. In the Apennines, both
systems overlap but have been separated through elastic-Ioad studies (Royden and Karner
1984). The Hellenide site is dominated by subduction of the retreating hinge, and the
extension-related system is carried in piggyback fashion (Le Pichon 1983). In the Atlas of
North Africa, the subduction system generates the Sahara Atlas and the High Atlas; it is
geographically weIl separated from the Tellorifian fold-thrust belt along the edge of the
Alboran and Balearic extension sites. In aseries of sketches (Figure 6-39a,b,c) we show the
possible geometrie relationships between the two associated types of compressional belts. Of
the three illustrated combinations, two are common and well documented. A third type
(Figure 6-39c) is theoretically possible and was suggested a long time ago (Andrieux et al.
1971), but it is not yet acceptably documented. Transitional forms between the sketched
types are also possible and in part documented.
Alpine-Mediterranean orogenie belts undergo a life cycle of subduction, collision,
topographie buildup, extensional collapse, and backare spreading. The sequence of stages
is determined by the tectonics of the converging lithosphere and the flowing asthenosphere,
but the time spent in any of the stages is not fixed . We have identified three dynamic settings
in which the lithospheric tectonics shapes the orogenie cycle: collision, decay of convergence,
and hinge retreat.

over the median crustal slab. lncipient backarc spreading is suggested by crustal extension and
by a lithospheric thermal high. This tectonic configuration is common, such as in the northern
Apennines, Hellenides, and possibly in the Dinarides, Taurides, and northern Carpathians.
(c) Shallow interna I thrust system wh ich has overridden and covered the external subduction
system over a distance of several hundred km . The detachment is most likely located in the
viscous lower crust of the hangingwall slab. In the footwall, the crustal type is probably thinnedcontinental or oceanic; it may displaya Moho at anormal continental depth and may mask the
thrust overlap. The existence of this variety is suggested by paleogeographic reconstructions and
by mismatches between subsidence and apparent crustal thickness; it implies complex map-view
geometry and highly efflcient mechanisms of indentation and escape. An example of this type is
the Alboran Sea . In this diagram, the AlbO/'an Sea would be seenfrom the north, with the open
Atlantic on the right edge. Another possible example is the Pannonian basin with the Balkanide
Benioff·zone.
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Figure 6-40. Cross section ofCalabrian arc and Tyrrhenian BenioJfzone, redesigned after
Giese et al. (1982), with seismic focifrom Ogniben (1969). Shaded area: lithosphere cooler than
lOOO°C.

Collision or indentation are needed to build the topographie elevation which initiates
extension. Hinge advance in a subduction slab can also set an orogen into a compressional
mode, but there are no Mediterranean examples of this situation.
Decay of convergence and/or hinge retreat are needed to change the setting from plateau
buildup to crustal thinning and eventual sea-fIoor spreading. In the Neogene to Recent
Mediterranean tectonic setting, both of these factors are present. Figure 6-40 shows a cross
seetion of the Calabrian are and Tyrrhenian Benioff zone. The sharp bend in the Ionian-Sea
slab is constrained by the elastic-fIexure parameter of the crust in the Ionian Sea and by the
location of the Benioff zone. This cross seetion across the Calabrian are and Tyrrhenian Sea
serves to document the Mediterranean type of piggyback thrust belt with hinge retreat.In
several Mediterranean models (Alvarez 1976, Biju-Duval el ai. 1977, Livermore and Smith
1985), the age of the crust being subducted beneath the Apennines and the Aegean are
increases toward the trapped oceanic crust of the Ionic sea. Figure 6-41 illustrates the
piggyback structure of the entire Apennines fold-thrust be1t. Its location precludes that it was
generated by the Tyrrhenian subduction. We interpret it as generated by Tyrrhenian backare
spreading.
In the Mediterranean, the predominance ofwest-dipping subduction slabs, of east-vergent
fold-thrust belts, and of eastward migration of spreading sites is remarkable. Possible
explanations can be based on global or on more local, specifically Mediterranean arguments
but, based on available data, neither global nor local explanations are conclusive. Doglioni
and collaborators suggest a westward directed toroidal shear motion between the lithosphere
and deeper mantle realms (Doglioni 1990, Ricard el al. 1991). Some of their supportive
geologie al observations had been used earlier to support an easterly mantle fIow (Nelson and
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Figure 6-41. Structure cross section of southern Apennines just north of Calabria, simplijied
after Roeder (1984), and projeeted into lithospherie and Benioffgeometry of CalabrianTyrrhenian are as in Figure 6-40.

Temple 1972). The global hotspot eonfiguration (reviewed by Dunean and Riehards 1991)
suggests a pattern of mantle eonveetion unaffeeted by toroidal and global shear. It also
suggests a slow toroidal displaeement between the eore-indueted magnetie field and the
hotspot referenee system; this torus is oriented roughly normal to the Earth 's spin axis. A
more loeal interpretation of Mediterranean mantle teetonies is imposed by a eonveeting
mantle without toroidal shear. Loeal teetonic elements ean still be explained by shallow
mantle eonveetion and lithospherie thiekening (Channell and Maresehal 1989). Regional
elements include the eastward inereasing age of Tethyan oeeanie erust. In maintaining the
eastward hinge retreat, this shallow feature has predetermined mueh of the Mediterranean
teetonie pattern. The density gradient between shallow mantle and deep eontinental erust
(Bott and Kuznir 1979, Tureotte 1983, Le Piehon 1983) ean also generate a teetonie polarity,
with Tethyan mantle predominant to the east, and deep eontinental erust to the northwest and
the south. This point is addressed again in Chapter 7.2.4.

6.7.6 VARISCAN ELEMENTS IN MEDITERRANEAN TECTONICS

Mediterranean teetonies clearly shows that orogenie loops and sites of extension and
eompression originate together and depend on eaeh other. It also shows that some teetonie
features outlast their orogenie eycle and help to predetermine the plate pattern of the
subsequent eycle. It is therefore worth briefly re-examining Late Paleozoie orogens in the
western Mediterranean area and their remnants of extensional basin fill, whieh possibly
signal post-eollisional plateau eollapse. In the modern Mediterranean eonfiguration, there
are outward-vergent Joups around sites of extension and inward-vergent loops around
subdueted or overrridden terranes. Based on our present understanding, extension at
outward-vergent loops is synkinematie with orogeny. Extension may soon reaeh the stage
of sea-floor spreading and may disperse the orogenie fringe toward distant shores. Atinwardvergent loops, extension ean only start as plateau eollapse after terminal eollision of the
orogenie fringes, helped by the subdueted foreland terrane being eonverted into a soft,
buoyant orogenie root. If plateau eollapse extends to the base of the erust and is not bloeked
by intraplate eompression, the root ean serve as the foeus for the next generation of extension.
Figure 6-42 shows the late-orogenie pattern of Atlantie Varisean belts as prepared by Ziegler
(1988) and projeeted onto the pre-Atlantic plate eonfiguration suggested by Livermore and
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Figure 6-42. Sketch map showing the Atlantie Varisean arehiteeture (Ziegler 1988) as projeeted into the plate restoration at 180 Ma by Livermore and Smith (1985). Stipple: main
orogenie befts, M: Meseta loop, Bi: Biseay-Asturia loop, Bo: Bohemian loop. Dark shading: lateand post-orogenie rift sediments, possibly indicating plateau eollapse.

Smith (1985). Figure 6-42 also shows Stephanian and Perrnian clastic units (Ziegler 1988)
which are candidates for plateau collapse sediments. The Appalachian-Variscan system is
shown to be bivergent. Its loops have a dual polarity and are therefore all capable of evolving
towards plateau collapse. On the African-European side, the east-convex Meseta loop has
no documented Late Paleozoic debris but forms the site of the Atlantic-Tethys group of
transforrn faults of Jurassie age. The west-convex Biscay-Asturia loop is inward-vergent
viewed from the east and contains considerable Stephanian and Rotliegend debris. It also
serves as a transform system terminating the Faroe-Rockall rift (Ziegler 1988). The
Bohemian loop is outward-vergent and its plateau collapse may have been part of the
extensional field covering the Variscan heartland. As well as the well-mapped Rotliegend
troughs, late Paleozoic metamorphie core complexes could still be discovered there.
However, this part of the Variscan system did maintain its cratonic coherence after the
Variscan orogeny. Additional Variscan areas with possible plateau collapse may have predetermined the pattern of Alpine-Penninic basins.

7

Geodynamics of Europe
D. BLUNDELL, ST. MUELLER AND K. MENGEL

7.1 HOW DOES GEOLOGY WORK?

In this book we have endeavoured to present a coherent view ofthe lithosphere ofEurope,
brought into focus through the European Geotraverse which provides continuity across the
continent on a scale that encompasses the whole lithosphere. We have made use of this to
reconstruct the geological evolution of the crustal units that now make up the continent of
Europe, within a framework of plate tectonic processes taking place throughout the past 2 Ga
of Earth history . But what of the mechanisms? What forces drive these processes? And how
do some areas of the continent remain stable over long periods of time whilst others are
remobilised again and again? What are the processes that splitcontinents, fragment them into
micropiates, and what are the processes of terrane accretion and continental growth? Within
a continent, deformation and alteration take place across extensive regions so that plate
boundaries are not definable as lines of activity separating rigid undeformable plates as is the
case in the oceanic regime. This is understandable from the discussion in Chapter 4 because
the composition and physical conditions of continental crust are such that the rheology
creates a weak zone in the middle crust that gives continentallithosphere a 'soft centre ' . In
contrast, the thin crnst and basaltic composition of the oceanic lithosphere provide a more
uniform and stronger rheological character. But if the continentallithosphere does have a
'soft centre ' and is more readily deformable, why does it not deform more extensively than
it does? Why, for example, is the Alpine collision zone so narrow? Many ofthese questions
can be answered by looking at the geodynamics ofEurope where, as a result ofEGT, we have
for the first time sufficient evidence available.

7.2 WHAT DRIVES TECTONIC PROCESSES?

7.2.1

GEODYNAMIC MODELLING

We should not get into too detailed a discussion ofthe forces that drive plate tectonics, but
refer the reader to modern textbooks such as the one written by Fowler (1990). Suffice to say
that the driving forces are generally regarded as arising from thermal instabilities in the
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Figure 7-1. Gravity model ofWerner (1985)for the Alps along the line of EGT (adaptedfrom
Mueller 1989).
(a) Observed Bouguer gravity anomaly correctedfor near-surface effects (fuilline) and
modelled gravity variations (dotted line) computedfrom density contrast of -0.4 gcm- 3 ofthe crust
at the Moho and a lithospheric root with density contrast of +0.05 gcm-3 (+0.025 gcm-3 around
the periphery) relative to the upper mantle, as shown in (b). The positive residual gravity variation due to the mantle lithosphere root alone is shown by the dashed line.
(b) Density model cross section showing contrasts in gcm-3 between crust and upper mantle
and a high density region within the upper mantle. The background upper mantle density relative
to which the contrast.~ are expressed could be taken to be 3.3 gcm- 3 .

mantle which produce mechanical movements, particularly within the asthenosphere, its
most mobile region. The global dynamics of this system interacts with the lithosphere to
create the primary stresses driving plate movements. We have seen in Chapters 2 and 6 how
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the geology of Europe has been dominated by the relative movements of the major plates,
carrying large continents, with smaller micropiates inexorably caught up within the larger
system. However, as is clear from Chapters 3,4 and 5, the continentallithosphere is far from
uniform, varying in thickness, composition, physical properties and behaviour. Internal
stresses are created from body forces derived from density contrasts both within the
lithosphere, for example at the Moho, and between the lithosphere and asthenosphere. In two
key papers, Fleitout and Froidevaux (1982, 1983) recognised the dynamic role oflithosphere
heterogeneities. They set up a theoretical basis for working out the stress fields due to
particular density contrast configurations and then determined the velocities of mass
movements in response to these stresses by means of the Navier-Stokes equation and the
principle of conserving mass. As one example of their numerical treatment, they considered
the mechanics of continent--continent collision leading to thickening of both crust and
lithosphere as a whole. They recognised that thickening of lower density crust which
displaces higher density upper mantle results in buoyancy forces that create uplift and
extension in the upper crust. Such forces serve to readjust the crust to its former thickness.
Thickening of the lower lithosphere, however, has the opposite effect. The lithosphere root,
being slightly denser than the surrounding asthenosphere, creates down ward directed forces,
leading to subsidence and lateral compression. Because the lithosphere is in a metastable
state, once thickening has started the body forces act to reinforce the process by positive
feedback. Of course, treating the system in a purely mechanical way ignores the very
important thermal controls which act to stabilise the situation, since the lithosphere base is
as much athermal boundary as a mechanical one. A full understanding of the process clearly
requires a comprehensive thermo-mechanical treatment. None the less, Fleitout and
Froidevaux demonstrated quantitatively that lithosphere heterogeneities could give rise to
significant tectonic stresses in localised and self-supporting systems and, in the case of a
mountain belt resulting from continent--continent collision, one that could sustain the
mountain building process.
In parallel with these theoretical and modelling studies Kissling el al. (1983) and Werner
and Kissling (1985) began to apply the same basic principles to the Alps, as we shall see in
the following section, and to match their models against observed gravity (Figure 7 -1).
The geodynamic modelling of mountain belts was taken a stage further by Bott (1990)
using finite element analysis to follow the consequences of continent collision and lithospheric
thickening, based on the theory developed by Fleitout and Froidevaux. His models required
some 1000 iterations computed for 500 year intervals to arrive at a dynamic equilibrium after
0.5 Ma. The models assurne that the lithosphere is made up of an elastic upper crustallayer
20 km thick above a viscoelastic layer, consistent with the rheological behaviour discussed
in Chapter 4.2. He incorporated a density contrast of -0.4 gcm- 3 at the Moho between crust
and mantle and a density contrast of +0.05 gcm- 3 in the centre of the lithospheric root, relative
to the surrounding asthenosphere, diminishing to +0.025 gcm- 3 towards the edge ofthe root,
to match Werner's (1985) model forthe Alps. The topography ofthe crustal root is modelled
to be in Airy isostatic equilibrium with the surface topography of the mountains. The mass
excess of the lithosphere root gives rise to a residual gravity anomaly of +78 mGal,
comparable with that observed (Figure 7 -1). Bott considered first the forces developed by
just the topographic load of the mountains and the buoyancy of the crustal root. Large
horizontal deviatoric stress is concentrated within the elastic upper crust, amounting to
tension of over 100 MPa, as shown in Figure 7-2a, equivalent to forces of over 4xl0 l2
Nm-I. Tensional stress is also maintained in the lower crust which continues to creep slowly
so as to thin (by 90 mma- l ) and widen (at 350 mma-I) and thus reduce and spread the crustal
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Figure 7-2. Sketches ofstress distributions in models ofthe lithosphere with an elastic upper
layer overlying a visco-elastic sub-stratum due to thickening of crust and lithosphere; simplijied
after Bott (1990):
(a) Tensional stresses due to a crustal root.
(b) Compressional stresses due to a lithospheric root.
(c) Stresses due to symmetrically disposed crust and lithosphere roots.
(d) Stresses due to asymmetrically disposed crust and lithosphere roots.

root. Next, Bott considered the forces developed solely from the load of the lithospheric root,
Figure 7 -2b. Their effect is to produce large horizontal compressional deviatoric stresses in
the upper crust of up to 112 MPa which extend laterally beyond the collision zone. There is
an associated downwarping of the crust by over 1 km. A significant proportion of the stress
remains, however, within the lower crust, the lithosphere root itself and the nearby mantle
lithosphere, and is inclined to the horizontal. These stresses maintain creep movements as
the root continues to sink and to deform internally. Their effect is to cause the crustal root
to thicken (at 50 mma- I ) and narrow (by 240 mma-I ), in opposition to the effect of crustal
forces to diminish it, and for the upper part of the mantle lithosphere root to narrow laterally
and stretch vertically as it sinks. Finally, Bott brought together the loads induced from the
crustal root and the lithosphere root, com bining the two models of Figure 7 -2a and b to create
two further models, shown in Figure 7-2c and d. One pi aces the lithosphere root directly
beneath the crustal root whilst the other has the lithosphere root displaced laterally by 200 km
from the crustal root. In the symmetrical model, Figure 7-2c, the tensional stress from the
crustal root and the compressional stress from the lithosphere root more or less cancel out
leaving a negligible horizontal deviatoric stress in the upper crust in the region of the
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mountain belt itself, but moderate horizontal compressional stress is present on the flanks and
bordering regions. Significant stresses of 20--30 MPa are also present in the lower crust and
the mantle lithosphere whieh would result in a slow dissipation of the crustal root together
with a narrowing ofthe upper part ofthe lithosphere root. In the asymmetrie al model shown
in Figure 7 -2d, the lithosphere root underlies the right edge of the mountain range. Beeause
of its lateral displacement, the compressional stress from the lithosphere root does not cancel
the tensional stress from the erustal root so that quite large horizontal deviatioric stresses are
present in the upper crustal layer, 60 MPa tensional on the left side and some 90 MPa
compressional on the right, in juxtaposition. At depth, the crustal root is dissipating by ereep
on the left but is being maintained on the right, leading to an asymmetrie Moho shape.
Downbuckling above the lithosphere root of about 1 km could lead to sedimentary fill of the
basin which would give an additional load and an overall basin thickness of 4-5 km. In
contrast, the crustal root will provide crustal uplift commensurate with the mass loss resulting
from the erosion and denudation of the mountain range. Bott has calculated that the overall
force involved in the sinking of the lithosphere root, which effectively pulls the two plates
together, is around 1.2xlO J2 Nm- J • This is significantly greater than the force developed in
the continental lithosphere from the push developed at an oceanic ridge plate boundary, of
around 0.6x 10 12 Nm- I whieh would give rise to a horizontal deviatoric compressive stress of
some 6 MPa in the upper crust. Once formed, the collision zone is a self-sustaining system
in wh ich the localised forces dominate. The lithosphere root not only pulls down but also
holds the zone together and keeps it narrow. Initiation of the system is most readily explained
if a subducted slab of oceanic lithosphere is present at the onset of continental collision, as
is likely. Eventually the lithosphere root will narrow to a point where it detaches and becomes
a spent force so that the crustal forces remain to dominate. At that stage, uplift and extension
result in the collapse of the orogen, bringing metamorphic core complexes to the surface and
initiate the creation of extensional basins.

7.2.2 THE GEODYNAMICS OF THE ALPS

The discovery of a lithospheric root to the Alps eame as no great surprise to Panza and
Mueller (1978) beeause Austrian and Swiss geologists had understood from the turn of the
eentury that the Alps had formed by continental collision, and Ampferer had postulated in
1906 that the crustal shortening must be accompanied by some form of subduction process
of mantle material. As evidence about the lithosphere root accumulated during the early
1980s, the geophysical group at Zurich led by Mueller was able to build up a geodynamie
model for the Alps (cf. Mueller 1989). The lithosphere root is characterised, as Kissling ct
al. (1983) pointed out, by relatively high seismic veloeities, high density and low temperatures.
The first step in building a model was to relate the gravity and seismie evidence. Seismie
velocities within the root range between 7.8 and 8.4 kms- 1 for Vp and between 4.3 and 4.6
kms- J for V s but range between 7.5 and 7.8 kms- 1 for Vp and between 4.1 and 4.3 kms- 1 for
V s within the surrounding asthenosphere. When the observed Bouguer gravity is modelled
by accounting for density variations within the erust and the varying thiekness of the crust,
there remains, as shown in Figure 7 -1, a broad residual gravity anomaly of some + 80 mGal
centred just to the south of the Alps. Since the crustal effeets have been eliminated, and in
view of the breadth of the anomaly, it is clear that its source resides within the upper mantle.
A density contrast of +0.05 gem- 3 dipping southwards within the lithospherie root can
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account for the magnitude of the residual anomaly and its asymmetrical form, and is
consistent with the seismic evidence from P-wave tomography presented in Figure 3-19.
The next step was to consider whether the increased seismic velocities and density within
the root were due simply to reduced temperature as cool, subducted lithosphere is transported
downwards. Assuming uniform mantle material, whose density depends only on temperature,
Kissling et al. (1983) developed a kinematic model for crustal thickening and uplift, and
lower lithosphere thickening and subsidence based on crustal shortening of the Alps during
the past 40 Ma, to calculate the transport of heat resulting from the mass movements. They
solved the classic thermal diffusion equation by a finite difference method to calculate the
temperature distribution step by step through the 40 Ma period, and end up with temperatures
within the lithosphere root reduced by as much as 450°C at 150 km depth, relative to the
surrounding lithosphere.
Using a linear relationship between density change and temperature change governed
simpl y by the coefficient of thermal expansion (taken to be 3 x 10-5 °C-l), Kissling et al. (1983)
calculated the gravity anomaly resulting from their computed temperature reduction and
found it to be consistent with the observed residual gravity high. The mass excess of the
lithospheric root could thus be explained simply as a thermal effect except that it would to
be distributed across a larger volume than is observed. The density contrast obtained from
gravity modelling must therefore owe something to compositional variation as weIl as to
temperature. Moreover, the kinematic model predicted a present day subsidence rate of 1
mma- 1 of material in the lithosphere root, consistent with an average uplift rate of the surface
topography of 0.5 mma- 1 (also equal to the erosion rate of the Alps).
This kinematie model was checked by Werner and Kissling (1985) with adynamie model
treating the mantle material as behaving like a Newtonian viscous fluid, to see if the
downward force ofthe additional mass ofthe lithosphere root (its extra weight) could drive
subduction at a rate of 1 mma- 1. Their calculations were based on solving the N avier-Stokes
equation in two dimensions, foIlowing an approach similar to Fleitout and Froidevaux
(1982), taking into account the topographie load, the buoyancy forces due to the density
contrast at the Moho as weIl as the weight ofthe lithosphere root. They tried various models
for the variation of viscosity with depth, to show that this rate of 1 mma- 1 was, indeed, realistic. Subsequently, they went on to calculate the crustal uplift/subsidence rates and the
amount ofnear-surface horizontal stress along the profile (Werner and Kissling 1985). An
uplift rate for the Alps of 1.4 mma- 1 is predicted, along with subsidence of up to 1.5
mma-1 across the Po basin, the northern Apennines and the Ligurian Sea to the south.
Horizontal stress is shown to be compressional up to 15 MPa across the area of thrusting in
the northern foreland ofthe Alps and across the Po basin to the south, but extensional (ca. 10
MPa) across the Alpine mountain chain and across the Ligurian Sea. Recently Werner and
Gudmundsson (1992) have refined the earlier 1988 rheological model taking into account the
results of more recent repeated precise levelling profiles across the Alps. The new model
displayed in Figure 7-3c now reproduces correctly the subsidence in the Po basin (Figure
7 -3b) as weIl as the pronounced uplift in the Central Alps and the very moderate uplift in the
northern Apennines (Figure 7-3b). The horizontal stress (C>x) in the upper and middle crust
exhibits compression north of the Alps, extension in the central part and compression again
beneath the Southern Alps and the Po basin (Figure 7-3a).
In order to arrive at the agreement described it has been necessary to modify the
lithosphere-asthenosphere system considerably. The dominant deep-reaching lithospheric
root beneath the Po basin (ca. 300 km depth) represents the remnant of an earlier subduction
episode and may weIl have been broken up into 'blobs' during the course oftime (cf. Figure
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Figure 7-3. Geodynamic model ofthe Alps along the fine of EGT prepared by Werner and
Gudmundsson (1992) to predict rates ofuplift or subsidence and horizontal stress variations.
(a) Horizontal stress ((Jx ) computedfrom model shown in (c) and (d) at 10 km depth (fullline)
and at 20 km depth (dashed fine).
(b) Rates ofvertical movement, with uplift positive and subsidence negative, computedfor the
model shown in (c) and (d).
(c) Model cross section giving densities in gcm- 3 for the crust (C), mantle fithosphere (L) and
asthenosphere (A). This model matches the observed gravity profile shown in Figure 7-1 a.
(d) Viscosity-depth profile used in conjunction with the model shown in (c) to compute the
stress field and vertical movements. Viscosity Tl is in Pas.
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3-19). This root now has to be combined with a younger, less deep penetrating lithospheric
root beneath the Alps (ca. 130 km depth) which can clearly be seen in all the tomographie
sections by Spakman (1990a,b). It is this double feature which seems to play the decisive role.
The two-dimensional stress field in Figure 7 -4 illustrates the heterogeneity of the stress both
laterally and vertically.
These models bring a number of insights to the dynamics of the Alpine system. They
explain why the observed stress distribution across Europe depicted in Figure 5-1 is
dominated by compression due to ridge push from the North Atlantic Ridge and is so uniform
across much of Europe to the north of the Alps, whilst the stress distribution is radially
disposed within the Alpine system in the direction of crustal shortening (Mueller 1984). They
explain why the collision zone is narrow. They demonstrate how deviatoric stresses in the
upper crust of up to 100 MPa can be generated that are powerful enough to produce
earthquakes (Scholz 1990), and how tensile and compressive stresses can be present in
juxtaposition. They also link uplift of the mountain range with subsidence on the flanks just
as observed. They also indicate the likely time sequence of Alpine evolution. Altogether,
they have given us a much clearer vision of continental collision dynamics, founded upon the
evidence from EGT.
So far the discussion has dealt specifically with the mechanics of the system, but what of
the rocks that are involved? How do they respond to the forces, and the pressure and
temperature regimes through which they move? As discussed in Chapter 6.4, the EGT has
demonstrated how the core of the Alps has become detached from the lower crust and how
the lower crust has become fragmented and imbricated with the upper mantle. As Adrian
Pfiffner has elegantly sketched in Figures 6-26 and 6-27, delamination of the lower crust (cf.
Frei et al. 1989) should have led to considerable subduction. Comparing Figure 6-27 with
Figure 3-11, it is clear that at least 100 km length of lower crust is not observed as such by
seismie methods. Opinion differs about the extent of crustal subduction. U sing classical
section balancing techniques Butler (1990) restored the EGT section across the Alps to 20
Ma ago to show that, given thinned crust at that time, it could balance with the present day
section, shortened by 160 km. But it implied that earlier plate convergence and crustal
shortening could not be accommodated. Using mass balance considerations, however,
Menard et al. (1991) have argued that if the crust was initially much stretched and only 15
km in thickness, plate convergence can be accommodated without significant loss of crust.
Laubscher (1988a, 1989) has also argued on the basis of mass balance and shows that crust
must be incorporated into the mantle and 'lost' and that lithosphere must also be lost into the
asthenosphere, the present lithosphere root being able to account, at most, for the convergence
of the past 20 Ma. Evidence of plate movements reconstructed from ocean crust magnetie
anomalies, however, indicates that overall NNW convergence might have been as much as
800 km during the past 80 Ma (Laub scher 1988b).
These arguments of mass balance, and the calculations made to support them, are made
all the more difficult to sustain by the clear evidenee of the three-dimensional geometry of
the Alpine lithosphere. Not only are the Alps strongly arcuate in plan view, evidence of the
geometries of three Moho horizons beneath the Alps (Figure 3-13a) points to rotational
movements (anticlockwise about vertical axes) being just as important as overall plate
convergence. None the less, the balance of evidence does suggest, as revealed in Figures 626 and 6-27 that there has been a history of loss oflower crust and its 'absorption' into the
geophysically defined upper mantle. If that is the case, then the process may be one of
conversion of granulite to eclogite (Laubscher 1988a, Austrheim 1991) which has the same
seismic velocity properties as peridotite (Figure 4-3) which makes it virtually invisible in the
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uppermost mantle on seismic tomography sections, although the density is greater. Mengel
argued in Chapter 4.3 that this was happening during the Variscan plate convergence in the
region of the North Hessian depression.
Figure 3.21, supported by the P-wave tomography of Spakman (1991), shows that the
lithosphere root beneath the Po basin is oval in plan view and, situated ne ar the centre of
curvature of the Alpine arc, represents the result of radial convergence of lithosphere. It is
insufficient to account for the total mass of lithosphere subducted from the plate convergence
over the past 20 Ma, let alone over the preceding 60 Ma. But reference to the P-wave velocity
structure ofthe upper mantle given in Figure 3.19 indicates relatively high values (equivalent
to lower temperatures) throughout a volume reaching to below 800 km beneath the Southern
Alps and northern Apennines. It would seem that older lithosphere from the earliereo-Alpine
convergence has detached and sunk weH into the mantle and is still slowly being absorbed.
It is interesting to note that north ofthe Alpine belt the depth ofthe Iithosphere base is in
a shallow position over a distance of some 500 km. This thinning of the lithosphere is
accompanied by upwelling of asthenospheric mantle material. This probably has a dramatic
effect on the thermal state ofthe lithospheric mantle and is probably reflected by the increase
in surface heat flow from the northern end of the Variscan bell to the Alpine belt: as the
lithosphere thins out, surface heat flow increases. It is widely believed now that the
asthenospheric upper mantle is a chemically and isotopicaHy weH mixed layer with a fairly
constant temperature of around 1400-1500°C. A temperature of 1400°C at depths of 60-1 00
km is close to the solidus temperature of anhydrous peridotite and is weIl above the sol idus
temperature of metasomatised (OH-bearing) lithospheric peridotite (Mengel and Green
1989).
If we ass urne that the present distribution of the depth of the lithosphere has developed
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during the course ofthe Alpine orogeny, that is from late Mesozoie times on, we can speculate
that the young volcanism may be directly correlated with the upwelling of asthenospheric
mantle. The geographical distribution of Tertiary to Quatemary volcanic products north of
the Alps is, with a few exceptions, concentrated in a 500 km wide belt that follows the bending
of the Alpine chain. It includes (from west to east) the volcanic fields of the Massif Central
in France, the Eifel, Westerwald, Vogelsberg, Hessian Depression and Rhön in Germany, the
Eger graben in Czechoslovakia, as well as the Lausitz in eastem Germany and the south
Polish volcanics. With respect to the EGT trace, this region of young volcanism is obviously
spatially correlated with the thinning of the lithosphere. This observation together with the
fact that thevolcanism north of the Alps coincides in time with major periods of Alpine
tectonism suggests that the alkaline volcanic activity was triggered by thermal effects
induced by asthenosphere upwelling.

7.2.3 THE LIGURIAN RIFT AND THE ROTATION OF CORSICA AND SARDINIA

The Ligurian Sea as the northeastemmost part of the Proven~al basin is characterised by
a rift structure which appeared simultaneously with other Oligocene-Miocene rifts in the
area, such as the Gulf ofValencia, the Camargue graben and the Sardinia rift. The continental
rifting episode beg an about 30 Ma aga and ended 24 Ma ago. According to palaeomagnetic
results the anticlockwise rotation of Corsica and Sardinia did not start before 21 Ma. Several
authors have therefore concluded that, to reach their present N-S positions, ocean spreading
began with a translational phase of the two islands as a single block that took place between
24 and 21 Ma. This was followed by a 30° rotation of Sardinia and a 10° rotation of Corsica,
which occurred in the relatively short time span between 21 and 19 Ma (Burrus 1984). These
movements are shown in Figure 7-5 within the region ofthe Proven~al basin oceanic crust.
The deep structure ofthe Ligurian Sea which is displaying all the features of an asymmetrie
progressing rift system changes gradually in a northeasterly direction from a young oceanic
crust to an intermediate-type crust. The average spreading rate of 10 mma- 1 is relatively
slow. Between Corsica and Provence a 3 km thick, two-Iayer oceanic crust exists wh ich does
not show any thickening in the centre (Le Douaran et al. 1984). The distinct differences
which are observed between the structures on the Provence and Corsica sides disappear when
entering the Gulf of Genova (see Figure 3-14). Specifically, the two-Iayer crust in the centre
ofthe rift is characterised by an increased thickness and lower P-wave velocities (5.2 and 6.0
kms· l ) than the ones found for the young oceanic basement in the Ligurian Sea. The velocities
at the top ofthe mantle are also quite low (7.6-7.9 kms· I ). It has been suggested that this
intermediate-type of crust, which can also be seen in the seetions of the EGT profile (Figure
3-15) is an indicator of differential incipient rifting responsible for the anticlockwise rotation
of the Corsica-Sardinia block.
The question as to which depth the continental block of the two islands is detached
('decoupled') from the underlying medium such that it can undergo substantial rotations can
now be answered as a result of the EGT surface wave and deep seismic sounding results.
Figure 3-15 shows that the Corsica-Sardinia block has continental crust of normal thickness
and seismic velocities, underlain by upper mantle with properties consistent with normal
continental lithosphere of about 70 km thickness (Figures 3-20 and 3-21). There is no
evidence of a low-velocity zone at any level within this lithosphere. The detachment level
must therefore be sought at the base of the lithosphere in the upper mantle at depths between
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Figure 7-5. Kinematic model by Doglioni (1991) to show how the migration and rotations of
stress patterns have fashioned the present shape and state of the Tyrrhenian Sea tectonic system.
The translation ofCorsica and Sardiniafrom 24 to 21 Ma ago and their rotations bctwcen 21 and
19 Ma ago as the Proven~'al basin opened are shown, after Burrus (1984).

about 60 and 70 km. This block has a thicker crust and lithosphere than the oceanic
lithosphere around it and is therefore in the situation depicted in Bott' s symmetrical model
shown in Figure 7-3c. We can therefore expect Corsica and Sardinia to have the same local
tectonic stress system, as is evident in Figure 7-5.
This region iHustrates weH how tectonic forces are localised within a self-contained stress
system and how such a system evolves in time, as elaborated on in Chapter6.7. Thus we find
extensional tectonics propagating in time so that currently two thirds of the Apennine
peninsula is in astate of horizontal tension, as shown in Figure 5-7. This evolving stress
system can be analysed by using thc modclling procedures described in Sections 7.2.1 and
7.2.2. It is through this approach that we can now begin to quantify the processes of
continental fragmentation, drift of micropiates, terrane accretion and continental growth.

7.2.4 CORSICA- SARDINIA CHANNEL

The rotation of Corsica and Sardinia came to an end when this block collided with the
western margin ofthe Adriatic (Apulian) micropiate. With the opening ofthe Tyrrhenian Sea
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about 12 Ma aga and the associated extensiona1 tectonics, a phase of intensive interaction set
in at this plate boundary that has led to an oceanisation oflarge parts ofthe Tyrrhenian basin.
Maximum extension and faulting resulting in oceanic rifting of that region is giving rise to
sinistral and dextral transtension at its southern margin as shown in Figure 7 -5 . The eastward
migration of extension is traceable from the Ligurian and Provenc;al basins to the Tyrrhenian
Sea. There is also a clear eastward migration of rifting in the Tyrrhenian itself ranging from
the Tortonian (10 Ma) to the Plio-Pleistocene (2 Ma) as demonstrated by Finetti and Dei Ben
(1986). The propagating extension is superimposed on a microcontinent-arc collision zone
and is coeval with compression in thc adjaccnt thrust-fold bclts of the eastern Apennine
mountains (Doglioni 1990, 1991).
If the Doglioni extension-compression model of Figure 7 -5 is applied to the system of the
Tyrrhenian Sea and Apennines several important features emerge. From palaeomagnetic
measurements a anticlockwise rotation (between 40° and 90°) is postulated in the centralnorthern Apennines (see e.g. Hirt and Lowrie 1988), while an even greater clockwise rotation
of 100-140° isrequired toexplain theresults foundin the fold and thrust beltofwestern Sicily
(Channell et al. 1990) which represents the southern extension ofthe Apennines characterised
by dextral trans tension inland and by sinistral transtension in the southwestern Tyrrhenian
Sea and the Sardinia Channel.
Extensional tectonics is propagating in an ENE direction in the wake of the narrow
compressive belt along the western boundary ofthe Adriatic micropiate. Second-order arcs
are presumed to be inherited Mesozoic features which tend to disperse the maximum stress
trajectories (Figure 7-5). Similar features have also been identified in the buried northern
Apenninic chain parallel to the southern margin of the Po Plain (Pieri and Groppi 1981).

7.2.5 FENNOSCANDIAN UPLIFT

Whilst tectonic processes are active across the southern segment ofEGT, so, too, are they
active in the north, but from a very different cause. In Chapter 5.3 we discussed the
observational evidence of uplift following the removal of the ice loading of Scandinavia at
13000 BP. Information from severallines of evidence, reviewed in a set of papers published
in the November 1991 issue of Terra Nova, points to a dual mechanism for this postglacial
rebound which adds further to our understanding of the geodynamic processes that apply to
continentallithosphere. The two components of this dual mechanism are:
(a) lateral movement of relatively low-viscosity material in the asthenosphere radially
inward towards the centre of uplift,
(b) vertical uplift in the centre and subsidence around the periphery due to the pressure
relief consequent upon the shifting load, in effect a decompression of the mantIe below
where the load is removed.
Simple calculations of the ratio of the rate of gravity change to rate of uplift from these two
mechanisms place limits on their values. For the first, a 'Bouguer' model is appropriate, and
yields gih· = -0.17 IlGal mm- I . For the second, a 'Free Air' model givesgih· = -0.31 IlGal
mm- I . Careful repeat measurements of gravity along a profile at 63 oN latitude across the
centre ofthe uplift area (Ekman 1991) give a measured value ofthe ratio as gih· = -0.24 ±
0.03 IlGal mm- I . Because the standard error limits calculated may underestimate the
experimental error it is not possible to discount either extreme as the sole mechanism.
However the measured value of the ratio suggests that a combination of the two is more
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probable. Modelling the shape of the uplift contours (Figure 5-11) Fjeldskaar and Cathles
(1991) come to the same conclusion. From harmonic analysis they found that shortwavelength features decay faster than longer wavelength ones. From three-dimensional
modelling they showed that ifthe rebound were solely due to lateral flow in the asthenosphere
the uplift area would be offar greaterextent than is observed. On the other hand, ifthere were
no low-viscosity asthenosphere material, the short-wavelength variations in uplift could not
be relaxed quickly enough.
Examining a range of models in which the two effects are combined, their best fit with the
observed uplift contours is given by a model made up of lithosphere having a flexural rigidity
ofno more than 1024 Nm overlying asthenosphere of75 km thickness and a viscosity of 1.8
x 10 19 Pas above 'mesosphere' mantle with a viscosity of 1.2 x 1021 Pas. Although there is
some possible trade-offbetween asthenosphere thickness and viscosity, their models clearly
indicate that there has to be a relatively thin asthenosphere underlying the Baltic Shield
lithosphere in which there is a relatively low viscosity to allow lateral channel flow to occur.
Observed tilting of old shorelines requires a relatively low flexural rigidity, equivalent to an
effective elastic thickness (EET) of 56 km, which matches the values determined by
Cloetingh and Banda (see Chapter4.2 and Figure 4-12). Mörner (1990) also argues for adual
mechanism, based on his analysis of the changing uplift pattern since 13000 BP wh ich can
be followed by tracing old shorelines, well dated at 9300, 7700 and 2300 BP across the uplift
area and its surrounding peripheral trough. He has observed a sequence oflateral movement
radially outwards between 25000 and 19000 SP due to the ice loading, lateral movement
radially inwards between 13000 and 4500 BP after the ice had melted, followed from 4500
BP to the present by vertical movement due to pressure relief from the unloading. The time
scales match the viscosities of the asthenosphere for the radial movements and the mantle as
a whole for the vertical movements. Mörner points out that the latter also include the effects
of pressure-induced phase changes as mantle material rises through the 670 km discontinuity
(see Chapter 3.3). Mömer also argues that the estimate offlexural rigidity for the lithosphere
of 1024 Nm is based on observations near the coast of Norway within the Caledonian realm
where seismic evidence shows the crust and lithosphere thicknesses to be less than beneath
the Baltic Shield and he estimates that in the centre of the shield the lithosphere may have a
flexural rigidity ranging between 7x 1024 Nm in the south and 9xl 0 25 Nm further north where
lithosphere thickness is greater. Cloetingh and Banda also argue in Chapter 4.2 (see Figure
4-12) for lateral variation in flexural rigidity and effective elastic thickness.
Although, as Balling and Banda have explained in Chapter 5.3, it is difficult to be too
precise with these figures, the essential outcome of this analysis is that the mechanical
responses to changing loads in the lithosphere come from channel flow within a relatively
thin, low-viscosity asthenosphere and the vertical compression or decompression effects of
the mantle as a whole (with substantially higher viscosity) in response to loading or offloading ofthe lithosphere. These mechanical responses are likely to apply equally when the
loading and off-Ioading are tectonic in origin rather than simply the passive load of an ice cap.
However, thermal considerations must also always be borne in mind. Retuming to the
seismic tomography section, Figure 3-19, we can see the approximate upper and lower
boundaries of the asthenosphere, as depicted in Figure 7-6, and note the variations in its
thickness which any modelling of isostatic response to crustal movement will need to take
into account.
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Figure 7-6. P-wave tomographie cross seetion ofthe upper mantle along EGT (Spakman,
1991), shown in Figure 3-19, with interpretation superimposed ofthe upper and tower boundaries
ofthe asthenosphere, marked by the vertieal shading . The 670 km diseontinuity is marked by a
dashed fine .

7.3

GEODYNAMIC PROCESSES IN THE PAST?

An understanding ofthe mechanisms of modem tectonic processes involving continental
lithosphere and the appreciation that plate tectonic processes have been taking place for at
least the past 2 Ga, give us the opportunity to consider the geodynamic processes of past
geological events and how they have come to fashion the continent of Europe as it exists at
present.

7.3 .1 THE STABILITY OF THE BALTIC SHIELD

EGT has brought out the contrasts between the Baltic Shield and western Europe. For the
shield, both crust and lithosphere are substantially thicker and have remained essentially
stable and undeformed for a long period of time during which western Europe has been
through a succession of tectonic events which have modified it in many ways. Even today,
there are distinct contrasts in the levels of tectonic activity, as have been discussed in Chapter
5. And yet the Baltic Shield appears to have developed through plate tectonic processes much
the same as in western Europe. The seismic reflection image of a collision zone of 1.9 Ga
age beneath the Gulf ofBothnia (Figure 3-5) is remarkably similar to that of the Alps (Figure
3-11), formed within the past 90 Ma. The geological evolution of the Baltic Shield has been
shown by Berthelsen in Chapter 2 and by Windley in Chapter 6.1 to be wholly consistent with
plate tectonics. So, why should these contrasts exist? If the mechanisms are the same and
the driving forces have the same root cause, have the material properties altered? 1t can be
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seen from the geodynamics of the Alps that ocean subduction followed by continental
collision leads to the formation of a lithosphere root. By virtue of the localised forces that
develop, the collision zone operates as a self-sustaining system and stays as a relatively
narrow region of deformation, leaving adjacent continental units relatively undisturbed.
Once the subsiding mantle of the lithosphere root detaches and sinks into the asthenosphere,
however, there is an opportunity for buoyancy forces due to the locally thickened crust to
dominate so that the root thins and spreads and post-orogenic crustal extension takes over.
Somehow, this latter stage was never reached in the Baltic Shield. The crustal thickening of
the Bothnian collision zone is beautifully preserved. The lithosphere is uniformly as thick
as the Alpine root, with no subsidence and detachment. Why? If the mechanisms of plate
tectonics were the same, perhaps the conditions were different from the Alps. The elues are
in Windley' s account of Baltic evolution in Chapter 6.1. In the far north, collision tectonics
in the Early Proterozoic involved the amalgamation of Archaean terranes to form the KolaKarelian orogen which, even by that time (2.0-1.9 Ga), were of considerable antiquity and
substance. However, to the south, the Sveco-Fennian orogen contained no Archaean terranes
but 'developed by the growth and collision of 2.0-1.8 Ga juvenile arcs and by extensive
crustal melting in the period 1.8-1.55 Ga'. The juvenile arcs would have been separated by
juvenile oceanic lithosphere. In such circumstances all the young lithosphere would have
been thin and relatively strong. Subduction of oceanic lithosphere would have been at a low
angle and the extensive melting would have led to crustal underplating across a wide region.
Consequently, neither crustal roots nor lithospheric roots would have formed as in the Alpine
scenario and the localised body forces could not have developed. A eloser modem analogy,
though by no means an exact one, is the subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate beneath the
Cordillera of western Canada. There, evidence from the Lithosphere Geotransect (Mon ger
et al. 1985) and the deep reflection profiling efforts of Clowes et al. (1987) and Cook et al.
(1988) in the Lithoprobe Programme have shown how the Cordillera has no crustal root and
is extensively underthrust and underlain by the oceanic lithosphere ofthe Juan de Fuca plate.
Consequently, it becomes less difficult to envisage a situation in which the Sveco-Fennian
orogen was created from units of juvenile Iithosphere that welded together into a sizeable
province with laterally uniform properties, at least on a lithospheric scale. The crust was
thickened, relatively uniformly, through melt processes and is currently preserved as the
layer shown in Figure 3-3 with P-wave velocities greater than 7.0 kms-I . The thick
lithosphere is preserved because of its initial lateral extent of at least 1000 km and perhaps
its crude layering (Figure 3-18) is a remnant of successive low-angle subductions of thin
oceanic layering. It would seem that the later Gothian and Sveco-N orwegian orogens formed
peripherally to the Sveco-Fennian as, indeed, have the Norwegian Caledonides, without
materially affecting the core ofthe Baltic Shield lithosphere which had by then become firmly
established as a stable block. Once such a substantial block of lithosphere becomes
established as a shield with a keel, as is apparent elsewhere around the world, it takes powerful
forces to move or disrupt it. The influence of the stability of the Baltic Shield on the
geological evolution of western Europe, particularly through the Phanerozoic, is evident in
Chapter 6.
The contrasts between Baltic Shield and western European lithosphere do not require
different plate tectonic mechanisms but can be explained as a consequence simply of
differing material properties resulting from the ages and characteristics ofthe elements they
contained at the time of their amalgamation. None the less, we should continue to bear in
mind that although the mechanisms during the Proterozoic may have been essentially the
same as those prevailing at the present, radioactivity and temperatures within the Earth would
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have been greater then than now, so that the physieal parameters and boundary eonditions of
geodynamie processes would have been different then and may have slowly evolved with
time.

7.3.2 DISAPPEARING VARISCAN ROOTS

The Varisean units erossed by the central segment of EGT show all the evidenee of a
tectonic collage brought together by eollision processes. Yet they have a erust of remarkably
uniform 30 km thiekness, with no lithosphere thickening of the kind found in the Alps or the
Baltie Shield. In Chapter 6.3.1, Franke has explained that the main eontinental RhenoHereynian, Saxo-Thuringian and Moldanubian terranes were separated during the Lower
Palaeozoie by relatively narrow oeeans whieh had closed by the Early Carboniferous, to be
followed by eollision of the eontinental units, island ares and other unsubdueted oeeanie
features . An estimate of at least several hundred kilometres N-S erustal shortening aeross
this tee tonic collage is an indieation of the signifieant impact of the eollision and the extent
of the aeeompanying erust and lithosphere thiekening. Although the original Benioff slabs
from oeeanie subduction may not have been of any great size, it seems fairly clear that erustal
and lithosphere roots must have developed during eontinental eollision. So where are the
mountain roots now? The bilateral nature of underthrusting (Rheno-Hereynian and SaxoThuringian SE, Moldanubian NW) might have had its eause in the asymmetry of erustal and
lithosphere roots (as in Figure 7-2d). At the end ofthe orogeny, as Franke has pointed out
in Chapter 6.3.1, the high heat flow required for the substantial magmatie aetivity that
oeeurred is ineompatible with a thiek eontinental erust and lithosphere. It ean be understood
if the lithosphere root had eventually dropped down and separated from the rest of the
lithosphere, allowing asthenosphere to reaeh a higher level in the upper mantle and the
buoyaney forees at the Moho to degrade the erustal root and thin the erust. Uplift and
extension, ereating the variety of Permian basins deseribed by Franke, eould then be
aeeompanied by magmatie aetivity, intrusions no doubt taking advantage of pre-existing
shear zones to infuse into the lower erust. These processes would all tend to stabilise the
Moho at a uniform level. In addition, the cireumstanees of island are eollision, underplating
of basaltie magmas and erustal thiekening were eondueive to the transformation to eclogite,
as explained by Mengel in Chapter 4.3, whieh underlie the seismieally defined Moho.
Thus we ean make use of the models of the Alpine stress system whieh indicate that onee
the lithospheric upper mantle root detaehes and no Ion ger provides a downward force on the
lithosphere, the buoyaney force between erust and denser upper mantle (partieularly with
high density eclogite, see Figure 4-4) produces uplift, erustal extension and the destruetion
of the erustal root as the erust returns to a uniform thickness. This model for the tectonic
meehanism has been applied by Andersen et al. (1991) to the Norwegian Caledonides to
explain the return of the erust to normal thiekness in the aftermath of the Caledonian orogeny,
without neeessarily requiring to invoke either large-seale lateral flow within the lower erust
(Kusznir and Park 1988) or magmatie underplating. The same model ean serve equally well
for the Variscides, although in this ease post-orogenie magmatism has oeeurred.
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EGT - THE FUTURE?

Over a decade, aseries of experiments has been conducted in a carefully directed
collaborative research project across Europe, the European Geotraverse. In addition, a
comprehensive range of geological and geophysical information has been compiled and
mapped in compatible form on a uniform scale over the length and breadth ofthe EGT swathe.
A complete, 4600 km long profile revealing the lithosphere ofEurope from northern Norway
to central Tunisia has been prepared. This is the first of its kind, anywhere, to provide a
unified view of continental geology on a scale that allows the lateral variability to be
measured and compared from one geological province to another. EGT coordinated
scientific collaboration on a scale unprecedented in the Earth sciences, crossing fron tiers of
discipline, language and nationality, where it was needed to match the scale ofthe geological
problems that it sought to resolve. Many of the results of this research have been published
during the course of the EGT and are already entrenched in the scientific literature. But only
in the past year has this evidence been assembled so that comparisons can readily be made.
Only now, coincident with this book, have the results been brought togethercomprehensively
and become generally accessible through the publication of the EGT Atlas. The final report
of the EGT, presented to its founding body, the European Science Foundation, concluded that
after all the experimental work and analysis had been completed, 'in many ways, EGT has
only just begun' .
Perhaps the most lasting achievement of the EGT is to have brought so many scientists
from such a wide range of disciplines to work together for a common purpose. The
workshops and, in particular, the study centres have broadened the vision of many and
became the breeding grounds of new ideas, new scientific liaisons and new collaborative
experiments which should continue weil into the future.
This book represents simply the first thoughts of a few of the many scientists who have
been involved in this enterprise. We have attempted to nanate the way that EGT has brought
new and vital evidence to bear on our understanding ofhow the geology of a continent works.
We have sought to arouse your interest and to stimulate your criticism of the ideas that we
have presented. We expect that we shall be proved wrong on a number of counts but hope,
modestly, that a reasonable number of our views are confirmed. We know that we have only
scratched the surface of the great wealth of information that has been generated through the
EGT. Most of it is contained in the Atlas. May we urge you to make use ofthe Atlas to cany
forward the leading edge of our science, even if you do end up proving us wrong!
We began this book by suggesting that the search for geological truth is much like a
detective investigation. We have held to this analogy subconsciously in the way that we have
attempted to present this account, discussing each li ne of evidence in turn and relating one
clue with another. We have, we believe, exposed the lithosphere to a more intensive view
than has ever been achieved before, but we are equally aware that there remain a good many
more bodies in the basement to be unearthed.
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Midlands massif 21
migmatites 140, 141, 143
Milan fold belt 189
Mohn's Ridge 115
Moho 37,49,56,102,104, 158, 160- 1, 191 , 208
asymmetrie 219
Atlasian foreland 199
beneath the Alps 53- 5, 54, 107, 222
beneath eentral Finland 148
beneath European Varisean erust 27
beneath Norwegian- Danish basin 160
ehanges in veloeity eontrast at 41, 43
mapping of 60- 1, 62
and P-wave velocity 60
refleetion at 47
rise and fall of 44--5
shallow 136
strueture below European unit 196
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temperature at 75
updoming of 38-9
see also seismie Moho
Moho offsets 55, 104, 210- 11
Moho overlap 190, 197
Moho staeking 196, 197, 199
Molasse basin 30, 47, 49, 51 , 52, 87, 88- 9, 107,
119, 136
molasse basins 17, 26
Moldanubian terrane 230
Moldanubianzone93, 166, 169, 177, 179-80
see also Hegau ; Uraeh
Monferrato eomplex 197
Mont-Blane massif 189, 190
Moravo- Silesian unit 179- 80
Morcles nappe 189
mountain belts, geodynamie modelling of 217- 19
Mte Rosa massif 185
Münehberg Klippe 26
Murmansk terrane 140- 1, 143
mylonites 143, 145, 191
nappes 24, 30, 53, 146, 150,179, 182,185, 187,
189
advaneing 184
Alpine 89, 188
Austroalpine 184, 186
basement 58, 191
Caledonian 39
exotie 26
gravitational 20
Penninie 186, 188, 189
NARS portable seismie stations 35, 63, 65, 69
Navier- Stokes equation 217, 220
Neiden granitie pluton 141
Neseuretus provinee trilobites 166
NFP-20 (Switzerland) 8, 33, 51, 52, 102, 107
Ni- Cu deposits 148
Norbotten are 147
Nördlinger Ries erater 176
normal ineidenee seismie refleetion teehniques 33,
35,43, 49
Non"land , Sweden 105
North Afriea 204
north Alpine erustal front 199
North Ameriea- Greenland eontinent 18
North Atlantie, opening of 173
North Atlantie Ridge 222
North Cape, Norway 39
North German Basin 44, 45, 47, 73,153, 157,
172, 173
north German foreland 177- 8
north German line 172
North German- Polish Caledonides 15- 16, 162,
165
eollapse of 24, 164
North Hessian Depression (NHD) 86, 88, 93,
106, 223
erustal strueture 96-7
regional heat flow 95
xenoliths 95, 98- 9, 100, 163
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North Sea 30, 114, 115, 173
North Sea eoast, subsidenee of 176
North- Helvetie Flyseh 188
northern Alpine foreland 117, 220
northern Apennines 55- 6, 57, 58, 107, 118,
210- 11 , 220
northern Carpathians 2/0- 11
Northern Phyllite zone 24
Norwegian Caledonides 115, 229, 230
Norwegian Sea 114, 115
Norwegian- Danish basin 30, 116- 17, 153,
159- 60, 162
Novate intrusion 187
Numidian series 201
Numidian terrane 201
obduetion 20, 193
oeean spreading 224
oeean-bottom seismometers 58, 59
oeeanie basins
loeal, deep 202
small , opening of 31
unreeognised 198
oeeanie erust 100, 164, 190, 193
Devonian 169
formation of 136
Mediterranean basins 61
subdueted 24, 169, 187
two-Iayer 224
oeeanie lithosphere 23 , 82, 83
Ionia n, subdueted 134-5
juvenile 229
oeeanie regions, strueture of I
oeeanization 56-7
oeeans, Devonian 25- 6
Odenwald 49, 178
Old Red Continent 20, 24, 156, 167, 169, 177
olistostromes 24
olivine, ereep in 83
Onega, Lake 17
ophiolite 31 , 146, 148, 183, 192
Oran Meseta 200, 201 , 202
Orijärvi island are 147
orogenie aetivity, post-eollisional 26
orogenie belts 210- 11,211-12
orogenie eyeles, Mediterranean 211 - 13
orogenie float 23, 164
orogenie loops 30- 1, 32, 213- 14
orogenie plateaux 207
orogenie regimes, differing 190- 3
orogens, eollapse of 15- 17, 219
orthogneiss 141 , 143, 145
Oslo graben I 16, 150
Oslo region 115
Oslo rift 153
Oslo-Skagerrak graben system 158
Outokumpu nappe 146
overthrusting 55, IOI
P-wave veloeities 97, 107, 162
eclogi tes/peridotites 101
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Sardinia-Sahara 199, 200
xenoliths 92- 3, 95
P-waves 33, 41,52,60--3
palaeo-poles, Baltie Shield 12- 13
palaeogeographie misfits 170
palaeomagnetism 12- 15
Pan-Afriean orogeny 19
Pangaea 24, 26-7 , 28
Pannonian basin 30, 68, 207, 209, 210- 11
Pantellaria rift 136
paragneiss 143, 145,149, 150
Paris basin 68
partial melting 98, 99, 148
passive margins 22, 178, 182- 3, 201
Pä vie fault 120--1
Peehenga Series, thrust bound sliees of 143--4
Pelagian Sea 60
pelites 143, 144
peneplane, post-Sveeo- Norwegian 19
Penninie eollision suture 191
Penninie front 55
Penninie nappes 186, 188, 189
Penninie zone 53
Penninie-Austroalpine nappes 30
perehed basins 192
peridotite, upper mantle 105
Permian basins 230
phyllite 143
phyllite zone 178
Piedmont zone 118
Piemont oeean 28, 182,183
opening of 183
pillow lavas, andesite 144
plastie flow I 12
plastie shearing 112
plate eollision 118
plate eonvergenee 17,20,21 , 169,222
see also eonvergenee
plate margins, eonvergent 134
plate movements, driving foree for 216- 17
plate teetonie proeesses 104, 112- /3, 114
reeent, Mediterranean 202- 14
plate teetonies I, 11 - 12
plate units, Alps- Apennines 195- 7
Alpine unit 196-7
European unit 196
Northern Apennines unit 196-7
Po Plain unit 196
sub-Monferrato unit 197
plateau eollapse 207, 213
plutons 141, 145, 148, 149, 179
Po basin 52 , 55- 6, 78, 188, 189, 191 - 2, 220
Po Plain 51 , 55, 75, 118, 125, 131
Pogallo fault 183
POLAR profile 33, 34, 37--47, 61 , 77, 79, 102,
103, 104
Polish Trough, inversion of 160
Polmak- Pasvik- Peehenga (PPP) belt 104
see also Kola suture zone
Pomeranian-Kujawie Wall 160
pop-up struetures 189
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pore fluid pressure 83
pore pressure 83
postglacial rebound 120, 226- 7
power law creep 83
pre-collisional shortening 170
Pritzwalk massif 162
Protogine zone 116, 150
Provenc;:al basin 136, 193, 226
Provenc;:al Sea 194
pull-apart basins 28, 157, 182
pull-apart struetures 158, 172
Pyrenean orogeny 30
Pyrenees 68, 118

Ordovician- Silurian 25- 6
Cambrian- Ordovician 166
rifts 148
aborted 158
failed 196
intra-are 147
rigidity 2, 227
Ringk0bing-Fyn high 44,45,106,153,158, 173
R0m0 fracture zone 158
Rönne graben, inversion of 160
rotation, en-bloc 172
Rotliegend troughs 214
Russo-Baltic Platform see Baltica

Raahe- Ladoga fault zone 147
radioactive decay 2, 73
rapakivi granites 148, 149, 152
rapakivi massifs 18
ray tracing 37, 43 , 200
Rayleigh waves 33, 35, 64--5
reactivation, in Tornquist fan 157, 158
red beds 18, 181
reflection , sub-Moho 161
restites 99, 101-2
restorations 197, 198, 199
Rhenish massif 50,51, 106, 117, 122, 132, 167,
169, 170, 177, 178
Rheno-Hercynian terrane 230
Rheno-Hercynian units 26
Rheno-Hercynian zone 24, 94, 106, 163,
176-8
base of crust 100
Ordovician sequences 167
origin as rift basin 169, 177
see also Eifel; North Hessian Depression
rheology
depth-dependent 81-4
and intraplate seismicity 84- 91
Rhine graben system 122, 132
seismicity in 117-18
see also lower Rhine graben ; middle Rhine
graben; upper Rhine graben
Rhön mountains 49, 224
Rhone- Rhine- Eiger rift system 30
ridge push 120, 122,202,203,207,2 19, 222
Rif, Morocco 30
rift basin 90169, 176- 7, 178- 9
rift zones, thinned crust 193
rifting 19
active 56 7
Atlantic 29
differential, incipient 224
oceanic, propagation of 226
Red Sea 32
Tyrrhenian Sea 226
Oligocene- Miocene 224
Tertiary 175
Jurassie 28
Mesozoie 27, 159- 60, 181-4
Devonian 167-9, 178
Silurian 169

S-wave velocities 65
S-waves 33, 41, 63-4, 65
Saar /Nahe basin 171
sag basins 162
Sahara Atlas 201 , 211
Sahara platform 60, 199
Saharan glaciation 19,25,26, 166
salt, Messinian 32
salt pillows 159
Saorge-Taggia line 119
Sardinia 57, 58,62.73.79,93, 103, 133, 194, 200
anticlockwise rotation 224, 225
Sardinia Channel 56- 9, 73, 103, 108, 136, 200,
202
Sardinia rift 224
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) 124
Savo schist belt 147
Saxo-Thuringian basin 179
Saxo-Thuringian terra ne 24--5, 230
Saxo-Thuringian zone 25- 6, 93, 166, 177,
178- 9
Saxony 179
Seandian orogeny 20
Scandinavian Caledonides 20, 114
Scania 27, 160
Seania volcanic province 93
Schams nappes 182
schist 148
Scientif'ic Coordinating Committee (SCC) of
ESRC 4,5- 6
Scottish- Norwegian Caledonide orogeny 165
sea floor, new 209,211
seafloor spreading 11 , 25, 208
Sealand 153, 159
sedimentary basins 19, 20, 44, 45
Early Permian 171
negative geoid anomalies 125
sedimentation, Norwegian- Danish basin 159
sediments 19
Phanerozoic 153
post-Palaeozoic 60
Seiland volcanic province 93
seismic Moho 97, 100- 1
seismic refraction surveys 35, 51
seismic tomography 34, 61, 202
seismic wave paths 33- 5, 37
seismie waves 2
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seismicity 111 - 19
intra-crustal , Kattegat 162
intraplate, and rheology 84--91
seismogenic layer 112, 114, 119
serpentinite 146, 183
Sesia-Lanzo block 185
shear waves 37
shear zones 104, Jl2, 116, 150, 153, 161, 175-6
shears 196
Silesia 26
Silkeborg gravity high 153, 158
sillimanite 96
Silmano nappe 186
Simplon line 189
Sirkka Thrust 145
Skagerrak graben 156
Skagerrak- Oslo rift system 27, 153
Skellefte field, collision zone in 43
Skellefte island are 146, 147
slab pull 202, 203
small plate-motions, intra-Mediterranean 197
Solway line 21
Sorgenfrei Tornquist zone 44, 106, 115, 117, 153,
158, 160- 1
development of 27- 8, 47
Sörvaranger terra ne 141 , 143
south German basin 173
south-Alpine backthrust (thrustbelt) 187, 196
Southern Alps 56, 75, 191
spaee geodetic techniques 124--5
Spessart Mountains 178, 179
spinel peridotite 97
spinel-Iherzolite 93
spreading 124, 183
spreading sites 203, 212
Steinheim crater 176
STREAMERS 9
strength envelopes 82, 83, 84
strength profiles 83-4, 85, 86, 87
stress 29-30, 90, 124
compressional 122
in eontinentallithosphere 111- 12
deviatorie 222
compressional 218
horizontal 217, 218, 219
horizontal 120,221
compressional 172, 173, 219, 220
extensional 220
internal217
relaxation of 83
state of 120- 4
tectonie, Baltie Shield 87- 8
tensional 29, 217- 18
vertical 120
stress patterns 225, 226
regional 120
stress rel ease 120
stress systems 225 , 230
stretching and subsidence, post-Variscan 181
strike-slip 209
Avalonia-Laurussia suture 21
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dextral 173
sinistral 122, 181, 189
sinisatral systems 28
Strona-Ceneri basement block 183
stylolites 173
subcrustal reflectors 56
subducted slabs 56, 134, 187, 190, 199,212
from the African plate 61 , 63 , 109, 199, 202
and hinge retreat 203
of Piemont oceanic erust 185
sllbduction 11 , 104, 114, 180, 211,229
A-type 26
Alpine 196
Apennine 196
asymmetric model of 198
B-type 26, 195
with backarc spreading 203
Calabro-Panormide front 211
crustal 222
Dinaride 196
during Tertiary collision 187
of jagged crustal edge 208- 9
at Kola suture zone 143- 5
oflithosphere 119, 133,134
oblique, ofTornquist ocean 164
of oeeanic laycring 229
of Saxo-Thuringian basin 179
Silurian j Early Cambrian 169- 70
Sveco-Fennian 147
subduction hinge retreat see hinge retreat
subdllction zones 24, 28 , 43,68, 143,147, 184--5,
196, 202, 206
subsidence 182, 183
Ligurian Sea 220
northern Apennines 220
Norwegian- Danish basin 160
Po basin 188, 220
Po Plain 31, 125
stepwise 182
Sumi-Sariola Group 145
Suretta nappe 186, 189
surface heat flow 71 , 72, 73, 223
surface heat flow density 72- 3
surface waves 34--5, 64--9
suspeet terranes 15
sutures 11, 143, 150
Sveco-Fennian orogen 18,43, 139, 146-9,152,
229
Sveco-Fennian province 104, 105, 154
Sveco-Norwegian orogen 18, 19, 139-40,
149- 50, 154, 229
Sveco-Norwegian orogeny 18-19
SwabianJura 117, 122
Sweden 39, 121,122
earthquakes 115, 116
Tambo nappe 186, 187
Tampere island arc 147
Tanaelv belt 39, 103-4, 145
Tauern window 189
Taurides 210- 11
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tectonic activity, Permo-Carboniferous 27
tectonic collage 230
tectonic processes, driving forces 215-27
tectonic units complex 30- 1
tectono-metamorphic activity, Devonian to
Early Carboniferous 169- 70
Teisseyre Tornquist zone 28, 41, 45, 46, 47, 68,
157,160
Telemark supracrustals 150
telescoping, of terranes 11, 18,23
Tell Mountains 30, 118
Tellian-Numidian terrane 60
Tellian-Numidian thrust zone 59- 60
Tello-Rifian system 210- 11
Tellorifian fold-thrust belt 211
temperature field , EGT, modelling of 74-5
temperature gradients, near Earth's surface 72- 6
terranes 60, 200, 205, 230
Archaean 17, 18,39,139, 140- 3, 145, 152,229
island arc 20, 141
tracing origins of 13,14,14-15
see also arc terranes; named terranes
Tethyan basin 182
Tethyan-Alpine collision suture 196
Tethys 28, 181
Teutoburger Wald 173
thermal activity, Tertiary to Recent 176
thermal assimilation 198
thermal conductivity 72--4
thermal equilibrium 136
thermal instabilities, mantle 215-17
thermal softening, of root terranes 207
thermal updoming 180-1
thrust belts 162
architecture 206
bivergent 187
Early Proterozoic 39
Kola Peninsula 17, 18
north German Caledonides, composition of
162- 3
piggyback 212, 213
see also fold-thrust belts
thrust sheets, stacked 145, 192- 3, 197, 201
thrust slices, Lulea-Kuopiu suture zone 146
thrust systems, shallow, internal 210- 11
thrust wedge 145
thrust zones 59- 60, 143, 150
thrusting
Eastern Alps 185- 6
in-sequence 186- 7
South Alpine 191
thrusts 104
listric 189
post-collisional 145
ramped 195, 206
Thuringia 179
Thuringian Forest 178
tillites 26
Toce-Lepontine area, updoming of 188- 9
Tornquist fan 157- 9
Tornquist Sea 19, 23 , 164, 165, 169
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Tornquist zone 27, 30, 106, 120, 153- 62, 172
Early Permian basins 172
see also Sorgenfrei
Tornquist zone; Teisseyre
Tornquist zone
Trans- European fault 21 , 27, 28, 44, 65, 106, 153,
157
Trans-Scandinavian Batholith 149, 150
transform zone, dextral 181
transient heat flow 135- 7
transient thermal phenomena 76, 108
transitional crust 58, 59
two-Iayered 57
transpression 122, 161, 179, 181, 182
dextral 56, 179,179-80, 184,188
transtension 28 , 30, 172, 226
tri pie junctions 21 , 22, 158, 204
tuffs 142
Tunisia 59- 60, 73 , 152, 200- 1
crust and li thosphere 108- 9
seismic activity 118
Tunisian Atlas 201
turbidites 24,141 , 143, 146
Tuscan region 134
Tuscanides 192
Tuscany geothermal area 136
Tyrrhenian basin 31 , 136
Tyrrhenian Sea 119, 193, 225-6
volcanism in 133,134, 134
U-Pb zircon dating 148, 150,151
Ukranian massif 20
ultracataclasites 150
Umbrian se ries 192
unconformities, sub-Permian 160
underplating 170, 185, 189, 229, 230
underthrusting 169, 230
uniform elastic plate concept 80
uplift 72, 136, 208, 217, 219, 230
Alps 125, 220
Fennoscandia 125,127, 127-31,226- 7
Late Tertiary 20
northern Apennines 220
and subsidence, linked 222
vertical 188- 9
upper crust 45
Aar massif 53
Baltic Shield 37, 87- 8, 115
elastic 217
interleaved high- and low-velocity layers 41 ,
106
layering of 58
Sveco-Fennian orogen 146
upper lithosphere, rheologically zoned 81
upper mantle 199
asthenospheric 223
exploration of 33- 5
seismic exploration along EGT 60- 9
structure beneath Baltic Shield 105- 6
upper Rhine graben 117, 122- 3, 132- 3,136,
173, 175
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upwelling, active 132
Urach 86, 88
xenoliths 107
Urach field 73
Urach volcanics 93, 95
UrachjHegau 101
crustal strueture 96, 97- 8
xenolith suite 94, 95
see also Hegau
Uraeh j Hegau provinee, regional heat flow 95
Uralides 20, 27
Urals 20, 181
Vainospäa granite 145
Valais trough 182
Valencia, Gulf of 224
Varisean belt 101
Variscan
eentral Europe 4
crustal seismicity 88, 90
eleetrieal eonduetivity 79
strength profile 83 , 86
Variseandomain 15, 16- 17
Varisean evolution, pre-collisional 24-6
Varisean fold belt, degradation of 27
Varisean orogeny 26-7, 95
Varisean region 102, \06- 7
Varisean roots, disappearing 230
Varisean teetonic front 180
Vaskojoki anorthosite 145
Vättern graben system 19
Vavilov basin 133, 134
veloeity-depth distribution,
lithospherejasthenosphere 37, 39-44, 47
Very Long Baseline lnterferometry (VLBI) 124
Viking graben 116
Vinding fraeture zone 158
viseoelastie layer 217
viseoelastie properties, of Earth's surfaee 72
viseoelastie theory I 31
viseosity
upper and lower mantle 131
variations of with depth 220
viseous pillows, rising 208, 209
viseous response 80
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Vogelsberg 224
volcanie ares 24
volcanic provinces, northern EGT 93
volcaniclasties, Permo-Carboniferous 180, 181
volcanism
alkali ne 224
bimodal 149, 170
eale-alkaline 178
intra-plate 172-4
island are 133-4
ocean island basalt-type 133
Permian 170, 172
reeent 132- 5, 136
Sardinia 58
young, and upwelling of asthenospherie mantle
224
volcanoes, active 202
Voroneeh uplift 20
Vosges 26, 132, 179
Wales 26
waveform inversion 35
teehniques 65 , 67- 8
websterite 97, 99
west Mediterranean terranes 205
Western Alps 118
Westerwald 224
White Sea 145
wide-angle seismie refleetion techniques 33, 35
World Stress Map 120
wrenching 11 , 28 , 157
dextral 172, 173
xenolith investigation, eoneeptional limits of
100
xenoliths 72, 106- 7, 164, 174
amphilobite-facies 99- 100
evidenee for lithospherie composition 91 - 8
mafic 99
petrology of 95
populations along the EGT 93-4
Zechstein 47, 159
Zechstein Sea 172
zireons 26,141, 146, 150- 1

The contment of Europe has a complex geological
history of successive tectonic events. Over several
thousand million years these have formed the
present day configuration of major tectonic
provinces. A Continent Revealed unravels this
history by presenting and interpreting the results
of the European Geotraverse (EGT) - a unique
.study of the continent of Europe and the first
comprehensive cross section of the continental
lithosphere. This illustrated book has been
assembled by key workers in the EGT project. It
• uses the wealth of information yielded by the ten
years of experiments, study centres and workshops
to provide a concise and thought provoking
account of the geological processes that created
the European continent. It provides a summary of
the European Geotraverse, and at the same time a
starting point for further work.
Although the geology of Europe has been
studied for weil over a century through the
investigation of rock outcrops, our knowledge has
been limited by the sparse information on the
deeper structure of the lithosphere. The EGT
project has filled many gaps in our knowledge.
Evidence from northern Scandinavia shows- plate
tectonic processes to have been operating from

2000 million years ago, which .has allowed
Europe's geological evolution to be interpreted in
terms of plate tectonics from that time on .
The new and vital evidence and ideas presented
here will arouse interest and stimulate criticism and
discussion for many years to come. The book
provides students and researchers with an
integrated and comprehensive history of the
evolution and geodynamics of the European
continent. It gives an insight into the properties of
the lithosphere-asthenosphere system and how
the Earth works.

'...required reading not only for those directly
concerned with the geological history and
geophysical character of Europe, but for those
who are interested in how the Earth 's surface
features developed in all parts of the world. '
C L.Drake, Dartmouth College

The European Geotraverse has been a scientific
undertaking on an unprecedented scale in the earth sciences.
The 5000 km long, 250 km wide traverse crosses each of the major
tectonic provinces of Europe, fram the oldest Precambrian in northern Scandinavia
to the modern, active region of the Mediterranean, and looks at the deep interior of Eurape
to a depth of 500 km. Supported by the European Science Foundation, the ethos of the
EGT project has been founded on the idea that the understanding of the workings of a
continent and its evolution through geological time demands a weil defined programme
of linked experiments involving international collaboration and a large number of earth
scientists with the widest possible experience and knowledge. The experiments, the
network of study centres and the workshops held throughout the European
Geotraverse have braught scientists together for a common purpose,
and have broadened the vision of many, leading to new
scientific liaisons and new collaborative
experiments.
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